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ABSTRACT
Biofouling is both a human health hazard and detrimental to process efficiency. Biofilm growth is
inevitable on exposed surfaces, so an informed approach to cleaning and timely management are
essential. Chemicals can readily kill cells, but the biofilm structure must be removed to prevent regrowth and maintain sterility. Chemical agents also pose health and environmental risks, but the
typical alternative is to pump unsustainable volumes of cleaning solution through pipelines for
mechanical cleaning. The aim of this research was to apply green cleaning principles to biofouling
removal in industry, reducing the amount of chemicals, water and energy used in cleaning. Biofilms
of Escherichia coli and Burkholderia cepacia were grown on polyethylene, glass and stainless steel
304, in single and mixed species cultures. Fluid dynamic gauging (FDG) utilises hydrodynamics to
measure both the thickness and attached strength of the biofilms and therefore the optimum water
usage for removal can be estimated, and is both relatively simple and inexpensive to operate. As well
as using a static culture method, a drip flow reactor was built to develop biofilms under flow
conditions. The use of FDG offers an original way of monitoring both the attachment strength and
thickness of mixed species biofilms, and drip flow is an alternative to traditional biofilm growth
methods for analysis of removal behaviours, with particular relevance to food production
environments.
The adhesive and cohesive strengths of both single and mixed species biofilms increased up to 14
days‘ growth, and as previous studies suggest that this will be sustained over longer periods under
flow conditions, cleaning prior to peak strength would be prudent – at later stages the risk of
pathogens developing and contaminating the process would likely become too great, particularly if the
biofilm is experiencing significant detachment which increasingly occurs with age. The development
of greater, sustained thickness over time can also pose problems with heat transfer and enhanced
pressure drop. Protein, a key component of the extracellular matrix, showed a strong correlation with
the adhesive strength of mixed species biofilms. Biofilms grown on polyethylene attached more
strongly in the early stages of growth than those on glass or steel, which may be due to the greater
hydrophobicity of the surface. Chemicals can be used most effectively to weaken the outer layers, and
sodium hypochlorite was also shown to be useful for weakening surface adhesion – the required shear
stress for 95% removal was reduced by approximately 60% for 5 and 10-day old biofilms. There are
more risks associated with chlorine-based disinfectants than the alternative, peracetic acid, although
finding a suitable low concentration would be simple using this method.
There is no simple solution, complicated further by the unpredictability of the species present in
industrial biofouling. The best way of minimising the risk of spoiling and contamination would be to
clean surfaces with regularity, in the region of every 5 days rather than after a more prolonged period,
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which would also serve to minimise the resources used by preventing biofilms from becoming too
strongly attached or too thick. A chemical input would need to be determined by testing for the
optimum concentration necessary for a suitable effect, thus eliminating excess use, and thereby
reducing water and energy use in the process. Taking a multispecies sample from a process flow could
offer a more realistic approximation of industrial biofilms. Surface coatings to prevent adhesion are
the focus of much research, and could be an alternative to reactive methods.
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Nomenclature
Symbol
a
A
A
AB
AFM
ATP
BAC
BCA
BHI
BR
BSA
CBD
CBR
Cd
CDFF
Cf
CFD
CFU
ci
CIP
CLSM
COD
CSH
DAPI
DBNPA
DFR
dh
DLVO
DNA
DO
DSS
dt
dtube
EDTA
EL
EPDM
EPS
f
FDG
FISH
FTIR
h
h
H
h0
HVAC
I
LB-EPS
Leff
LW

Description
Orbital radius of shaking table
Maximum cell number
Surface area
Lewis acid-base polar interactions
Atomic force microscopy
Adenosine tri-phosphate
Benzalkonium chloride
Bicinchoninic acid
Brain-heart infusion
Brownian movement forces
Bovine serum albumin
Calgary biofilm device
CDC biofilm reactor
Discharge coefficient
Continuous depth fluid fermenter
Fanning friction factor
Computational fluid dynamics
Colony-forming units
Concentration of chemical species i in solution
Cleaning-in-place
Confocal laser scanning microscopy
Chemical oxygen demand
Cell surface hydrophobicity
4‘,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole
2,2-dibromo-3-nitrilopropionamide
Drip flow reactor
Hydraulic diameter of duct
Derjaguin-Landau-Varwey-Overbeek theory
Deoxyribonucleic acid
Dissolved oxygen
Dimethyldichlorosilane
Diameter of gauging nozzle
Diameter of gauging tube
Ethylenediamenetetraacetic acid
Electrostatic surface charge interactions
Ethylene propylene diene monomer
Extracellular polymeric substances
Frequency of shaking table rotation
Fluid dynamic gauging
Fluorescent in situ hybridisation
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
Interparticulate distance
Clearance distance between gauging nozzle and surface
Hydrostatic head
Clearance distance between nozzle and clean surface
Heating, ventilation and air conditioning
Ionic strength
Loosely-bound EPS
Tube effective length
Lifschitz-van der Waals interactions
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Units
m
[-]
m2

[-]
[-]
[-]

m

m
m

s-1

m
m
m
m
Moles
m

m
mactual
mideal
MBC
MDPE
MIC
M.I.C.
MRD
n
n
N
N0
NMR
OCT
OD
P
PBS
PCA
PE
PEX
PFA
PMMA
PVC
PVDF
r
Ra
Rf
Rrms
Rz
RDE
Re
RFC
RM
RNA
RO
SEM
SEM-EDS
SEPS
SS
SWR
TB-EPS
TBT
TDR
TSB
Um
uPVC
UV
v
VBNC
w
XDLVO
z
zi

Mass flow rate
Actual measured flow rate
Ideal calculated flow rate
Minimum bactericidal concentration
Medium density polyethylene
Microbially influenced corrosion
Minimum inhibitory concentration
Modified Robbins device
Number of moles
Number of cell generations
Number of cells in a culture
Number of cells in previous generation
Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy
Optical coherence tomography
Optical density
Hydrostatic pressure
Phosphate-buffered saline
Plate count agar
Polyethylene
Cross-linked polyethylene
Perfluoroalkoxy tatrafluoroethylene
Poly(methyl methacrylate)
Poly(vinyl chloride)
Polyvinylidene fluoride
Radial distance from nozzle centre
Average roughness
Thermal resistance parameter
Root mean square roughness
Average peak-to-valley height
Rotating disk electrode
Reynolds number
Radial flow cell
Raman spectroscopy
Ribonucleic acid
Reverse osmosis
Scanning electron microscopy
SEM with energy dispersion spectroscopy
Soluble extracellular polymeric substances
Stainless steel
Standard working reagent
Tightly-bound extracellular polymeric substances
Tributyltin
Time-domain reflectometry
Tryptic soy broth
Mean pipe flow velocity
Unplasticised poly(vinyl chloride)
Ultraviolet
Velocity
Viable but non-culturable cells
Width of gauging nozzle rim
Extended DLVO theory
Elevation head
Charge of chemical species i in solution
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kg.s-1
kg.s-1
kg.s-1
parts per million (ppm)

parts per million (ppm)
Moles
[-]
[-]
[-]

kg/(m.s-2)

m
µm
µm
µm
[-]

m.s-1
m.s-1
m
m

zFDG
α
γa
γab
δ
ΔG
ΔP12
θ
λ
λ
µf
µm
µFD
ρf
τmax
τo
τw

Zero-discharge fluid dynamic gauging
Angle of gauging nozzle contraction at the tip
Surface free energy of surface a
Interfacial tension between surfaces a and b
Fouling layer thickness
Gibbs free energy
Pressure drop between points 1 and 2
Contact angle
Cell culture lag period
Thickness of gauging nozzle rim
Fluid dynamic viscosity
Increase in cell number over time (log gradient)
Microfluidic device
Fluid density
Maximum applied shear stress
Orbital shear stress on shaking table
Wall shear stress
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0

m
Pa
0

s, min, hr
m
kg/(m.s)
kg.m-3
Pa
Pa
Pa
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Figures
Figure 1: a) Microbially-influenced corrosion inside an oil refinery pipeline (MERUS 2011). b)
Biofouling inside a condenser tube (Daniels and Selby 2007).
Figure 2: The cycle of biofilm attachment, maturity, detachment and eventual re-attachment (Garnett
and Matthews 2012).
Figure 3: The standard growth for a planktonic bacterial culture, with the four main phases included
(Rogers and Kadner 2007).
Figure 4: A graph showing the basic parameters for the creation of mathematical models for
planktonic bacterial growth. The lag period is equal to λ, μm is the gradient of the line during
exponential growth (estimated by deciding the section of the line which is approximately linear) and
with A as the asymptotic value of maximum cell number established in the stationary phase. The
logarithm of the relative population size is used due to the exponential mode of growth. Any decline
due to the death phase is typically not included in models (Zwietering et al., 1990).
Figure 5: Image 1 - An electron micrograph image of biofilm colonisation on sinter retrieved from
acid-sulphate-chloride springs, complete with associated EPS. Image 2 – An image of a conical
microcolony from the same set of samples (Schinteie et al., 2007).
Figure 6: The five significant stages of biofilm development: 1) initial attachment; 2) irreversible
attachment; 3) first stage of maturation; 4) second stage of maturation (exponential growth); 5)
dispersion following the stationary phase (Monroe 2007).
Figure 7: The net energy of interaction between two particles in accordance with DLVO theory, with
h being the interparticulate distance (Nutan and Reddy 2009).
Figure 8: The Baier curve, showing bacterial adhesion relative to critical surface energy (Baier 1980).
Figure 9: Pseudomonas aeruginosa AK1 adhesion, measured by viable cell counts, to a range of
substrates. The results show a strong agreement with the Baier curve (Fig. 8) (Pereni et al., 2006).
Figure 10: The contact angle, θ, of a liquid droplet on a substrate. The surface tensions (γ) are also
shown at each of the three interfaces (Tadmor 2004).
Figure 11: A comparison of the mass of biofilm accumulated on various surfaces from a study by
Mott and Bott (1991)
Figure 12: A diagram of the modified Robbins device, including (Blanchard et al., 1998)
Figure 13: A schematic of the constant depth film fermenter (CDFF), along with a variant – the nonconstant depth film fermenter (nCDFF) - as described by Lüdecke et al., (2014). The fermenter
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includes the rotating disc section at the centre, with 14 wells containing the biological samples. The
scraper bar serves to exchange bacterial suspension and medium across the wells, and also to remove
any surplus from the top.
Figure 14: A CFCC design used by Irving and Allen (2010) to study the formation and development
of microalgal biofilms. The apparatus was modified from earlier designs to facilitate the substitution
of substrate materials. The chamber was constructed using poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) and
attached to a multichannel peristaltic pump with silicone tubing.
Figure 15: A layered schematic of the radial flow cell (RFC), with a 2-dimensional depiction of the
complete unit shown below. The fluid inlet is located beneath the cell with a glass disc as a base, and
the structure (housing and lid) is built using Plexiglass, a trademarked PMMA formulation (Yung et
al., 1999).
Figure 16: A side view schematic of a drip flow reactor as used by Goeres et al., (2009). The required
angle of elevation is given by x, a is the length of the reactor base, b is the distance from the bottom of
the influent end of the reactor to the laboratory surface, c is the distance from the effluent end to the
laboratory surface, and y is the difference in elevation between b and c.
Figure 17: A schematic of the FDG nozzle in proximity to a test surface showing the flow stations
and dimensions of the nozzle, where h0 is the distance between the nozzle and the substrate, h is the
clearance between the nozzle and the fouling surface, λ is the thickness of the nozzle rim, w is the
width of the nozzle rim, dt is the diameter of the nozzle, α is the angle of the nozzle contraction at the
tip, dtube is the diameter of the tube, and m is the mass flow rate of the fluid.
Figure 18: An example of a typical h/dt vs. Cd plot, showing the two important zones.
Figure 19: A collection of images by Lewis et al., (2012), showing: a) and b) the crater in a cake
formed by the filtration of a yeast suspension through a membrane, after study with an FDG nozzle.
Part c) is a schematic of the relationship between the nozzle and the crater.
Figure 20: A 96-well microtitre plate of type used for the biofilm viability assays in this section
(https://www.edgebio.com/products/96-well-treated-microplates-u-bottom-50063)
Figure 21: Schematics of: a) the FDG apparatus in mass flow mode setup, in which the hydrostatic
head, H, is identified as the key operational parameter which determines the pressure driving force
controlling the siphon flow; and b) the FDG nozzle in proximity to a test surface, where h is the
distance between the nozzle and the deposit surface, h0 is the distance between the nozzle and the
clean surface, w is the width of the nozzle rim, dt is the nozzle diameter, dtube is the diameter of the
siphon tube, and m is the fluid mass flow rate. Points 1 to 4 denote the relevant areas with regards to
pressure drop (ΔP).
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Figure 22: A diagram showing the method used for making four separate strength measurements on
each biofilm sample. Each line relates to a route traced by the FDG nozzle, at a clearance distance
equal to the relevant h/dt value.
Figure 23: An indication of how the thickness of the biofilm can be recorded as the nozzle
approaches the surface. The profile of the fouled surface eventually reverts to the same curve as the
clean, which represents complete removal of the deposit.
Figure 24: The mean absorbance values (OD600) for each biofilm species tested for the viability
assay, with standard deviations added as error bars.
Figure 25: This graph shows the growth curve plotted from the optical density recordings for the
Escherichia coli and Burkholderia cepacia suspended cultures.
Figure 26: CD calibration curves for the FDG apparatus for the following hydrostatic head values: H
= 20, 30, and 60 mm.
Figure 27: A 3D topographic AFM image showing the typical morphology of the polyethylene
surface over an area of 25µm2, along with a side profile of the surface.
Figure 28: A 3D topographic AFM image showing the typical morphology of the steel disc used for
the static-grown biofilms over an area of 1µm2, along with a side profile of the surface.
Figure 29: SEM images taken of the steel disc used in the static biofilm studies, with magnifications
of the following resolutions; a) – x2000 and b) – x5500. Samples were gold sputter-coated prior to
imaging.
Figure 30: SEM images taken of the steel plate used in the studies of biofilms grown under flow
conditions, with magnifications of the following resolutions; a) x50, b) x2000, and c) x5000. Samples
were gold sputter-coated prior to imaging.
Figure 31: Contact angle measurements on polyethylene in order to determine the critical surface
energy. Image a) is taken using water as the fluid, and b) uses a 15% sodium chloride solution. The
recorded angles are a) left = 79.4°, right = 79.6°, and b) left = 88.6°, right = 89.4°
Figure 32: Contact angle measurements on the glass petri dish in order to determine the critical
surface energy. Image a) is taken using water as the fluid, and b) uses a 15% sodium chloride solution.
The recorded angles are a) left = 8.4°, right = 8.4°, and b) left = 23.6°, right = 19.1°
Figure 33: The protein quantification standard curve taken using the absorbance data relative to BSA
quantity shown in Table 5.
Figure 34: The polysaccharide quantification standard curve taken using the absorbance data relative
to glucose quantity shown in Table 6.
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Figure 35: Quantification of the protein found in isolated EPS samples taken from mixed species
biofilms of E. coli and B. cepacia, and assessed using the cation exchange method and the standard
curve in Figure 33. Errors were calculated from standard deviation values taken from the results for
multiple biofilms grown for the same time period.
Figure 36: Quantification of the polysaccharide levels found in isolated EPS samples taken from
mixed species biofilms of E. coli and B. cepacia, and assessed using the cation exchange method and
the standard curve in Figure 34. Errors were calculated from standard deviation values taken from the
results for multiple biofilms grown for the same time period.
Figure 37: Representative Nikon AZ100 optical microscope images of the polystyrene surface with
E. coli biofilms incubated for five days: tested under FDG at: (a) h/dt = 0.3, τmax = 5 ± 0.2 Pa; (b) h/dt
= 0.25, τmax = 8 ± 0.4 Pa; (c) h/dt = 0.2, τmax = 13 ± 0.5 Pa; (d) h/dt = 0.15, τmax = 18 ± 0.6 Pa. The
percentages of biofilm removed at each stage (calculated using ImageJ) were: (a) 4%; (b) 41%; (c)
88%; (d) 99%.
Figure 38: Selected optical microscope images of the glass surface with E. coli biofilms incubated for
five days: tested under FDG at (a) h/dt = 0.23, τmax = 5 ± 0.2 Pa; (b) h/dt = 0.19, τmax = 7 ± 0.3 Pa; (c)
h/dt = 0.15, τmax = 10 ± 0.3 Pa; (d) h/dt = 0.11, τmax = 16 ± 0.4 Pa. The percentages of biofilm removed
at each stage were: (a) 27%; (b) 72%; (c) 84%; (d) 97%.
Figure 39: Selected optical microscope images of E. coli biofilms on the stainless steel surface
incubated for five days: tested under FDG at (a) h/dt = 0.24, 5 ± 0.1 Pa (b) h/dt = 0.2, 7 ± 0.3 Pa (c)
h/dt = 0.15, 13 ± 0.4 Pa (d) h/dt = 0.08, 23 ± 0.5 Pa. The percentages of biofilm removed at each stage
were: (a) 26%; (b) 43%; (c) 73%; (d) 100%.
Figure 40: The complete set of strength test results for Escherichia coli biofilms grown for a 5-day
period on polyethylene, glass and stainless steel. A line to indicate the presence of two phases of
removal has been added.
Figure 41: The complete set of strength test results for Escherichia coli biofilms grown for a 10 day
period on polyethylene, glass and stainless steel.
Figure 42: The complete set of strength test results for Escherichia coli biofilms grown for a 14 day
period on polyethylene, glass and stainless steel.
Figure 43: The complete set of strength test results for Escherichia coli biofilms grown for a 21 day
period on polyethylene, glass and stainless steel.
Figure 44: The complete set of strength test results for Escherichia coli biofilms grown for a 28 day
period on polyethylene, glass and stainless steel.
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Figure 45: The overall strength test results for Escherichia coli biofilms grown on all three test
surfaces shown, in terms of the shear stress required in order to remove 50% and 95% of the surface
coverage. Values for the equivalent pipe flow velocity (using equation 23) are shown for selected data
points (ms-1).
Figure 46: Selected optical microscope images of B. cepacia biofilms grown on polyethylene for 5
days: tested under FDG at (a) h/dt = 0.26, 4 ± 0.4 Pa (b) h/dt = 0.21, 7 ± 0.1 Pa (c) h/dt = 0.16, 11 ±
0.2 Pa (d) h/dt = 0.11, 15 ± 0.1 Pa. The percentages of biofilm removed at each stage were: (a) 38%;
(b) 60%; (c) 77%; (d) 99%.
Figure 47: Selected optical microscope images of B. cepacia biofilms grown on glass for 5 days:
tested under FDG at (a) h/dt = 0.26, 4 ± 0.4 Pa (b) h/dt = 0.22, 6 ± 0.3 Pa (c) h/dt = 0.17, 9 ± 0.4 Pa (d)
h/dt = 0.12, 14 ± 0.4 Pa. The percentages of biofilm removed at each stage were: (a) 25%; (b) 42%;
(c) 74%; (d) 97%.
Figure 48: Selected optical microscope images of B. cepacia biofilms grown on stainless steel for 5
days: tested under FDG at (a) h/dt = 0.25, 4 ± 0.2 Pa (b) h/dt = 0.2, 7 ± 0.3 Pa (c) h/dt = 0.15, 12 ± 0.3
Pa (d) h/dt = 0.1, 16 ± 0.2 Pa. The percentages of biofilm removed at each stage were: (a) 14%; (b)
53%; (c) 91%; (d) 100%.
Figure 49: The complete set of strength test results for Burkholderia cepacia biofilms grown for 5
days on polyethylene, glass and stainless steel.
Figure 50: The complete set of strength test results for Burkholderia cepacia biofilms grown for 10
days on polyethylene, glass and stainless steel.
Figure 51: The complete set of strength test results for Burkholderia cepacia biofilms grown for 14
days on polyethylene, glass and stainless steel.
Figure 52: The complete set of strength test results for Burkholderia cepacia biofilms grown for 21
days on polyethylene, glass and stainless steel.
Figure 53: The complete set of strength test results for Burkholderia cepacia biofilms grown for 28
days on polyethylene, glass and stainless steel.
Figure 54: The overall strength test results for Burkholderia cepacia biofilms grown on all three test
surfaces shown, in terms of the shear stress required in order to remove 50% and 95% of the surface
coverage. Values for the equivalent pipe flow velocity are shown for selected data points (ms-1).
Figure 55: Selected optical microscope images of mixed species biofilms grown on polyethylene for
5 days: tested under FDG at (a) h/dt = 0.25, 4 ± 0.2 Pa (b) h/dt = 0.20, 6 ± 0.1 Pa (c) h/dt = 0.15, 12 ±
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0.2 Pa (d) h/dt = 0.10, 14 ± 0.4 Pa. The percentages of biofilm removed at each stage were: (a) 9%; (b)
45%; (c) 91%; (d) 100%.
Figure 56: Selected optical microscope images of mixed species biofilms grown on glass for 5 days:
tested under FDG at (a) h/dt = 0.25, 4 ± 0.5 Pa (b) h/dt = 0.21, 5 ± 0.2 Pa (c) h/dt = 0.15, 12 ± 0.2 Pa
(d) h/dt = 0.1, 14 ± 0.5 Pa. The percentages of biofilm removed at each stage were: (a) 17%; (b) 59%;
(c) 94%; (d) 100%.
Figure 57: Selected optical microscope images of mixed species biofilms grown on stainless steel for
5 days: tested under FDG at (a) h/dt = 0.25, 4 ± 0.5 Pa (b) h/dt = 0.17, 10 ± 0.2 Pa (c) h/dt = 0.1, 15 ±
0.2 Pa (d) h/dt = 0.06, 19 ± 0.5 Pa. The percentages of biofilm removed at each stage were: (a) 23%;
(b) 78%; (c) 95%; (d) 100%.
Figure 58: The complete set of strength test results for mixed species biofilms grown for 5 days on
polyethylene, glass and stainless steel.
Figure 59: The complete set of strength test results for mixed species biofilms grown for 10 days on
polyethylene, glass and stainless steel.
Figure 60: The complete set of strength test results for mixed species biofilms grown for 14 days on
polyethylene, glass and stainless steel.
Figure 61: The complete set of strength test results for mixed species biofilms grown for 21 days on
polyethylene, glass and stainless steel.
Figure 62: The complete set of strength test results for mixed species biofilms grown for 28 days on
polyethylene, glass and stainless steel.
Figure 63: The overall strength test results for mixed species biofilms grown on all three test surfaces
shown, in terms of the shear stress required in order to remove 50% and 95% of the surface coverage.
Values for the equivalent pipe flow velocity are shown for selected data points (ms-1).
Figure 64: A comparison of the estimated wall shear stress required to remove 95% (from surface
coverage analysis using ImageJ) of E. Coli, B. cepacia, and mixed species biofilms grown on: (a)
polyethylene, (b) glass and (c) stainless steel, after a range of incubation times. The error bars take
into account the potential inaccuracy of the interpolation, and the scope for experimental errors.
Figure 65: A comparison of the estimated wall shear stress required to remove 95% of B. cepacia
and mixed species biofilms from polyethylene, glass and stainless steel surfaces after a range of
incubation times.
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Figure 66: Comparisons between adhesive strength values and recorded amounts of a) protein and b)
glucose in the equivalent biofilm samples. All data are taken from mixed species biofilms. The
incubation periods (in days) are shown in the labels.
Figure 67: Graphs showing the average thickness of a) E. coli; b) B. cepacia; and c) mixed species
biofilms as measured by FDG. The error bars show the minimum and maximum thicknesses measured
for each incubation period.
Figure 68: Comparisons between biofilm thickness and recorded amounts of a) protein and b)
glucose in the equivalent biofilm samples. All data are taken from mixed species biofilms. The
incubation periods (in days) are shown in the labels.
Figure 69: The percentage of biofilm thickness reduction in terms of the estimated wall shear stress
deduced from the mass flow rate at the respective nozzle clearance (h/dt), for a biofilm of E. coli
grown for 14 days on a polyethylene surface.
Figure 70: The percentage of biofilm thickness reduction in terms of the estimated wall shear stress
deduced from the mass flow rate at the respective nozzle clearance (h/dt), for a mixed species biofilm
grown for 14 days on a glass surface.
Figure 71: A graph showing how the discharge coefficient (Cd) relative to the dimensionless nozzle
clearance distance (h/dt) differs compared to a calibration plot due to the presence of a B. cepacia
biofilm grown for 10 days on stainless steel.
Figure 72: The estimated wall shear stress and selected equivalent mean pipe flow velocities in
brackets (ms-1) required to remove 50%, and 95% of E. coli biofilm thickness from glass,
polyethylene and stainless steel, after a range of incubation periods. The error bars take into account
the potential inaccuracy of the logarithmic interpolation and the scope for experimental errors.
Figure 73: The estimated wall shear stress and selected equivalent mean pipe flow velocities in
brackets (ms-1) required to remove 50%, and 95% of B. cepacia biofilm thickness from glass,
polyethylene and stainless steel, after a range of incubation periods. The error bars take into account
the potential inaccuracy of the logarithmic interpolation and the scope for experimental errors.
Figure 74: The estimated wall shear stress and selected equivalent mean pipe flow velocities in
brackets (ms-1) required to remove 50%, and 95% of mixed species biofilm thickness from glass,
polyethylene and stainless steel, after a range of incubation periods. The error bars take into account
the potential inaccuracy of the logarithmic interpolation and the scope for experimental errors.
Figure 75: Comparisons between cohesive strength values and recorded amounts of a) protein and b)
glucose in the equivalent biofilm samples. All data are taken from mixed species biofilms. The
incubation periods (in days) are shown in the labels.
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Figure 76: CLSM images showing the extent of EPS coverage on E. coli biofilms grown on glass for
(a) 14 days; and (b) 21 days.
Figure 77: CLSM images showing the presence of live and dead cells in E. coli biofilms grown on
glass for (a) 14 days; and (b) 21 days. Live cells are stained green, dead cells are stained red.
Figure 78: Birds-eye and side view designs of the drip flow reactor chamber, with the upper and
lower sections of the chamber shown separately in the side view. The dotted lines represent cavities
and hollow regions in the chamber. The raised section of the lower chamber shows where the growth
surface is located. All dimensions are in millimetres.
Figure 79: A side view of the drip flow reactor, situated on its accompanying stand tilted at a 10
degree angle. The dotted lines represent cavities and hollow regions in the chamber.
Figure 80: The spread of media flow rates recorded from the drip flow reactor with the preceding
valve opened as minimally as possible. Volumes were recorded over 10 minute periods, of 30
instances.
Figure 81: The relationship between the set temperature of the water bath and the recorded
temperature within the drip flow reactor.
Figure 82: a) Pressure drop recordings and b) CD calibration curves for the pressure mode FDG
apparatus for the following mass flow rates: m = 0.5, 1, and 2 g/s. The size of the symbols represents
the potential for errors in the use of the stopwatch and balance.
Figure 83: A 3D topographic AFM image, a), showing the morphology of a glass coverslip used for
biofilm growth under flow conditions, over an area of 4 µm2, along with a side profile of the surface
(b)).
Figure 84: A 3D topographic AFM image showing the typical morphology of the stainless steel 316
plate used for growing biofilms under flow conditions, over an area of 1µm2, along with a side profile
of the surface.
Figure 85: Optical microscope images of E. coli biofilms grown under flow on polyethylene for 5
days: tested under FDG at (a) h/dt = 0.25, τw = 4 ± 0.1 Pa (b) h/dt = 0.18, τw = 9 ± 0.4 Pa (c) h/dt =
0.11, τw = 16 ± 0.2 Pa (d) h/dt = 0.08, τw = 21 ± 0.4 Pa. The percentages of biofilm removed at each
stage, measured using ImageJ, were: (a) 9%; (b) 46%; (c) 83%; (d) 96%.
Figure 86: Optical microscope images of the glass surface with E. coli biofilms incubated under flow
for 5 days: tested under FDG at (a) h/dt = 0.23, τw = 5 ± 0.4 Pa; (b) h/dt = 0.18, τw = 10 ± 0.5 Pa; (c)
h/dt = 0.12, τw = 15 ± 0.1 Pa; (d) h/dt = 0.11, τw = 18 ± 0.2 Pa. The percentages of biofilm removed at
each stage were: (a) 21%; (b) 55%; (c) 88%; (d) 94%.
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Figure 87: Optical microscope images of E. coli biofilms on the polished stainless steel plate under
flow for 5 days: tested under FDG at (a) h/dt = 0.21, τw = 8 ± 0.2 Pa (b) h/dt = 0.15, τw = 14 ± 0.1 Pa
(c) h/dt = 0.12, τw = 19 ± 0.1 Pa (d) h/dt = 0.08, τw = 25 ± 0.2 Pa. The percentages of biofilm removed
at each stage were: (a) 39%; (b) 68%; (c) 86%; (d) 100%.
Figure 88: The complete set of strength test results for Escherichia coli biofilms grown for a 5-day
period on polyethylene, glass and stainless steel, using the drip flow reactor.
Figure 89: The complete set of strength test results for Escherichia coli biofilms grown for a 10 day
period on polyethylene, glass and stainless steel, using the drip flow reactor.
Figure 90: The complete set of strength test results for Escherichia coli biofilms grown for a 14 day
period on polyethylene, glass and stainless steel, using the drip flow reactor.
Figure 91: The overall strength test results for Escherichia coli biofilms grown under drip flow on all
three test surfaces shown, in terms of the shear stress required in order to remove 50% and 95% of the
surface coverage. Values for the equivalent pipe flow velocity are shown for selected data points (ms 1

).

Figure 92: A comparison between the strength test results for Escherichia coli biofilms grown under
drip flow and under static conditions, on all three test surfaces, shown in terms of the shear stress
required in order to remove 95% of the surface coverage.
Figure 93: A comparison between the strength test results for Escherichia coli biofilms grown under
drip flow and under static conditions, on all three test surfaces, shown in terms of the shear stress
required to remove 50% of the surface coverage.
Figure 94: Optical microscope images of mixed species biofilms grown on polyethylene under flow
for 5 days: tested under FDG at (a) h/dt = 0.24, τw = 5 ± 0.3 Pa (b) h/dt = 0.17, τw = 9 ± 0.1 Pa (c) h/dt
= 0.14, τw = 12 ± 0.1 Pa (d) h/dt = 0.1, τw = 16 ± 0.5 Pa. The percentages of biofilm removed at each
stage were: (a) 10%; (b) 49%; (c) 78%; (d) 94%.
Figure 95: Optical microscope images of mixed species biofilms grown on glass under flow for 5
days: tested under FDG at (a) h/dt = 0.24, τw = 5 ± 0.4 Pa (b) h/dt = 0.17, τw = 9 ± 0.2 Pa (c) h/dt =
0.14, τw = 11 ± 0.4 Pa (d) h/dt = 0.11, τw = 14 ± 0.1 Pa. The percentages of biofilm removed at each
stage were: (a) 20%; (b) 53%; (c) 77%; (d) 99%.
Figure 96: Optical microscope images of mixed species biofilms grown under flow on stainless steel
for 5 days: tested under FDG at (a) h/dt = 0.22, τw = 6 ± 0.3 Pa (b) h/dt = 0.16, τw = 10 ± 0.4 Pa (c) h/dt
= 0.11, τw = 16 ± 0.4 Pa (d) h/dt = 0.08, τw = 20 ± 0.3 Pa. The percentages of biofilm removed at each
stage were: (a) 18%; (b) 47%; (c) 86%; (d) 99%.
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Figure 97: The complete set of strength test results for mixed species biofilms grown for 5 days on
polyethylene, glass and stainless steel, using the drip flow reactor.
Figure 98: The complete set of strength test results for mixed species biofilms grown for 10 days on
polyethylene, glass and stainless steel, using the drip flow reactor.
Figure 99: The complete set of strength test results for mixed species biofilms grown for 14 days on
polyethylene, glass and stainless steel, using the drip flow reactor.
Figure 100: The overall strength test results for mixed species biofilms grown under drip flow on all
three test surfaces shown, in terms of the shear stress required in order to remove 50% and 95% of the
surface coverage. Values for the equivalent pipe flow velocity are shown for selected data points (ms 1

).

Figure 101: A comparison between the strength test results for mixed species biofilms grown under
drip flow and under static conditions, on all three test surfaces, shown in terms of the shear stress
required in order to remove 95% of the surface coverage.
Figure 102: A comparison between the strength test results for mixed species biofilms grown under
drip flow and under static conditions, on all three test surfaces, shown in terms of the shear stress
required in order to remove 50% of the surface coverage.
Figure 103: A comparison of the estimated wall shear stress required to remove 95% (from surface
coverage analysis using ImageJ) of E. Coli and mixed species biofilms grown under drip flow
conditions on: (a) polyethylene, (b) glass and (c) stainless steel, after a range of incubation times. The
error bars take into account the potential inaccuracy of the interpolation, and the scope for
experimental errors.
Figure 104: Comparisons between adhesive strength values and recorded amounts of a) protein and
b) glucose in the equivalent biofilm samples grown under flow conditions. All data are taken from
mixed species biofilms. The incubation periods (in days) are shown in the labels.
Figure 105: Graphs showing the average thickness of a) E. coli; and b) mixed species biofilms grown
under flow conditions as measured by FDG. The error bars show the minimum and maximum
thicknesses measured for each incubation period.
Figure 106: Graphs comparing the average thicknesses of a) E. coli; and b) mixed species biofilms
grown under static and flow conditions as measured by FDG.
Figure 107: The percentage of biofilm thickness reduction in terms of the estimated wall shear stress
deduced from the mass flow rate at the respective nozzle clearance (h/dt), for a mixed species biofilm
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grown for 10 days under drip flow on a polyethylene surface. The lines added indicate the two distinct
phases of removal – rapid initial depletion and a slower removal of the surface layers.
Figure 108: The percentage of biofilm thickness reduction in terms of the estimated wall shear stress
deduced from the mass flow rate at the respective nozzle clearance (h/dt), for a biofilm of E. coli
grown for 14 days under drip flow on a stainless steel surface, with the two phases indicated again.
Figure 109: The estimated wall shear stress and selected equivalent mean pipe flow velocities in
brackets (ms-1) required to remove 50%, and 95% of E. coli biofilm thickness from glass,
polyethylene and stainless steel, after a range of incubation periods. The error bars take into account
the potential inaccuracy of the logarithmic interpolation and the scope for experimental errors.
Figure 110: The estimated wall shear stress and selected equivalent mean pipe flow velocities in
brackets (ms-1) required to remove 50%, and 95% of mixed species biofilm thickness from glass,
polyethylene and stainless steel, after a range of incubation periods. The error bars take into account
the potential inaccuracy of the logarithmic interpolation and the scope for experimental errors.
Figure 111: A comparison between the thickness test results for Escherichia coli biofilms grown
under drip flow and under static conditions, on all three test surfaces, shown in terms of the shear
stress required in order to remove 95% of the surface coverage.
Figure 112: A comparison between the thickness test results for Escherichia coli biofilms grown
under drip flow and under static conditions, on all three test surfaces, shown in terms of the shear
stress required in order to remove 50% of the surface coverage.
Figure 113: A comparison between the thickness test results for mixed species biofilms grown under
drip flow and under static conditions, on all three test surfaces, shown in terms of the shear stress
required in order to remove 95% of the surface coverage.
Figure 114: A comparison between the thickness test results for mixed species biofilms grown under
drip flow and under static conditions, on all three test surfaces, shown in terms of the shear stress
required in order to remove 50% of the surface coverage.
Figure 115: A comparison of the estimated wall shear stress required to remove 95% thickness of E.
Coli and mixed species biofilms grown under drip flow conditions on: (a) polyethylene, (b) glass and
(c) stainless steel, after a range of incubation times. The error bars take into account the potential
inaccuracy of the interpolation, and the scope for experimental errors.
Figure 116: Comparisons between cohesive strength values and recorded amounts of a) protein and
b) glucose in the equivalent duct flow biofilm samples. All data are taken from mixed species
biofilms. The incubation periods (in days) are shown in the labels.
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Figure 117: Optical microscope images of mixed species biofilms grown under flow on stainless steel
for 14 days and exposed to 100 mg/L sodium hypochlorite: tested under FDG at (a) h/dt = 0.25, τw = 4
± 0.5 Pa (b) h/dt = 0.21, τw = 6 ± 0.4 Pa (c) h/dt = 0.15, τw = 11 ± 0.4 Pa (d) h/dt = 0.1, τw = 15 ± 0.1
Pa. The percentages of biofilm removed at each stage were: (a) 23%; (b) 52%; (c) 84%; (d) 97%.
Figure 118: The complete set of strength test results for mixed species biofilms grown on stainless
steel using the drip flow reactor, after being exposed to a 100 mg/L sodium hypochlorite solution for
15 minutes and removed using FDG.
Figure 119: Optical microscope images of mixed species biofilms grown under flow on stainless steel
for 14 days and exposed to 1000 mg/L sodium hypochlorite: tested under FDG at (a) h/dt = 0.25, τw =
4 ± 0.4 Pa (b) h/dt = 0.20, τw = 7 ± 0.4 Pa (c) h/dt = 0.16, τw = 10 ± 0.1 Pa (d) h/dt = 0.12, τw = 13 ± 0.4
Pa. The percentages of biofilm removed at each stage were: (a) 30%; (b) 53%; (c) 86%; (d) 100%.
Figure 120: The complete set of strength test results for mixed species biofilms grown on stainless
steel using the drip flow reactor, after being exposed to a 1000 mg/L sodium hypochlorite solution for
15 minutes and removed using FDG.
Figure 121: The shear stress required to remove 95% surface coverage of mixed species biofilms
grown under drip flow on stainless steel, comparing the effect of exposure to sodium hypochlorite on
adhesive strength.
Figure 122: Optical microscope images of mixed species biofilms grown under flow on stainless steel
for 14 days and exposed to 100 mg/L peracetic acid: tested under FDG at (a) h/dt = 0.25, τw = 4 ± 0.2
Pa (b) h/dt = 0.18, τw = 10 ± 0.4 Pa (c) h/dt = 0.11, τw = 17 ± 0.3 Pa (d) h/dt = 0.06, τw = 23 ± 0.2 Pa.
The percentages of biofilm removed at each stage were: (a) 28%; (b) 73%; (c) 86%; (d) 94%.
Figure 123: The complete set of strength test results for mixed species biofilms grown on stainless
steel using the drip flow reactor, after being exposed to a 100 mg/L peracetic acid solution for 15
minutes and removed using FDG.
Figure 124: Optical microscope images of mixed species biofilms grown under flow on stainless steel
for 14 days and exposed to 1000 mg/L peracetic acid: tested under FDG at (a) h/dt = 0.25, τw = 4 ± 0.2
Pa (b) h/dt = 0.18, τw = 10 ± 0.1 Pa (c) h/dt = 0.12, τw = 16 ± 0.4 Pa (d) h/dt = 0.06, τw = 23 ± 0.1 Pa.
The percentages of biofilm removed at each stage were: (a) 24%; (b) 63%; (c) 86%; (d) 99%.
Figure 125: The complete set of strength test results for mixed species biofilms grown on stainless
steel using the drip flow reactor, after being exposed to a 1000 mg/L peracetic acid solution for 15
minutes and removed using FDG.
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Figure 126: The shear stress required to remove 95% surface coverage of mixed species biofilms
grown under drip flow on stainless steel, comparing the effect of exposure to peracetic acid on
adhesive strength.
Figure 127: The percentage of biofilm thickness reduction in terms of the estimated wall shear stress
deduced from the mass flow rate at the respective nozzle clearance (h/dt), for a mixed species biofilm
grown for 14 days under drip flow on a stainless steel surface. The biofilm was initially exposed to
1000 mg/L sodium hypochlorite for 15 minutes.
Figure 128: The shear stress required to remove 95% thickness of mixed species biofilms grown
under drip flow on stainless steel, comparing the effect of exposure to sodium hypochlorite on
cohesive strength.
Figure 129: The percentage of biofilm thickness reduction in terms of the estimated wall shear stress
deduced from the mass flow rate at the respective nozzle clearance (h/dt), for a mixed species biofilm
grown for 14 days under drip flow on stainless steel. The biofilm was initially exposed to 1000 mg/L
peracetic acid for 15 minutes.
Figure 130: The shear stress required to remove 95% thickness of mixed species biofilms grown
under drip flow on stainless steel, comparing the effect of exposure to peracetic acid on cohesive
strength.
Figure 131: An estimate of the total required contribution of water and sodium hydroxide to remove
95% surface coverage of mixed species biofilms from stainless steel, as the concentration of NaClO is
increased from zero to 1000 mg/L. Equal weighting is given to the two components when producing
the Total curve.
Figure 132: An estimate of the total required contribution of water and peracetic acid to remove 95%
surface coverage of mixed species biofilms from stainless steel, as the concentration of PAA is
increased from zero to 1000 mg/L. Equal weighting is given to the two components when producing
the Total curve.
Figure 133: The result from the experiment undertaken to determine the effective length of the
curved siphon tube. The mass flow rate is controlled via the hydrostatic head, and the pressure drop
displayed is that for the unknown section of tubing. The equation of the trend line is included to show
the gradient of the line.
Figure 134: The full set of contact angle measurements on polyethylene in order to determine the
critical surface energy. From top to bottom: water, 5%, 10% and 15% sodium chloride
Figure 135: The full set of contact angle measurements on the stainless steel disc in order to
determine the critical surface energy. From top to bottom: water, 5%, 10% and 15% sodium chloride
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Figure 136: The full set of contact angle measurements on the stainless steel plate in order to
determine the critical surface energy. From top to bottom: water, 5%, 10% and 15% sodium chloride
Figure 137: The full set of contact angle measurements on the glass petri dish in order to determine
the critical surface energy. From top to bottom: water, 5%, 10% and 15% sodium chloride
Figure 138: The full set of contact angle measurements on the glass coverslip in order to determine
the critical surface energy. From top to bottom: water, 5%, 10% and 15% sodium chloride
Figure 139: Zisman plots shown for the five surfaces examined for contact angles using water and 5,
10 and 15 % sodium chloride solutions: a) polyethylene; b) steel disc; c) steel plate; d) glass dish, and
e) glass coverslip. The equations of the trendlines are shown as these indicate the means of calculating
the critical surface areas.
Figure 140: A graph showing how the discharge coefficient (Cd) relative to the dimensionless nozzle
clearance distance (h/dt) differs compared to a calibration plot due to the presence of a biofilm. This
particular biofilm was of E. coli grown for 14 days on a polyethylene surface.
Figure 141: A graph showing how the discharge coefficient (Cd) relative to the dimensionless nozzle
clearance distance (h/dt) differs compared to a calibration plot due to the presence of a mixed species
biofilm grown for 14 days on a glass surface.

Tables
Table 1: Typical proportions of biofilm EPS constituents by mass (Sutherland 2001).
Table 2: The full set of absorbance value recorded for the biofilm viability assay. The mean and
standard deviation results for each species are displayed in the bottom two rows, with the raw data
and control values shown in Appendix 3.
Table 3: The Ra (average roughness), Rms (root mean square roughness) and Rz (average peak-tovalley height) values for the polyethylene petri dish and the steel disc.
Table 4: The full set of contact angle results and air-liquid surface tensions, and the critical surface
tensions in bold in the bottom row.
Table 5: The raw absorbance data relative to the quantity of BSA. The value for BSA = 0 (pure
water) is subtracted from each value for the protein quantification standard curve.
Table 6: The raw absorbance data relative to the quantity of glucose. The value for glucose = 0 (pure
water) is subtracted from each value for the polysaccharide quantification standard curve.
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Table 7: The full set of average shear stress values required to remove 50% and 95% surface
coverage of E. coli, B. cepacia, and mixed species biofilms grown under static conditions from
polyethylene, glass and stainless steel.
Table 8: The full set of shear stress values required to remove 50% and 95% thickness of E. coli, B.
cepacia, and mixed species biofilms grown under static conditions from polyethylene, glass and
stainless steel.
Table 9: The Ra (average roughness), Rms (root mean square roughness) and Rz (average peak-tovalley height) values for the polyethylene petri dish (shown in Section 5.4.1), the steel plate, and the
glass coverslip. The data for the steel disc from Section 5.4.1 is also shown as a comparison.
Table 10: The full set of average shear stress values required to remove 50% and 95% surface
coverage of E. coli and mixed species biofilms grown under drip flow conditions from polyethylene,
glass and stainless steel.
Table 11: The full set of average shear stress values required to remove 50% and 95% thickness of E.
coli, B. cepacia, and mixed species biofilms grown under drip flow conditions from polyethylene,
glass and stainless steel.
Table 12: The components present in the M9 media used to grow biofilms throughout this research,
and the ionic strengths of each component.
Table 13: The full set of absorbances taken from the biofilm assay conducted in order to compare the
species Escherichia coli Nissle1917, Pseudomonas aeruginosa NCTC and P. aeruginosa PA01
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Context
Biofouling has been described as ―the unwanted accumulation of biological material on man-made
surfaces‖ (Flemming et al., 2008). The biological materials can generally be classified into two
groups; microorganisms (i.e. bacteria, fungi, algae), which form biofilms; and macro-organisms such
as tubeworms and barnacles. In the context of fouling and cleaning, biofouling is the ―accumulation of
biological matter on a surface by growth and/or deposition to a level that causes operational problems
including increased pressure drop across the system resulting in a reduction in the permeate
production‖ (Ngene et al., 2010).
Biofouling is observed in a vast selection of fields: food and pharmaceutical production, shipping,
steel, petrochemicals, water desalination, and drinking water treatment and distribution (Henderson
2010). Taking the food industry as an example, biofilms can grow in a number of places including
pipe bends, conveyor belts, floors and rubber seals, all surfaces which are exposed to local bacteria
inhabitation (Blanchard et al., 1998). Biofilm formation on conveyor belts has the potential to
contaminate and impact upon food quality, such as colonies on an egg glaze or multi-layer biofilms on
a baked bean line (Holah et al., 1989, cited by Blanchard et al., 1998). Spoiling and pathogenic
bacteria can form biofilms on process surfaces, leading to product contamination, or at least
deterioration in the colour, texture or taste of the food (Bott 1995). As well as the process equipment,
cultures can also thrive on ceilings (as a result of condensation), gutters and drains of food processing
facilities. Hygiene requirements in consumer industries (chiefly food, pharmaceuticals and water
supplies) are stringent, and the ability of many micro-organisms to attach to existing layers can pose
serious dangers for consumers (Chew et al., 2004a) and can also harm the quality of the finished
products. Instances of industrial biofouling are shown in Figure 1, inside a pipeline and a condenser
tube.

Figure 1: a) Microbially-influenced corrosion inside an oil refinery pipeline (MERUS 2011). b)
Biofouling inside a condenser tube (Daniels and Selby 2007)
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By the nature of their existence, biofilms are particularly difficult to remove, and eliminating the risk
of their persistence is virtually impossible. Typically, the atmospheric conditions found in processing
plants are ideal for the proliferation of bacteria and the growth of biofilms, which makes the
challenges regarding effective removal more difficult. The use of chemical disinfectants, most
commonly chlorine-based, is still dominant in biofouling removal in industry, although the limitations
of these methods (intrinsic resistance, chemical reactions with the biofilm matrix and corrosion
products, the re-growth and persistence of cells, and contamination of sewage flows) are more widely
observed (Lazarova et al., 1999). Mechanical methods can often be a worthwhile alternative. Jets and
lances can be used to apply water at force to a surface, although the water can energy demand can be
large (Burfoot and Middleton 2009). ‗Pigging‘ involves forcing a solid object through a fouled pipe
and can be useful, albeit sometimes restricted by geometry and risking huge costs in the case of a
blockage (O‘Donoghue, 2003). Enzymes are able to structurally undermine biofilms to enable easier
removal, although their specificity dictates that it can be difficult to use enzymes to target a diverse
microbiological culture (Simões et al., 2010).
The following research is concerned with the accumulation of biofilms formed on a selection of
surfaces, and how efficiently they can be removed whilst maintaining a commitment to pursue Green
Cleaning ideas and reduce chemical, water and energy use. In order to propose sustainable cleaning
protocols for biofouling removal, biofilms were tested for their attachment and removal behaviour.
The primary technique used was fluid dynamic gauging (FDG), a non-contact gauging method of
conducting in situ characterisation of soft fouling layers with the additional advantage of requiring
little in the way of prior knowledge of the deposit properties. Biofilms were grown on three different
surfaces (polyethylene, glass and stainless steel) both on a shaking incubator and in a duct flow
system. FDG-based testing was combined with other analytical methods, chiefly microscopic
observation and surface and biofilm composition testing.

1.2 Structure of Report
In Chapter 2, a review of existing literature will be conducted to present an overview of biofilm
attachment and growth processes, followed by the methods of cleaning and characterisation available.
A description of the chosen analytical method will conclude the section. The aims and objectives of
the research will then be outlined in Chapter 3.
The experimental section is divided into two sections. Firstly, the studies related to static-grown
biofilms are described with the methods involved (Chapter 4) followed by a display of the results and
related discussion points (Chapter 5). Similar sections follow concerning biofilms grown under duct
flow conditions with the same sub-sections (Chapters 6 and 7). Finally, concluding remarks have been
made with the ultimate aim of developing ‗green cleaning‘ protocols for biofouling removal (Chapter
8).
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Biofilms
Biofilms are the most successful form of biological life, measured by their success and omnipresence,
and have the highest survival potential (Flemming 2011). The phenomenon of attachment was first
observed by Zobell (1943) who noted a fall in the number of free-swimming bacteria in water when
the water was transferred to a bottle, whilst the number of attached cells increased. The establishment
of biofilms is a highly active process, and it has been established that the ratio of planktonic to
biofilm-based cells in water distribution systems may be in the region of 1:1000 (Momba et al., 2000).
It is estimated that up to 97% of the single-celled organisms on Earth are associated with minerals
rather than existing in the planktonic (free swimming) state (Nannipieri et al., 2003).
The biofilm is therefore the standard mode of bacterial growth and proliferation in nature. The
accumulation of biofilms on process surfaces requires a different set of explanations from those
employed to tackle other fouling mechanisms such as phase transitions, scale formation, or corrosion
(Characklis 1981). The dynamics of biofilm development carry with them a range of features which
make negation of biofouling a wholly different challenge. Firstly, the intrinsic defence and re-growth
mechanisms which biofilms benefit from ensure that their removal is markedly more difficult, and
additionally the local conditions present in most industrial processes (e.g. temperature, humidity)
provide an ideal environment for biofilm development.

2.2 Formation and Organisation of Biofilms
Within a system, bacteria are found as both floating cells (planktonic) or attached to a surface
(biofilm), as shown on a basic level in Figure 2.

Cell
EPS

Figure 2: The cycle of biofilm attachment, maturity, detachment and eventual re-attachment (Garnett
and Matthews 2012).
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There are a number of ways in which biofilm organisms differ from their planktonic counterparts in
terms of phenotype (characteristics). The function and activity of a biofilm is dependent on a much
wider range of factors: individual bacteria reaction rates; the matrix structure; transportation into and
within the biofilm; the composition of the matrix, and cell interactions (Chen and Chen 2000). A key
factor in the complexity of the 3-D structure lies in the interaction of the biological, physical and
chemical processes amongst the various spatial features (Costerton et al., 1995). Essentially, biofilm
cells live in an environment of metabolic cooperation and with a basic circulation system, and it is the
reaction to their situation which defines the differences from planktonic cells (Kurzbaum et al., 2010).
Biofilms can develop advanced physical structures – aquatic cultures are regularly noted to assume a
‗mushroom-like‘ appearance (Costerton et al., 1994). To achieve this, cells accumulate in stalks
normal to the substrate, accounting for the enhanced thickness, and this often occurs in conjunction
with surrounding channels allowing for fluid (nutrient) flow (Stoodley et al., 1994). This structure is
noted to allow for effective cell to cell communication (Davies et al., 1998). Ultimately, the
morphology of a biofilm is dependent on a selection of the following conditions: nutrient availability,
flow rate, temperature, and pH. They exhibit complex rheologies, usually dependent on the fluid shear
during growth, and changes in the ionic envrionment (Stoodley et al., 2002b). This may vary over
time, dependent chiefly on the nutrients available and alterations in flow velocity (Melo and Bott
1997). In environments which lack a prevailing bulk fluid flow (soil, food etc.), biofilms tend to be
denser and more uniform colonies (Auerbach et al., 2000), and diffusion at the air-biofilm interface
dominates mass transfer processes (Holden et al., 1997). This enivronment-dependent variability is
the most immediately apparent way in which biofilms pose more complex questions than planktonic
cultures. The cells, combined with the extracellular matrix, behave in a manner similar to viscoelastic
fluids, exhibiting irreversible viscous deformation and reversible elastic response, which serve to
enhance the biofilm‘s mechanical stability (Stoodley et al., 2002b).
Gene expression - the use of genetic code in the formation of functional products from DNA and
RNA to proteins - can vary, and they can often interact with each other in very different ways, such as
in a more co-ordinated matter as consortia, not unlike a mimic of the behaviour of multi-cellular
organisms (Lindsay and von Holy 2006). A number of studies have indicated modified, distinct
protein expressions on transition from the planktonic to the biofilm phase, resulting in physiological
differences (Giaouris et al., 2013). Furthermore, it has been shown that the production of the main
extracellular matrix components in Salmonella enterica is also reliant upon the regulatory protein
CsgD (Gerstel and Römling 2003). Hamilton et al., (2009) discovered that Salmonella typhimurium
showed detectable differential expression in 124 proteins, with 10% of the genome showing 2 or more
alterations. These distinctions imply changes related to biofilm characteristics, such as low amino acid
metabolism and resistance to stress.
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Genetic analysis suggests that biofilm bacteria display a lower metabolic activity combined with
upregulation (promotion) of genes supporting anaerobic growth. These behaviours are controlled by
the cells‘ quorum sensing facilities, a network of signalling molecules (autoinducers), the proliferation
and activity of which depends on the cell density of the local population (Lee et al., 2011). These
processes are part of the ‗community‘ aspect of the biofilm environment, and as well as co-ordination,
assist in providing the security necessary for survival and reproduction. When the concentration of
autoinducers reaches a certain level, genetic expression of cells is regulated in order to control cell-tocell behaviours (Nigaud et al., 2010). Planktonic bacteria, conversely, are suited more to the
colonisation of new substrata, with a greater risk to their own survival (Hernández-Jiménez et al.,
2013). This heightened stability is crucial in explaining the greater resistance of biofilm bacteria
towards disinfection and the human immune system (Høiby et al., 2011). Ironically, it is in the
planktonic phase where bacteria pose the greatest danger to health – however the ability of biofilms to
harbour pathogens (often in heterogeneous communities) and then release them in isolated outbreaks
is regularly the root of the threat (Hernández-Jiménez et al., 2013). The cells found in biofilms
regularly display a greater resistance to antibiotics (O'Toole and Kolter 1998). Growth occurs at a
notably slower rate than in the planktonic condition – this has in turn been linked to a slower take-up
of biocides, a contibutory factor towards antibiotic resistance (Donlan and Costerton 2002). Other
explanations for resistance include a higher number of persistant cells, quorum sensing, and efflux
systems (Keren et al., 2004).
Benefits of Biofilm Formation
The natural tendency of bacteria to form biofilms rather than to exist in the planktonic state offers
certain advantages. The transition is recognised to be key to microbial growth, as a source of both
nutrients and protection, and in accelerating gene transfer activity, as a result promoting evolutionary
change (Jefferson 2004). The quorum sensing signalling processes promote a community-like effect,
allowing biofilms to act in manners similar to multi-cellular organisms (Costerton et al., 1999),
allowing them to respond adeptly to changes in the environment, or be harnessed in industrial
processes such as wastewater treatment or yeast aggregation in brewing. Nutrients are found in higher
concentrations at surface interfaces than in the bulk fluid phase, therefore bacteria located at the
surface benefit from superior growth, particularly important at times when nutrients are scarce. In
nature, it is very rare for a consistent supply of nutrients to be available, and this requires biofilms to
be highly resilient, typically more so than those grown under laboratory conditions (Kumar and Ting
2013). When subjected to starvation conditions, cells can become smaller and more resistant to
environmental effects. Another option in these circumstances is to become viable but not culturable
(VBNC) cells (Colwell 2009). Starvation survival state can arise either from a lack of nutrients or
stress-related restrictions on growth or reproduction, and metabolic activity is reduced to a base
minimum (Trevors 2011). This allows the biofilm to seek sanctuary from a wide range of stresses,
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such as: extreme temperatures, pH fluctuations, UV irradiation, toxicity, water limitations, nutrient
deficiencies and varying oxygen levels. The cells‘ DNA is usually protected in this scenario; instead
the carbohydrates are metabolised first, followed by proteins and then some RNA (Trevors 2011).
Organisms can take particular advantage of continuous boundary layer flow in order to both gain
access to nutrients and readily expel wastes (Rittschof 2010). Aerobic species also take up oxygen by
the aeration this flow provides (Melo and Bott 1997). Mixed biofilms can also benefit from a
commensal relationship (sharing of food for the benefit of one species). Solid surfaces can offer a
survival mechanism for bacteria, given that individual cells are frequently smaller than crevices in the
roughness profile of the surface, and can gain protection from fluid shear removal (Fletcher 1992).
Kinsella et al., (2007) studied the attachment of Salmonella typhimurium to meat in comparison with
the same cells suspended in meat juices, and showed that the surface-attached cells strongly reduced
the incidence of cell death and injury due to hyperosmosis and low temperatures (in the region of 4 –
10 ⁰C).
Biofilms have the ability to survive under diverse environmental conditions, as they are more resistant
to numerous external influences, including ultraviolet light, metal toxicity, acid exposure, dehydration
and phagocytosis (consumption by other cells such as white blood cells or amoebas), as well as
resistance to treatment with antimicrobial compounds (de la Fuente-Núñez et al., (2013); Costerton et
al., (1999)). The mechanisms of this antimicrobial resistance are not understood, but there are the
following theories:


EPS may neutralise the agent by chemical reaction, or by the creation of a diffusion barrier.
Diffusion can be delayed or prevented by charge interactions with the EPS, or exclusion due
to the size of the antimicrobials and the viscosity of the EPS (Xue et al., (2012); Lewis
(2001)).



Changes in membrane transport systems to adapt to the antimicrobial agents (Delcour 2009).



Reduced metabolic activity and growth rates in biofilm-based bacteria (Lauchnor and
Semprini 2013).



Production of enzymes (Ciofu et al., 2000).



Presence of plasmids which may code for resistance (Russell 1997).

Furthermore, biofilms can act as protective niches for the growth of pathogens in natural setting,
which coupled with the resistance to antimicrobial treatment, make pathogenesis a concern with
respect to biofilms (Lindsay and von Holy 2006).

2.2.1 Organisms
A wide variety of organisms are known to exist and develop within biofilms. Bacteria are the most
common and widely-studied micro-organisms in terms of surface colonisation and biofilm growth,
although fungi, yeasts, algae, protozoa and viruses have all also been isolated in both industrial and
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medical environments (Lindsay and von Holy 2006). Biofilm-forming ability varies not only between
species, but also between strains of the same species (Srey et al., 2013). A study by Patel and Sharma
(2010), for example, indicated that the Salmonella enterica serovars (sub-species variations)
Tennessee and Thompson were more adept at forming substantial biofilms on lettuce leaves than the
other serovars Braenderup, Negev and Newport.
The proliferation of organisms on building external walls is slightly different, with various
cyanobacteria, actinomycetes (anaerobic, gram-negative bacteria) and myxomycetes (fungi-like slime
moulds) joining the usual array of bacteria, fungi and algae in biofilms (Crispim et al., 2004). Other
materials trapped by the matrix can include both organic and inorganic debris, due to the adsorption of
sediments or the precipitation of inorganic salts and corrosion products (Momba et al., 2000). The
high number of negatively charged functional groups contained within the biofilm matrix often
encourages metal ions dissolved in the water to effectively chelate and bind to the surface (Zaray et
al., 2005).

2.2.2 The Bacterial Growth Cycle
Microorganisms grow (in the presence of a sufficient supply of nutrients) by the basic principle of
binary fission – i.e. one cell becoming two replications. For a simple rod-shaped species (such as
Escherichia coli), the first phase is an elongation of up to twice the original cell length, at which point
a partition (or septum) forms. The septum constricts the cell at the mid-point, until two daughter cells
are formed.
The time which it takes for a bacterium to divide into two daughter cells is known as the generation
time. The length of the generation time can vary hugely but tends to be between 30 minutes and 6
hours. The practical implication of exponential growth is that while the increase in numbers is initially
quite slow, the rate of growth increases continuously until the numbers are increasing at an extremely
rapid rate. Therefore if the existing culture is significant, cell numbers will also grow more rapidly,
which is a particular issue when concerning food, and explains the need for refrigeration of fresh food
and drink in order to keep numbers down (Madigan and Martinko 2006).
Exponential growth of microorganisms can be expressed mathematically as a geometric progression
in the form of powers of two. Therefore the initial division of the first cell is expressed as 20 → 21,
and the creation of four daughter cells is written 21 → 22. This relationship can then be summarised
as:
N = N02n

(1)

where N is the final cell number, N0 is the previous cell number, and n is the number of generations
being taken into account. If t is taken as the time of growth, then the generation time, g, is equal to t/n.
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However, exponential growth of a microbial culture cannot continue indefinitely. There are four
different stages which make up the overall population growth curve:

Figure 3: The standard growth for a planktonic bacterial culture, with the four main phases included
(Rogers and Kadner 2007).
Predictive modelling of bacterial growth has many applications in anticipating the development of a
culture and its implications. These include the judgement of a product‘s shelf life, the identification of
critical stages in a process, and the optimisation of production chains (Zwietering et al., 1990).

Figure 4: A graph showing the basic parameters for the creation of mathematical models for
planktonic bacterial growth. The lag period is equal to λ, μm is the gradient of the line during
exponential growth (estimated by deciding the section of the line which is approximately linear) and
with A as the asymptotic value of maximum cell number established in the stationary phase. The
logarithm of the relative population size is used due to the exponential mode of growth. Any decline
due to the death phase is typically not included in models (Zwietering et al., 1990).
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The parameters included in Figure 4 are specifically biological, and this is advantageous compared to
similar models in which mathematical parameters are used instead. If there is no biological meaning
attached, it is difficult to assign start values to parameters. Additionally, separate calculations are
necessary in order to interpret results using unrelated variables. Zwietering et al., (1990) altered some
classic mathematical models in order to express them as functions of biological parameters. An
example of this is the Gompertz equation, which was originally written as:
[

(

)]

(2)

The three parameters used here have a mathematical meaning only, and this paper re-evaluated it to
meet the variables described in Figure 4 (for example, ‗c‘ in the Gombertz equation is equivalent to
μm.e/A). The equation was instead expressed as:
{

[

(

)

]}

(3)

This equation was tested by developing Lactobacillus plantarum cultures and matching the
experimental results to the curve predicted. Using a degree of accuracy of 95%, this model was
deemed suitable for use.
Lag Phase
After inoculation (the supply of the source bacteria to the desired environment) has taken place, there
is a lag period before any growth occurs, unless a culture in the growth phase is transferred to fresh
medium under the same environmental conditions. An initial inoculation will result in a lag, and the
same is true where a stationary phase culture is transferred into a new medium. A similar situation is
likely to occur if a population is transferred from a rich medium into a poorer quality equivalent.
Damage to cells by temperature, chemicals, or radiation will typically induce a lag, until which point
as the conditions return to their previous state (Madigan et al., 2010).
Exponential (Log) Phase
Once the culture has established itself into its surroundings, the bacteria begin to multiply with greater
regularity. This is the start of the log phase, in which the size of the population follows the
exponential pattern. This maximum growth rate will continue until limiting factors restrict, or even
halt growth (Alden et al., 2001). The culture will then enter the stationary phase.
Stationary Phase
Eventually the culture population will reach a steady state and begin to level off to a maximum limit.
Growth is usually limited by either the exhaustion of the medium or a particular nutrient, or by the
accumulation of a waste product in the medium. Throughout the stationary phase, there is no overall
increase or decrease in the number of cells and the growth rate can be said to be zero (Heritage et al.,
1996). There may be some division of cells but this will be balanced out by the death of others. Other
cell functions can typically still operate.
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Death Phase
Cells will eventually die if incubation continues after they have reached the stationary phase, due to
shortages of nutrients or oxygen, or as a result of the accumulation of toxic waste products (Madigan
et al., 2010). Changes in ion equilibrium, particularly the pH level, can also trigger a cessation of
growth (Monod 1949). Programmed cell death is also recognised as a means of reduction in cell
numbers, although the mechanisms relating to this are not particularly well understood. It is however
believed to be vital in the regulation of growth in multicellular organisms and in protection against
infections and cancer (Navarro et al., 2008).
When cell death starts to dominate within the system, it is said to have entered the ‗death phase‘, in
which the total number of cells will begin to fall. However, it should be noted that individual living
cells are in no way affected by this. The rate of death is also exponential, but is usually much slower
than the rate of growth (typically there is no crash in population numbers).

2.2.3 Growth Conditions
Nutrients and Media
Microorganisms require nutrients for their metabolism – the collection of chemical reactions and
organisation of molecules that constitute the basis for cell replication. The nutrients which are
required are predominately comprised of just a few elements: nitrogen, oxygen, hydrogen, carbon,
phosphorus and sulphur (Hayes 1985).
All cells make use of carbon, typically in the form of organic compounds. These include amino acids,
fatty acids, acids, sugars and aromatic compounds. Bacterial cells contain around 13% nitrogen, as it
is a crucial component of proteins and nucleic acids (Lodish et al., 2000). Most prokaryotic bacteria
use nitrogen in the form of NH3, although some make use of NO3- and organic compounds such as
amino acids. Phosphorus and sulphur are also essential – phosphorus is an important element in
nucleic acids and phospholipids, and sulphur is present in some amino acids and vitamins (Black
2012). Certain metal ions (e.g. potassium and magnesium) are also required, albeit in smaller
quantities.
Unlike animals, there is a significant variance in the requirement of oxygen for microorganisms.
Those which can grow in atmospheric levels of oxygen are termed aerobes, and range from those
which require it for growth to those whose function is merely boosted by its presence. It is often
necessary to provide additional aeration, as the rate of oxygen consumption regularly exceeds the
replacement diffusion from the air. This is provided by either agitation to the plate or tube by shaking,
or by bubbling sterilised air in to the medium. Conversely, anaerobes cannot respire oxygen, and
either grow in its presence without using it, or are harmed or killed by it (Koneman 2006).
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A number of metals are also important for growth in still smaller amounts. Iron is the most important
of these, largely due to its role in respiration and electron transport reactions (Blake II and Griff
2012). Other micronutrient metals include tungsten, cobalt and zinc.
The other important class of micronutrients are organic compounds called growth factors, including
vitamin B and niacin, which are a group of proteins involved in the production of specific tissues.
Most species are able to produce the components they need themselves, but others must obtain them
from the local environment or nearby cells, so therefore they must be provided if grown in a
laboratory (Strelkauskas et al., 2010).
Culture Media Formulations
Culture media are prepared in order to provide the nutrients necessary for growth. The media must be
selected and prepared with great care if the culture is to be grown successfully. Culture media fall into
two main classifications. Firstly, there are defined media, which consist of precise measurements of
chemicals in solution in distilled water. Most crucial is the type of carbon source present (often
glucose) due to its importance for cell growth. If there is only one carbon source involved, the
medium can be said to be ‗simple‘ (Michels 2002). These are usually classed as ‗minimal media‘,
because they contain the minimum nutrients possible for growth. On the other hand, complex media
are useful where the composition need not be precisely known, or where a naturally-acquired sample
possesses a wide diversity of physiological states (Basu et al., 2015). They contain impure substances
which have high nutrient content, and originate from digests of microbial, animal or plant products.
Examples include milk protein, beef extract, tryptic soy broth and yeast extract. Despite the
disadvantage of an imprecise composition, a complex medium allows for some useful additions to be
made. For example, an enriched medium contains a complex base with additional nutrients such as
serum or blood (Madigan and Martinko 2006).
Temperature and pH
Of all the factors affecting the growth of bacteria, temperature is generally the most important. Too
much variation will inhibit bacterial growth, and extreme temperatures will cause the cells to die.
Generally speaking, the rate of growth rises with increasing temperature up to a point where protein
denaturation reactions occur and all cell functions, including growth, cease. Most common bacteria in
the natural world are mesophiles, which have minima around 100C, optimum temperatures at around
370C, and maxima at around 470C (Madigan and Martinko 2006).
Microorganisms also have an optimum pH range for growth, outside which smaller, stunted colonies
are likely to form. If the media pH is vastly removed from the range, no growth will develop (Entis
2002). The pH level plays an important role in maintaining the required ion balance, and also in
allowing cellular enzymes to function properly and facilitating the binding of hormones and growth
factors to cell surface receptors. Undesirable alterations in pH can alter cell metabolism potentially
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leading to cell death. Typically, growth media aim to provide a pH in the region of 7 – 7.4, although
the desired level for a certain species can fall outside this range, in which case the media will need to
be adapted accordingly. Regulation of pH is commonly achieved using bicarbonate-CO2 systems or
phosphate buffers (Mather and Roberts, 1998).

2.2.4 Mixed-Species Biofilms
The majority of biofilms consists of various different species in consortia with typically non-uniform
arrangements, which can introduce additional concerns when tackling incidents of biofouling. Single,
and often binary, systems can be considerable over-simplifications of the problem (Elvers et al.,
2002). Complex interactions, both intra- and interspecies, regular occur in such diverse communities,
affecting formation, development and resistance, such as coaggreagtion (molecular cell-cell
interaction between species) (Buswell et al., 1997). This includes distinct variabilities within a certain
biofilm, whereby the local composition at any particular region can influence the spatial organisation
of cells and therefore the physical characteristics and integrity of the culture. Delayed growth (for
example of 1-2 days) has been observed for mixed species biofilms (Lee et al., 2014). Interactions
between organisms in co-culture can be either competitive or synergistic, depending on the species in
question and the external environment. For example, Zhang et al., (2013) showed that a slow flow
rate encouraged competition between Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA01 and Flavobacterium sp. CDC65 strains as a result of nutritional limitations (irrespective of influent concentrations). Multi-species
biofilms also often display a greater biomass than in cultures made from their individual components
(Klayman et al., 2009). Therefore, extrapolations from single species cultures to complex real-world
biofilms are typically imprecise and misleading (Burmølle et al., 2014).
There is regularly an order to the development of a mixed biofilm. Certain organisms, such as
Streptococcus oralis are recognised to be ‗first colonisers‘ in that they adept at initiating contact with
surfaces. These species are then in a position to interact with further bacteria, which become second
colonisers (Marsh 2006). A study by Cavalcanti et al., (2014) indicated a link between the level of
colonisation by a first coloniser with the extent to which a second coloniser can coaggregate. It has
also been observed that the presence of the harmless Streptococcus epidermidis can facilitate the
attachment and formation of the pathogenic Listeria monocytogenes, which has significant safety
implications, especially in the food industry (Zameer et al., 2010).
Collaboration
There are instances in which combinations of species can act in collaboration to form more biofilm.
Streptococcus pneumoniae and Haemophilus influenzae are known to each produce more biofilm in
co-culture. They share the same colonisation niche and are both closely associated with respiratory
infections – their increase proliferation is believed to be due to an upregulation of growth-related
genes when in contact with respiratory surfaces. A more in-depth investigation showed differing
growth development for strain combinations across the two species, with only certain pairs showing
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an increase in biofilm compared to single species communities, whereas some displayed less growth
(Krishnamurthy and Kyd 2014). This suggests that patterns of co-culture communities are extremely
difficult to predict, and depend on highly specific conditions and combinations. In the case of
pathogens, such as the above pair of strains, the susceptibility of the individual to the species in
question also impacts upon the ability to form effective biofilms (Krishnamurthy and Kyd 2014). A
study by Cope et al., (2011) supported the idea of synergistic interactions between Streptococcus
pneumoniae and Haemophilus influenzae. The positive influence of Burkholderia cenocepacia on the
biofilm development of Pseudomonas aeruginosa has also been recognised, with both species being
able to present a viable infection risk (Bragonzi et al., 2012).
In root canal infections, it is recognised that Enterococcus faecalis plays a major role, and studies
tended to be based on single-species biofilms to reflect this (Ozok et al., 2007). However, more
recently, the presence of Streptococcus mutans has been recognised to instigate formation of a greater
mass of biofilm, along with an increased resistance to antimicrobials (Darrag 2013). Furthermore, S.
mutans is adept at penetrating the dentinal tract, a trait which continues in combination with other
species (da Silva et al., 2006).
A higher metabolic activity in mixed species biofilms has been noted, reputedly due to factors such as
a greater porosity and enhanced growth kinetics and mass transfer efficiency, favouring nutrient
consumption (Simões et al., 2009). Metabolic and spatial interactions between multiple species form a
key part of their organisational process, and are important in establishing a dynamic local
environment. Hansen et al., (2007) observed a collaborative relationship between Acinetobacter sp.
C6 and Pseudomonas putida KT2440 when P. putida became able to adhere and grow biofilms close
to Acinetobacter colonies and capture a key metabolite. Metabolic co-operation has also been shown
to result in the liberation of additional nutrients which helps to maintain the characteristic diversity of
natural biofilm cultures (Bradshaw and Marsh 1994).
Competitive and Inhibitory Behaviour
The competitive element of some mixed biofilms can complicate the growth behaviour. The study by
Zhang et al., (2013) (mentioned in the first paragraph of this section) into nutrient-limited interactions
suggested that a Pseudomonas strain grew less biofilm in limited competition with Flavobacterium
(also less than in a single-species culture). Additionally, the Flavobacterium exerted its superiority by
occupying the relatively nutrient-rich outer layers, leaving the Pseudomonas cells mostly at the
starved base. The reason given was that the room temperature conditions used resulted in a higher
growth rate for Flavobacterium, although a faster flow offered greater growth for both species.
Another study compared the effects of 29 different strains (across several species) on the growth of
Listeria monocytogenes in binary biofilms, and found that 16 of the strains restricted L.
monocytogenes growth, and that only 4 had a positive impact on colony forming units (Carpentier and
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Chassaing 2004). Coaggreagation was suggested as an explanation for the instances of greater
proliferation, due to evidence of L. monocytogenes cells settling around microcolonies of the other
species. Other combinations showed cells attaching as single cells, or as distinct microcolonies,
depending on the secondary species. Related research by van der Veen and Abee (2011) considered
the impact of media composition on formation and biocide resistance for single and mixed biofilms of
L. monocytogenes and Lactobacillus plantarum. In brain heart infusion (BHI), L. monocytogenes
strains dominated the mixed culture biofilm, yet the addition of manganese sulphate and/or glucose
acted to reverse the trend in favour of L. plantarum. Resistance of the same biofilms to disinfection by
benzalkonium chloride and peracetic acid was also investigated. In the majority of cases, the mixed
species cultures offered greater resistance. Most interestingly, the use of peracetic acid on biofilms
grown in BHI–Mn-G revealed a considerable difference between the resistance of L. monocytogenes
cells in single and mixed cultures, yet L. plantarum was resistant in both cases, suggesting an as-yetunexplained interaction between the species in co-culture biofilm.
Interestingly though, despite mixed cultures typically displaying greater resilience to biocides, some
bacterial species can display antimicrobial properties in particular combinations. Dheilly et al., (2010)
used the supernatant fluid of a Pseudoalteromonas sp. liquid culture to inhibit the formation of
Paracoccus sp. and Vibrio sp. single-species biofilms, and this also led to a higher percentage of nonviable cells in the biofilms formed. The fluid also impaired biofilm growth of the pathogens E. coli, P.
aeruginosa, and Salmonella enterica. This property appears to be a characteristic of the
Pseudoalteromonas genus, conferring benefits in the acquiring of nutrients and the colonisation of
surfaces (Doiron et al., 2012).
Removal of Mixed Biofilms
It is typical for a greater resistance to antimicrobial compounds to be noted in mixed-species biofilms
than for corresponding single-species communities. Elvers et al., (2002) grew biofilms of various
combinations of 4 bacteria species and 3 types of fungus under flow in a modified Robbins device,
and tested their suscepitibilty to an isothiazolone (a group of biocides used frequently in the water,
fabric and paper industries) in comparison with monoculture biofilms. A notably greater resistance to
the isothiazolone was observed for the bacteria in mixed cultures (the fungi displayed less resistance)
– the single-species cultures were entirely eliminated in some cases. Other works have shown similar
trends in enhanced resistance (Brown and Gilbert (1993); Costerton et al., (1987)). It can be shown
that a single species can offer an enhanced antimicrobial resistance to the entire biofilm rather than
simply to its own cells, a community aspect which is not a feature for the same species combination in
planktonic form (Lee et al., 2014).
The enhanced metabolism noted in mixed biofilms is associated with a resulting increase in EPS
productivity, and both factors are implicated in the ease of biofilm removal (Simões et al., 2007), with
the potential to provide an extra protective barrier to disinfectants.
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Low-load compression testing conducted by Paramonova (2009) suggested that biofilms of
coaggregating species were on average 4 times stronger than non-coaggregating combinations in the
same mode of growth. Coaggreagation typically allows for tighter packing of cells conferring a higher
density and therefore strength (Costerton et al., 1999), with fewer voids in the structure. However, the
same study did identify that Streptococcus sanguis was capable of forming strong, dense biofilms as a
monoculture, which were then weakened by the presence of a non-coaggregating partner. This again
highlights the risk of broad generalisations.

2.2.5 Extracellular Polymeric Substances
The organic compounds which contain the overall matrix are known by the collective title of
extracellular polymeric substances (EPS). Geesey (1982) defined them as ―extracellular polymeric
substances of biological origin that participate in the formation of microbial aggregates‖. These
substances are high molecular weight polymers both produced and excreted by the micro-organisms
present, predominately comprising of polysaccharides, proteins and nucleic acids, with the additional
presence of lipids and complexed metal ions (Zhang et al., 2014b). Their chemical structure varies in
accordance with the organisms which produce them, as well as being influenced by the environmental
conditions (Momba et al., 2000). Different organisms produce different amounts of EPS, although it
is recognised that the amount of EPS increases with the age of the biofilm (Leriche et al., 2000).
However, Skillman et al., (1998) also noted that in mixed-species biofilms, EPS proliferation was not
linked to the relative proportions of the organisms present. The importance of EPS to the formation
and survival of biofilms in evident in the considerable metabolic expense of its production
(Karunakaran et al., 2011).
EPS Functions
The EPS is a highly hydrated and chemically complex matrix which acts both as a storage facility for
nutrients and a means of entrapping other microbes and further non-cellular materials (Lindsay and
von Holy 2006). The matrix exhibits a 3D, gel-like structure in which the cells are virtually
immobilised (Wingender et al., 1999). The actual structure is formed from complex combinations of
intermolecular interactions, including hydrogen bonding and multivalent cation bridging effect (Lin et
al., 2014). Glycosyl linkage between polysaccharides and lipids has been indicated to be one
particular method, with a hydroxyl group removed from the polysaccharide to promote bonding with
other molecules (Conrad et al., 2003). An EPS matrix contains a vast array of functional groups,
strongly influencing properties such as hydrophobicity, adhesion and flocculation (Lin et al., 2014).
The primary role of the polysaccharides is to provide structure to the biofilm matrix, determining its
overall physical stability. This structural stability is partly dependent on the composition of the
polysaccharides present (Branda et al., 2006). It also mediates adherence to surfaces (subsequently
also assisting accumulation), protecting the cells from detachment due to fluid/mechanical shear.
Long et al., (2009) demonstrated a decline in cell deposition in a flow-through system (with a
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peristaltic pump) for four distinct species (Escherichia coli BL21, Pseudomonas sp. QG6,
Rhodococcus sp. QL2 and Bacillus subtilis) after EPS removal via cation exchange resin.
Chandraprabha et al., (2010) also showed a similar decrease in adhesive forces after EPS was
removed from Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans biofilms using ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA),
following a centrifugation step after which the cells were resuspended in 100 mM EDTA solution and
reincubated at 37OC. EPS allows the culture to resist a range of stresses, ranging from shortages in
water and nutrients to antimicrobial agents (Kives et al., 2006). Also, it facilitates the accumulation of
enzymes which digest macromolecules for nutrition (Miqueleto et al., 2010). The strength of the
structure is something which develops over time to reach a maximum level, and it is known that
‗young‘ biofilms often show little more resistance to external factors than planktonic cells, whilst
multilayer biofilms can pose considerable difficulties in disinfection (Sutherland 1999). Even if the
cleaning process succeeds in killing all the cells present, failure to remove the matrix foundations will
inevitably allow for the re-colonisation of the surface (Kives et al., 2006). Biofilm colonies on sinters
(hot spring deposits) with associated EPS in depicted below in Figure 5. The hot spring outflows
displayed a range of recorded temperatures from 30 to 91 0C and had a pH of between 2.1 and 2.3.
The sinters shown in Fig. 2 were isolated from areas close to vents, towards the top of the given
temperature range, with relatively high water and gas discharge.
.

Figure 5: Image 1 - An electron micrograph image of biofilm colonisation on sinter retrieved from
acid-sulphate-chloride springs, complete with associated EPS. Image 2 – An image of a conical
microcolony from the same set of samples (Schinteie et al., 2007).
Factors Influencing EPS Composition
Environmental conditions and nutrient availability can affect both the yield of EPS and the size and
composition of the molecular components via cell signalling, and so can therefore exert huge control
over the formation of biofilms. The bacteria are able to live in a relatively long-term community at
high cell densities, and a major factor in this is communication and cooperation between the cells
(Laspidou and Rittmann 2002).
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The conditions required for growth depend on the organism in question – for example Escherichia
coli O157:H7 bacteria can form biofilms under starvation conditions, whilst Pseudomonas aeruginosa
is noted for its ability to grow and prosper under most nutrient and environmental conditions,
including a remarkable adaptability to changing conditions and stresses (Lisle et al., (1998);
Breidenstein et al., (2011)). The particular sources of carbon used as the polysaccharide base and
nitrogen used by the microorganisms are known to impact upon the yield of EPS (Datta and Basu,
1999). EPS production is believed to be encouraged by a high carbon - nitrogen ratio, nitrogen
limitation allowing for the exclusive use of excess sugars in the production of polysaccharides
(Quelas et al., 2006). In paper production for example, it is regarded that the inherently high carbon
content and low nitrogen and phosphorus levels contribute significantly to biofilm growth (Väisänen
et al., 1994). Production also varies according to the growth phase which the culture is present in, and
the peak for EPS occurs at different stages (usually either the exponential or stationary phases)
according to the species involved.
Rates of polysaccharide production are also dependent on the pH of the growth media (which may
differ from the optimum pH for biofilm growth) and the temperature of the surroundings, often
favoured by a temperature below the optimum for bacterial growth (van den Berg et al., 1995). Bayer
et al., (1990) reported the positive impact of high oxygen availability on polysaccharide levels. The
cohesive energy of a biofilm was shown by Ahimou et al., (2007a) to be correlated to the EPS
polysaccharide content (and the depth of the layer). Higher fluid shear in growth may also promote a
stronger EPS matrix, allowing for a closer alignment of polymer strands and therefore stronger
electrostatic interactions (Stoodley et al., 2002b). The protein content within the extracellular matrix
provides low molecular weight nutrients for the cells by acting as enzymes in the digestion of
exogenous molecules (Wingender et al., 1999). The most abundant amino acids present in EPS are
typically glutamic acid, aspartic acid, alanine acid and leucine acid (accounting for approximately
40% of total proteins) (Dignac et al., 1998). Studies which have attempted to quantify or explain the
relative content of polysaccharides and proteins in EPS have produced varying answers, which
indicate the impact of species and conditions on EPS production and composition (Li et al., 2008).
Furthermore, the determined composition is known to depend on the method of extraction used,
introducing further unpredictability to results (Park and Novak 2007). The following table summarises
the typical composition of the overall matrix structure:
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Table 1: Typical proportions of biofilm EPS constituents by mass (Sutherland 2001).
Component

% of Matrix

Water

up to 97%

Microbial cells

2-5%

Polysachharides

1-2%

Proteins

<1-2%

DNA and RNA

<1-2%

Ions

Variable

Studies have indicated that low nutrient concentrations are conducive to EPS accumulation, resulting
in the use of minimal growth media (i.e. those with the minimum nutrients required for maintaining
growth) for biofilm cultivation of some microorganisms, as opposed to nutrient-rich broths (Dewanti
and Wong 1995). Ryu et al., (2004) showed that Escherichia coli O157:H7 would form biofilms on
steel in M9 minimal media, but not in lettuce juice or tryptic soy broth (TSB). The carbon source in
the media is believed to be integral to EPS production, glucose being viewed as the most effective
(Gauri et al., 2009). However, accumulation using different carbon sources will ultimately be
dependent on concentration and the bacteria strain (Jung et al., 2013). Based on research in this area,
it is possible that fouling mitigation could be attempted by the control of EPS formation. Adjustment
of the feedwater and the environmental conditions would be key. Control of pH and the carbonnitrogen ratio could have potential, as could the provision of sufficient dissolved oxygen (DO), given
that a low DO has been shown to promote EPS production (Lin et al., 2014). More clarity in the
characterisation of EPS production and composition would be most likely be required, however.
The EPS can be classified as either soluble EPS (SEPS) or bound EPS, depending on the location of
the culture. Bound EPS, with which the biofilm is attached to a surface, is sub-classified as tightly
bound (TB-EPS) or loosely bound (LB-EPS), with TB-EPS comprising the inner layer and LB-EPS
the outer regions. Su et al., (2013) found that TB-EPS content was five times (by weight) the content
of LB-EPS. The carbohydrate and protein content in LB-EPS is known to be most dependent on the
influent carbon-to-nitrogen ratio, whilst there is no relationship between the two for TB-EPS (Ye et
al., 2011). Part of the variation in EPS composition within a biofilm is related to oxygen availability,
as they tend to contain both aerobic and anaerobic zones due to oxygen mass transfer resistance
(Sheng et al., 2010).
EPS Analysis
Acquiring a sample of EPS from a biofilm has traditionally proved to be difficult (both in terms of
gathering sufficient volumes and efficiently digesting samples), so therefore most of the accurate
known information is qualitative and from EPS associated with planktonic bacteria (Kives et al.,
2006). The polysaccharide alginate is an exception in that it has been characterised in depth, having
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been isolated from Pseudomonas aeruginosa infections in cystic fibrosis patients, although similar
studies of other components are more difficult to conduct (Rehm and Valla 1997). There are longestablished methods of evaluating protein and carbohydrate content, which will be discussed in
Section 2.8.1, although these are somewhat generic in that they do little to isolate or characterise
specific components.
An investigation by (Kives et al., 2006) on P. fluorescens cultures suggested compositional
differences between the polysaccharides in EPS found in planktonic and biofilm environments.
Improved methods of extraction and digestion are key to further improvements in EPS
characterisation. If the EPS can be extracted, there are many spectroscopic methods available for
analysis: Fourier transform-infrared spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and Raman
spectroscopy to name three (Zhang et al., 2014a).

2.3 Attachment of Biofilms
The initial attachment, growth, maturity, and eventual dispersal of biofilms follow a standard general
pattern. The series of phases of biofilm growth and development is shown in simple graphical form in
Figure 6, and described in greater detail in the subsequent sections.

Figure 6: The five significant stages of biofilm development: 1) initial attachment; 2) irreversible
attachment; 3) first stage of maturation; 4) second stage of maturation (exponential growth); 5)
dispersion following the stationary phase (Monroe 2007).

2.3.1 Initial Attachment
The methods of attachment follow the same principles as for any molecular bonding – i.e. typically
one or a combination of ionic, hydrogen, van der Waals and covalent bonding. Therefore, given that
all surfaces are open to at least one form of bonding, any surface can experience biofilm formation
(Rittschof 2010). It is common for complex biofouling processes to begin with the initial development
of biofilms adjacent to the surface, forming a slime film which can provide the foundation for macro-
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organisms (especially in marine environments) (Stanczak 2004), and can also facilitate the entrapment
of colloidal and suspended particulates (Salinas Rodriguez 2011).
The potential for surface attachment is initially instigated by hydrodynamic pressures, resulting in the
exposure of a surface to a fluid flow transporting micro-organisms (Altmann and Ripperger 1997).
There then exists a boundary layer (the laminar sub-layer) adjacent to the surface in which shear
forces are low and flow is laminar, into which molecules and organisms with at least one dimension
of less than 500µm can actively enter or become trapped without the prospect of forced removal
(Rittschof 2010). Essentially the attachment and development of a biofilm depends on the interactions
between three components: the cells, the surface, and the surrounding medium (Van Houdt and
Michiels 2005). For growth to initiate there must first be ample available nutrients in the local
environment. Effectively the supply of nutrients acts to regulate the transition of the organisms from
suspension to the substrate surface. Organic matter (i.e. the EPS) accumulates on the surface which
allows for colonisation by a small number of cells. In order to initiate viable biofilms, bacteria must
be sufficiently mature, i.e. preferably in the log phase, although the nutrient source may permit the use
of cells in the stationary phase.
There three recognised methods of interaction for the establishment of a biofilm (Al Juboori and
Yusaf 2012) – these are physico-chemical interactions with the surface (e.g. van der Waals forces),
ligand-receptor interactions (such as via charged or OH groups on a conditioning film) (Flemming
2011), and adhesion between the EPS and cell appendages (Hori and Matsumoto 2010). Covalent
bonds have been identified from adsorbed EPS using Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) and X-ray
adsorption fine structure spectroscopy (Omoike and Chorover 2004). Atomic force microscopy
(AFM) has also been utilised to show evidence of hydrogen-bonding between phosphates in EPS and
silica substrates (Kwon et al., 2006).
This initial attachment is reversible, and can be explained by various transport phenomena, including
electrostatic and physical interactions between the cells and substrate (Lindsay and von Holy 2006).
This first step may initially be the rate limiting step of the entire process (Momba et al., 2000). The
physico-chemical interactions present are typically explained by a thermodynamic approach, the
Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) theory, or the extended DLVO theory (Al Juboori and
Yusaf 2012). DLVO theory is depicted graphically in Figure 7. The thermodynamic approach
considers the surface free energies of the interacting surfaces, although this is difficult to apply to the
initial attachment stage because the interface is yet to be formed (Hori and Matsumoto 2010).
Theoretically at least, adsorption should commence if contact between the cell and surface reduces the
total free energy of the system (Hadjiev et al., 2007). Minimising the total free energy promotes a
stable system:
(4)
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where ΔG is the Gibbs free energy of adhesion per unit area and γ is the interfacial tension between
the stated surfaces where 1 is the cell, 2 is the surface and 3 is the bulk fluid (Mozes et al., 1987).

Figure 7: The net energy of interaction between two particles in accordance with DLVO theory, with
h being the interparticulate distance (Nutan and Reddy 2009).
DLVO theory incorporates the principles of particle attraction and collision, which is more
appropriate to biofilm establishment (as although DLVO theory concerns colloidal particles, bacteria
are of comparable area-to-volume ratios) (Bos et al., 1999). It states that the total interaction energy
between a particle (or cell) and a submerged surface is the sum of four non-covalent interactions.
These are the Lifshitz-van der Waals (LW) interactions, Lewis acid-base (AB) polar interactions,
electrostatic (EL) surface charge interactions, and Brownian movement (BR) forces (van Oss 2006).
Adhesion can take place if the total interaction energy is negative – with positive interaction energy,
repulsion is favoured.
The significance of hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity was defined in the extended DLVO theory
(XDLVO) by van Oss (1993). If the free energy of interaction between two identical submerged
surfaces is negative, the surface is considered to be hydrophobic, and vice versa. The Baier curve
(Fig. 5) shows a relationship between surface free energy and bacterial adhesion, indicating an
optimum value for minimal growth of between approximately 20 and 30 mN/m. Surfaces possessing a
high surface energy (which are typically hydrophilic and often negatively charged), such as stainless
steel, are rarely free of bacterial colonisation (Hočevar et al., 2014). Very low energy surfaces include
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Teflon and other fluorocarbon compounds, and whilst there has been little investigation into bacterial
adhesion in this region, it is suggested that there are polar interactions present with fluorocarbon
surfaces which offer better potential for adhesion (Schrader 1982).

Figure 8: The Baier curve, showing bacterial adhesion relative to critical surface energy (Baier 1980).
Work conducted by Pereni et al., (2006) concerning the attachment of Pseudomonas aeruginosa AK1
to a selection of surfaces displayed good support for the Baier curve (Figure 8):

Figure 9: Pseudomonas aeruginosa AK1 adhesion, measured by viable cell counts, to a range of
substrates. The results show a strong agreement with the Baier curve (Fig. 8) (Pereni et al., 2006).
The apparent simplicity of the Baier curve can be misleading however, as adhesion concerns the
interaction between the surface energies the bacteria and the surrounding medium as well as the
substrate, and this can be shown to manifest itself as localised variations on the same surface (Fletcher
and Pringle 1985). Other factors are also of importance, such as the contours of the surface
(roughness) and the chemical interactions involving the cells and EPS.
EPS chains tend to contain both hydrophobic and hydrophilic groups and so therefore are able to bond
effectively to both surfaces, a unique property which explains their high adhesive ability (Lin et al.,
2014). EPS-forming macromolecules (usually the result of the breakdown of living matter) adsorb in
preference to bacteria, forming a ‗conditioning‘ layer which is attractive to cells as a nutrient source.
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Cell adsorption may be influenced by attractive and repulsive forces at very short distances from the
surface (for example ≤1 nm or 5-10 nm) (Korber et al., 1995). Most cells carry a negative surface
charge which alone would favour repulsion from the surface; however cell surfaces tend to be
hydrophobic and such interactions with the surface can overcome the repulsive forces
Where a sufficient attractive force is present, adhesion can proceed to an extent dependent on a few
major factors. Mass transport can dictate the rate of microbial accumulation on the surface, and also
affect the stability of the biofilm via shear forces (a high shear force can promote a thinner yet more
stable biofilm) (Characklis 1990). The characteristics of the surface can be significant in determining
the nature of attachment. Surface roughness is significant, as are hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity,
and the impacts of these factors will be discussed in more depth later (Section 2.5). The concentration
of microorganisms in the feed is directly linked to the aggregation rate of bacteria on the surface
(Koop et al., 1989). Finally, the electrostatic interactions which play a part in adhesion can be
interfered with either by an alteration in the ionic strength of the solution ((Hori and Matsumoto 2010)
showed that a decrease in ionic strength can lead to an increase in repulsive energy and therefore
greater biofouling), as can the solution pH which can affect the charge on the surface (Brant and
Childress 2002). Up until this stage, cells detach frequently from the surface and it may be the case
that only a small proportion of the cells remain attached, although this is enough for the long-term
development to proceed (Kumar and Ting 2013). Cells must first undergo the relevant morphological
changes in transition to biofilm, and until these occur will always be prone to premature detachment
(Stoodley et al., 2002a).

2.3.2 Irreversible Attachment
The subsequent stage is irreversible attachment, which is initiated by the production of more EPS
which acts to strengthen the bond with the surface (Yebra et al., 2006). Once strengthened, the
biofilm cannot be easily removed, instead requiring heat, increased shear forces, disinfectants or
surfactants, or enzyme action to break the bonds within the EPS (Srey et al., 2013). The transition
from reversible to irreversible attachment can occur within seconds to minutes (Van Der Mei et al.,
2008). This is carried out by the stimulation of sensory proteins located in the cell membranes,
creating cell-to-cell bridges which ultimately create a firm adhesion with the substrate (Lindsay and
von Holy 2006). A genetic influence involved in irreversible attachment has been shown to be true for
Pseudomonas aeruginosa by means of genetic modification (O'Toole and Kolter, 1998). Bacterial
settlement allows genes such as lasR and lasL to produce chemical cues which encourage further cells
to join the growing cluster. This is mediated by a variety of short-range intermolecular attractions,
namely dipole-diploe, hydrogen, ionic and covalent bonds, and also hydrophobic interactions
(Westgate et al., 2011). Active cells will continue to consume nutrients in order to continue producing
EPS and for further reproduction (Yebra et al., 2006).
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2.3.3 Exponential Phase and Maturity
Microscopic analysis suggests that structural maturity can require ten or more days to be reached
(dependent on growth conditions) (Heydorn et al., 2000). The extent to which the biofilm can
develop, once established, is again influenced by a consortium of factors. The total thickness reached
depends mostly upon the supply of nutrients – an increase in supply from 4 mgL-1 to 10 mgL-1 was
shown to increase thickness by more than 40% (Bott and Miller 1983). Higher nutrient levels also
favour a spacious structure, favouring the diffusion of nutrients to the bacteria from the bulk flow.
This is also crucial for oxygen transfer for aerobic bacteria. A biofilm will also continue to develop on
a contaminated surface in the absence of planktonic bacteria if there are sufficient nutirents available
(Melo and Bott 1997). Thickness can also be dictated by fluid velocity. It is known that a relatively
slow flow rate encourages thicker biofilm growth – a velocity of 0.54 ms-1 was shown to grow a
biofilm ten times thicker over 15 days than a velocity of 2 ms-1 (Pinheiro et al., 1988). Velocity
increases are also believed to increase the density of biofouling layers (Melo and Bott 1997). This
density also tends to come with greater strength and resilience (Radu et al., 2012). Fluid flow is
therefore key to the extent of biofilm maturity, either by mass transport or shear stress. Microbial
activity is also highly sensitive to temperature, and small alterations in temperature as likely to trigger
major changes in growth. Bott and Pinheiro (1977) showed that E. coli thickness could be increased
by up to 80% by raising temperature from 30⁰C to 35⁰C. Thicker biofilms eventually become
compliant to the effects of the fluid flow, becoming prone to deformation (McKee 1991).

2.3.4 Stationary Phase
However, a high rate of cell multiplication resulting in sporadic detachment can occur, balancing the
levels of microorganisms within the biofilm and the suspension. This is a continuous parallel process,
which means that the overall biofilm growth rate can be expressed as the relationship between the
rates of attachment and detachment. There may also be ‗streamer‘ cells loosely attached to the biofilm
(Irving and Allen 2011). Furthermore, there is usually also a balance between cell reproduction within
the biofilm and the death of certain cells which cease being active. Active cells will continue to
consume nutrients in order to continue producing EPS and for further reproduction (Yebra et al.,
2006).
Eventually the development process will establish a steady state in which there is maximum cell
adhesion and a stable growth rate (Ascon-Cabrera et al., 1995), representing a total colonisation of the
surface region, whereby various features can be established. Micro-colonies of bacteria can form
where they are enclosed by the polymer matrix, whilst at the same time less dense pockets may be
noticeable where water channels can flow, transporting nutrients and waste products. Other planktonic
cells can also be trapped by the EPS to produce a more ecologically variable biofilm.
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2.3.5 Detachment
After a certain period of time, however, cells can detach and either transfer to another surface or
return to the planktonic state. This is a process which occurs continuously throughout a biofilm‘s
development, typically to allow for proliferation onto new surfaces for survival (Kroukamp et al.,
2010). Nutrient starvation (often population density mediated) can trigger dispersion as a means of
migration to a richer area in order to start a new cycle of biofilm formation (O‘Toole et al., 2000).
Bulk detachment, however, is typically observed towards the end of the life span of the culture.
The release of detached cells may occur either individually or as aggregates (Walter et al., 2013).
Generally, there are three mechanisms implicated in detachment:


sloughing: the sudden and apparently random loss of regions of biofilm;



erosion: the regular loss of single cells or small clumps due to external forces or cell cycle
factors;



abrasion: removal due to the collision of particles with the biofilm surface (Derlon et al.,
2008).

The structure of the biofilm is known to be significant in determining the mode of detachment.
Uniformly thick biofilms tend to lose cells mostly due to regular erosion of surface biomass, whereas
sloughing is more commonly observed in heterogeneous cultures (Stoodley et al., 1997). A smoother
surface can suggest that a biofilm may be softer and of a lower strength as they possess weaker
particle-particle interactions, allowing the structure to become more readily deformed and stretched in
the direction of the flow and allowing for an easier detachment (Shen et al., 2015). Biofilm strength
appears to correlate directly with biofilm density, which is typically increased with a higher fluid
shear stress and substrate loading rate (Wasche et al., 2002).
The conditions under which the biofilms are grown have also been shown to have an impact on the
removal characteristics. A study by Applegate and Bryers (1991) suggested that, in comparison to
each other, biofilms grown under carbon limited conditions formed less EPS and considerably
favoured erosion-based removal over sloughing, whilst oxygen limited conditions were shown favour
repeated sloughing yet rarely detached. Rochex and Lebeault (2007) observed high erosion rates at
both low and high glucose concentrations, and also noted that high nitrogen levels promoted
sloughing tendencies. They suggested that nutrient limitation, especially nitrogen, was advisable in
order to limit accumulation and the size of detaching clusters. It may, however, simply be that a
critical thickness can be reached, at which point sloughing becomes an inevitable process (Melo and
Bott 1997). Whilst sloughing can remove biomass down the surface, it is a distinctly unreliable
method for the controlled, mass removal of an attached culture (Choi and Morgenroth 2003).
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Detachment may be as a result of an increase in fluid shear (Stoodley et al., 2002b). Steep changes in
applied shear forces are noted to trigger an immediate response in detachment, although this is
generally a temporary effect (Bakke 1986). Certain enzymes can also facilitate such movement, for
example via the release of EPS (Kaplan et al., 2004). Pili are often responsible for the movement as
they exhibit gliding motility, an energy-intensive process which facilitates smooth movement over a
surface (Lindsay and von Holy 2006). Tests of biofilms under flow conditions have driven the belief
that shear forces have the greatest influence on detachment, although recently phenotypic mechanisms
and enzymatic action have been given greater consideration (Walter et al., 2013). Phenotypic
responses are, however, believed to be influenced in turn by fluid shear (Hall-Stoodley and Stoodley
2005). Despite the range of potential influences on detachment, reproducible experiments have been
shown to be possible where appropriate and consistent methods are used (Walter et al., 2013).
The cycle may also come to an end if there is a lack of available nutrients (O'Toole and Kolter 1998).
Deliberate glucose starvation was shown by Hunt et al., (2004) to result in rapid detachment of P.
aeruginosa biofilms. Detachment to different niches is another important survival method for a
culture, as at a certain stage the colonisation of new surfaces will be essential for nutrient sources
(Webb et al., 2003a). It is an important step for consideration in the distribution of pathogens in both
infection and the contamination of water systems (Fux et al., 2004).
Controlled depletion of oxygen supply to Shewanella oneidensis has been shown to result in
detachment within five minutes, due to a failure to adapt to the change quickly enough (Thormann et
al., 2005). Starvation influences age-related detachment due to the increased deposition of EPS
triggering deepening nutrient and oxygen gradients between the enriched outer layers and the starved
core cells, requiring the need for escape mechanisms for the submerged regions (Allison et al., 1998).
Decay in the surface-attached cells weakens the overall structure and encourages sloughing
(Picioreanu et al., 2001). The same effect can also occur due to stagnation in the flow (Davies 1999).
However, Castegnier et al., (2006) showed that long-term starvation is not necessarily fatal for a
biofilm – a biofilm persisted for 129 days under unstable hydraulic conditions caused by starvation.
Detachment via a constant shear stress is believed to be dominated by erosion, mostly of small
particles which dominate number-based detachment distributions, yet despite this when analysed by
mass sloughing is primarily responsible (Choi and Morgenroth 2003).
The role of cell death in the biofilm life cycle is one of the least understood areas (Fagerlind et al.,
2012). Webb et al., (2003b) observed death and lysis (breakdown of cell integrity) within colonies of
P. aeruginosa biofilms. Barraud et al., (2006) noted the link between death and nitric oxide
production in mature cells, including the lack of cell death in mutant strains which do not produce
nitric oxide. Nutrient supply is known to be closely linked to both cell death and dispersal (Schleheck
et al., 2009), suggesting that the death of cells encourages the acceleration of dispersal.
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2.4 The Impact of Biofouling
Biofouling is a vast, multi-faceted problem with practical implications on a global scale. Whilst
biofilms are harnessed in a positive manner by industries as diverse as wastewater treatment and fuel
cell production, the unwanted presence of surface-attached biological matter can present significant
concern for engineers. The scale of risk is heightened by the potential of sessile (attached) cultures to
detach and re-enter the prevailing flow – therefore the impact is seen both in the fouling of the surface
itself, and in detachment and transit to new locations (a major reason for biofilm persistence in a
system) (Matin et al., 2011). All submerged surfaces will eventually experience fouling for a range of
biological and hydrodynamic reasons, which will be discussed later (Murthy and Venkatesan 2009).
The costs can be severe – for example the aquaculture industry (the farming of aquatic organisms) is
estimated to spend between 5 and 10% of industry value on dealing with biofouling (Fitridge et al.,
2012). There are certain surfaces, such as silicones (Nejadnik et al., 2008), which are generally
attached to less strongly, but forms of microorganism will always settle on any surface regardless of
surface energy or surface chemistry, as they are advantageous environments compared with the bulk
liquid (Petrova and Sauer 2012).
Contamination can occur at all stages of production – for example den Aantrekker et al., (2003)
described how pasteurised milk can be exposed to bacteria associated with raw milk via the presence
of biofilms in the production plants, which detach and migrate into aerosol systems. Biofilms can act
as reservoirs for continuous contamination, often before or after heat treatment (sterilisation,
pasteurisation, curing etc.) (Kives et al., 2006). Detachment is also responsible for crosscontamination, when food passes over fouled surfaces (Kusumaningrum et al., 2003). The potential
for pathogens and reduced shelf-lives reduce the profitability of the venture so are therefore highly
undesirable (Lindsay and von Holy 2006). In power plants, the problems can be sorted into a few
broad groups: blockage of cooling water resulting in damage to pumps; the clogging of condenser
tubes; reduction in heat transfer efficiency; and the acceleration of corrosion. Several incidences of
total plant shutdowns have occurred (Rajagopal and Jenner 2012).
In industrial processing, it is typically an inadequately-cleaned surface which promotes the build-up
of soils which act as a base for biofilm development (Giaouris et al., 2013). The sheer amount of
biomass which can attach is indicated by one example of the accumulation in the intake tunnel of a
coastal power plant which was estimated at 578 tonnes (predominately mussels by mass) (Rajagopal
and Jenner 2012). The scale of the problem has resulted in the establishment of a billion dollar global
industry, encompassing biocide production, cleaning, consultancy and the development of
preventative measures. Furthermore, this is exacerbated by the low efficacy and wastefulness of many
antifouling measures which leads to repeated disinfection (Flemming 2011).
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Biofilms have also been implicated in a range of diseases and infections, including in the lung tissue
of cystic fibrosis patients and in serious wounds. The ability of biofilms to detach and re-colonise
other surfaces allows infections to spread across multiple organs in the human body (HernándezJiménez et al., 2013). The pathogenic nature of some biofilms also presents a major risk for patients
with permanent medical devices attached, such as intravascular catheters and implants. Occurrence of
infection for such patients has been noted for many hundreds of years, and in addition the
functionality of the devices can be deteriorated resulting in the need for regular replacements (Lindsay
and von Holy 2006). Management of biofilm-related infection is especially difficult given the
heightened resistance to biocides and environmental stresses (Davies 2003), giving serious conditions
a greater opportunity to persist (Costerton et al., 2003). In general, biofilms are believed to be
responsible for between 65 and 80% of all infections, so the challenge of overcoming biocide
resistance is a crucial one (Costerton et al., 1999). The tendency for surface bacteria to form biofilms
is also considered to be the most significant barrier to wound healing (James et al., 2008). Skin is the
primary defence to bacterial adhesion and colonisation and so therefore this defence is compromised
where a wound is present (Niyonsaba et al., 2006). Additionally, biofilm bacteria frequently do not
initiate the same level of inflammation as planktonic bacteria, and so can therefore be overlooked by
traditional sampling techniques (Costerton et al., 1999). Dental plaques are another way in which
biofilms can impact upon human health. Accumulation is greatest at stagnant sites i.e. those which are
protected from removal (either natural or via manual cleaning) (Marsh 2004). Development of
plaques has been shown to proceed even on clean surfaces over time, and irrespective of age, diets
and nationalities (Percival et al., (1991); Nyvad (1993)).
Contamination
Due to the ability of microorganisms to colonise any surfaces with water present, pipelines and
networks for water distribution are hugely prone to contamination. If the intention is to provide
drinking water, then the challenge is to ensure that water can be supplied in the necessary volume and
pressure with the safety that is expected. Growth in these systems is usually found on the inside of
pipes, in fact it is estimated that this applies to around 95% of the total bacteria in the pipe (Declerck
et al., 2009). The impact occurs when bacteria dissociate from the surface into the bulk fluid (Momba
and Makala 2004). The potential of biofilms to acts as host environments for pathogenic species is of
great concern, as they provide a safe setting for survival, growth and eventual release into the water
system. The metabolic activities of the bacteria are also capable of producing harmful compounds
such as endotoxins, hydrogen sulphide, and nitrites, which are then released into the bulk fluid
(Wingender and Flemming 2011).
Mechanical Damage
Mechanical failures can result from one or more of the following occurrences; breakages requiring the
replacement of pipe sections, open reservoirs or backward siphoning as a result of a reduction in the
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pressure of the flow. The cost of mechanical repairs and replacements is also calculated to include the
resulting loss of production (Müller-Steinhagen 2000). A form of damage peculiar to biological
fouling is the process of microbially-influenced corrosion (MIC), a severe process resulting in
‗pitting‘, the production of cavities in the surface (Vargas et al., 2014). MIC has impacted upon
copper piping in buildings across the world, notably the comprehensive collapse of the pipe network
in a hospital in Scotland, in which the repair cost was estimated at £100 million (Keevil 2004). MIC is
also an example of industrial pressure being a driver of research into fouling mitigation (Vargas et al.,
2014), and subsequently investigations were undertaken by the turn of the 21st century which
suggested that biofilms act as mediators for interactions between the metal and the surrounding
environment with the potential to alter pH, oxygen levels, and the presence and variety of ions. This
alteration of substrate behaviour can as a result be monitored and manipulated to inhibit microbial
corrosion in an environmentally-friendly manner (Videla and Herrera 2005). Models of metalmicrobe interactions have also been developed as a result of this (Vargas et al., 2014). Despite these
advancements however, MIC is still believed to be responsible for 20-30% of total corrosion-related
costs, resulting in financial losses of $30-50 billion per year in the US alone (Trivedi et al., (2014);
Al-Darbi et al., (2002)) - an indication of the complexity and severity of biofouling events.
Hydraulics and Heat Transfer
The hydraulic properties of the process equipment may be damaged by the presence of fouling,
particularly if it‘s key functions concern heat or mass transfer (Tuladhar et al., 2000). Foulants reduce
heat transfer between process fluids by reducing heat recovery and narrowing the flow area in heat
exchangers, thus restricting fluid flow (Kays and London 1964). For fluid-based systems (aqueous or
otherwise), if the temperature of the heat exchanger is similar to that of the environment, biofilm
attachment is the inevitable result (Frota et al., 2014). Deposits generally exhibit a relatively low
thermal conductivity, acting as an insulating layer which increases heat transfer resistance and
therefore damages thermal operating efficiency. This is primarily because biofilms can contain up to
99% water, and thus their conductivity is similar to that of stationary water and much lower than
metals used as pipe construction materials (Characklis and Cooksey 1983). The thermal performance
is proportionally affected by heat transfer resistance, and the fluid dynamics are altered due to
frictional resistance and limitations in the flow cross-sectional area (Tian et al., 2010). Even very thin
films can strongly affect heat transfer performance (Zhao et al., 2005).
HVAC (heating, ventilation and air conditioning) applications are prone to air-side fouling which can
both adversely affect its cooling capacity and increase the air-side pressure drop. Research into air
dust deposition in HVAC systems greatly outweighs that conducted into biofouling, however. Pu et
al., (2009) conducted investigations on biofouled finned tube heat exchangers, suggesting that the
heat transfer coefficient decreases gradually when the fouled area advanced beyond 10%. A 60%
coverage showed a coefficient reduction of 16% for a flow of 2ms-1. The same study showed an even
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greater impact upon the air-side pressure drop: for a flow of 0.5ms-1, an increase in biofouling of 60%
enhances the pressure drop by approximately 41%. The pumping and utility costs would therefore
need to be heightened considerably in order to overcome this. Damage to heat exchanger
performance can be highly severe in cooling systems in hydroelectric power plants for example, and
the heat exchangers often require total shutdown of the plant in order to be dismantled.
These issues are by no means unique to biological fouling, indeed they are prevalent for all fouled
surfaces (Melo and Bott 1997), but biological deposits carry certain extra features. Besides, fouling
methods regularly combine forces, and metabolic activity can trigger corrosion due to pH changes.
Similarly, the sticky nature of many biofilms often attracts other particulates (Melo and Bott 1997).
Without off-line cleaning, the active foulant is typically very resistant to attack and difficult to
remove. The addition of chemical biocides can be helpful but often at a considerable environmental
cost (Frota et al., 2014).
Pressure Drop
There are often issues with heightened pressure drop related to fouling, especially where there is
significant accumulation to cause a limitation in the flow cross-sectional area (Chew et al., 2004b).
Biofilms often also increase the roughness of the surface, which also contributes to the problem by
creating additional disturbances and increasing friction. A further problem related to this is that many
fouling models assume a uniform surface, which leads to low predictions of fouling effects (MüllerSteinhagen 2000). Chenoweth (1987) suggested that excessive pressure drop contributes to heat
exchanger replacement requirements more than actual heat transfer issues. Maldistribution (uneven
distribution of flow) is a concern for heat exchangers, often a result of fouling blockages
(Thulukkanam 2013). Flow losses can also be a result of drag forces introduced by the viscoelastic
properties of many biofouling deposits (Singh 2006).
Financial Implications
The costs attributed to biofouling are the result of impacts such as interference with the process,
deterioration of the product (quantity or quality), damage to materials and hardware, and the need for
component replacements as a result of cleaning (Flemming 2011). Cleaning of equipment may result
in a decline in productivity as sections of the facility may require temporary shutdown.
The costs which arise tend to be attributable to the following:


Higher operational (energy) costs - reduced thermal efficiency and greater pressure drop;



Greater capital investment on hardware replacements and repairs;



Higher maintenance costs;



The cost of additives and chemicals for cleaning (Nguyen et al., 2012);
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Excess heat transfer area to compensate (average of approximately 30% (Thackery 1980).
This leads to increased transport costs due to size and weight, extra space required,
installation expense, as well as extra costs for cleaning and fuel (Müller-Steinhagen 2000).

The costs have generally proved difficult to quantify due to the sheer range of factors involved.
Certain estimates exist, and although they tend to be focussed on a particular industry, nevertheless
indicate the undesirable contribution attributable to biofilms. For example, Abdul Azis et al., (2001)
suggested that the costs of biofouling to the desalination industry alone is approximately $15 billion
worldwide each year. An alternative approach is to quantify the costs in terms of the disinfection duty
or fouling-related energy losses – for example thousands of tons of chlorine are used per day
worldwide in the disinfection of power plants (Cloete 2003). In terms of energy duty, a biofilm of
25um thickness on a ship hull has been shown to increase drag by 8%, and thicker, rougher biofilms
can show increases of up to 22% (Characklis 1990).
Domestic Biofouling
The tendency for biofilms to form in household settings should also not be neglected. The sources of
offending microorganisms include contaminated food, contaminated water, human contact, air, insects
or pets (Teixeira et al., 2007). Cross-contamination (the transfer of bacteria between foods or from
humans to food) is a major cause of biofilm establishment in domestic kitchens. Additionally, food
can be at risk due to incorrect storage temperatures, inadequate cooking or contact of cooked or raw
foods with hands or utensils (Teixeira et al., 2007). Salmonella spp. are pathogens responsible for a
common foodborne infection, believed to be mostly due to cross-contamination and inadequate
cooking of food containing raw eggs (Gillespie et al., 2005). Multidrug-resistant Salmonella
typhymurium has become more prevalent, presenting an increasing health problem which emphasises
the need for surveillance programs (Altekruse et al., 1997). Food preparation can lead to the bacterial
colonisation of surfaces including chopping boards, taps, kettles and refrigerators (Haysom and Sharp
2003). This contrast with Listeria monocytogenes, which is more typically the result of postprocessing contamination of foods, and can be isolated from the production plant in question (Jacquet
et al., 1993).
The inner surfaces of domestic plumbing pipes can also experience extensive biofouling. Water
distribution systems are very closely monitored so that pathogenic bacteria do not tend to proliferate
in this scenario, yet taste and odour can be adversely affected. The elderly and small children may still
be at risk, however (Percival and Walker 2001).
Bathrooms are another section of the home which experiences regular biofilm accumulation. A focus
of research in this area has been growth on shower heads, as bacteria present in the water supply can
attached to the exposed outer plates of the head, and also to pre-attached cells (Vornhagen et al.,
2013). Various pathogenic species can be enriched via showerhead biofilms, including members of
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the genera Staphylococcus, Methylobacterium and Escherichia (Feazel et al., 2009). In addition to
these health risks, the biofilms can also be unsightly and can contribute to microbial-influenced
corrosion (MIC) which can damage the head (Bloetscher et al., 2010).

2.5 Factors Influencing Biofouling
All materials used for the construction of pipes are known to facilitate the attachment of microorganisms (Momba and Makala 2004). Despite this, however, the extent to which bacteria can grow
on various surfaces is known to vary. The initial adhesion of cells is mediated either through direct
attachment to the surface, or through binding to molecules adsorbed onto the surface, so therefore the
specific properties of the substrate will play a role (Xu and Siedlecki 2012). There are various
suggested factors as to how this occurs.

2.5.1 Roughness
Although hydrophobicity, surface free energy and surface charges are known to influence bacterial
adhesion, the influence of surface roughness is considered to be the most significant (Quirynen and
Bollen (1995); Quirynen et al., (1990)). Whilst surface energy can also play an important role, a
sufficiently textured surface can mask its effects (Quirynen and Bollen 1995). A higher roughness
offers both a greater surface area for colonisation and extra niches for growth to occur, and it also
minimises the effect of fluid shear forces, providing shelter for newly-attached bacteria in the
reversible development phase (Rimondini et al., 1997). In some cases, surface features can create
turbulence, and the suggestion is that turbulent flow can enhance adhesion by impinging planktonic
cells on the surface (Donlan and Costerton 2002). Both the number and extent of attached cells have
been shown to increase with roughness (Characklis et al., (1990); Oh et al., (2009)). This reported
impact upon ultimate extent of growth is contested - Momba and Makala (2004) found that while
rougher surfaces can experience a more immediate spurt of growth, ultimately the proliferation on
smooth and rough surfaces was practically the same. Al-Ahmad et al., (2013) also observed negligible
influence of roughness on biofilm composition despite the major role it plays in initial colonisation.
There is however a minimal point at which it ceases to be a factor - roughness levels of less than
0.2µm do not impact either the amount or characteristics of the resulting biofilm (Bollen et al., 1996).
In general it is accepted that surface features with a similar size to the cells will experience the
greatest microbial retention (Medilanski et al., (2002); Whitehead and Verran (2006); Wu et al.,
(2011)) – they offer suitably-sized niches for protection during attachment and growth.
Microscopic studies of early-stage dental plaques have indicated that initial colonisation occurs
mostly in cracks and pits in the enamel, implying the favouring of a rougher surface (Nyvad and
Fejerskov 1987). Carlén et al., (2001) showed that an unpolished glass ionomer surface was rougher
than an unpolished composite resin, and that it subsequently bound more protein and bacteria.
Polishing the composite resin increased the roughness and greater adhesion was observed, whereas
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the same process had little effect on the roughness of the glass resulting in no observed difference in
binding levels.
Additionally, it may not simply be the extent of biofilm formation which is affected by roughness.
Chaturongkasumrit et al., (2011) noted not only a greater adhesion of Listeria monocytogenes on a
rougher conveyor belt surface, but also a heightened resistance to cleaning agents. Mei et al., (2011)
used AFM to show that the impact of surface roughness continues to affect adhesive strength after the
‗bond-strengthening‘ phase (the development of irreversible attachment). This may be due to
increased contact times encouraging stronger adhesion – and it is known that the transition from
reversible to irreversible bonds occurs within seconds to minutes on smooth surfaces (Van Der Mei et
al., 2008).
Although observing the overall roughness and applying it to biofilm growth is a useful tool of
analysis, the actual topography of the surface can influence the adhesion and proliferation of cells. For
example, the presence of parallel grooves on the surface results in cell growth along the direction of
the grooves (Walboomers et al., 1999). Turner et al., (2000) also demonstrated how cells may prefer
to grow on the pillars of a specifically-fabricated silicon structure than in the corresponding wells (it
is also noted that the cells still favoured the wells over a comparison smooth surface). Ultimately cells
appear to prefer irregular surfaces for adhesion, with particular emphasis on anti-symmetric surfaces,
i.e. ‗cliffs‘ with adjacent convex and concave profiles (Curtis et al., 2001). The relative porosity of
wood has been shown to encourage biofilm growth by trapping bacteria and nutrients (Adetunji and
Isola 2011).

2.5.2 Surface Energy
Contact angle measurements are the typical and simplest way of determining the surface energy of a
sample, in that a high energy surface will experience more complete ‗wetting‘ with the same liquid,
and therefore a lower contact angle. However it should be remembered that this test is only ideal for
surfaces with a roughness on a sub-micrometer level (Adamson and Gast 1997) – results for rougher
surfaces must be treated with some caution. A low surface energy makes a surface more hydrophobic,
resulting in decreases aqueous wetting (Santiago et al., 2006). The surface free energy of a solid is
defined as the change in total surface energy per surface area, assuming constant temperature,
pressure and moles:
( )

(5)

where G is the total surface energy, A is the surface area, and n is the number of moles. Young‘s
Equation governs the relationship between the interfacial surface tensions when a liquid makes
contact with an exposed solid surface:
(6)
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in which γ refers to the free energy at the interface between the species in subscript (solid, vapour,
liquid), and θ is the measured contact angle.

Figure 10: The contact angle, θ, of a liquid droplet on a substrate. The surface tensions (γ) are also
shown at each of the three interfaces (Tadmor 2004).
Once the contact angle of the droplet is determined, there are various ways of translating this to find
the surface free energy. Using Young‘s equation, the energy for the water-air interface is a standard
value (γLV = 0.072Nm-1), although the solid-vapour surface energy is variable due to factors such as
roughness variations, manufacturing process, or defects (Buckley 1981), which effectively results in
two unknown variables. The Zisman Theory determines a critical surface energy belonging to a
theoretical liquid which would completely wet the surface in question (ie θ = 0). This is achieved by
testing the contact angle of a range of liquids with a known γLV component on the surface (Zisman
1964). A more hydrophilic surface will have a higher critical surface energy (equating to a higher
difference between γSV and γSL – using this method, these values do not need to be found) . This value
is determined graphically by use of a ‗Zisman plot‘ of cos θ and the γLV values to find γ at cos θ = 1.
There are four more complex way of determining surface energy from contact angle measurements,
which typically require computational algorithm software to solve. The Owens-Wendt geometric
mean approach uses the following equation:
(

)

√

√

( )

It is derived from the work required for adhesion, which is equal to the geometric mean of the
cohesive work of solid-solid and liquid-liquid particles (Owens and Wendt 1969). The superscripts d
and p refer to the dispersive and polar attractions respectively, the sum of which comprises the total
free energy of a surface (Yao et al., 2017). Liquids with known dispersive and polar components are
therefore required for this method to work. The Wu harmonic mean method works on the same basis,
but substitutes the geometric mean for the harmonic mean, resulting in the following (Wu 1971):
(

)

( )
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Alternatively, the van Oss acid-base approach comprises of the sum of the Lifschitz-van der Waals
(LW) and Lewis acid-base (AB) components of interaction (with the polar components of each
surface considered separately) (van Oss et al., 1988):
(

)

(√

√

√

)

(9)

The use of equations of state is the final common method, of which there are a few variations. They
take a purely thermodynamic approach, avoiding the potential for inaccuracies in contact angle
measuements. They state that the interfacial free energy is determined by the liquid surface tension
and solid surface free energy only (Chibowski and Perea-Carpio 2002). All four of these methods are
considerably more complex than the Zisman plot which, whilst it lacks a genuine theoretic
background and doesn‘t provide the actual surface energy value, remains very useful for the
comparison of a selection of surfaces, producing a hierarchy of surface energy (Perrozzi et al., 2014).
Effect of Surface Energy on Bacterial Adhesion
The hydrophobic/hydrophilic nature of the surface is known to have an effect on microbial adhesion
in aquatic environments (Momba et al., 2000), as this will alter the contact angle between the flow
and the substrate surface. Hydrophobic surfaces promote low wetting, promoting cell adhesion in
conjunction with membrane fusion and protein folding and aggregation (Alsteens et al., 2007). Such
surfaces encourage greater accumulation of proteins which then act as specific binding sites for
bacteria (Lindh 2002). The general consensus is that hydrophobic cells display stronger adhesion to a
surface, and that hydrophobic surfaces are favoured by all bacteria (Geoghegan et al., 2008).
Interactions between two hydrophobic materials are known to be notably strong (Desrousseaux et al.,
2013). Conversely, artificial hydrophilisation of a resin composite surface was shown by Okada et al.,
(2008) to inhibit the amount of retained bacteria in correlation with increased concentration of
coating. Cell surfaces with a high nitrogen:carbon ratio (due to proteins) are more hydrophobic,
whereas high oxygen:carbon surfaces promote hydrophilicity (Reid et al., 1999). The hydrophobicity
or hydrophilicity of the cells depends mostly on the strain, but cell age and the environment are also
important factors (Bos et al., 1999).
Hydrophobic attractions between non-polar molecules (or between one non-polar and one polar
molecule in water) are suggested to be a consequence of the hydrogen-bonding energy of nearby
water molecules (van Oss 1995). Oliveira et al., (2001) studied adhesion on four polymer surfaces and
showed an increase in attached Staphylococcus epidermidis cells in accordance with increasing
hydrophobicity. Sheng et al., (2008) studied bacterial colonisation of metals and deduced that reduced
hydrophobicity weakened the forces of adhesion. This weaker binding at the surface should allow for
easier removal (Zhao et al., 2005). Hydrophobic attractions have long been recognised as an
important factor in the initial adhesion of bacteria (Fattom and Shilo 1984).
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Bos et al., (2000) investigated biofilm formation on glass with sections coated in the hydrophobic
dimethyldichlorosilane (DSS), and suggested that substrate hydrophobicity is most significant in
biofilm retention, whilst it plays little part in the adhesion process. Perhaps more interestingly, the
same study implied that a relatively large number of bacteria were retained in regions where there was
a hydrophobic/hydrophilic interface. In support to this, previous evidence suggests that proteins bind
most effectively in heterogeneous regions of wetting tendency (Ruardy et al., 1997). Raut et al.,
(2010) showed no correlation between cell surface hydrophobicity (CSH) and adhesion of Candida
albicans yeast to polystyrene, suggesting the relative unimportance of surface hydrophobicity in
adhesion to surfaces.
A high surface free energy has been shown to collect more attached bacteria in the case of dental
plaques (Quirynen and Bollen 1995). Klotz (1994) showed that CSH played an important role in the
adhesion of Candida albicans yeast cells to substrates by promoting hydrophobic interactions
between the cells and the surface. There is no simple answer regarding the relationship between
surface energy and adhesion, with conflicting findings reported. Where there is an increase in surface
free energy, there becomes a greater intermolecular force between the cells and the solid surface,
which has the potential to enhance the extent of adhesion (Yabune et al., 2005). The surface energy of
the cells themselves will also have an impact. Usually, a hydrophilic cell will attach preferably to a
hydrophilic surface. Hydrophobic low energy surfaces are typically preferred in industrial and marine
biofouling control due to their lower interactions with living cells (Vladkova 2007). The
aforementioned Baier curve (Figure 8) indicates how cell adhesion can increase for both notably
hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces. Research by McGuire and Swartzel (1987) supported this idea
of a region of minimal adhesion at 30-35 nM/m.
Fluorinated resin coatings have been demonstrated to reduce the adhesion of organic matter to
surfaces via a reduction in surface free energy – Tsibouklis et al., (1999) reported a reduction in cell
count for a mixed-strain Pseudomonas biofilm from 200000 to 51200 per view field area with the
application of a poly(perfluoroacrylate) film. Berry et al., (2000) also showed that Pseudomonas
aeruginosa and Staphylococcus aureus were both failed to form biofilms on a phosphorylcxholinecoated fluoroplastic compared with the same surface either untreated or impregnated with silver
oxide. These results suggest the impact which surface energy-reducing treatments can have on biofilm
formation, in the late case even more so than the antimicrobial silver oxide.

2.5.3 Surface Charge
The presence of favourable surface charges may also alter the tendency of bacteria to gather on the
surface (Lindsay and von Holy 2006). The study by Carlén et al., (2001) on plaque formation showed
an increase in biofilm in accordance with increased inorganic, positively charged elements on the
studied surfaces after polishing (also the cause of greater surface roughness). Greater exposure of
silicon, aluminium and barium were observed, and it is recognised that most bacteria-binding
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constituents are acidic and negatively-charged under standard neutral pH conditions (Johnsson et al.,
1993).
The EPS typically carries ionisable functional groups, chiefly carboxyl, phosphoric and hydroxyl
groups. These can be readily dissociated, thus rendering EPS negatively charged at a neutral pH. Cell
walls also typically have a negative charge. The greatest dissociation occurs at higher pH levels, and
so therefore the surface charge of the EPS tends to increase with pH (Wu et al., 2010). The zeta
potential in sludge flocs was shown to increase linearly with the total EPS content (Meng et al.,
2006). The cohesiveness of EPS is partly due to electrostatic interactions, resulting from multivalent
crosslinking cations which bridge negatively charged sites (Chen and Stewart 2002).

2.5.4 Substrate Materials
A study by Waines et al., (2011) compared biofilm formation on a selection of plumbing materials
over 84 days, revealing that plastic-based cross-linked polyethylene (PEX) and ethylene propylene
diene monomer (EPDM) supported greater levels of biofilm than both copper and stainless steel.
However, on the other hand a similar investigation carried out by Kerr et al., (1998) showed that cast
iron piping founded less biofilm than plastic-based medium density polyethylene (MDPE) and
unplasticised polyvinyl chloride (uPVC). This is a familiar contradiction which highlights the
complexity of surface effects with respect to biofilm adhesion.
A study by Hyde et al., (1997) studied the ease of removal of Klebsiella pneumonia, Escherichia coli,
and Salmonella choleraisuis using sodium hypochlorite under mild agitation, and suggested the
following hierarchy of materials for the propensity of strong biofilm development: stainless steel >
polypropylene > glass > machined perfluoroalkoxy tatrafluoroethylene (PFA), rotationally-molded
PFA, silicone-coated glass > polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF), injection-molded PFA.
Mott and Bott (1991) studied the adhesion of Pseudomonas fluorescens on electropolished and
unpolished stainless steel 316, glass and fluorinated ethylene polypropylene and noted that the steel
used ‗as received‘ (i.e. not electropolished) displayed a greater mass of biofilm than the polished steel
and the other two surfaces (Fig. 8). The explanation for the greater accumulation may concern a
change in roughness or surface charge, or a combination of the two, but it is a clear illustration of the
variation which can be observed between different surfaces.
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Figure 11: A comparison of the mass of biofilm accumulated on various surfaces from a study by
Mott and Bott (1991)
The material may be able to supply greater nutrients for bacterial growth which will encourage
biofilm formation; in water transportation it is recognised that the material used for the construction of
pipes has an impact upon the quality of water delivered. Corrosive materials, such as cast iron, tend to
encourage biofilm accumulation, as opposed to more inert materials (glass, stainless steel etc.). Cast
iron surfaces are also noted to encourage the decay of disinfectant residuals when chlorine or
chloramines are used (Baribeau et al., 2005).

2.5.5 Summary
Ultimately, all of the above factors are recognised to have a potential impact upon biofilm adhesion,
although the ways in which they can combine in relation to a given surface mean that it is difficult to
define precisely the importance of each. They are, however, all able to affect both the rate of
colonisation and the structure and strength of the biofilm (Busscher et al., 1995). Attachment is
therefore a complex process, and one in which the nature of the surface, whilst important, does not
necessarily have the deciding say in how biofilms form. The conditions of the local environment are
usually as crucial as any surface factor, as described by Gubner and Beech (2000), who found that the
concentration and chemistry of the EPS are more important than either surface roughness or
hydrophobicity. Additionally, research by Lorite et al., (2011) supported this, suggesting that the
presence of phosphate groups on the surface contained within a conditioning film was of primary
significance. Any alterations in surface chemistry would in turn have the ability to alter the roughness,
energy or charge of the surface, underlining the complexity of such analyses.
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2.6 Removal of Biofouling
Biofilms have developed many different defence mechanisms against disinfection over millions of
years, to the extent that biofouling is a problem which can effectively never be eliminated.
Antifouling measures are therefore time-dependent rather than permanent (Flemming et al., 2011).
Ironically, it can be noted that industrial plants tend to provide optimum conditions (temperature,
moisture) for the establishment of biofilms.
In laboratories, cells have traditionally been studied in the planktonic (free-swimming) phase,
although bacteria are predominantly found in biofilms throughout most natural, clinical and industrial
settings (O'Toole and Kolter 1998). It is recognised that bacteria in biofilms are more resistant to
cleaning materials than those in planktonic suspension, and that the same methods of characterisation
and removal cannot effectively be applied to both cases (Parker et al., 2014). For some disinfectants,
the concentration must be increased by between 10 and 100 times in order to achieve the same level
of deactivation of biofilm-based bacteria compared with those free in suspension (Blanchard et al.,
1998). This is naturally mostly due to the extracellular polymeric substances, which are important for
attachment and resistance to natural shear forces. The EPS can also act as a physical barrier to
disinfectants, with the matrix providing a shield-like effect through which chemicals and enzymes
must penetrate and diffuse (Buckingham-Meyer et al., 2007). This process has been occasionally
shown to chemically ‗exhaust‘ biocides – especially chlorine, which can react with organic
constituents faster than it diffuses (Chen and Stewart 1996). Effective cleaning methods should
therefore seek to break up the matrix, in order to allow better access for disinfectants to attack
(Mathieu et al., 2014).
Other reasons for resistance include the altered environment in which biofilm bacteria reside. The
physiological adaptations which cells must undergo to exist within biofilm conditions (sessile growth,
slow development under nutrient stresses, continuous contact with low levels of disinfectant) result in
further opposition to cleaning (Bridier et al., 2011a). Disinfectants are typically less effective in
dealing with slow growing/stationary cells or those with a slow metabolism (a feature of biofilm
cultures) (Borriello et al., 2004). There is often a gradient of growth rates within a biofilm, with the
faster growing top layer cells being generally more susceptible to killing (Lewis 2001). The concept
of ‗persister‘ cells is one which has more recently been applied to those on the surface-attached layer,
referring to those which are more resistant to removal and trigger re-growth of the culture (Davies
2003). Effectively, they act as protective guardians for the biofilm, lying dormant under the presence
of a biocide and triggering multiplication when the biocide is removed (Cogan 2013). The exact
phenotypic explanation for the formation of persisters is unclear, but the severe nutrient starvation at
the base is likely to be a major factor (Shafahi and Vafai 2010). The proximity of the surface also
results in boundary layer effects, especially in laminar regimes where the boundary layer is substantial
enough to restrict the movement and mixing of cells (Donlan 2002). The stratified nature of biofilms
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lends them a certain level of cohesive integrity (Zhang and Bishop 1994a), which has been shown to
offer greater tensile strength in correlation with the age of the biofilm (Ohashi et al., 1999).
The threat of biofouling cannot be entirely eliminated – antifouling measures are only temporary,
time-dependent restrictions of growth, and regular disinfection is required in order to prevent their
continuous development (Flemming 2011). In essence, killing the cells alone does not necessarily
equate to cleaning. Furthermore, given the resistance mechanisms and inherent resilience of biofilms
and the accordingly high levels of biocides required, the push for technologies focussed on
detachment and dispersal rather than killing are desired (Jones et al., 2011).

2.6.1 Chemical Cleaning
Disinfection is defined by the Codex Alimentarus (the international standards in food safety) as ―the
reduction of the number of micro-organisms in the environment, to a level that does not compromise
food safety or suitability‖ (CAC 2003). It is crucial in distribution systems, particularly when
concerned with the spread of water-borne diseases. The industrialised world has largely eliminated
such illnesses by removing pathogens from drinking water supplies and production processes.
Bacteria will often survive the standard treatment process (especially biofilms) so the final
disinfection step is necessary to destroy them (Momba et al., 2000). Biocides differ from antibiotics in
that they are applied to suspensions and surfaces to kill or inhibit microorganisms, whereas antibiotics
are synthesised by living organisms themselves (White and McDermott 2001). Biocides are usually
applied at much greater concentrations than antibiotics, as they do not have to take into account issues
of toxicity and bioavailability. The non-specific nature of biocide activity (coagulation, membrane
damage) further encourages a non-targeted approach in which vast quantities are used, compared with
antibiotic use, where targeted antibodies can be used at low concentrations due to their specificity
(White and McDermott 2001). Chemical addition usually follows one of three methods: a continuous
dose at a level by which control can be maintained; intermittently high ‗shock‘ doses designed to
remove biofilms accumulated in the intervening period; or a more regular intermittent dose in short
periods in order to minimise colonisation (Bott 1998). Higher velocities are known to improve biocide
effectiveness due to improved mass transfer and shear rates (Bott and Taylor 1997), although
doubling the fluid velocity tends to result in a quadrupling of the energy required (Bott 1998). The
minimum amount of cleaning chemical required can be expressed as either minimum inhibitory
concentration (M.I.C.) or minimum bactericidal concentration (MBC), depending on whether the
priority is to inhibit further growth, or to kill the resident cells. M.I.C. is defined as the lowest
concentration of an antmicrobial required to inhibit visible growth of a microorganism after overnight
incubation, and MBC is the lowest concentration which will prevent growth after subculture on to
antibiotic-free media (Andrews 2002).
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Chlorine, Chlorine-Derivatives and Other Halogens
Chlorine and chlorine-derivatives have long been commonly used as a disinfectant in water-based
systems. Sodium hypochlorite (bleach) is a standard example. The explanations for chlorinecontrolled inactivation are disputed, but it is suggested that reactions with amino acids in cell
membranes or cytoplasm result in cell death (Dychdala 2001). The chlorine demand of a biofilm (high
demand occurs in areas of high biomass) is dependent on the purity of the water in the system (Lu et
al., 1999).
There are some simple alternatives which have been shown to produce promising results. Chloramine
(NH2Cl) has shown itself to be less reactive than pure chlorine, and so therefore has a greater presence
in the system for a longer period of time. It has also been suggested that chloramine displays better
penetration into biofilms than free chlorine (Samrakandi et al., 1997). This feature acts to limit the
survival and potential regrowth of bacteria which is prevalent in chlorine-disinfected systems
(LeChevallier et al., 1987). Comparisons of apparatus disinfected with a combination of chlorine and
chloramine compared with those disinfected with just chlorine show stronger and more significant
negative correlations between residual concentration of disinfectant and numbers of bacteria present
(Momba and Makala 2004). It is, however, notable that even continuous residuals of chlorine
disinfectants can never be truly relied upon to eliminate the presence of bacteria, as communities are
capable of adapting in response to disinfection methods (Williams et al., 2005).
Bromine has had a more limited range of use compared to chlorine, with applications centred around
swimming pool and potable water disinfection. In such environments, it has been shown to be less
effective against Legionella pneumophila than chlorine, although populations can be controlled with
a maintained bromine residual (Thomas et al., 1999). Iodine has been used for similar purposes,
although its efficacy is less well known (Kim et al., 2002).
Halogen-releasing compounds are another related group of biocides, which release halogens upon
contact with water. They include BCDMH (2,4- dibromo-5,5-dimethylhydantoin), which is slightly
soluble in water, releasing the disinfectants hypobromous acid and hypochlorous acid on contact.
Effectively, this means that their impact is equivalent to the addition of free chlorine or bromine, and
little difference has been noted in their efficacy (McCoy and Wireman 1989).
Alcohols
Alcohol-based disinfectants tend to be effective against a good range of organisms, and are usually
robust in the presence of other organic materials. They act to both damage cell membranes and
denature proteins. In testing, 70% ethanol has been shown to reduce vegetative Salmonella
populations completely (i.e. to below 5 log10 CFU), with concentrations as low as 15% having been
shown to be equally effective under low-pH (e.g. 3) conditions (Wong et al., (2010); Møretrø and
Daeschel (2004)). Unfortunately, when used in high volume, alcohol use can become uneconomical
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and present health and fire risks, and so therefore practical use tends to be limited mostly to hand
disinfectants (Møretrø et al., 2012).
Aldehydes
Aldehydes (usually in the form of glutaraldehyde) are recognised to be highly effective in the
inactivation of bacteria. Its efficacy in combating Legionella has been utilised in treating biofilm
formation in cooling towers and water systems, in which Pope and Dziewulski (1992) showed that a
dosage of 100mgL-1 could treat four towers. Similarly, McCall et al., (1999) noted a 3-log reduction
in Legionella cells in under an hour in a model plumbing system. However, these same studies noted
that continuous high doses of glutaraldehyde were required for longer-lasting control. Another use of
aldehydes has traditionally been the disinfection of heat-sensitive medical devices, against fungi,
spores and viruses as well as bacteria (Loukili et al., 2004). Recently, however, there has been
concern about reduced susceptibility of targeted strains to aldehydes, with decreasing biocidal activity
reported (Van Klingeren and Pullen 1993).
Quaternary Ammonium Compounds
Quaternary ammonium compounds (QACs) are cationic surfactants which also act as disinfectants
(Huang et al., 2009). Benzalkonium chloride (BAC) is a particularly popular example, using in food
processing and environmental and medical applications. They chiefly act to disrupt the membrane and
therefore release the contents of the cell (Jahn et al., 1999). They offer good matrix penetration in
combination with low toxicity and propensity for corrosion (Ko et al., 2007). Huang et al., (2009)
showed that BAC was more effective than the halogen-releaser 2,2-dibromo-3-nitrilopropionamide
(DBNPA) and the organic isothiazolone at killing sessile cultures of Pseudomonas aeruginosa
collected from a paper machine, due to its ability to trigger cell lysis and the release of cellular
components (Russell and Chopra 1996). As with other chemical biocides, however, there are issues
regarding acquired resistance. The poor biodegradability of QACs results in them having longer
contact times with target bacteria, and prolonged exposure of weak residual concentrations
encourages resistance to develop via changes in cell morphology (Tezel and Pavlostathis (2011);
Dynes et al., (2009)).
Peracetic Acid
Peracetic acid is an oxidising agent which has the advantage of decomposing into safe waste products
(van der Veen and Abee 2011). In addition to this, it is minimally toxic and non-corrosive at typical
required concentrations (Kovaleva et al., 2010). It is most commonly used in food and medical
environments (Bridier et al., 2011b). Its high oxidative potential is believed to be a major factor in its
antimicrobial ability; other proposed reasons include a non-specific mode of attack, high reactivity
against cellular proteins and DNA, and a small size assisting in diffusion through the biofilm matrix
(Vázquez-Sánchez et al., 2014). Non-specificity combined with high oxidative potential give
peracetic acid similar levels of efficacy against many different species, where other biocides often
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show greater variability with respect to species (Bridier et al., 2011b). Tests by Vázquez-Sánchez et
al., (2014) showed that peracetic acid was more effective against Staphylococcus aureus than
benzalkonium chloride and sodium hypochlorite in both the biofilm and planktonic cases. However,
higher tolerance to peracetic acid (and other oxidising agents) was observed for biofilms with a high
EPS content, suggesting a protective deactivating layer (Martin et al., 2008). There are also concerns
that, whilst it is effective as a biocide, it can ‗fix‘ blood and proteins to surfaces, increasing the risk of
re-growth (Kampf et al., 2004).
Sodium Hydroxide
Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) is a regular active component in cleaning-in-place (CIP) regimes and
dishwashing and cleaning products. It is a very strong base which is able to break most chemical
bonds in cells and therefore dissolve tissues (Elexson et al., 2014). Long-term treatments with NaOH
have been very promising in trials on cooling system pipes (Calazans et al., 2012), and TenEyck
(2009) showed its significant efficacy in reducing the numbers of a range of organisms. Another study
showed that dilute NaOH can weaken the mechanical strength of biofilm clusters, resulting in
deformation under flow (Xavier et al., 2005). Its ability to remove organic fouling layers (proteins and
fats) has led to its wide use for cleaning in the food industry (Brugnoni et al., 2012).
Cleaning-in-Place
CIP remains the most widely-used cleaning practise in the manufacturing industry. A definition
provided by Romney (1990) describes CIP as ―cleaning of complete items of plant or pipeline circuits
without dismantling or opening of the equipment‖, with ―little or no manual involvement‖, under
―conditions of increased turbulence and velocity‖. Most CIP systems rely on circulating cleaning
fluids through the process in order to rinse away any loose material and to alter the physical
characteristics of the fouling so that it can be more easily removed by erosion or dissolution
(Saikhwan et al., 2007). This combination of chemical and hydraulic actions is effective in removing
a considerable range of deposits, which is why it remains a popular procedure, although the nature of
the flow and the fluids used must be tailored to meet the foulant in question (Chew et al., 2004b).
Remedies used in one particular situation are often not directly applicable to another. The factors
which can limit the effectiveness of CIP are extensive, and include the age of the fouling layer,
disinfectant temperature and the turbulence of the solution, along with the typical parameters affecting
chemical cleaning (Bremer et al., 2006).
Food production plants make extensive use of clean-in-place ideas. The dairy industry is a prominent
example, with sequential caustic (alkali) and acid wash steps being used. The caustic step, normally
using sodium hydroxide, is carried out to remove proteins and carbohydrates (Chisti 1999).The acid
step (e.g. nitric acid) is crucial in removing any mineral scale deposited by the caustic wash, and also
removes any alkaline products from process surfaces (Bremer et al., 2006). The use of strong acids
and alkalis offers the most efficient cleaning, yet results in labour and care-intensive storage and
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handling issues. On the other hand, more moderate-strength solutions often simply do not remove
sufficient amounts of biofilm (Furukawa et al., 2010). Testing of procedures can also be difficult due
to the multi-phase nature of most CIP programmes, making process optimisation both timeconsuming and difficult to specify (Kumari and Sarkar 2014).

2.6.2 Limitations of Chemical Disinfection
Removal Failure
A recurring problem with chemical-dominated approaches to biofilm removal is the way in which
biofilms are treated as a ‗technical disease‘, and are thus tackled in a way analogous to medical
procedures (Flemming 2011). This ignores the evidence that biofilm growth is dependent upon the
matrix structure being able to support growth, meaning that focussing merely on killing cells does
little to negate the problem. A chemical-based approach alone is therefore limited if the biofilm
structure remains intact (Flemming et al., 1996). It favours killing rather than cleaning, which are
wholly different principles when applied to biofilms. Rapid cell growth kinetics ensure that regrowth
will typically commence shortly after treatment, regardless of the cleaning methods (Stewart et al.,
1996), and so therefore the key action appears to be the detachment of the surface-attached layer.
Merely adding a free chlorine residual to a fluid bulk has very little effect on the numbers of bacteria
present in biofilms, as survival and multiplication of micro-organisms can often still be observed even
after a regular, consistent supply. Chemical agents can only control the symptoms of the infection the biofilms remain and will support rapid regrowth as long as the organic material is present (Lund
and Ormerod 1995).
The extent to which dead cells can be ignored when analysing biocide efficacy was demonstrated by
(Schulte et al., 2004). When cell presence was quantified using a colony count method (cultivation),
the number of viable cells fell from 107 per cm2 to less than 101 per cm2. However, with a total cell
count method, the number of cells present was shown to be in the region of 105 or 106 per cm2,
implying the failure to remove the biofilm structure, making re-growth inevitible.
Toxicity and Contamination
By definition, all biocides are naturally toxic, and most are also corrosive (Sondossi et al., 1986).
Chlorine and bromine – based chemicals are popular disinfectants due to their oxidising potential,
which attack the structure of cell membranes, leading to cell lysis and death. However, they also
present the risk of forming high levels of hazardous by-products (Torres et al., 2011). Both the
disinfectants themselves and the related by-products have the potential to endanger operators‘ health
(dependent on concentration), as well as contributing to plant damage and environmental issues
(Pechaud et al., 2012). Regulations require consideration and quantification of the following factors
when approving biocides: acute and repeat-dose toxicity, irritation and corrosivity, sensitization,
mutagenicity, carcinogenicity, toxicity for reproduction and physicochemical properties (Cloete and
Flemming 2012).
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Chlorine is noted as the largest single cause of major toxic incidents (Das and Blanc 1993). Chlorine
and hydrogen chloride are corrosive to metals and vegetation, and chloro-hydrocarbons are linked to
ozone destruction (Das and Blanc 1993). Widespread use of biocides in domestic cleaning products
has seen many regarded as potential contaminants (Daughton and Ternes 1999), and their impact upon
the environment when used in industrial applications is beginning to be grasped. Acidic and alkaline
solutions, such as those used in clean-in-place strategies can lead to wastewaters with low or high pH
levels. Wastewaters can also be produced with high chemical oxygen demands (COD) due to cleaning
chemicals and removed deposits (Nishijima et al., 2014). Excessive use and the related emissions can
contaminate surface water environments and pose threats to plant life and other organisms, even after
72-93% removal via wastewater treatment (Ying and Kookana 2007). For example, triclosan is
recognised to be toxic to algae at a level of 0.2 ugL-1 (Yang et al., 2008). European Community
regulations insist on the reduction of damaging biocides, or the proposal of sustainable alternative
strategies (Xavier et al., 2005). The Biocidal Products Directive (active from May 2000) demands the
risk assessment of biocides to humans, animals and the environment, taking into account acceptable
exposure levels and the absorption rate for the relevant routes of uptake (van Hemmen 1999). A vast
array of data is now required including end-use formulation, residue chemistry, environmental fate
and ecotoxicity. This is in contrast to early biocide use, where the requirements considered were
effective antimicrobial activity, broad efficacy, stability and persistence, and economic feasibility
(Sondossi et al., 1986).
Environmental contamination is by no means limited to added biocides either – tributyltin (TBT)
based antifouling paints have been banned for use on ship hulls after being the industry standard since
the 1970s (Mukherjee et al., 2009). TBT is poisonous to many organisms (in particular being
implicated in the masculisation of female species) and may also enter the human food chain (Straw
and Rittschof (2004); Heidrich et al., (2001). This shows how widely-used biocides can later be
revealed to have harmful effects upon exposure to the wider environment, and in the case of TBT, the
long term effects of its replacements are yet to be fully determined (Mukherjee et al., 2009).
The toxicity of many biocides ensures that there are also issues concerning their handling and
disposal. Depending on the class of biocide, there are different disposal routes to be applied: organics
may be burned, halogens can be reacted to form inactive solid residues, and acids and alkalis can be
neutralised (Müller-Steinhagen 2000).
Reactivity
Another problem associated with disinfection is the potential for the production of organic substances
which can then be used as an energy source to promote further bacterial growth. This will result in
regrowth after the initial reduction upon addition of the disinfectant. In order to negate this, less
reactive and more persistent compounds are required to maintain a consistently high level of
disinfectant which can infiltrate the biofilm more effectively (Momba et al., 2000). The problem of
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resistance is one which is immensely difficult to avoid, given that selection of resistant populations
(whatever the mechanism of development) is the inevitable end result of biocide use, once the
susceptible strains have been eliminated (Sondossi et al., 1986). Many commercial polymer-based
membranes have shown sensitivity to the oxidative power of chlorine, with resultant harmful
compounds having been found in water supplies, although chlorine-tolerant membranes are now in
production. Chlorine dioxide is an alternative which produces less harmful by-products, but it is
costly and presents handling issues as it cannot be produced on site (Saad 1992). Chlorines are a less
reactive alternative, although they are still able to react to form carcinogenic compounds which can
permeate membranes (Nguyen et al., 2012). Chlorine also reacts readily with various substances
which may be found in water channels, including iron, ammonia, and a number of organic
compounds, such as those found in the EPS. It also frequently interacts with pipe corrosion and
deposits which may be present.
Acquired Resistance
The emergence and development of bacteria which are resistant or insusceptible to biocidal action is
another concern. Overuse of biocides can also create niches where mutations providing antimicrobial
resistance prevail (Albrich et al., 2004). Resistance to antibiotics has been observed for many years,
due to over-use in medical treatments and their inclusion in animal feed, and there is now belief that
the same traits can offer resistance to disinfecting biocides (termed cross-tolerance). Antibioticresistant bacteria have also been found in food processing environments, suggesting that this transfer
may be mutual (Poole 2005). Such resistance is sometimes due to an innate insusceptibility to a
certain antimicrobial species, whilst in other cases an acquired resistance is needed, either via a
genetic mutation or transfer from a foreign body (Davies 1997). The mechanism of resistance can
vary – ranging from inactivation of the biocide, to the development of efflux systems, to simply
persisting in growth despite the biocide‘s presence (Sondossi et al., 1986). Some biocides can be
immune from this effect, in so far as they may exhibit non-specific disinfection mechanisms, usually
by attacking the physical integrity of the cells, rather than negating the growth of a particular species
(Jones 1999). The effect of biocide resistance on human health is contested, given that the
concentrations used are typically high enough to counter multiple bacterial processes, although the
lingering presence of residues may provoke multiple resistances, and there is the issue of hazardous
by-products to consider as well (White and McDermott 2001).
Non-Specificity
Disinfectants tend to be comprised of multiple antimicrobial chemicals at substantial concentrations in
order to be effective against a range of species, as opposed to being formulated to attack a certain
target (Gilbert and McBain 2003). This approach, whilst being designed for maximum efficacy, selfevidently leads to an overuse of biocides. In addition, disinfection is not expected to remove or
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deactivate all the living cells in a system as per sterilisation (Cerf et al., 2010), which will inevitably
lead to re-growth of biofilms.
To put it simply, the solution to the negative environmental and health impacts of disinfectants lies in
either using environmentally-friendly biocides which break down to harmless products after use (i.e.
peracetic acid or hydrogen peroxide), or to find methods of adapting the treatment process to reduce
the amount of chemical input required (Bott 1998). A combination of the two approaches is likely to
be the ideal approach for the most effective reduction in environmental impact.

2.6.3 Mechanical Cleaning
Hydrodynamic forces are an alternative tool for the removal of biofilms. Such methods are
particularly useful where a reduction in chemical use is desired, or simply where the action of
chemical disinfectants is simply not working to a satisfactory standard. Flow conditions can be
manipulated to promote shear stresses close to the biofouling surface in order to prevent attachment
and growth, which is where knowledge of the shear properties of the deposit proves useful. The age of
the layer can also have an impact, as the strength of the deposit often increases with time, due to
reactions between organic components, reduction of layer voidage or the production of adhesive
extracellular materials (Chew et al., 2004b). Early investigations observed increasing detachment at
greater Reynolds numbers, which translates to a greater flow velocity and therefore also a greater
applied shear stress (Choi and Morgenroth 2003). The use of hydraulic cleaning methods, such as
flushing and backwashing, are especially widely-used in reducing fouling in cross-flow membrane
filtration processes, which is important given the problems with reactions and penetration in the
chemical mitigation of membrane biofouling (Nguyen et al., (2012); Lin et al.(2010)).
Effects on fouling behaviour via shear forces are normally affected by two different factors: drag
force which instigates the removal of particles, and lift force which can reduce the risk of the initial
adhesion taking place (Perry and Kandlikar 2007). Lift force is created where there is fluid flowing
past a particle in association with a permanent surface, caused by the relatively high velocity (and
therefore lower pressure) in the bulk flow. The pressure difference drives the lift force. Biofilms,
however, display more complex rheological behaviour. Stoodley et al., (1999) indicated that biofilms
behave as elastic or viscoelastic solids under a shear stress of below 5 Pa, and as viscoelastic fluids at
higher stresses. The authors suggested that these behaviours may contribute to the large pressure
drops often noted in biologically fouled pipes. Nevertheless, there is a relationship between increasing
shear stress and increases in both the size of removed clumps and the number of detachment events
(Walter et al., 2013).
Mechanisms
Incremental step change in local shear stress is recognised to be the main driver in hydrodynamic
biofilm detachment. Pechaud et al., (2012) showed that an increment of 2.5 Pa produced a mean
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removal of 65% biomass and 28% in reduction of coverage. This treatment gave better results for both
criteria than disinfection with sodium hypochlorite at a concentration of 150 mgL-1, although
combined treatments out-performed both (to be discussed more later). A compression effect was
noted at higher stress increments, which could hamper subsequent chemical cleaning by restricting
penetration. Mathieu et al., (2014) also observed that a shear stress increase of 0.2 Pa up to 10 Pa
resulted in the erosion of more than half of attached cells. Erosion is believed to be the dominant
process of removal – increased shear stresses were shown by Walter et al., (2013) to have no impact
on the number of sloughing events observed (suggesting no notable structural alterations). However,
sloughing can be an important process in removal, as greater biofilm heterogeneity encourages the
development of localised stress peaks which in turn trigger greater detachment (Telgmann et al.,
2004).
Stoodley et al., (2002b) showed that P. aeruginosa biofilms grown under a low shear are less dense
and easier to detach by mechanical forces (i.e. at lower shear). Such biofilms (also those grown under
static conditions) tend to have clumps of cells dislodged more easily when there is an increase in flow
rate (Stoodley et al., 1998). Likewise, biofilms grown under high shear will detach at higher shear
forces. The growth conditions give the matrix an inherent internal tension in equilibrium with the
shear stress applied, which means that the removal stress must overcome these forces (Stoodley et al.,
1999). Experiments by Stoodley et al., (2002b) suggested that removal onset occurred at a shear stress
of roughly two or three times that of the fluid shear for growth. Differences in the efficacies of
cleaning are particularly marked when comparing those grown under laminar and turbulent flow
(Simões et al., 2005a).
Mechanical Methods
Mechanical fouling removal methods work in ways which are similar to hydraulic protocols, in that
physical force is favoured over chemical disinfection. Steam-blasting and hydro-blasting are common
examples of mechanical treatment. There is no guarantee of superior removal efficiency, however,
and they are both time and labour intensive (Müller-Steinhagen 2000). Care must be taken to prevent
damage, particularly with delicate systems such as heat exchangers, and this can contribute
substantially to the labour and time requirements.
Spray balls are a simple and cheap method of cleaning the walls of tanks and other reactors. They are
a generally effective way of distributing cleaning liquids onto the inner surfaces of a tank. Small jets
of fluid are ejected from holes in the spray balls and hit the tank walls, and this delivery method
means that the holes can be configured in a way specifically designed to meet the tank geometry or
application (Collins and Huey 2015). A problem with this method is that by the time the cleaning
liquid has reached the walls, the jets can be dispersed to an undesirable degree: therefore, in order to
clean effectively, there is often a need for high volumes or concentrations of detergents, high
temperatures, or an extended cleaning time. Their widest use is in tanks used for products of low
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viscosity (Packman et al., 2008). The use of sponge balls is an option for the cleaning of straight tubes
in heat exchangers and tubular membranes, although they are more frequently a fouling prevention
measure (Al-Bakeri and El Hares 1993). They are adept at removing soft scales from heat transfer
surfaces. Similarly, drills can be fitted with drill bits or brushes (or both) for particularly clogged
tubes. Plugs and scrapers can also be fired through a pipe using air or hydrodynamic force – scrapers
remove most deposits when fired at 3 to 6 ms-1 (Müller-Steinhagen 2000). With such methods,
unfortunately, there is the recurring risk of removing protective oxide layers along with the fouling
deposit, running the risk of encouraging corrosion (Müller-Steinhagen 2000). Regular cleaning should
typically prevent this from occurring, but this will in turn only exacerbate the lengthy shut-down
times.
Plug methods, or ―pigging‖ as such techniques are collectively known, are similarly effective ways of
removing deposits, but the design of the system in question has a major influence on their potential
success. The presence of bends and branches, for example, can present insurmountable difficulties, so
systems often have to be designed specifically with pigging in mind (Flemming 2011). Pigs can only
access very simple geometries, so uniform pipes with constant diameters are a necessity (Cordell
1991). Such situations are rare, given that most systems involve branches, valves or instrumentation.
Their use has therefore been mostly restricted to product recovery in the hydrocarbon industries, with
forays into food and pharmaceuticals (Quarini 2002). Quarini (2002) suggested the use of ‗ice pigs‘ as
an improved pigging method, combining the abrasive force of traditional pigs with smarter
characteristics, such as the ability to flow in a fluid-like fashion and never get stuck in a pipe. Tests
showed that the ice pig follows a plug flow regime whenever possible, yet is also able to access other
pipe geometries. They are also very environmentally friendly.

2.6.4 Other Methods
Ultrasound and Microbubbles
Studies have shown that ultrasonic devices operating at 40Hz are adept at removing biofilms from
food processing equipment. This is achieved by the generation of cavitational bubble activity and has
been proven to work for removing biofilm from a variety of surfaces. Associated acoustic streaming
effects (acoustic energy-induced turbulence) are also effective in transporting detached deposits away
from the surface (Lamminen et al., 2004). Microbubbles (10-50 µm diameter) are formed on a cyclic
basis whereby they grow and collapse over short periods of time, releasing focused energy in the
process and creating fluid shear effects in the local environment (Kirzhner et al., (2009); Baker et al.,
(2001)). High acoustic intensity is responsible for collapse, in which the bubble radius is substantially
reduced (Erriu et al., 2014).The contraction of the bubble wall results outgoing pressure wave and
rising internal gas temperatures (up to in the region of 5000 K), which are able to produce free
radicals from water and other molecules (Bigelow et al., 2009). The antimicrobial result of this effect
is due partly to the free radicals attacking EPS and cellular components, with other causes being
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surface resonance due to pressure gradients at the cell wall, shear forces due to microstreaming, and
the formation of hydrogen peroxide following the degradation of water (Joyce et al., 2003).
Bacterial detachment depends upon the following: ultrasonic intensity, exposure time, and the
distance and position of the transducer relative to the fouled surface. It has also been suggested that
the application of acoustic energy (either continuous or intermittent) before biofilm formation has
taken place may impede the attachment (Ridgway and Flemming 1996). Unfortunately, however, such
devices can only be used on open surfaces, so therefore it is not applicable to pipes, which is a serious
limitation for the assessment of fouling in many practical simulations (Oulahal-Lagsir et al., 2003).
Damage to membranes has also been reported (Kyllönen et al., 2005).
The stable existence of nanobubbles at water-solid interfaces is a relatively recent discovery. Their
ability to inhibit protein adsorption and remove adsorbed proteins is one which could be of great
worth against biofouling (Wu et al., 2005). Their use in fouling removal in based on more established
techniques of air-water cleaning such as sparging or flushing. Efficient air distribution is considered to
be an important obstacle in these methods, and air entrapment in the system after cleaning should be
avoided (Cornelissen et al., 2007).
UV Irradiation
Ultraviolet irradiation is a physical process which can be used to inactivate and destroy bacteria and
viruses (Parrotta and Bekdash 1998). It is used in water disinfection, and functions by producing
hydroxyl radicals which reduce organic carbon availability thus inhibiting growth, and also by
degrading larger macromolecules into smaller fragments (Lehtola et al., 2003). However, the
performance of UV disinfection is restricted by the nature of both the species and the solution (in
varying susceptibility to UV effects), and also the spatial distribution of the fouling. It is also
relatively expensive, and therefore its use has been primarily limited to small, fully-automated
systems (Nguyen et al., 2012).
Enzymes
Enzymes are widely considered to be a viable tool for biofilm removal, given that they are capable of
undermining the matrix‘s structural cohesion without presenting any recognised environmental risks
(Pechaud et al., 2012). Soluble antimicrobial enzymes are usually classified as either proteinases or
polysaccharide-degrading (Orgaz et al.2007). In a manner similar to chemical disinfection, the
efficiency of enzymatic biofilm treatment depends primarily on the selection to meet the biofilm
composition, and the capacity of the enzyme to penetrate the matrix (Marcato-Romain et al., (2012);
Xavier et al., (2005)). Mass transfer both in the boundary layer and into the matrix must therefore be
considered (Stewart 1998), and therefore, overall, there are a number of factors affecting the scope of
enzyme action in a given situation. Boundary layer transfer depends on hydrodynamic conditions and
biofilm roughness, and internal mass transfer on biofilm structural properties including porosity and
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density (Eberl et al., (2000); Zhang and Bishop (1994b)). Tests by Pechaud et al., (2012) suggested
that enzyme action, combined with hydrodynamic effects, can be equally effective at removing base
layer cells as at eroding the outer layers (90% mass removal and 88% coverage reduction were
recorded). Opinion is divided as to whether these methods are superior to non-enzymatic biocide use,
with Fang et al., (2010) and Bloss and Kampf (2004) reporting inferior results for enzymes. This
suggests that enzymes can be a desirable replacement for chemical disinfectant, but ultimately that
success of either method depends on various factors specific to a case.

2.6.5 Establishing Effective Cleaning Protocols
In an investigation into the cohesive properties of mature biofilms, Derlon et al., (2008) subjected
deposits to both controlled erosion and abrasion mechanisms, indicating firstly that biofilms showed
more basal cohesion with increasing depth, and significantly that the base 20% of biomass exhibited
considerable strength and resisted erosive stress of 13 Pa. This, coupled with evidence of prevailing
active microorganisms, implies that a purely mechanical approach may not be sufficient for a
comprehensive removal of deposits. The same stable base effect was shown by Möhle et al., (2007).
Methods of biofilm removal which combine a hydrodynamic (or other mechanical) approach with
chemical disinfectants tend to be more effective. Simões et al., (2005b) assessed the relative removal
efficiencies of mechanical and combined methods. They found that the hydraulic treatment left 76%
of the biofilm on the surface, and when chemical treatments were applied prior to fluid agitation, the
remaining biofilm ranged from 3% to 62% (seven different surfactants were used). These results
highlight the potential efficacy of combined methods, whilst also underlining the importance of
biocide selection. The aforementioned study by Pechaud et al., (2012) also compared synergistic
removal methods with single hydrodynamic or chemical cleaning. When a disinfection step was
followed by a stress increment, an 80% removal of biomass was observed (compared with 63% and
35% loss for hydrodynamic and chemical methods respectively). A large improvement was observed
for surface coverage reduction, with 70% removal compared to 28% and 9% for the single method
treatments. However, they did also find that substituting the NaClO with the commercial enzyme
Savinase gave the best results of all, which indicates that it may be possible to reach the most
efficient cleaning results without chemical input at all. Applying the hydrodynamic treatment prior to
the enzyme would assist in penetration, although this would double the water duties coupled with the
final post-enzyme hydrodynamic input. A explanation for the benefits of this sequence was offered by
Mathieu et al., (2014), who observed that ‗shock‘ chlorination led to a loss of biofilm cohesion and
therefore easier shear detachment, whereas the application of mechanical stresses resulted in a
condensed collapse of the structure and a more cohesive biofilm. Coufort et al., (2007) described a
layer structure in mechanical removal which appears to support this idea – their study showed a top
layer (comprising approximately 60% of the total biomass) which could be removed at a low shear,
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followed by an intermediate 20% section with a higher detachment shear, and a base layer of the
remaining 20% which was much more difficult to remove.
Investigations into removal patterns relative to flow velocities and wall shear stresses are of huge
importance in reducing chemical consumption, with recognition that to double velocity quadruples the
required pumping power (Lens et al., 2003). It is therefore essential that a better idea of the optimum
requirement for sufficient removal is known, by gaining a better understanding of the nature and
dynamics of the deposits. It should be noted that, similar to biofilm growth analysis, comparisons
between removal techniques can show inaccuracies due to varying controls on substrata, media, flow
conditions etc.

2.7 Biofilm Reactors
2.7.1 Standard Culture Procedure
In order to develop biofilms in a laboratory, the culture inoculum must first be grown. This follows a
number of similar basic procedures starting with an original sample, frozen in glycerol to prevent the
formation of ice crystals which would kill the bacteria. The chosen sample will then be transferred by
loop into a tube, or streaked onto an agar plate, containing a growth medium (Pommerville 2010). The
media can vary in composition, but they invariably contain yeast extract, meat extract, tryptone or
other proteins, and often salts (such as NaCl). Together the media components should contain all the
nutrients necessary for growth (i.e. carbon, oxygen, nitrogen and phosphorus). The tubes/plates are
then incubated, with constant shaking if necessary.
Commonly, once the culture has been incubated (usually overnight), it is subsequently diluted in fresh
medium and inoculated into microtitre plates to carry out a static assay. This process requires plates
with numerous wells (normally 96, although plates with fewer, larger wells may be more appropriate
in some cases) for the biofilms to be established within (Barua et al., 2008). This is particularly
important for basic biofilm viability assays, typically using a crystal violet stain for a photometer
absorbance test (Christensen et al., 1985). The microtitre plates are usually plastic, typically
polystyrene or PVC. As well as the viability of the species to form biofilms, the susceptibility of cells
to antimicrobial agents has also been measured in this fashion, making it a simple yet informative
mode of growth (Das et al., 1998).

2.7.2 Flow-Based Applications
However, particularly in engineering applications, it is often desirable to grow biofilms in a flowbased system, in order to simulate the effects of fluid dynamics (e.g. pipe flow) by establishing a
culture in situ in a distribution system. In flow-based systems, the forces of attraction with the
surfaces must develop in order to be greater than the shear force of the flow, promoting more-strongly
attached biofilms (Schmidt et al., 2004). There are various different apparatuses which can be utilised
for this purpose. The most accurate designs related to process industries, especially food, are ones
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which apply a consistent shear force to the growing cells whilst supplying a constant source of lownutrient media (Luppens et al., 2002). The range of methods available can present its own problems,
often rendering comparison between research groups invalid, due to structural and physiological
differences inherent between growth modes (Garrett et al., 2008).
A basic method of simulating flow is to use a shaking table, typically with the biofilms being grown
on microtitre plates as for ‗static‘ cultures. This mode of growth is specifically relevant to urinary
catheters and sections of the circulatory system, yet the establishment of a consistent shear force has a
wider application, so long as the shaking frequency and orbital diameter are set correctly (Moreira et
al., 2015). The presence of a shearing force sets the shaking method above entirely static conditions
for practical simulation due to bacterial attachment being more readily achievable where there is a
consistent shear.

2.7.3 Robbins Device and Modifications
A commonly-used flow system is the Robbins device, first designed by McCoy and Costerton (1982).
It consists of a plastic or metal tube section into which test materials can be inserted to form part of
the tube wall, yet removed when desired. The device can be connected up to a nutrient reservoir, a
heater and a peristaltic pump which allow the continuous system to develop. The Robbins device is
useful as it can be inserted directly into a pipe due to its cylindrical geometry, including incorporation
into an existing network in parallel for in situ assessment of fouling removal methods (Brown and
Gilbert 1995). Long-term monitoring of fouling can be conducted given the scope for a large number
of sampling points. It is cheap, easy to use, and very reliable, although the biofilms grown can be
variable given that the hydraulic conditions can be difficult to control or define (Lens et al., 2003). A
gradient can often develop from one side to the other, making for inconsistent samples (Verran and
Jones 2000). Nevertheless, it was an important tool in the earlier studies of biofilm resistance to
antibiotics and the control of bacterial corrosion (Ruseska et al., 1982). The cleaning fluid can be
pumped through the system using a centrifugal pump, with the biofilms resident on the metal studs
within the flow. An important function of this method is to test the efficacy of the cleaning process at
various experimental parameters, including ranges of temperatures, concentrations and flow rates
(Blanchard et al., 1998).
Certain adaptations have been made to the Robbins device. The initial modified Robbins device
(MRD) was described by Nickel et al., (1985), in which a multiport sampling catheter was attached.
An annonated diagram of the MRD is shown in Figure 12. A further example is the Chemostatcoupled modified Robbins device, offering a greater number of sample surfaces for the growth and
monitoring of biofilms over extended lengths of time, and the ability to control the growth rates of
adhering planktonic cells (Jass et al., 1995). There is also the Pedersen device, commonly used for
bacteria quantification purposes, consisting of microscope slides arranged parallel to the flow, and
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slotted into acrylic holders. Its creation was mainly inspired by an interest into flow in
electrochemical concentration cells (Pedersen 1982).

Figure 12: A diagram of the modified Robbins device, including (Blanchard et al., 1998)
The Calgary biofilm device (CBD) was designed as an adaptation to the MRD, with the aim of
achieving a better model for rapid testing of antibiotic susceptibility (Ceri et al., 1999). The CBD
consists of a top section acting as a lid with 96 pegs, including a sealed top which allows the pegs to
be removed without opening the reactor and risking contamination. The bottom compartment serves
as a 96-well plate, with the pegs sitting in the channels. The flow is channelled in order to achieve a
consistent shear forces across all pegs, resulting in equivalent biofilms in all sites (validation by Ceri
et al., (1999) showed a standard deviation of 0.383 log CFU per peg after 24 hours). It has the
additional benefit of not requiring pumps or tubing, a typical source of contamination. A cheaper
alternative to Robbins device-style apparatuses was trialled by Luppens et al., (2002), in which 13mm
coupons were held vertically in a culture container connected to a pump.

2.7.4 CDFF and CFCC
The ability to grow steady state biofilms (i.e. those whose total cell volume is kept consistent by
balancing growth and detachment) is frequently desired, due to the potential for measuring the effects
of changes to the system. The constant depth film fermenter (CDFF) is a classic example of such a
device, first developed by Coombe et al., (1984). It consists of a flat plate, over which there is a flow
of medium and a wiper blade which is passed over the surface at certain intervals in order to remove
excess growth. The major practical issue with the CDFF is that some cultures will form biofilms
which do not reach the height of the scraper and therefore will not be of the same thickness. Logically
this makes the biofilm less reproducible, yet they will reach a more ‗natural‘ steady state under the
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effects of shear (Dibdin and Wimpenny 1999). With a comparable appearance, Donlan (2000)
developed the CDC biofilm reactor (CBR) to study the disinfection of Legionella pneumophila
biofilms in potable water systems. A polyethylene top was fitted with eight polypropylene rods which
descend vertically into the reactor, each supporting three removable stainless steel coupons for
biofilm growth. The baffled stirrer in the centre provides constant mixing and a consistent shear to the
surface of the coupons. It operates as a continuous stirred tank reactor, with an inlet and an overflow
‗arm‘ on the side.

Figure 13: A schematic of the constant depth film fermenter (CDFF), along with a variant – the nonconstant depth film fermenter (nCDFF) - as described by Lüdecke et al., (2014). The fermenter
includes the rotating disc section at the centre, with 14 wells containing the biological samples. The
scraper bar serves to exchange bacterial suspension and medium across the wells, and also to remove
any surplus from the top.
Gilbert and Keasling (2004) designed and ran a continuous flow culture chamber (CFCC) with the
aim of facilitating non-destructive imaging of biofilms (negating the risk of handling damage due to
shear forces at the gas-liquid interface). This apparatus consisted of a polymer frame into which two
channels were cut, with holes drilled for stainless steel tubing to be passed through to provide entry
and exit for the fluid. A peristaltic pump with an appropriate head is selected to deliver the required
flow rate, firstly for the bacteria to circulate the system to seed the cell, and then for nutrients to feed
the established biofilm (Gilbert and Keasling 2004). Donlan (2000) reported a very good
reproducibility of biofilms using the CFCC, with standard deviations of biofilm densities ranging
from 0.06 to 0.18 log CFU per coupon. However, tests conducted by Goeres et al., (2005) suggested
that the baffle rotation speed has the potential to introduce significant unpredictability if it is not
carefully controlled.
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Figure 14: A CFCC design used by Irving and Allen (2010) to study the formation and development
of microalgal biofilms. The apparatus was modified from earlier designs to facilitate the substitution
of substrate materials. The chamber was constructed using poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) and
attached to a multichannel peristaltic pump with silicone tubing.

2.7.5 Radial Flow Cells
Another area for investigation has been the effect of velocity and shear on growth patterns. The
identification of shear stress patterns on biofilm growth was first studied by Fowler and McKay
(1980) with their radial flow cell (RFC) model, in which media was delivered between two horizontal
parallel discs. More growth was observed towards the fringes of the discs, away from the inlet, and
could be used to display the minimum velocity required to prevent adhesion. The main drawback with
the RFC is the unpredictability in interpreting the relationship between shear stress and detachment –
the flow regime near to the inlet is difficult to model accurately (Fryer et al., 1985), and the
hydrodynamics of the system can be harder to relate to practical situations (Bryers and Characklis
1992). Fryer and Slater (1987) used a ‗tapered tube‘ model in an attempt to remedy these issues,
where the diameter of the tube was reduced on a gradual basis, thus increasing the velocity of the fluid
flow as it passes downstream. The tests were designed to determine the shear stress required to
maintain a clean surface. It was also shown that a reduction in surface temperature reduced the
necessary minimum shear. The primary issue with the use of a regular tapering is that the increase in
shear stress over distance is not linear (Bott 1995).
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Figure 15: A layered schematic of the radial flow cell (RFC), with a 2-dimensional depiction of the
complete unit shown below. The fluid inlet is located beneath the cell with a glass disc as a base, and
the structure (housing and lid) is built using Plexiglass, a trademarked PMMA formulation (Yung et
al., 1999).

2.7.6 Drip Flow Reactor
The drip flow reactor (DFR) was developed by Stewart et al., (2001) in order to provide a low shear,
high gas transfer environment for growth. In engineering terms, the DFR is classified as a plug flow
reactor, resulting in variable nutrient composition and therefore differing cell densities along the
length of the surface. The mild shear effects result in a relatively smooth, sheet-like biofilm surface
which has particular relevance in simulating food conveyor belts, catheters and lungs (Goeres et al.,
2009). The smooth surface is also beneficial for microscopic analysis, given that they bear fewer
architectural features. Biofilms grown using this method benefit from forming close to the air-liquid
interface, which allows for more efficient oxygen transfer and consumption (Lauchnor and Semprini
(2013); Wijman et al., (2007)).
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Figure 16: A side view schematic of a drip flow reactor as used by Goeres et al., (2009). The required
angle of elevation is given by x, a is the length of the reactor base, b is the distance from the bottom of
the influent end of the reactor to the laboratory surface, c is the distance from the effluent end to the
laboratory surface, and y is the difference in elevation between b and c.

2.8 The Study of Biofilms
There are various analytical techniques which can be utilised in order to better understand the nature
of a biofilm, and the processes which led to its establishment. There are relatively simple methods
aimed at estimating the numbers of colony forming units (CFUs) present and establishing the amount
of biomass present, as well as more complex imaging techniques designed to give a greater
understanding about the structures of the biofilms. Similarly, there has been much research into the
nature of fouling, biological or otherwise, in order to better understand how the adverse effects of
unwanted deposits can be mitigated. An important aim is to develop in situ methods of
characterisation, given the often-volatile nature of biological deposits when removed from their
origins.

2.8.1 Biofilm Characterisation
Enumeration
A simple way to estimate the number of bacteria grown is to use agar plate counts. Plate count agar
(PCA) is one form of agar growth medium containing traces of peptone, yeast extract, glucose and
agar. The biofilm is swabbed and diluted in Ringer‘s solution (a solution of several salts in water) in a
dilution series, and appropriate dilutions are then spread onto PCA and incubated. Individual colonies
can then be counted to give a good approximation of the numbers of bacteria present (Blanchard et
al., 1998). Alternatively, the swab samples can simply be diluted in distilled water. In all cases, care
must be taken that the cells are not damaged during the process and thus rendered non-culturable.
Attached bacteria can also be counted using the membrane filtration procedure. Filter membrane with
set pore size and diameter are placed on agar plates to be incubated. The attached viable count
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(CFU/cm2) is defined as the average number of colonies multiplied by the dilution factor, divided by
the slide surface area (Momba and Makala 2004).
Viability can also be assessed by measuring adenosine tri-phosphate (ATP) quantities. ATP is an
activated energy carrier in all viable cells and is therefore recognised as an indicator for biofilm
viability (Karl 1980). Siebel et al., (2008) observed strong correlations between ATP quantification
and a plate counting method, also finding it to be a less labour and time intensive protocol, yet a
relative lack of knowledge of ATP concentrations in naturally-occurring bacteria is a limitation at
present.
Absorbance
The optical density can be used to determine the cell mass/cell number, assuming the existence of a
standard curve. Absorbance (reduction in light intensity) is proportional to concentration of bacteria
for a specified cell type. Standard curves of mass v. absorbance can be generated for each
combination of population, reactor, wavelength etc. Optical density is measured by transmitting light,
normal to the biofilm interface, through the biofilm, and the measured optical density is that of the
surface, biofilm, bulk fluid and suspended microorganisms combined (Bakke et al., 2001). This
method does not distinguish between living and dead bacteria, or between different species, although
the latter problem can be disregarded if the culture is tested for purity prior to inoculation and if all
apparatus is kept sterile.
The most common variation of protocol used to quantify biofilm formation via absorbance is the
microtitre plate assay, described by Christensen et al., (1985). Following the desired incubation
period, and after wash sequences with a saline to remove any planktonic cells, the attached culture is
subjected to a stain (e.g. crystal violet). Optical density is then measured using a plate reader, which
quantifies the level of adherence to the surface. The tube method operates under a similar staining
principle, although in this case the culture is decanted into a tube which is inverted after being stained.
The amount of biofilm formed is inferred from the existence of stain lining the inner surface of the
tube (Christensen et al., 1982).
EPS Analysis
The composition and volume of EPS produced is of relevance to biofilm analysis, and in order to
conduct tests the extracellular polymers must be isolated from the overall biofilm produced. There are
many minor variations in how this is carried out, but the procedures are fundamentally similar.
Separation is generally carried out using centrifugation after suspension in a saline buffer, although
the finer details of the process depend on the method of analysis. A simple procedure is to dry the
dissolved polymers in a vacuum and compare their dry weight to that of the combined weight of the
cells and EPS (Dhanasekaran et al., 2014).
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Alternatively, a colorimetric method is often favoured. In a review of EPS isolation methods,
Denkhaus et al., (2007) concluded that cation exchange was favourable, a method which releases EPS
by destabilising the cross-linked matrix structure using ion substitution reactions with calcium ions in
the biofilm. The solution is dyed according to a selected protocol, and the absorbance reading is
related to the protein or polysaccharides present. A protocol for polysaccharide content was explained
by DuBois et al., (1956), which involves adding 95.5 wt% sulphuric acid and 80 wt% phenol to the
isolated EPS mixture. This method is still favoured, with only minor alterations relating to mixing
methods and concentrations of reagents suggested. The original protocol for protein quantification
originates from the same era (Lowry et al., 1951). The Lowry protocol relies on the reactivity of
copper ions with peptide nitrogen and is still widely used, although important limitations are now
recognised. Bradford (1976) took into account the potential interferences with the Lowry procedure
(including carbohydrates and other metal ions such as potassium or magnesium), and suggested the
use of the Coomassie Brilliant Blue G-250 dye instead. Similarly, Smith et al., (1985) was concerned
with the pH sensitivity of the Lowry method, as well as its cumbersome procedural nature. They
suggested the use of bicinchoninic acid (BCA) in the sodium salt form due to its stability and specific
reactivity with copper ions. Both the Bradford and Smith methods have become popular since their
publications.
2.8.2 Imaging Techniques
Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy
The thickness of the biofilm and the nature of its association with the substrate can be analysed by
confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM). It is a three-dimensional method using laser beams and
fluorescent molecular probes, and the digital imaging can build up reconstructions of the local
environment (Lindsay and von Holy 2006). The samples are excited using the laser beams, and the
resulting fluorescence is observed with a pass filter and a magnification lens (Irving and Allen 2011).
This technique can only recognise excitation at specific wavelengths, but a set of images at different
wavelengths can be compiled and enhanced using a computer.
CLSM is a particularly versatile method of imaging, and has the advantage of being able to conduct
non-destructive (in situ or ex situ) examinations of potentially very thick biofilms. Destructive testing
has traditionally been favoured for most biofilm analysis, although the potential for alteration of the
structure makes it difficult to obtain reliable information about biofilm composition (Wang et al.,
2013). The non-destructive nature of CLSM has made it particular popular for studying the biofilm
architecture and spatial arrangements down to a single cell scale, and also the nature of the EPS
matrix (Bridier et al., 2013). The use of fluorescence makes it notably useful for studying the
distribution of cells due to the coloured light emissions from the attached fluorescent dyes (Wilkinson
and Schut 1998). Such dyes are becoming increasingly diverse, with growing ability to specifically
target cells or other matrix constituents, providing better insights into the traits which guide biofilm
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development (Bridier et al., 2013). Live/dead staining is an option available with CLSM, where two
stains can be used in conjunction to clearly depict areas of viable and non-viable cells. Propidium
iodide is favoured as a ‗dead‘ stain, as it is unable to permeate the membranes of living cells, so when
combined with a stain which penetrates all cells, leaves two fluorescing colours (Hope and Wilson
2003).
Fluorescent imaging is particularly useful for depicting growth on steel surfaces, which is a focus for
this project. Optical microscopy on steel surfaces can be problematic given that the opaque nature of
the substrate will not let beams of light pass though. This issue can be negated if an inverted
microscope is available, as they are more ideally suited to observing living cultures on metal surfaces.
CLSM allows the attached cells to be stained beforehand, resulting in the background textures of the
steel being negated. Epifluorescence microscopy can alternatively be used with similar results
(Mattila et al., 1997). Information gleaned from CLSM is typically limited to the distribution and
amounts of cells and EPS, although Wagner et al., (2009) combined the technique with Raman
spectroscopy to detect changes in chemical diversity. Confocal microscopy and scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) have the potential to observe the dynamics and settlement relationships of mixed
species biofilms at different times of growth, offering possibilities to learn about inter-species cell
interaction (Doiron et al., 2012).
Scanning Electron Microscopy
The physical thickness of the biofilm can be calculated if the refractive index is known (Bakke et al.,
2001). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is a surface imaging technique which may be used for
this purpose. SEM is a high vacuum technique, so the samples must first be dried and fixed (Jhass et
al., (2014). Wang et al., (2013) grew Salmonella biofilms (of six different strains) on stainless steel
plates for up to 7 days and, once the plates were rinsed with saline, the samples were air dried and
fixed in 2% (v/v) glutaraldehyde in sodium cacodylate buffer. Samples are then typically coated with
gold in order to improve the thermal conductivity, although there are occasions in which this can be
problematic, including the study of soft fouling layers in which the original structure can be
compromised (Blankemeier et al., 2010). It can observe the morphology of the biofilms, and has been
used in a number of fields in which they are prevalent, particularly medicine (Lindsay and von Holy
2006). The study by Jhass et al., (2014) examined biofilm growth on craniofacial plates, focusing on
accumulation around screws, holes and other protrusions. Wang et al., (2013) used SEM to indicate
the development of a mature biofilm over a seven day period, and also presented evidence of injured
cells using the technique. Kavita et al., (2013) showed how SEM can be used to compare the surfaces
of Vibrio species, indicating that one was smooth and compact, and the other loose and irregular in
shape. The porosity and pore size distribution of the related EPS was also studied. When combined
with energy dispersion spectroscopy (SEM-EDS), the chemical composition of a surface can also be
studied (Huang et al., 2014).
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A significant disadvantage of using SEM for biofilm analysis is that the drying procedures can be
damaging to a previously well-hydrated biofilm, carrying the risk of slumping due to the collapse of
extracellular polymers. This distorts the sample, given that the EPS is typically 95% water, and makes
the polymers appear more like fibres than an extensive matrix structure (Characklis and Marshall
1990). Sample preparation times can also be lengthy (Little et al., 1991).
Atomic Force Microscopy
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a high-resolution form of scanning probe microscopy which does
not require staining or coating, so therefore can be observed in situ. Fluctuations in biofilm thickness
can be analysed, and surface roughness can be depicted and quantified. The additional benefit of this
is that the EPS can be examined in conjunction with the biofilm with minimal risk of damage or
disruption (Lindsay and von Holy 2006). Also, samples need not be imaged under vacuum, an
advantage over electron microscopy (Núñez et al., 2005). Bacteria can be studied in both liquid and
air environments. The formation of biofilms at interfaces makes them ideal for study using AFM
(Beech et al., 2002). Air interfaces tend to provide better images, although a liquid environment keeps
the cells hydrated and allows for elasticity and adhesion measurements to be made. Adhesion between
the cell surface and the tip is measured as the tip is removed, which causes a reduction in the force
exerted on the tip and an abrupt change in deflection (Volle et al., 2008).
AFM is operated in one of three modes. Firstly, there is non-contact mode in which a small, sharp tip
is used to scan the surface of an object. As the tip is moved over the surface, attractive van der Waals
forces between the two cause the probe to deflect when in close proximity, allowing an image of the
contours of the surface to be generated. The tip-sample distance must be maintained and contact must
be prevented. If accidental contact is made, the tip can stick to the surface and stop vibrating due to
the meniscus force on the liquid layer. This can occur regularly if the feedback control system is not
sufficiently highly performing. A solution to this issue is ‗tapping‘ mode, whereby the tip is
deliberately brought into contact with the surface. In this instance the image is drawn from both the
van der Waals forces and the force of the contacts with the surface (McCarty and Mahmoodi 2015).
Tapping mode offers higher resolutions with minimum damage being caused to the sample. A greater
oscillation amplitude is used in order to prevent trapping by the meniscus forces (Geisse 2009). The
other option, contact mode, involves permanent contact which scrapes the surface. This offers the
greatest image resolution, but risks damaging the surface layer and can experience sticking action and
slip motion during scanning (Thormann et al., 2010). Beech et al., (1996) used AFM for the
estimation of bacterial cell dimensions. Núñez et al., (2005) displayed the power of AFM in
biological imaging by showing the motility mechanisms of predator cells attacking a biofilm.
Compared with light microscopy, the resolution of AFM is far superior, allowing structures to be
observed to the order of tens or hundreds of nanometres (Dufrȇne 2002). Sub-nanometre resolution is
also possible (Beech et al., 2002).
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Epifluorescence Microscopy
Epifluorescence microscopy can be used as an alternative method for counting cells. In order to do
this, biofilm samples are rinsed thoroughly with distilled water and stained with a 0.1% acridine
orange solution. The samples are then covered with a glass slip and examined under the microscope
(at 1000x magnification. Pictures are then taken at various locations across the sample using a digital
microscope camera, and the number of cells is counted manually and average to obtain a cell density
per unit square (Irving and Allen 2011). For example, acridine orange acts as a fluorescent dye which
is excited in the ultraviolet range (Lindsay and von Holy 2006). Another compound which is regularly
used is 4‘, 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) to be used as the dye, as it is reported to have a more
stable fluorescence. However, there are two disadvantages to direct microscopic techniques such as
this. Firstly, they are not particularly sensitive (densities of 103 microorganisms per millilitre are
usually required for suitable detection), and also the type of bacteria cannot be readily determined. For
bacteria determination, fluorescent in situ hybridisation (FISH) can be used, where fluorescentlabelled probes can identify specific species (Kornreich et al., 2012).
Other Imaging Methods
The development of the biofilm can also be monitored non-destructively in situ. For example, Fourier
transformation infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) can detect bacterial biofilms as they form, as the
stretching of the proteins and carbohydrates is clear when bacteria attach to substrates (Momba et al.,
2000).

2.8.3 Biofilm Thickness Measurements
In the case of biofouling, it is important that an idea of the thickness of the biofilm is known, as well
as counting viable cells or identifying EPS composition. In industrial settings, thicker biofilms carry
greater ability to increase pressure drop in pipes, restrict throughflow, and further insulate against
effective heat transfer. Furthermore, a substantially thick biofilm suggests that a certain level of
maturity has been reached, hinting at a greater propensity to detach and transfer implicated cells.
Thickness is important with respect to cleaning as it determines the distance through which nutrients
must diffuse in order to penetrate the biofilm, and also for biocides to have an impact on the surfaceattached cells (Peyton 1996). Other information can also be estimated from thickness, such as volume,
wet weight and the number of species present (Boulêtreau et al., 2011).
Optical Microscopy
Optical microscopy is perhaps the simplest method of acquiring an estimate of the thickness of a
biofilm. The vertical displacement required to focus from the clean surface to the biofilm-fluid
interface is proportional to the biofilm thickness (Bakke and Olsson 1986). This approach is hampered
mostly by its low sensitivity and highly approximated results. Furthermore, multiple recordings are
required to give an average thickness, although these figures can offer estimates of the roughness of
the biofilm surface (the same is true of electrical conductance methods) (Peyton 1996).
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CLSM
CLSM is also frequently used to study the 3-D nature of biofilms, usually with an interest in their
architectural features (Wood et al., 2000). Hope et al., (2002) used protrusions (or stacks) from
confocal imaging to indicate the greater presence of viable bacteria in the outer layers and mostly
non-viable bacteria in the internal regions. This combines the use of the ‗stack‘ facility to indicate the
thickness of the biofilm, in conjunction with live/dead fluorescent staining, to give a detailed
projection of the structure (including voids and channels). However, the use of fluorescent dyes has
the potential to affect biofilm formation, and CLSM use is ultimately limited by the penetration depth
(Dreszer et al., 2014).
Other Imaging Methods
Nuclear magnetic resonance imaging (NMR) has been used as a non-invasive biofilm monitoring
technique. Research by Graf von der Schulenberg et al., (2008) established protocols for the use of
NMR in determining the spatial distribution of biofilm and the evolution of the velocity field with the
development of biofouling. Subsequent applications have focussed primarily on velocity distributions
rather than the physical profiling of biofilms, however (Vrouwenvelder et al.2009).
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) can give high-resolution images for the characterisation of
growth, thickness and structural features. Haisch and Niessner (2007) demonstrated its use in threedimensional monitoring of transient biofilm processes including spatial resolution, although they
noted its limitations in studying thick biofilms due to penetration issues. Dreszer et al., (2014) then
showed its use in in situ measurement of biofilm thickness in a cross-flow membrane system, showing
an increase in thickness over time.
Staal et al., (2011) used planar optodes (O2 sensitive dye immobilised in a polymer layer on a
transparent carrier) to map oxygen distribution in order to assess the landscape of biofilms. Whilst this
is simpler than similar imaging techniques from a technical point of view, there are many variables
affecting oxygen concentration which cannot be explained solely by biofilm distribution (e.g. fluid
flow rate and regional variations).
Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) can be useful for determining the functional group
structure of a biofilm. Hu et al., (2013) identified the presence of the major EPS constituent groups
using FTIR (polysaccharides, proteins and lipids). Similarly, Raman spectroscopy (RM) can offer
additional information about chemical components, along with gathering additional knowledge of the
EPS structure (Wagner et al., 2009). Whilst FTIR records vibrations of polar groups (e.g. N-H and OH), Raman scattering signifies changes in non-polar groups (e.g. C-C), which means that they can be
used to complement one another (Wang et al., 2013). Distinct peaks from both sets of results can
therefore be combined to offer a clear picture of the molecular components of the biofilm.
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Volumetric Displacement
This method involves simply comparing the difference in volumetric displacement in a system
between the fouled surface and the clean surface, after the biofilm has been scraped away (Peyton
1996). Zelver (1979) used a tubular reactor system into which sample tubes were inserted. After the
desired period of time, the fouled sample cell was placed in a surfactant solution in another cell, after
which the change in fluid height due to the sample was recorded.
Picologlou et al., (1980) found that biofilm accumulation caused an increase in frictional resistance,
and that the resistance was dependent on the biofilm‘s thickness. The major limitation here is that
only an average thickness over the measured area can be determined (Peyton 1996). Biomass
measurements can be used as a more simplistic alternative estimation method (Dodds et al., 1999).
Electrical Methods
Measurement via electrical conductance, however, does allow for localised readings to be taken. It
uses a micrometer and electrode to determine when a circuit is completed with a metal surface (Hoehn
and Ray (1973). The needle records a small current on reaching the biofilm surface, which then
increases significantly when it touches the metal (Peyton 1996).
Rotating disk electrodes (RDEs) have been used to measure the thicknesses of thin biofilms in situ,
for specific applications such as on river beds (Herbert-Guillou et al., 1999). The diffusion rate
through the biofilm is recorded by measuring variations in the limiting current versus the rotation
speed. The diffusion rate is equal to the diffusion coefficient of the electroactive species divided by
the thickness (Herbert et al., 1997). Boulêtreau et al., (2011) used an RDE to study thicker biofilms
(up to 500µm) in comparison with thicknesses obtained from microscopic analysis, and whilst a good
correlation was shown, the RDE gave estimates which were 1.8 times lower than those taken
microscopically.
Thermal Sensors
Reyes-Romero et al., (2014) presented a sensor using AC thermal excitation as a method of observing
biofilm development. A heater and temperature probe were set up to act as the sensor. Current applied
to the heater produces a power signal and the resulting temperature oscillations are recorded by the
probe. The amplitude and phase shift are related to the thickness and composition of the biofilm.
Results of the study showed that it was effective for continuous monitoring of biofilm development.
The method described required the biofilm to be grown on the surface of the sensor, which may not be
suitable for a range of studies. Also, thick biofilms were shown to result in the reflected wave
vanishing before reaching the thermistor.

2.8.4 Biofilm Strength Measurements
The simplest way of getting an idea of the attachment strength of a biofilm is to apply a wash to the
surface and recording the percentage of cells which remain attached, known as the attachment
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strength (SR) (Dickson and Koohmaraie 1989). Methods such as this, whilst being very simple to
conduct and useful in direct comparison of species, offer little in the way of real attachment strength
data and cannot realistically be related to cleaning protocols. Quantification of the shear stress
required to remove a substantial proportion of biofilm has direct relevance to industrial cleaning
processes and can be used to suggest fine tunings of removal methods.
Radial Flow Cell
The radial flow cell (RFC), as described in Section 2.7.5, was used by Perni et al., (2007) to study the
resistance of Listeria monocytogenes biofilms to detachment. Shear stresses in an RFC are known to
vary according to the radial position of the flow, and this study was able to identify a radius beyond
which cells were unaffected by shear, suggesting a critical stress for removal (i.e. an attachment
strength).
Rotating Disc Reactor
Abe et al., (2012) described the use of a rotating disc reactor for growing drinking water biofilm
samples on coupons, mounted on the reactor and rotated in a submerged position at differential shear
stresses, similar to the RFC. This was applied to study the effects of hydrodynamic and chemical
cleaning methods by Mathieu et al., (2014). AFM was used to quantify volumetric removal on a
before and after basis, allowing biofilm cohesive strength to be quantified.
Another example of a rotating reactor was utilised by Azeredo and Oliveira (2000). Glass cylinders
were inserted into a stirred reactor to act as growth sites. After the formation of the biofilms, the
cylinders were transferred to separate glass containers and subjected to varying shear stresses (in the
form of rotations per minute). A speed of 500 rpm was sufficient to remove 47% of biofilm thickness,
consisting of the layers of low density. The top speed of 2000 rpm was able to reduce the biofilm to a
remaining 7.2% of the original thickness.
Microfluidic Funnel Device
The microfluidic device (µFD) consists of one or more microchannels, and has been applied to
various applications in the study of bacteria, including social behaviours and quorum sensing (Shumi
et al., 2013). Galajda et al., (2007) showed how an adaptation with funnel-shaped openings
(microfluidic funnel device - µFFD) concentrated the swimming bacteria towards the funnel walls. In
the method conducted by Shumi et al., (2013), inoculation was conducted via gravitational force
through the inlet channel, and saliva was pumped through the channel. The size of the remaining
aggregates was calculated using an inverted microscope, and the fraction of remaining adhering cells
quantified.
Rectangular Duct System
Hamanaka et al., (2012) used a rectangular vessel for biofilm removal tests. Coupons were incubated
in 24-well microtitre plates before being placed onto the base of the duct. Water was pumped through
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the vessel at a fixed velocity of 15 Lmin-1, and agar plate counts and CLSM imaging were conducted
in order to assess removal. Distinctions in strength were observed between nutrient-rich and starvation
growth conditions, although information about removal effectiveness relative to biofilm structure was
inconclusive. Lackner et al., (2009) used a similar setup to test the impacts of various growth surface
modifications on bacterial attachment.
AFM
Atomic force microscopy can also be used to assess biofilm cohesion by actively removing layers, in
the form of cohesive energy per unit volume of biomass. Measurements of the height of the sample in
nanometres and the friction force are collected as the AFM tip scans across the surface, allowing the
mass of biofilm displaced to be related to the applied force (Ahimou et al., 2007b). The ability to
measure the cohesive strength of biofilms is notably less –explored than adhesive strength
measurements, and some previous examples of strength recordings are unclear as to which (adhesive
or cohesive) the results refer to, complicating comparison attempts (Ahimou et al., 2007b). Abe et
al., (2012) used AFM in this fashion to show the removal of biofilm in the form of layers using
increasing shear stresses and consecutive imaging. The number (and cost) of tips required may be an
issue, however, with Mathieu et al., (2014) reporting a change of tip after every three imaging series.
Micromanipulation and Millimanipulation
The technique of micromanipulation (initially developed to study the properties of cells) was modified
by Liu et al., (2002) to study both the adhesive and cohesive forces present in fouling layers. A steel
probe was designed to draw fouling material away from a surface via a controlled deformation
method, with the strength values obtained from the work required to trigger removal. Tomato paste
was used as a test material, and the cohesive strength was shown to exceed the adhesive strength, a
significant property for cleaning protocols. Studies have shown how rheology and interfacial
properties play a role in both attachment strength and removal behavior (Liu et al., 2006). Ali et al.,
(2015) adapted this to develop a millimanipulation device in order to tackle the problem of measuring
the stronger cohesive forces found in food soils, with the added benefit of being able to gauge deeper
layers. This is a promising method of studying deformation behavior and strengths (both cohesive and
adhesive) of soft layers, although it is a very recent development so the full breadth of its use is yet to
be fully explored.

2.8.5 Fouling Detection Methods
Various methods have been trialled for their efficacy in studying fouling and its removal, with some
success. Different foulants require different modes of removal, so therefore a good diagnosis of the
type and extent of fouling are important (Melián-Martel et al., 2012). Autopsy methods have been
used for the characterisation, prediction, prevention and control of fouling, which encompass the
range of imaging techniques discussed previously as well principles as diverse as zeta potential,
traction force and solute rejection (Pontié et al., 2005). Whilst autopsies serve a useful purpose in
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identifying the foulants present, they are less informative with regards to the accumulation and
development processes of fouling, and signify little about the hydrodynamic impacts upon the process
in question.
Heat transfer performance can be a useful method for monitoring deposits, and unsurprisingly this is
especially true for fouling in heat exchangers. Reduction in thermal efficiency can be expressed using
a thermal resistance parameter (Rf) which is proportionally related to deposit mass per unit area. An
investigation by Delplace and Leuliet (1995) into plate heat exchanger fouling used the overall heat
transfer performance to assess conductivity, which serves to average out the effects of deposit
structure variation and changes to flow patterns, resulting in a potentially geometry-specific and/or
crude measurement. Alternatively, heat flux sensors offer an in situ method of thermal conductivity
estimation (Davies et al., 1997). The sensor allows the thermal resistance to be measured at a
selection of different points on removable tubes, with the tube then cut into sections in order to
measure the mass gravimetrically. This method has some promise for measuring fouling masses,
although further information, such as thickness, would require further assumptions and it does not
reveal much about the removal behaviour.
Electrical resistance or conductivity can also be used in similar fashions, where there is electric
heating or electrodes present. Chen et al., (2004) pioneered a method in which electrical and thermal
resistance were measured simultaneously. They obtained consistent, positive relationships between
the two resistances for both the fouling accumulation and cleaning stages, and therefore suggested that
electrical resistance measurements could be useful in tracking fouling development. Alterations in
electrical conductivity can also be interpreted to signify changes in deposit structure and relate to the
fouling growth rate (Guérin et al., 2007). On the downside, electrodes are invasive, and electric
heating is not widespread enough to be a widely used method (Wallhäußer et al., 2012).
On-line fouling detection can be carried out using a variety of sensory methods based on acoustic,
optical and ultrasonic principles. The sensor must not interfere with the fouling process to produce
unnatural physical features, and additionally, non-invasive methods are favourable. Deciding on the
precise location of the sensor is also important, as portable devices are generally unfeasible without
access to the pipes during the process. Sensors must also be robust in the face of chemical, physical
and thermal attacks from the process environment (Withers 1996).
Ultrasonic devices have proved useful for measuring the presence and extent of deposits where
traditional physical probes are unsuitable, such as fouling on pipe walls or coatings on food products
(Passos and Ribeiro 2010). Mairal et al., (1999) indicated how ultrasonic time-domain reflectometry
(TDR) could be used for the real-time monitoring of membrane fouling (specifically of calcium
sulphate fouling in RO desalination). Their results showed a good correlation between signal
amplitude decline and fouling development, including detecting the initiation and removal phases.
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This has been supported by further studies (Sanderson et al., 2002). The ultrasound method works by
measuring the reduction in velocity between two sensors which results after encountering an
unwanted deposit. The in situ nature of ultrasonic techniques have made it promising for studying
biofilm development, along with the ability to detect early developments. Kujundzic et al., (2007) and
Wallhäußer et al., (2012) successfully detected biofilm growth on three different surfaces. Statistical
significance, however, appeared to rely on a certain amount of EPS per unit area being present,
despite this not necessarily being correlated to the amount of biofilm. Unfortunately it is highly
sensitive to fluctuations in temperature and is also only valid where the surface is flat (Tuladhar et al.,
2000).
Acoustic monitoring is a similar alternative. A small transducer can be bonded to the inside of a plate
heat exchanger in order that it will be affected by the build-up of a fouling layer. The presence of
fouling on the sensor dampens the amplitude of the vibrations and shifts the natural frequency
(Prakash et al., 2005). However, sensors can be problematic in that they do not always experience the
same fouling as the surrounding area, due to both surface effects and the protrusion which they
present. They must also be regularly and efficiently cleaned (Withers 1996).
Alternatively, fouling within a pipe system can be estimated by conducting analysis of the resulting
flow. The extent of fouling is found by calculating the pressure drop along the pipe and comparing the
results to a clean system (Bott 1988). Fouling in a pipe results in a reduction in the mean square area
of the flow channel, leading to a pressure drop. The required equipment for this analysis tends to
already be present for standard pressure monitoring (Wallhäußer et al., 2012). However, these
methods fail to take into account the variations in depth and composition which inevitably occur in
natural systems, instead yielding average measurements and assuming uniform fouling thickness
(Tuladhar et al., 2000). A further issue with pressure drop analysis is that the flow can be subject to
pipe geometry – for example, if a biofilm does not protrude beyond the viscous sublayer, the friction
factor of the colonies will not affect the pressure drop (Janknecht and Melo 2003).

2.8.6 Summary - Requirements for Biofouling Studies
The issues which hinder the above methods are of particular concern when considering soft deposits,
such as biofilms. In particular, deposits found in process equipment the food and biotechnology
industries often contain prominent liquid fractions, and so therefore traditional or conventional
gauging methods are unsuitable due to their need for contact via a probe or similar device. This would
lead to inaccurate measurements as the fragile deposit layer would be readily deformed upon contact,
and furthermore may be prone to contamination by a probe (Bridge et al., 2001). Also, deposits which
contain a biological component invariably shrink or slump outside of their natural environment
(Tuladhar et al., 2000). Biofilms are rarely homogeneous, so there is a tendency for fouling levels to
vary in concentration considerably at various points. The physical nature of biofilms makes them
easily compressible which indicates that they must therefore be studied in situ.
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Some methods of analysis contain necessary preparation steps which can change or distort the
physical properties. For example, the SEM process includes vacuum desiccation and sputter coating
with gold or silver, both of which can sink or flatten the biofilm so that less information can be
acquired from analysis, especially regarding thickness and spatial structure (Alhede et al., 2012). This
also means that the biofilm cannot be effectively studied both before and after a removal (strength
test) phase, as integral physical properties of the deposit may be compromised. Similarly, CLSM has
drawbacks in that the staining step is reliant upon penetration of the matrix which can be unreliable
for thicker biofilms, and additionally certain species can produce fluorescent signals with an irregular
distribution (Tomás et al., 2010). Substrates must also be transparent to be tested using CLSM, which
limits its use to certain materials only. These methods are also extremely expensive for a large number
of samples.
These parameters dictate that the gauging method must not involve physical contact with the deposit
surface, be operable in situ, and be adaptable to conduct ‗local‘ measurements to account for
variability in concentration. Measurements based on process effects (pressure drop, heat transfer etc.)
can produce results which are not significant enough to impact on decision-making when deposits are
localised or small in stature. Another important consideration is the requirement of prior knowledge of
the physical properties of the deposit. This is undesirable given that the layer may be prone to change
or be variable by location, making measurements tricky. It is, however, necessary to analyse the shear
strength of the fouling layer in order to more easily design appropriate flow conditions for cleaning
(Chew et al., 2004b).
Approaches to monitoring the behaviour of fouling deposits tend to be either integrated or localised
(Wilson 2005). Integrated methods (e.g. pressure drop, thermal conductivity) collect data over a wider
area and are delivered as an average, and thus are susceptible to inaccuracies concerning geometric
uniformity of the deposit. Localised approaches target a certain point and assume it to be
representative of the sample. With such methods, obtaining information which is truly representative
is a challenge, as is finding a method which does not involve a probe or other physical contact.
Combining the best aspects of both the integrated and localised approaches – acquiring representative
data of an entire sample, taking into account local variations whilst not disturbing the surface - would
offer the potential of achieving the best possible information. An optimum cleaning protocol would be
developed using knowledge of the thickness and strength of the layer, obtained in situ and under
conditions similar to those of the process environment (Wilson 2005). An issue regarding this testing
is that the scaling-down of realistic process conditions for testing can be both costly and timeconsuming.
Developing a Solution
Tuladhar et al., (2000) considered a range of gauging techniques with potential for measuring the
thickness of soft deposits. These were hugely varied and included ultrasound methods, silicon sensors
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and the use of electrical conductivity. Unfortunately the bulk of these methods fail to meet all three
crucial criteria; non-contact, analysis in situ, and no requirement of prior knowledge of the physical
properties of the deposit. A vast selection of online monitoring techniques were also reviewed by
Janknecht and Melo (2003). These included electrical capacitance, differential turbidity (intensity of
light), pressure drop and heat transfer coefficient. These methods tend to lack the ability to take
localised measurements, and so therefore the deposit removal at a given point would be related to a
standardised thickness measurement for the entire system. Fouling thickness can be measured
relatively simply with a micrometer, but this approach requires a needle to make contact with the
deposit and the surface, which is inappropriate for biofouling. Pre-determination of the nature of the
fouling is another major hurdle to overcome, and the majority of the techniques considered require a
calibration step (especially those using online sensors). Microscopy (e.g. CLSM) would meet most of
the requirements, but as previously described (sections 2.8.3 and 2.8.4) the cost is prohibitive and the
preparatory methods run a high risk of damaging the samples. A wide range of microscopic and
spectrometric methods were reviewed in depth by Denkhaus et al., (2007), and whilst they praised the
sensitivity and clarity of most techniques, the risk of damage was flagged as a recurring issue.
The only method which met all the criteria set out by Tuladhar et al., (2000) was pneumatic gauging,
in which a jet of pressurised air is forced towards the desired surface, and certain parameters such as
shape or relative position can be determined from the resulting flow or pressure (Liu et al., 2012). The
technique of fluid dynamic gauging was therefore suggested as a solution, differing from pneumatic
proximity gauging in two important respects; the fluid from the process is used in gauging rather than
air, and this is drawn through the nozzle rather than forced outwards onto the surface.

2.9 Fluid Dynamic Gauging
Fluid dynamic gauging (FDG) has displayed great promise as a potential solution to the difficulties
inherent in soft fouling layer characterisation (Tuladhar et al., (2000); Chew et al., (2004a); Chew et
al., (2004b)). It simply utilises the principles of fluid dynamics to determine the position of a surface
relative to the gauge nozzle. The main requirement for the technique to be applicable is that the
sample must remain stiff throughout the gauging process (Ali et al., 2013). In certain situations this
can be a constraint as layer swelling is sometimes observed prior to removal (Gordon et al., 2014).
Aside from that, FDG is an ideal measurement tool for the characterisation of soft deposits.
As well as benefitting from being a non-contact method, FDG has the additional advantage of not
requiring much in the way of prior knowledge of the physical properties of the deposit, which can be
complex and time consuming. The technique works in the liquid environment using the flow rate and
pressure drop to measure the thickness of the layer, and the suction force of the fluid is able to test the
adhesive and cohesive strengths. The flow conditions can also be controlled in a relatively simple
manner, and the closed system prevents the invasion of any foreign matter. The ability to measure
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thickness in situ and in real time is of particular interest for studying biological fouling layers, as it
eliminates the risk of altering or damaging the nature of the sample in transit. Being able to quantify
biofilm thickness is an indicator of the extent of fouling. The volume and mass are important
properties with respect to the thermodynamic impact of the deposit (Characklis 1981). Thickness
monitoring offers a means of early warning to commence cleaning before the problem can develop
beyond a certain point. Thicker biofilms also tend to restrict oxygen and nutrient penetration to the
deeper layers, encouraging weakening of the matrix and a higher rate of natural detachment,
increasing the contamination risk (Characklis 1981). A thickness accuracy resolution of ±2 μm is
currently attainable using FDG (Gordon et al., 2012). Finally, it has the advantage of being both
simple and inexpensive to operate.
Tuladhar et al., (2000) demonstrated the functionality by using a simple, stagnant bath of fluid. This
method has been labelled ‗quasi-static FDG‘, given that there is a small flow through the nozzle yet
the bulk fluid remains predominately stagnant. This basic setup was the foundation of all subsequent
developments in FDG, as it demonstrates the principles of the technique in its simplest form.

2.9.1 Basic Principles

tube

nozzle

substrate
fouling layer

Figure 17: A schematic of the FDG nozzle in proximity to a test surface showing the flow stations
and dimensions of the nozzle, where h0 is the distance between the nozzle and the substrate, h is the
clearance between the nozzle and the fouling surface, λ is the thickness of the nozzle rim, w is the
width of the nozzle rim, dt is the diameter of the nozzle, α is the angle of the nozzle contraction at the
tip, dtube is the diameter of the tube, and m is the mass flow rate of the fluid.
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The four points of relevance within the FDG setup are as follows: 1) the bulk fluid surrounding the
gauge; 2) the area under the focus of the nozzle; 3) the connection between the nozzle and the tube;
and 4) the outlet of the siphon tube.
The controlled variable during the gauging process is the distance between the nozzle and the
substrate, h0, given that this impacts upon the pressure drop, ΔP, and the mass flow rate, m. The
relationship between the clearance distance (h) and the mass flow rate can be established. However,
these variables can be converted to dimensionless forms, which makes them applicable to a wider
range of experimental conditions. For a given geometry, suction flow into the nozzle is dependent
upon eight variables:
{

}

(10)

where μf and ρf are the dynamic viscosity and density of the fluid respectively. Buckingham‘s theorem
(Buckingham 1914) states that n variables which share r primary quantities can be expressed using (nr) dimensionless groups. Therefore, Equation 10 can be expressed in five dimensionless terms:

√

{

}

(11))

where h/dt is the dimensionless separation distance, and the Reynolds number, Re, is expressed as:
(12)
or for the FDG system:
(13)
The terms w/dt and λ/dt are constant for a specific nozzle configuration, so can be removed from the
above expression.
The left hand side of Equation 11 is derived from Bernoulli‘s equation. The Bernoulli equation
explains the conservation of energy within a flowing fluid, with the total energy from the pressure,
kinetic and potential energy components remaining equal between two points in a system (such as a
pipe or the FDG nozzle). If points 1 and 3 (from Figure 17) are considered, the following equation
holds true:
(14)
Equation 14 above is shown in terms of pressure, velocity and potential heads (all have the dimension
of metres). P, v, and z are the hydrostatic pressure, velocity and elevation head values at points 1 and
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3 in the diagram. There is no difference in elevation due to the nozzle being submerged in the tank,
and there is no bulk flow within the tank, so the equation can be simplified thus:

(15)
The velocity within the tube at point 3 is therefore:

(

√

)

And, given that the ideal mass flow rate is equal to the product of the velocity and density of the fluid,
and the cross-sectional area, it can be said that:

√

(

)

(

)

Or:
√

This means that for ideal flow, this term would be equal to 1 (the mass flow rate divided by itself).
However, the geometry of the FDG nozzle introduces energy losses to the flow, and instead the
following equation can be used to describe the relationship between the measured flow rate and the
theoretical flow rate as calculated using Bernoulli‘s equation:
√

19))

in which the new symbol, Cd, is termed the discharge coefficient, and becomes a key property of the
FDG system. Tuladhar, et al., (2000) showed that Cd is closely dependent on h/dt, and varies
negligibly with the Reynolds number, however Cd is shown to be influenced by Re at low Re values.
Figure 18 shows a plot of Cd against h/dt.
The remaining unknown in Equation 19 is of

, the pressure drop around the nozzle region.

However, the following relationship is known:
(
is the overall driving force for the gauging flow induced by the pressure difference.

)

can be

determined experimentally by operating the gauge having removed the nozzle, which has the effect of
eliminating the losses around the nozzle (ΔP13 = 0) . The siphon flow is operated within the laminar
regime, so the Hagen-Poiseuille equation can be used:
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(
All the terms in the above equation are known, with the exception of

)

, or the effective length of

the tube. This value takes into account the effect of pipe bends on the flow regime to give the
equivalent length of straight tubing required in order to produce the same situation. Unfortunately it is
not a factor which can be easily deduced – instead a set of experiments need to be run, where the
nozzle is removed (to make

insignificant), the clearance (h) is set and the hydrostatic head (H) is

varied to isolate the effective length as the remaining unknown variable impacting upon the flow rate.
Once

is known,

can be easily found and subtracted from

(ρgH) to give

and

therefore the ideal mass flow rate.

Figure 18: An example of a typical h/dt vs. Cd plot, showing the two important zones.
A typical FDG calibration plot shows two distinct zones – firstly the incremental zone, where h/dt is
less than a certain value (usually approximately 0.25), in which Cd increases consistently showing a
high sensitivity to the value of h/dt, and the asymptotic zone at higher separations where Cd begins to
level off. In the asymptotic zone, the height clearance has a negligible impact on the Cd value.
A plot of Cd versus h/dt using a clean surface can be used as a calibration curve in order to measure
the height difference caused by a fouling layer. The plot drawn using the fouling layer can be adjusted
until it matches the ‗clean‘ curve, and the necessary change in h/dt required can be converted to give
the change in h dictated by the height of the deposit. The extent of fouling (i.e. the layer thickness) is
termed , which is equal to

, where

is the original clearance distance without a deposit.
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Mass Flow Mode
The original method of operation for FDG is ‗mass flow mode‘ (Chew et al., 2004b). The nozzle is
held normal to the surface, and the pressure profile altered as a result of a change in proximity to the
surface. The fluid is siphoned into the nozzle using a fixed negative pressure drop between the surface
of the deposit and the discharge point after it has been drawn through the gauge. The resultant flow
rate can then be measured. This is done by using an electronic balance, recording the change in mass
between two defined time intervals. Mass flow mode is chiefly suited to applications where the
pressure is at an approximately ambient level, as it becomes both cheap and simple to supply a
pressure driving force using a hydrostatic head (Ali et al., 2013).
However, there are certain scenarios in which this approach can be undesirable. Manipulating
pressure differences over small scales can be a challenge, especially at higher pressures. Additionally,
significant variations in flow rate can present a risk if there are hazardous liquids present (Ali et al.,
2013). Tuladhar et al., (2003) showed that if the gauging flow rate is a significant fraction of the bulk
flow, the gauging and bulk flow rates could become interdependent, resulting in changes in the bulk
flow. In this instance differing and conflicting calibration results would be recorded for the same
gauging parameters.
Pressure Mode
Alternatively, FDG can be operated in ‗pressure mode‘, in which the flow rate is instead maintained at
a constant level, and the pressure drop around the nozzle is recorded. This is particularly useful for
high pressure systems or where a consistent gauging flow is preferred (Gu et al., 2011). Membrane
cross flow-based applications benefit from a stable duct flow rate, and additionally the act of
imposing a fixed pressure difference would require a pressure-controlled discharge reservoir (Lister et
al., 2011).
This scenario means that instead of setting a fixed pressure drop and measuring the flow rate, the flow
is maintained at a steady level and the pressure difference between points 1 and 3 is measured using a
pressure transducer. A consistent flow rate is useful when studying membrane or biological fouling,
as the flow has the potential to impact physically upon the fouling layer, which is increasingly desired
as a controlled variable in itself for the measurement of surface stresses. The technique is heavily
dependent on the use of reliable and sensitive pressure differential equipment in order to be
sufficiently accurate (Lister et al., 2011). Ali et al., (2013) demonstrated how pressure mode FDG
could measure fouling layers in an annular flow cell at high temperature and pressure. This study
benefitted from the fixed flow rate and the insensitivity to operating pressure offered by this
configuration.

2.9.2 Strength Measurements
FDG was developed with the aim of measuring the thickness of deposits, although the stresses applied
also allow the adhesive and cohesive strengths of samples to be quantified. The strength of the layer is
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essentially a measure of its response to a shear stress being imposed by the cleaning fluid in question
(Chew et al., 2004b). It has traditionally been a difficult parameter to quantify, partly for physical
reasons but also because it has the tendency to vary over time as the deposit ages (Müller-Steinhagen
2000). The ageing affect is viewed as being a result of extended reactions between organic
components, as well as reduction in voidage usually due to generation of additional extracellular
material (such as EPS in the case of biofouling (Chew et al., 2004b). Various methods developed to
tackle this are outlined in Section 2.8.4. Another method is the use of impinging jets, used by
Deshpande and Vaishnav (1982) to analyse tissue deformation. As previously explained, Tuladhar et
al., (2000) developed FDG as an adaptation of the impinging jet method with regards to conducting
thickness measurements, although it was later observed that the stress induced by the gauging flow
could trigger disturbance or deformation of the deposit surface (Tuladhar et al., 2002). In standard
gauging experiments, such deformation would be a drawback, although the resulting ability to use the
technique to study deposit strength and removal offers an extra dimension to FDG. Furthermore,
moving the nozzle closer to the surface in gradual stages allows a series of thickness measurements to
be recorded, so essentially a single test has the potential to reveal both the original thickness of the
layer followed by a series of additional thickness measurements as sections of the deposit are sucked
away by the gauging flow. Chew et al., (2004b) recorded the adhesive strengths of layers in terms of a
yield point of the deposit, and showed the fluid velocities to be of the same order (albeit higher) than
those utilised in cleaning-in-place applications. This is a significant feature of FDG in comparison to
other techniques, as combined with its relative simplicity, it means that a wealth of important
information about the nature of the deposit can be readily acquired. Understanding the mechanisms of
removal is vital for developing effective cleaning protocols, and FDG allows the gradual disturbance
of layers or sections of the deposit to be observed (Gu et al., 2009a). Figure 19 indicates how deposit
removal due to FDG can be shown.
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Figure 19: A collection of images by Lewis et al., (2012), showing: a) and b) the crater in a cake
formed by the filtration of a yeast suspension through a membrane, after study with an FDG nozzle.
Part c) is a schematic of the relationship between the nozzle and the crater.
The shear stress acting on the surface can be determined with the use of computational fluid dynamics
(CFD), although an appropriate analytical approximation is the equation which represents the radial
flow between two parallel discs:
(22)
where τw is the wall shear stress, µ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, ρ is the density of the fluid,
and r is the radial distance from the central axis of the nozzle. Chew et al., (2004b) verified the use of
Equation 22, showing a consistent agreement with CFD simulations for the calculated shear stress
values, especially for the critical region underneath the nozzle (shown in Section 2.9.1).
Shear stresses can then be converted to the equivalent mean pipe flow velocity using Equation 23:
Um 

2 w
C f

(23)

where Cf is the fanning friction factor and Um is the mean pipe flow velocity. For turbulent flow
regimes, Cf is typically equal to 0.005.
Thus far, Möhle et al., (2007) have demonstrated the ability of FDG to measure the adhesive strength
of biofilms (inoculated from activated sludge) grown on sandblasted polycarbonate discs by
quantifying the applied shear stress using the model of laminar flow between parallel discs.
Furthermore, the cohesive strength of biofilms and EPS was analysed using FDG by Otto (2008) by
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way of monitoring the thickness of Streptococcus mutans biofilms at different stages in the removal
process. Salley et al., (2012) showed how FDG operated using liquid expulsion can monitor the
removal of Synechococcus sp. biofilms on polyethylene and stainless steel surfaces, and suggested the
existence of a two-tier structure - a compact layer adjacent to the surface and a loose upper layer.

2.9.3 Configurations
The original experiments in fluid dynamic gauging were carried out using a static rig (quasi-static
FDG), which is effectively a tank in which a stationary bulk fluid is siphoned through the nozzle.
While this is still a useful technique for studying fouling and cleaning effects and for the comparison
of materials, it is not a common practical situation. To this end, duct flow FDG was pioneered with
the aim of simulating pipe flow to test the validity of the method. It was demonstrated that FDG could
reliably be used to study the behaviour of fouling layers where the liquid is subject to a bulk flow
(Tuladhar et al., 2003). With the nozzle fully submerged in the liquid, the hydrostatic head imposed
by the gauging flow acts alongside the pressure head resulting from the flow through the duct.
Otherwise, operation is similar to the static mode. The exception to this is where the gauging flow
becomes a sufficiently large fraction of the bulk flow that it triggers different flow regimes (Tuladhar
et al., 2003). Typically this is a situation to be avoided as the results become substantially more
complicated to analyse.
Gu et al., (2009b) made the transition to a flow cell with an annular geometry. The flow patterns in
annular systems were previously well-understood in the context of fouling and cleaning analysis, and
this study showed that FDG was applicable for quasi-static conditions, as well as laminar, transitional
and turbulent flow regimes.
Given that a key advantage of FDG is the ability to study a fouling layer at multiple locations. With
this aim in mind, Gordon et al., (2010) introduced the idea of the scanning fluid dynamic gauge
(sFDG). The mobile, automated nozzle can make local measurements of soil thickness and strength
over a larger and more representative surface area. This study also suggested the use of sFDG as
analogous to atomic force microscopy on a large (mm) scale, revealing the contours of the deposit
over the entire area, provided that there is no removal.
For applications in pressure mode, it is often desired for the system to be under aseptic conditions or
for the volumes of hazardous or valuable liquids to be minimised. Having established that the FDG
principle worked equally well when the fluid is ejected from the nozzle, Salley et al., (2012)
incorporated a syringe pump to deliver a controlled flow rate over an extended period of time whilst
maintaining a closed experimental system. This method is termed zero discharge fluid dynamic
gauging, or zFDG. This has particular value in the study of biofilms, given that biological deposits are
typically sensitive to contamination or disturbances. Yang et al., (2014) demonstrated comparable Cd
calibration plots for the sucking and ejection regimes, concluding that zFDG was capable of
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determining layer thickness. It was observed, however, that the ejection regime displayed a higher
discharge coefficient, which (using computational fluid dynamics) was shown to be due to altered
flow patterns around the nozzle. Successful comparison was also made by between the shear stresses
recorded in cohesive breakdown tests and the yield stresses recorded in rheological tests, showing that
zFDG could be applied to make deposit strength measurements.
An alternative tool for analysis of the impact of gauging on the sample is to combine the FDG process
with real-time imaging, such as confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) or optical microscopy.
This is used to monitor measurements of the mechanical, chemical and structural properties of the
deposits on a more local level, which helps with the development of imaging techniques as well as
with understanding the dynamics which occur (Sahoo et al., 2008).
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3. AIMS & OBJECTIVES
3.1 Aim
Green cleaning is a facet of the pursuit of sustainability – the moderated use of resources to preserve
them for future generations. In summary, the focus is to suggest and implement ways in which the
amount of chemicals, water and energy used in cleaning can be reduced without making sacrifices in
terms of efficacy or provide guidelines for cleaning propocols i.e. when to clean. Chemical cleaning
agents without potential health or environmental impacts are very few and far between. However, the
shearing force of water can be used for cleaning, dependent upon the resistance of the deposit to shear
effects (Durkee 2006). Currently, methods are developed by using trial and error.
With that in mind, the aim of this research is to apply green cleaning principles to the removal of
biofouling in industrial applications. Fluid dynamic gauging is a technology which utilises
hydrodynamic phenomena to measure the thickness and strength of deposits and by doing so the
optimum water usage can be estimated. FDG has not previously been applied to study mixed species
biofouling under static and flow conditions. This allows for the development of effective green
cleaning protocols, which minimise energy usage and environmental impacts. This new method of
obtaining experimental data for biofouling removal can be used to directly make suggestions for
cleaning protocols. Currently, methods are developed by using trial and error.

3.2 Objectives
3.2.1 Testing Biofilms on Different Surfaces
Three surfaces will be used as biofilm growth substrates – polyethylene, glass and stainless steel 304.
The intention here is that they will be representative of the range of surfaces regularly used for
domestic and industrial processes. Given that factors such as roughness and surface energy are widely
recognised to play a role in bacterial attachment, the differing surface properties of each material may
prove significant in explaining the adhesive strength results reported.

3.2.2 Testing Different Species of Biofilm
It is widely observed and recognised that, in the vast majority of situations, bacterial biofilms consist
of multiple species acting as a community. For this reason, using a mixed species culture for testing is
crucial. The research will also use the constituent strains as single-species biofilms, which will allow
any developmental differences caused by mixed cultures to be observed, and also to judge the effects
of ageing and surface material independently of any added complications due to community
interactions. It is also a strong possibility that the results will show the variety of thicknesses and
strengths between species, and if that is the case then any directives for future cleaning processes
would need to bear this in mind.
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3.2.3 Methods Used
Fluid dynamic gauging (FDG) has been pioneered as an effective and versatile way of studying soft
fouling layers. It requires little knowledge of the deposit prior to testing and is both relatively simple
and inexpensive to operate. It has particular use in the study of biological fouling layers because it
allows them to be analysed in situ and without the need for physical contact, minimising the risk of
disturbance which biofilms are prone to. The ability to measure both the thickness of the deposits and
quantify their adhesive and cohesive strengths offers FDG a versatility which gives it a clear
advantage over other methods investigated for this purpose.
Alongside fluid dynamic gauging, supplementary characterisation tests will also be carried out in
order to seek explanations for any trends or features discovered. Firstly, these will involve analysis of
the substrates used as growth sites. The roughness and surface energy of the materials will be
quantified and compared with relevance to the strength of attachment observed. Additionally, the
extracellular polymeric substances will be analysed for changes in coverage or composition with
reference to deposit layer strength, and the prevalence of dead cells in biofilms will also be considered
as a potential variable concerning the aging process.
Biofilms will be grown under both static and duct flow conditions. The duct flow regime is a
simulation of pipe flow scenarios in industrial processes, allowing the biofilms to develop in a way
similar to that in which they would grow in the food or pharmaceutical industries. A duct flow rig will
be designed and built during the course of the investigation, and in the meantime biofilms will be
grown in static conditions with the aim of providing extra insight into the mechanisms of biofilm
development and how the impact of flow influences them.
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4. METHODS – Static-Grown Biofilms
This chapter explains the procedures undertaken in the study of the adhesion and removal behaviour
of Escherichia coli and Burkholderia cepacia biofilms grown under static conditions, using fluid
dynamic gauging (FDG) and a selection of characterisation techniques. The objective here is to assess
the development of biofilms over a 28-day period, seeking explanations for any patterns observed
using microscopy and surface and biofilm analysis methods, and working towards efficient green
cleaning methods.

4.1 Materials
4.1.1 Bacteria Strains
Three strains of bacteria were tested for their ability to form biofilms under static conditions, wherein
there is no bulk flow (the only fluid movement being orbital due to a shaker). These were as follows:
Escherichia coli Nissle1917; and two variants of Pseudomonas aeruginosa (PA01 and NCTC 6750).
Both E. coli and P. aeruginosa are well-studied organisms with regards to biofilm studies, and their
common presence in aquatic systems makes them ideal and relevant test materials for industrial
biofouling simulation (Vanysacker et al., (2014); Timmis (2002)). Protocols for E. coli biofilm
growth are well-established, and as a species it has been extensively characterised (Fletcher (1977);
Pratt and Kolter (1998)). Both species are recognised to form biofilms on a number of different
surfaces, which is essential for the studying and comparison of fouling mechanisms with an industrial
focus (O‘Toole and Kolter 1998). P. aeruginosa biofilms have also been widely characterised,
including studies into their thickness (Stewart et al., 1993) to porosity (Zhang and Bishop 1994). With
the growth mechanisms and physical development of these species well-understood, it is therefore
possible to grow reliable and repeatable cultures for fouling testing.
Burkholderia cepacia was then selected as an additional species to use as both a comparison and for
mixed species biofilm development. Interest in its occurrence in industrial scenarios is emerging, due
to its ability to survive prolonged exposure to high concentrations of many common industrial
biocides, including benzalkonium chloride and triclosan (Rose et al., 2009). This trademark of
resistance to commercial biocides makes it a favourable test species for green cleaning methodology,
and it is particularly prevalent in the pharmaceutical industry, as well as petroleum and others
(Thomas 2011) ensures that it fits within the scope of this research. Furthermore, it has been shown to
colonise a range of surfaces, including glass and metals (Walker 2005).
All species were kept in deep frozen storage (at -80 OC), with 1.5 mL of prepared culture
supplemented with 300 μL glycerol in order to prevent the formation of ice crystals.

4.1.2 Culture Media
Cultures were grown in M9 minimal medium (De Kievit et al., 2001), containing 47.7 mM
Na2HPO4.7H2O, 21.7 mM KH2PO4, 8.6 mM NaCl, 18.7 mM NH4Cl, 0.5% (wt/vol) casein
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hydrolysate, 1 mM MgSO4 and 11.1mM glucose (all chemicals were sourced from SigmaAldrich). As
is customary for minimal media formulations, this recipe provides a methodically concocted source of
minimum nutrients for growth, along with one carbon source (glucose).
Ionic Strength
The ionic strength of the M9 media was calculated in the testing processes. Correlations between
ionic strength and bacterial adhesion have regularly been studied (Gordon and Millero (1984); Gross
and Logan (1995)), whilst alterations in ionic charges present have been shown to alter the strength of
bacterial bonding and thus influence detachment (Olsson et al., 2012). The ionic strength, I, is
calculated via the following equation:
∑

(24)

where i is each chemical species in series, and c and z are the concentration and charge of the species
respectively. With the formulation reported previously, the ionic strength of the media is calculated to
be 0.194 M (full working is shown in Appendix 1). With de-ionised reverse osmosis (RO) water used
for the FDG tests, an equivalent ion concentration must be added. This equates to 11.34 gL-1 of a
monovalent salt – in this case sodium chloride (NaCl) was used.

4.1.3 Test Surfaces
Three different substrates were selected for static biofilm analysis and comparison: (i) polyethylene
(PE) petri dishes with a diameter of 55 mm; (ii) glass petri dishes of 50 mm diameter; and (iii)
stainless steel 304 (SS) discs of 50 mm diameter. The properties of each surfaces were characterised
using atomic force microscopy, scanning electron microscopy and contact angle analysis. Prior to
each growth incidence, the steel and glass surfaces were washed with an isopropanol solution.

4.2 Biofilm Assays
Biofilm viability assays were conducted based on the standard protocol described by Christensen et
al., (1985). The three test strains (section 4.1.1) were cultured overnight at 37 oC, and then diluted in
fresh media to an optical density (OD600) of 0.06. The diluted cultures were added to a 96-well
polyethylene microtitre plate, with a row of four plates dedicated to each strain plus another row of
pure medium for control purposes. The plate was then incubated at 37 oC on an incubator (Stuart Mini
Gyro-Rocker SSM3) rotating at a speed of 40 rpm. Cells attached to the bottom of the wells and
formed biofilms. After 24 h the supernatant fluid was pipetted out and replaced with another 200µL of
fresh medium. Incubation was resumed for another 24 h period.
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Figure 20: A 96-well microtitre plate of type used for the biofilm viability assays in this section
(https://www.edgebio.com/products/96-well-treated-microplates-u-bottom-50063)
In order for the biofilm growth to be quantified, the wells were washed with 0.9 % saline and stained
with crystal violet (Boleij et al., 2011). The absorbance of the content of each well (including the
control wells) were measured and recorded using an automatic plate reader (VERSAmaxTunable
Plate Reader BN 02877) at a wavelength of 595 nm, as wavelengths in the region of 600 nm are a
good option for most bacterial cultures, with the advantage that the media components contribute less
to the overall absorbance than at lower frequencies (Burton and Kaguni 1997).

4.2.1 Biofilm Growth Protocol
The protocol of incubation for all the subsequent biofilm testing scenarios in Section 4 followed the
same method for growth as detailed for the assay, with the biofilms instead being established on the
surfaces detailed above (section 4.1.3). The maximum orbital shear stress applied by the incubator (τ0,
max)

is the important parameter in the static growth system, and can be defined as:
√

(

)

(25)

with a being the orbital radius of the shaker, f the frequency of rotation (rotation/sec), and µ and ρ the
dynamic viscosity and density of the media respectively (Wang et al., 2014). With an orbital radius of
1 cm and operated at a rotational speed of 40 rpm, the maximum orbital shear stress is calculated to be
0.086 Pa.
A range of incubation periods set at 5, 10, 14, 21 and 28 days was chosen as a good spread of ages for
means of realistic assessment the stages of growth and development. Separate samples on all three test
surfaces were grown for each of the time periods.

4.2.2 Growth Curves
A series of tests were conducted in order to display growth curves for the relevant species, in both
liquid culture form and as biofilms, with the aim of showing their development over time in
accordance with the theory behind bacterial growth as explained in Section 2.2.2. This allows for the
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phases of growth to be identified (lag, exponential, stationary, death) and for the generation time
(required for the population to double in number) to be calculated.
An Escherichia coli Nissle1917 culture was cultivated in M9 media in a 10 mm Universal container,
being shaken in an incubator maintained at 37 0C. After each hour, samples were taken from the
culture and analysed for their optical density (OD600). This process was continued up to the point at
which the turbidity of the culture ceased to increase.

4.3 FDG Apparatus
Fluid dynamic gauging was employed throughout this research in order to study the removal
behaviour of all biofilms grown under the aforementioned conditions. The strength and thickness tests
for the static biofilms were conducted under mass flow mode (Section 2.9.1).
Figure 21 shows the apparatus used in this study in mass flow mode, complete with the exhaust
siphon tube delivering the gauged fluid into a beaker placed on a balance (beaker and balance not
shown). The nozzle (shown in proximity to a fouled surface in Figure 17 in Section 2.9.1) has a
diameter of 5 mm, allowing a shear stress range of approximately 2 – 60 Pa to be applied.

Figure 21: A schematic of the FDG apparatus in mass flow mode setup, in which the hydrostatic
head, H, is identified as the key operational parameter which determines the pressure driving force
controlling the siphon flow.
The clearance distance of the nozzle (h) is controlled by the micrometer. The fluid inlet tube is
connected to a tank situated on a high shelf (pre-filled prior to experiments), and the fluid outlet tube
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is drained into a sink. The siphon tube draws fluid out through the gauge and into a beaker situated on
an electronic balance (Sartorius TE4101).

4.3.1 FDG Calibration
Having determined

the remaining experimental parameter (shown in Appendix 2), the next

preparatory stage was to conduct test runs of the FDG apparatus in order to produce calibration plots
of mass flow rate against nozzle clearance in their dimensionless forms (Cd and h/dt). The resulting
curve should resemble the one shown in section 2.9.1 (Figure 18). This procedure also allows for
enhanced familiarity with the apparatus. Calibration curves were carried out at H = 20 mm, 30 mm
and 60 mm in order to test the operability at varying hydrostatic heads. This can be a useful method of
inflicting a greater range of shear stresses on the deposit surface. The calibration plot is shown in
Section 5.3.

4.4 Surface Characterisation
As detailed in the literature review (Section 2.5), surface roughness and surface energy are widely
believed to be major factors in biofilm adhesion (Xu and Siedlecki 2012). With this in mind, analyses
were carried out as a means of comparing the profiles of the surface, and their surface energies in
order to help explain and support the biofilm removal results. The stainless steel plate and the glass
coverslips used in the flow experiments (Section 6) were characterised in addition to the steel discs
and the polyethylene and glass petri dishes used for growing biofilms in this section.

4.4.1 Surface Roughness
Atomic Force Microscopy
The polyethylene petri dishes, glass coverslips and both steel surfaces were examined using atomic
force microscopy (AFM) in order to visualise the morphological profiles of the growth surfaces in a
high resolution three-dimensional manner. The proliferation, size and shape of surface imperfections
are known to be a factor in the process of cell adhesion and therefore also in biofilm establishment. A
Digital Instruments Nanoscope IIIA (with a tip length of 225µm) was operated in ‗tapping mode‘
(Section 2.8.2) and the material sample sizes used were 5 mm x 5 mm. Samples were washed prior to
imaging with RO water.
Scanning Electron Microscopy
The steel surfaces were also analysed using a JEOL SEM6480LV scanning electron microscope
(SEM), offering birds-eye views of the surface at a range of magnifications – x50, x2000, and x5000.
The main value of this investigation is to display crevices and similar surface features, and therefore
to assess whether or not these features are likely to encourage bacterial attachment. The surfaces were
sputter-coated with gold prior to imaging – this conductive coating has the effect of preventing the
surface from being charged by the electron beams.
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4.4.2 Surface Energy
Along with the roughness of the surfaces, the surface energy (and therefore wetting potential) is also
widely recognised to play a role in the propensity of biofilms to attach to various surfaces (Finlay et
al., (2002); Lewandowski and Beyenal (2014)). A set of critical surface energy tests were therefore
conducted with the aim of establishing which of the surfaces used were more hydrophobic or
hydrophilic. It has been shown that strength of cell adhesion is generally proportional to surface
energy (Hallab et al., 2001). The Zisman plot method was chosen due being relative quick and simple
to conduct, whilst being recognised to be accurate where the surface energies of the liquids used are
well known. For this case, measurements were compiled using water and 5, 10, and 15% sodium
chloride solutions. Contact angle measurements were carried out using a Dataphysics Contact Angle
System OCA, which lowers a fluid droplet onto the surface to be measured. Three measurements were
taken for each NaCl concentration on each surface in order to attain repeatability. The results are
shown in Section 5.4.2.

4.5 Biofilm Characterisation – Cation Exchange
The nature of the EPS composition of biofilms can be investigated, and in doing so trends may be
revealed which relate to changes in strength of attachment. The protein and polysaccharide levels can
be sampled using the cation exchange method.
The first step is to isolate the EPS from planktonic cells and any other unwanted materials present.
The biofilm is removed from the surface with a cell scraper and suspended in phosphate-buffered
saline (PBS) with a composition of 8 gL-1 NaCl, 0.2 gL-1 KCl, 1.15 gL-1 Na2HPO4.7H2O and 0.2 gL-1
KH2PO4 and shaken for 30 minutes. The sample is then placed in an ultrasonic bath for 2 minutes
followed by homogenisation with an ultrasonic probe in pulsating mode for 10 pulses at 45 W. This
treatment has been shown to be effective for cell removal (Dreszer et al., 2013), ensuring that the EPS
can be analysed in isolation.
Finally, the EPS must be dissolved into the liquid. This is achieved via the addition of a cation
exchange resin in the sodium form (Na+) at a rate of 0.2 g per 1 mL sample. The mixture is shaken for
2 hours at room temperature. The Na+ in the resin is exchanged for the Ca2+ in the sample, allowing
for the dissolution of the EPS. The suspension was then centrifuged at 9000 g (g being the Earth‘s
gravitational force) for 20 minutes at 4⁰C to separate the cells from the EPS for effective content
analysis. This method is known to produce a good yield of EPS without causing unnecessary damage
to cells (e.g. lysis) should they be required for any further reason (Frølund et al., 1996).

4.5.1 Standard Curves and Quantification
The protein and polysaccharides in the resulting solution was then quantified. First of all, standard
curves were derived from stock solutions. This was carried out by making up ranges of concentrations
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of glucose (for polysaccharides) and bovine serum albumin (BSA) (for proteins) solutions, and
applying the procedures detailed below.

4.5.2 Protein
The procedure for protein quantification using bicinchoninic acid (BCA) was described by Smith et
al., (1985). The standard BCA reagent consists of two components. Reagent A is a solution containing
1% BCA-Na2, 2% Na2CO3.H2O, 0.16% Na2 tartrate, 0.4% NaOH and 0.95% NaHCO3. Reagent B is
4% CuSO4.5H2O in deionised water. The standard working reagent (SWR) is formed by mixing
reagents A and B to the ratio of 50:1.
The quantification procedure begins by mixing 100 µL of sample (standard or test) with 2 mL of
SWR in a test tube. Immediately, a colour change is observed. The absorbance of the samples is then
measured at 562 nm and compared to a reagent ‗blank‘. This allows a standard curve to be plotted, or
for a test sample to be compared to a previously compiled standard. In this instance, bovine serum
albumin (BSA) was used as the protein standard for comparison.

4.5.3 Polysaccharides
A similar method for polysaccharide composition was described by DuBois et al., (1956). The two
reagents required in this case are 95.5% sulphuric acid and an 80 vol% phenol solution. 2 mL of the
standard (glucose) or test solution is pipetted into a test tube, followed by 0.05 mL of the phenol
solution. Subsequently, 5 mL of sulphuric acid is added rapidly. They were then left to stand for 10
minutes, and then heated in a water bath at 25 - 30⁰C for a further 10-20 minutes. It was found that all
of the solutions became opaque using this method (and therefore unsuitable for the absorbance step).
Alternative formulations were used by Masuko et al., (2005), in which lower inputs of sulphuric acid
were trialled and the high sensitivity of colour response was noted. Therefore, in this case the
sulphuric acid input was reduced to 3mL per sample, and colour graduation was visible. Absorbance
was measured at 490 nm.
Mixed species biofilms were used for both cases, due to the greater proliferation of such cultures in
nature and industry compared to single-species biofilms. They were grown on all three surfaces for
periods of 5, 10, 14, 21 and 28 days, as used for the strength and thickness tests.

4.6 FDG TESTS
4.6.1 Strength Tests
Biofilm strength tests were conducted by using the gauge to apply a certain shear stress to the surface
and remove sections of the deposit, then using microscopic methods to quantify the proportion of
bacteria remaining. Biofilms were grown on each of the polyethylene, stainless steel and glass
surfaces for periods of 5, 10, 14, 21 and 28 days. This was done using the protocol outlined in Section
4.2.1.
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Before FDG testing, imaging was performed using a Nikon Eclipse E400 optical microscope in order
to provide images of the fouled surface prior to removal. The samples were then placed under the
gauge at different nozzle clearance heights (h/dt) to impose a range of shear stresses in order to test
the yield shear strength of the biofilm deposits. The 5 mm diameter focus of the nozzle allows for
multiple shear stresses to be applied to each sample, which enables local variations to be taken into
account. As detailed in section 4.1.2, 14.08 gL-1 of sodium chloride was added to the water in order to
maintain the ionic strength levels found in the growth media. Four tests were carried out on each
sample, each tested at a different h/dt value. This method is shown in a simple schematic below:

Figure 22: A diagram showing the method used for making four separate strength measurements on
each biofilm sample. Each line relates to a route traced by the FDG nozzle, at a clearance distance
equal to the relevant h/dt value.
Tests were conducted on each surface to ensure that three repeats of each h/dt value were completed.
After shear stresses were applied to the samples, the surfaces were again analysed under the
microscope at each gauged line, and the percentage reduction in surface coverage resulting from the
FDG process was measured. This was done so using ImageJ (developed for the public domain by the
US National Institutes of Health), by making surface area calculations of the coverage of biofilm in
the sample size of the image taken by the microscope. A selection of examples of the images used for
this analysis (from all three surfaces) are shown in Section 5.6, along with numerical analysis of the
results and the related discussions.

4.6.2 Thickness Tests
As discussed in Section 2.9.2, fluid dynamic gauging is adept as measuring both the strength and
thickness of fouling deposits. Thickness measurements are taken with a resolution of ±5 µm, whilst
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strength measurement resolution is dependent on the mass flow rate and nozzle proximity to the
surface. The alteration made to the fluid flow rate due to the presence of the fouling layer can be used
to deduce the thickness of the layer, with average values taken from several points for each sample, as
per intention of the original FDG experiments. It is also possible to take multiple thickness readings in
this manner from each sample, recording the thickness as the nozzle is moved progressively closer to
the surface. In the previous section (4.6.1) the ability of the gauge to remove the biofilm is used to
measure the shear stress required to entirely clean the surface – in this case the intention is to assess
the nature of biofilm removal in terms of live changes in thickness as layers are removed. Due to the
resolution of the measurements being ±5 µm, and the cells being approximately 2 µm in length and
0.5 µm in width, the accuracy of the readings will be partly dependent on the thickness itself – greater
accuracy would be expected at greater biofilm thicknesses.
In the same manner as the strength tests, biofilms were grown on all three surfaces for periods of 5,
10, 14, 21 and 28 days for thickness analysis. The method of FDG operation followed the same steps
as for the calibration stage, in that at above a certain point on the biofilm surface, the nozzle was
moved gradually closer to the substrate surface with the mass flow being recorded at each step.
Measurements of biofilm thickness can be taken using the flow data from the FDG experiments in
comparison with the calibration data taken relating to the clean surfaces. A plot of Cd versus h/dt using
a clean surface can be used as a calibration curve in order to measure the height difference caused by
a fouling layer, and how it changes as the nozzle is moved gradually closer. The extent of fouling ( )
can be measured at each step.
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Figure 23: An indication of how the thickness of the biofilm can be recorded as the nozzle
approaches the surface. The profile of the fouled surface eventually reverts to the same curve as the
clean, which represents complete removal of the deposit.
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The thickness values are of some importance to the understanding of biofilm development, although
more significantly, the tendency of fouling material to be removed as the stress applied reaches a
certain level allows the cohesive strength of the deposit to be quantified. Alongside the adhesive
strength taken from the surface coverage tests in the previous section, these results will give a detailed
picture of the removal mechanisms and deformation behaviour under stress. In clean-in-place (CIP)
systems, it is generally believed that 1.5 ms-1 (which equates to 5.6 Pa – equation 23) is suitable for
cleaning pipelines effectively, although disinfectants along with acids and alkalis also form part of
standard CIP cleaning procedures (Goode 2012). Although this value of 1.5ms-1 is largely anecdotal
rather than empirically derived, it is recognised in industry as a benchmark (Davy 2010). Where
surfaces are exposed to higher velocities than this, they become easier to clean, although the use of
chemicals and increased temperatures is still standard – in most cases the introduction of different
geometries (dead-ends, crevies etc.) is the most likely problem factor which flow rates, chemicals and
temperatures have little impact on the ease of cleaning (Jensen and Friis 2005). The range of growth
time periods involved will ideally be a useful measure of the evolving maturity of the EPS matrix over
time, and offer suggestions as to how this relates to the removal behaviour. This test of cohesive
strength does not however give an indication of the biofilm topography.

4.7 Biofilm Characterisation – Confocal Microscopy
4.7.1 EPS Coverage
The EPS plays an essential role in the structural integrity of biofilms, and so therefore loss or
degradation of extracellular organic matter may be an observable explanation for age-related
weakening or strengthening of biofilms. Removal of EPS is known to be closely related to the
inactivation of bacteria (Tachikawa et al., 2009). Images of biofilms grown on glass coverslips for
periods of 14 and 21 days were taken using a confocal microscope (Zeiss CLSM 510META). The
coverslips were removed from the wells, blotted carefully on tissue paper and washed in a 0.9% NaCl
solution in small petri dishes on a horizontal shaker for one minute. This process is repeated a second
time. The washed coverslips can then be stained by placing in empty petri dishes and adding
approximately 800µL (enough to submerge the coverslip) of a calcofluor white stain (containing 1%
Calcofluor White M2R and 0.5% Evans blue) along with one drop of 10% KOH solution. Excess
stain is removed by further washes in sodium chloride solution, firstly by adding some to the petri
dishes used for staining and leaving them for one minute on the horizontal shaker, and then by
repeating the earlier washing step in new dishes. The coverslips are finally blotted and placed on
microscope slides face down, and sealed in place by applying nail varnish around the edges of the
slips.

4.7.2 Live/Dead Staining
Subsequently, a second set of CLSM images were taken with stains to identify the presence of living
and dead cells in 14 and 21-days old biofilms grown on glass coverslips. The tendency of cells to die
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or lyse at a particular stage of their life span has been linked to biofilm dispersal (Schleheck et al.,
2009), and dual staining can be conducted in order to clearly depict regions of dead cells. Acridine
orange binds to nucleic acids, which allows it to produce a green fluorescence from all cells present.
Propidium iodide, on the other hand, enters cells with compromised membranes, staining dead cells
red. A quenching effect ensures that cells with both stains fluoresce red, so therefore live cells show
as green and dead cells as red. The same process as described for biofilm growth on the glass
coverslips for the EPS coverage imaging was repeated with the following exceptions for staining. A
combined stock solution of 1mM acridine orange and 1mM propidium iodide in PBS was made for
combined staining (Mascotti et al., 2000). The dishes must then be covered with foil when left to
stain, as acridine orange is vulnerable to degradation due to direct sunlight.
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS: Static-Grown Biofilms
5.1 Biofilm Assay: Strain Comparison
The absorbance of each well in question (four of each strain plus the four control wells) were
measured and recorded using the plate reader. The mean absorbance of the control samples was
subtracted from the values for the biofilm wells, and mean and standard deviation results for each
strain were calculated and displayed in the table below.
Table 2: The full set of absorbance value recorded for the biofilm viability assay. The mean and
standard deviation results for each species are displayed in the bottom two rows, with the raw data
and control values shown in Appendix 3.

Mean
S.D.

E. coli
0.3289
0.4008
0.4044
0.4447

PA NCTC
0.0873
0.0781
0.0538
0.1022

PA01
0.0303
0.0385
0.0648
0.0548

0.395
0.048

0.080
0.020

0.047
0.016

The mean absorbance values for each strain are summarised in Figure 24, with standard deviations
included as error bars.

Absorbance at 595 nm
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0.2
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Biofilm Species
Figure 24: The mean absorbance values, taken at a wavelength of 595nm, for each biofilm species
tested for the viability assay, with standard deviations added as error bars.
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As Figure 24 shows, the E. coli Nissle1971 sample produced considerably more developed and betterattached biofilms than both P. aeruginosa strains. Consequently, in the remaining experiments using
biofilms, the E.coli strains will be grown as the primary species, with the previously chosen
Burkholderia cepacia as an additional species.

5.2 Growth Curves
Both the Escherichia coli and Burkholderia cepacia strains were grown in liquid culture in M9 media,
with the optical density (OD600) being recorded after each hour. This was continued up to the point at
which there ceased to be an increase in density and a stationary phase was reached. It should be noted
that dead cells are not differentiated by this analysis, so no meaningful decrease would ever be
recorded. The results for both species are shown in Figure 25:
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Figure 25: This graph shows the growth curve plotted from the optical density recordings for the
Escherichia coli and Burkholderia cepacia suspended cultures.
The curve for E. coli clearly shows the initial lag phase in which there is a delayed growth in
numbers, followed by the exponential growth phase between 2 hours and 6 hours where multiplication
of cells accelerates rapidly. There is then evidence that the culture is beginning to enter its stationary
phase after about 6 hours, where restrictions in nutrient availability and physical space begin to limit
the potential for growth. It is not possible to observe any death of mature cells using this particular
method.
The growth curve for Burkholderia cepacia displays the same core characteristics as E. coli. The
initial lag period, followed by the phase of exponential growth and finally the stationary phase are all
distinctly noticeable. However, it can be seen that the lag phase is more prolonged, taking at least 3
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hours before growth begins to escalate. A stable maximum level is only reached after 9 hours, which
is a considerable delay in comparison with the E. coli growth curve.
These results suggest that the cultures can be used to cultivate a new biofilm after 5 hours, as at this
point in time there will be sufficient numbers of viable cells to both attach to the surface and continue
to grow.

5.3 FDG Calibration
The aim of conducting calibration runs of the FDG apparatus was to test its functionality under the
conditions described, with the particular desire to operate the system under a range of hydrostatic
heads. A combined graph of all 3 calibrations (H = 20, 30 and 60 mm; ρgH = 196, 294 and 589 Pa) is
shown below in Figure 26.
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Figure 26: Cd calibration curves for the FDG apparatus for the following hydrostatic head values: H =
20, 30, and 60 mm. Cd is calculated using Equation 19. The dotted line shows where h/dt = 0.25, at the
transition between the incremental and asymptotic zones.
The curves all show the typical stages for an FDG Cd versus h/dt plot: the incremental zone where 0 <
h/dt < approx. 0.25 (mark it on the plot), in which Cd steadily increases, and the asymptotic zone
where Cd becomes virtually constant (at an approximate value between 0.8 and 0.85). Various cases
were compared by Gu et al., (2009) for duct flow experiments (and CFD simulations) and the values
taken for Cd upon reaching the asymptotic zone fell between 0.78 and 0.9 This confirms that the
gauge will be operable at these conditions and can therefore be used for this research. The size of the
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symbols represents the potential for errors inherent in the use of the stopwatch and balance. The
similarities between the results in the incremental zone indicate that the errors are largely
insignificant.

5.4 Surface Characterisation
5.4.1 Surface Roughness
AFM
The tapping mode AFM profiles for the polyethylene and steel disc are shown first. They are
displayed in three-dimensional topographic form, starting with polyethylene.

Figure 27: A 3D topographic AFM image showing the typical morphology of the polyethylene
surface over an area of 25µm2, along with a side profile of the surface.
The polyethylene petri dish surface appears to very smooth, with features which do not exceed 0.5nm
in height. These imperfections are therefore irrelevant in comparison to the size of the cells (both
species are typically approximately 2µm in length) and would offer nothing in the way of shelter or
enhance surface area for colonisation. Looking at image b), there are typical peak-to-trough heights of
0.24 to 0.7 µm, with some troughs with widths of approximately 2 µm which could allow cells to
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settle. Mostly, however, the surface features are not significant large to confer benefits to biofilm
formation. Surface energy and surface charges may be able to exert a greater impact on attachment
here.

Figure 28: A 3D topographic AFM image showing the typical morphology of the steel disc used for
the static-grown biofilms over an area of 1µm2, along with a side profile of the surface.
The steel disc shows a similar surface profile to the polyethylene petri dish, in that the surface features
do not exceed 0.55nm in height. Likewise, these features should not be expected to have a noticeable
impact on the propensity of cells to attach. Image b) suggests a rather jagged, rough surface, but when
it comes to assessing their size it can be seen that few are wide enough to allow cells to attach within.
Peak-to-trough heights are in a similar region to the polyethylene surface shown above. It seems
unlikely that surface roughness will play an important role in any distinctions between the surfaces.
The quantified roughness values for the above surfaces are now shown in Table 3.
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Table 3: The Ra (average roughness), Rms (root mean square roughness) and Rz (average peak-tovalley height) values for the polyethylene petri dish and the steel disc.
Surface Material
Polyethylene

Steel Disc

Ra

0.256µm

0.210µm

Rrms

0.315µm

0.272µm

Rz

0.823µm

0.740µm

Glass ()

Although roughness is often considered to be the most significant surface factor in biofilm attachment
and development (Quirynen and Bollen 1995), this is considered to be dependent on the size of the
surface features, concerning whether or not they are large enough to either provide shelter for bacteria
or disturb the external fluid flow patterns. Neither surface analysed above exhibit enough of a
prominent profile to have an impact on bacterial attachment and biofilm development in comparison
to each other. Alternatively, surface energy may be more significant for attempting to explain the
differences in attachment strength and thickness.
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SEM
The scanning electron microscopy images of the steel surfaces are now shown, beginning with the
steel disc used in the static-grown biofilm strength and thickness tests.

a)

b)
Figure 29: SEM images taken of the steel disc used in the static biofilm studies, with magnifications
of the following resolutions; a) – x2000 and b) – x5500. Samples were gold sputter-coated prior to
imaging.
The AFM images of the steel discs (Figure 28) suggested that there was little potential for
enhancement of biofilm attachment and development as a result of surface roughness, and the SEM
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images appear to support this. Any crevices in the surface appear as faint lines in the top image (x50)
and no amount of further magnification makes these imperfections appear any more significant. The
bottom image (x5500) clearly shows that there are no available crevices for the cells to attach to. Each
of the species used is typically 2µm in length and 0.5µm in width, and the 2µm scale on this image is
therefore useful for imagining the presence of a cell on the surface. The largest crevices may be able
to accommodate a cell long-ways but there is little suggestion that this is viable for a widespread
influence on cell attachment.

Figure 30: SEM images taken of the steel plate used in the studies of biofilms grown under flow
conditions, with magnifications of the following resolutions; top left) x50, top right) x2000, and
bottom) x5000. Samples were gold sputter-coated prior to imaging.
In comparison with the steel disc, it is clear that the surface appearance of the steel plate may be more
able to influence the attachment of cells for the development of biofilms. Even the top image in this
case shows the presence of scar-like features on the surface, which is reasonable to suspect may be
due to small craters, the largest of which may be between 50-100 µm based on the scale included.
Areas such as these should therefore be able to harbour colonies of cells, and help to propagate their
multiplication across the surface in general. The middle and bottom images suggest that the areas
which appear smooth in the top image are riddled with crevices themselves. These cracks are only
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slightly larger than those witnessed on the disc, but they are considerably more plentiful and may be
able to encourage the collaboration of nearby cells to form biofilms. However, the AFM image
(Figure 84) suggests that the cracks may not be especially deep (in the order of nanometres) so their
efficacy may be highly limited – the ‗crater‘ regions may be a better indicator of any enhanced
biofilm development.

5.4.2 Surface Energy
Below are the results for the surface energy analysis using the Zisman plot method to determine
critical surface energy. To begin with are a selection of results indicating the difference between the
contact angles using water and a sodium chloride solution.

(a)

(b)

Figure 31: Contact angle measurements on polyethylene in order to determine the critical surface
energy. Image a) is taken using water as the fluid, and b) uses a 15% sodium chloride solution. The
recorded angles are a) left = 79.4°, right = 79.6°, and b) left = 88.6°, right = 89.4°

(a)

(b)

Figure 32: Contact angle measurements on the glass petri dish in order to determine the critical
surface energy. Image a) is taken using water as the fluid, and b) uses a 15% sodium chloride solution.
The recorded angles are a) left = 8.4°, right = 8.4°, and b) left = 23.6°, right = 19.1°
The transition from water to the ionic NaCl solution has a clear impact on the recorded contact angle
in both cases above. This can therefore be used in order to determine to the air-liquid tension (γLV) of
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fluid necessary to completely wet the surface (cos θ = 1). Zisman plots were plotted from the full set
of results taken from each of the five surfaces tested and are shown in Appendix 4. The critical
surface areas of each surfaces were then calculated from the above graphs, and are summarised in the
table below.
Table 4: The full set of contact angle results and air-liquid surface tensions, and the critical surface
energy (CSE) in bold in the bottom row.

Test Liquid
Water
5% NaCl
10% NaCl
15% NaCl
CSE

γLV
0.0727
0.0744
0.0762
0.0779
-

Polyethylene
0.18 ± 0.026
0.12 ± 0.015
0.07 ± 0.012
0.02 ± 0.020
0.047 ±
0.003

cosθ (θ = mean contact angle)
Steel Disc
Steel Plate
Glass Dish
0.78 ± 0.034 0.75 ± 0.021 0.99 ± 0.030
0.70 ± 0.025 0.71 ± 0.031 0.98 ± 0.010
0.68 ± 0.022 0.66 ± 0.018 0.96 ± 0.022
0.59 ± 0.019 0.62 ± 0.030 0.93 ± 0.017
0.066 ±
0.063 ±
0.072 ±
0.004
0.009
0.007

Glass Coverslip
0.83 ± 0.019
0.80 ± 0.019
0.67 ± 0.014
0.52 ± 0.023
0.071 ± 0.014

From Table 4 above, it can be taken that the glass petri dish is the most hydrophilic, whereas the
polyethylene petri dish is the most hydrophobic. The full hierarchy is thus, in order of hydrophilicity:
Glass Dish > Glass Coverslip (treated with HMDS) > Steel Disc > Steel Plate > Polyethylene Dish.
From this, is can be seen that the glass surfaces are the most hydrophilic, and therefore should
experience the most wetting with the same liquid, followed by steel, with polyethylene being more
hydrophobic. In Section 2.5.2, it was mentioned that hydrophobic surfaces are generally believed to
encourage greater protein accumulation and promote cell adhesion, and that they are favoured by all
bacteria. Other research has suggested that hydrophobicity plays a greater role in biofilm retention
than in the additional adhesion. In general, though, hydrophobic surfaces are believed to show more
adhesion, although there has been conflicting research on this. The surface energy of the cells
themselves play a role (hydrophilic cells generally preferring hydrophilic surfaces), and this will
depend partly on their growth environment.

5.5 Biofilm Characterisation – Cation Exchange
5.5.1 Standard Curves
Initially, the standard curves were drawn from the absorbance data produced. The absorbance
recorded for the pure water sample is subtracted from each value to show the change due to the
addition of the quantity of BSA, and to produce a relationship with the line passing through the origin.
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Table 5: The raw absorbance data relative to the quantity of BSA. The value for BSA = 0 (pure
water) is subtracted from each value for the protein quantification standard curve.
BSA [mg/mL]
0
0.095
0.182
0.298
0.367
0.462

Absorbance [OD600] (raw)
0.178
0.184
0.191
0.202
0.223
0.246

Absorbance [OD600] (net)
0
0.006
0.013
0.024
0.045
0.068

0.07

Absorbance [OD600]

0.06

y = 0.1212x
R² = 0.9532
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Figure 33: The protein quantification standard curve taken using the absorbance data relative to BSA
quantity shown in Table 5.
Table 6: The raw absorbance data relative to the quantity of glucose. The value for glucose = 0 (pure
water) is subtracted from each value for the polysaccharide quantification standard curve.
Glucose [mg/mL]
0
2
5
7
11
16

Absorbance [OD600] (raw)
0.130
0.426
0.550
0.676
0.875
1.553
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Absorbance [OD600] (net)
0
0.296
0.42
0.546
0.745
1.423

1.6

Absorbance OD600

1.4

y = 0.0824x
R² = 0.9442
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Figure 34: The polysaccharide quantification standard curve taken using the absorbance data relative
to glucose quantity shown in Table 6.
The graphs in Figures 33 and 34 both show suitable correlations between absorbance and the
quantities of BSA and glucose used, and are therefore suitable for studying the levels of protein and
polysaccharides in the EPS as the biofilms age.

5.5.2 Quantification
Below in Figure 35 is the amount of protein found in the EPS of mixed species biofilms grown for 5,
10, 14, 21 and 28 days.
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Figure 35: Quantification of the protein found in isolated EPS samples taken from mixed species
biofilms of E. coli and B. cepacia, and assessed using the cation exchange method and the standard
curve in Figure 33. Errors were calculated from standard deviation values taken from the results for
multiple biofilms grown for the same time period.
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Figure 35 shows that the amounts of protein found in the mixed species biofilms reach peaks around
10-14 days, having increased considerably from the quantities in the 5-day biofilms. A steady decline
ensues after the peak region, although for all surfaces, the amount of protein found is greater than
after 5 days. This decline could signify either a decrease in biofilm density or a degradation of EPS
even as the cells continue to reproduce. Ahimou et al., (2007) conducted similar tests, and observed
strong peaks in both proteins and polysaccharides after 8 days before much lower values were
observed after 12 days – the peak is similar here although there is not the same marked decline, but
there were some differences in EPS isolation method. Additionally, they used Pseudomonas
aeruginosa as their test species.
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Figure 36: Quantification of the polysaccharide levels found in isolated EPS samples taken from
mixed species biofilms of E. coli and B. cepacia, and assessed using the cation exchange method and
the standard curve in Figure 34. Errors were calculated from standard deviation values taken from the
results for multiple biofilms grown for the same time period.
The quantity of polysaccharides recorded in Figure 36 shows a much more defined, consistent pattern
than the proteins. The trend is broadly similar, in that a peak in polysaccharides is seen after 10 days
before the level declines as the biofilms continue to age. The rate of decline is much greater, as the
quantities at 5 and 28 days are comparable. The trend in this case bears a closer resemblance to the
results presented by Ahimou et al., (2007), although their studies did not extend beyond 12 days. The
decrease in concentration of both key components could have the potential to affect strength of
attachment and biofilm cohesion if it signifies the breakdown of EPS structure.
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5.6 Strength Tests
5.6.1 Escherichia coli Biofilms
E. coli - 5 Days
Figure 37 shows an example of optical microscopic images for strength test results obtained from
biofilms grown for 5 days on polyethylene. All four images in the figure were taken from biofilm
grown on an individual petri dish, moving the FDG nozzle along the surface in separate lines, with the
nozzle being moved slightly closer to the surface each time. The values for both the dimensionless
clearance distance and the shear stress applied as a result are included in the description below.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 37: Representative Nikon AZ100 optical microscope images of the polystyrene surface with
E. coli biofilms incubated for five days: tested under FDG at: (a) h/dt = 0.3, τmax = 5 ± 0.2 Pa; (b) h/dt
= 0.25, τmax = 8 ± 0.4 Pa; (c) h/dt = 0.2, τmax = 13 ± 0.5 Pa; (d) h/dt = 0.15, τmax = 18 ± 0.6 Pa. The
percentages of biofilm removed at each stage (calculated using ImageJ) were: (a) 4%; (b) 41%; (c)
88%; (d) 99%.
The set of images above give a clear picture of what is able to be understood via the FDG tests in this
section. For this sample, as the figure from part (a) to part (d) and the shear stress applied is increased,
it can be clearly seen that the removal of biofilm from the substrate has accelerated accordingly. The
application of 5 ± 0.2 Pa does not appear to disturb the proliferation of the biofilm at all. However,
following a relatively small step increase to 8 ± 0.4 Pa, approximately half of the surface is clean,
suggesting that the culture is being removed in clumps rather than as a more gradual process. Regions
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of biofilm are left in place in part (c) after the stress is raised to 13 ± 0.5 Pa, whilst most of the surface
has been laid bare. The final image, in which the surface is clean, suggests that a shear stress of
between 13 and 18 ± 0.6 Pa is necessary to eliminate the biofilm from polyethylene.
Figure 38 shows an equivalent strength test on a glass surface, taken with a different light setting. The
same process was used as for polyethylene, and the biofilms were again grown for 5 days.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 38: Selected optical microscope images of the glass surface with E. coli biofilms incubated for
five days: tested under FDG at (a) h/dt = 0.23, τmax = 5 ± 0.2 Pa; (b) h/dt = 0.19, τmax = 7 ± 0.3 Pa; (c)
h/dt = 0.15, τmax = 10 ± 0.3 Pa; (d) h/dt = 0.11, τmax = 16 ± 0.4 Pa. The percentages of biofilm removed
at each stage were: (a) 27%; (b) 72%; (c) 84%; (d) 97%.
A similar pattern of removal can be seen for biofilms formed on glass. The most significant difference
from the equivalent result for polyethylene in Figure 37 is the readiness with which the biofilm is
sheared off. A shear stress of 5 Pa was able to instigate a 27% reduction in surface coverage, a level
which had virtually no impact on the polyethylene-based culture. Approximately 72% of the glass
surface is cleaned after the application of 7 Pa (Image (b)), whereas for the polyethylene surfaces,
approximately twice as much stress is required to remove the same amount. This is a substantial
reduction in biofilm present for what is quite a small step increase in stress. Much of the biofilm
which remains at this point is able to survive the increase to 10 Pa, suggesting that cells are able to
form strong bonds with the glass substrate. After the 16 Pa test, all but a few cells have been removed.
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Finally, the set of 5 day E. coli biofilms is completed with those grown on stainless steel, shown
below in Figure 39.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 39: Selected optical microscope images of E. coli biofilms on the stainless steel surface
incubated for five days: tested under FDG at (a) h/dt = 0.24, 5 ± 0.1 Pa (b) h/dt = 0.2, 7 ± 0.3 Pa (c)
h/dt = 0.15, 13 ± 0.4 Pa (d) h/dt = 0.08, 23 ± 0.5 Pa. The percentages of biofilm removed at each stage
were: (a) 26%; (b) 43%; (c) 73%; (d) 100%.
In part (a) of Figure 39, we can see that the extent of removal in this example is 26%, quite similar to
the amount of biofilm displaced from the glass surface for the same shear stress (5 ± 0.1 Pa). After an
increase to 7 ± 0.3 Pa, there has been a more widespread reduction in surface coverage, although less
than from glass for the same stress. The application of 13 ± 0.4 Pa in part c) has removed three
quarters of the cells, although there is evidence that regions of biofilm have remained in place. This is
comparable to the same stage in the polyethylene-based test in Figure 37, which is suggests a
resilience not noticeable on glass, despite the presence of clean regions in part a) which was not
evident for polyethylene. This is a timely reminder of the importance of localised measurements when
testing for the attachment strength of biofilms, a key feature of fluid dynamic gauging. In part d), the
large increase in shear stress has cleaned the surface entirely.
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Figure 40 below compiles the removal data for all the strength tests carried out, for each surface, on
the E. coli biofilms grown for 5 days. Error bars have been added to a selection of the data points in
order to account for potential inaccuracies in shear stress and coverage measurements, based on the
error ranges inherent in FDG measurements and the biofilm coverage estimation in the ImageJ
program.
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Figure 40: The complete set of strength test results for Escherichia coli biofilms grown for a 5-day
period on polyethylene, glass and stainless steel. Lines have been added to indicate the presence of
two stages of removal, and the distinction between the surfaces in the first stage.
Some trends in removal are clearly observed in Figure 40. There is the tendency of all cases to remove
biofilm in a similar pattern. Following the initiation of removal (at a yield point), there tends to be a
rapid reduction in surface coverage with an increase of 2 to 3 Pa. The later stages (i.e. the removal of
the remaining 20%) are notably slower, and despite the shear stress being already at a high level, large
increases in stress can be induced with diminishing removal results. This shows that surface
attachment of biofilms can occur in highly variable strengths, with some colonies remaining
suggesting two tiers of removal (something which was observed in Figures 37-39 above). Two-stage
lines have been added to the graph to show this effect, with the first stage split according to the
strength differences between the three surfaces. As is shown, for the first 80% removal there is a
strength hierarchy (glass the weakest, polyethylene the strongest), yet this effect is less pronounced
when concerning the most strongly attached 20% (the black line). This must be taken into account
when designing cleaning protocols.
In comparing the strength of attachment on different surfaces for the 5 day growth period, the clearest
result to spot is that the biofilms grown on glass were the weakest. That said, there are still instances
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of resistance up to 16 and 19 Pa which indicates that whilst most of the cells attached less strongly to
glass, there is still the potential to form well-adhered regions of biofilm. It appears, albeit less clearly,
that the polyethylene-based biofilms are stronger after 5 days than those grown on stainless steel.
Again, this loses its significance when it comes to the removal of the remaining 20% of cells. So
whilst there looks to be variations in adhesive strength according to the substrate material, E. coli
appears able to form areas of strong attachment to all the surfaces.
E. coli - 10 Days
Subsequently, E. coli biofilms were grown for 10 days on the same set of surfaces with the aim of
assessing the impact of the extended incubation period on biofilm adhesive strength. Below in Figure
41 the complete strength test data is shown.
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Figure 41: The complete set of strength test results for Escherichia coli biofilms grown for a 10 day
period on polyethylene, glass and stainless steel.
In Figure 41, it can be seen that at the 10 day stage, there is relatively little difference between the
surface attachment strengths of each surface, in contrast to the three coloured trend lines for 5 days in
Figure 40. It appears to be most difficult to remove the first sections of biofilm from glass where
surfaces remain fully fouled at 5-6 Pa, yet as the shear stress is increased further (to approximately 10
Pa) this distinction is no longer noticeable. If anything, the biofilms grown on polyethylene now
appear to be the strongest. Compared with the graph for 5 day biofilms (Figure 40), there is a
considerably more gradual removal taking place here – the removal of 50% of surface coverage
typically occurs between 3 and 10 Pa as opposed to between 4 and 8 Pa in the previous section. This
could be evidence of the biofilms becoming thicker, as this would require the removal of more cells to
expose the bare surface.
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E. coli - 14 Days
E. coli biofilms were then grown for 14 days on the same set of surfaces in order to assess the impact
of the additional four days on biofilm adhesive strength. Below in Figure 42 the complete strength test
data is shown.
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Figure 42: The complete set of strength test results for Escherichia coli biofilms grown for a 14 day
period on polyethylene, glass and stainless steel.
The compiled results for 14 days in Figure 42 indicate the relative weakness of the attachment to
polyethylene of these biofilms. Approximately 75% removal can be seen in the region of 8-12 Pa, yet
on the surfaces shear stresses of 16 Pa appear to be necessary. The stage at which removal is initiated
does not appear to have altered much, and the same seems to be true for the rate of removal as the
stress increases. There is however evidence that biofilms are capable of remaining attached to all three
surfaces at stresses greater than 25 Pa, and this persistence of smaller regions of biofilm accounts for
the greater stresses required in order to completely clean the surface.
E. coli - 21 Days
Subsequently, E. coli biofilms were grown for 21 days on the same set of surfaces with the aim of
checking whether or not the adhesive strength continues to increase.
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Figure 43: The complete set of strength test results for Escherichia coli biofilms grown for a 21 day
period on polyethylene, glass and stainless steel.
The above graph suggest that E. coli biofilms attach most strongly to glass after 21 days of incubation.
A tenth of the biofilm grown on glass is able to survive over 20 Pa of shear stress, whereas those
grown on the other surfaces are all but eliminated by this stage. The removal of the first 40% of cells
can be seen to occur in a short space of time irrespective of the surface material, before a more
gradual, almost linear reduction in coverage until the surface is clean. The steel and polyethylene are
clean after a 20 Pa shear stress, and the glass by 29 Pa, which are all lower than the equivalent values
for the 14-day biofilms. This appears to be conclusive evidence that they have passed beyond a point
where the attachment is becoming weaker.
E. coli - 28 Days
Finally, E. coli biofilms were grown for 28 days on the same set of surfaces with the aim of assessing
whether there would be any further impact from extending the incubation period further.
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Figure 44: The complete set of strength test results for Escherichia coli biofilms grown for a 28 day
period on polyethylene, glass and stainless steel.
There is a substantial weakening of attachment as incubation is extended up to 28 days. After 21 days,
at least 20 Pa was necessary to clean any of the surfaces, but after 28 days the strongest remaining
biofilms were those grown on stainless steel which required 13 Pa to remove. On polyethylene, the
weakest of the three, as little as 6-7 Pa was sufficient, a contrast to the earlier stages where a relatively
strong adhesion was observed and 50% removal was harder than for the other surfaces – those regions
of biofilm which attached readily may have reached a natural detachment phase sooner. There is a
clear hierarchy of strength at this point, with results for the three surfaces quite distinct from one
another. What is also notable is how little evidence of extensive strong attachment there is – even on
stainless steel, as much as 50% of the surface was cleaned using a stress of just over 3 Pa. After 21
days, however, the weakest (polyethylene) only saw a 40% reduction in coverage at this stage. This
graph suggests that a point in ageing has been reached where a coverage of strongly-attached biofilm
is simply no longer possible.
Summary
Having collected results for the full set of strength tests for E. coli biofilms, it is beneficial to look at a
compiled display of results in order to achieve the best overall method of studying trends according to
the effects of both the incubation periods and the substrate material. Figure 45 is an interpolation
showing the estimated shear stress and mean pipe flow velocity (calculated using Eq. (2)) required to
remove 50 % and 95% of the biofilm surface coverage plotted against the incubation times. The
interpolation is based on the use of logarithmic trendlines to fit the curves from the graphs in Figures
40 to 44. In all cases, logarithmic curves provided the most accurate fit to the data points. The error
bars included here are representative of the accuracy of the trend line fit for each case, calculating the
standard error in shear stress required for 50% or 95% removal.
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Figure 45: The overall strength test results for Escherichia coli biofilms grown on all three test
surfaces shown, in terms of the shear stress required in order to remove 50% and 95% of the surface
coverage. Values for the equivalent pipe flow velocity (using equation 23) are shown for selected data
points (ms-1).
Looking at the points for 50% removal, there appears to be little difference between most of the
values for the three surfaces. The values are relatively wide apart after 5 days, although taking into
account how they appear to switch places after 10 and 14 days, this is likely to be due to wider
fluctuation in values rather than a removal trend. The only general pattern to be observed is a decrease
in strength which can be seen for all three surfaces, suggesting that large coverage proportions of
older biofilms can be removed with relative ease.
Based on the figures for 95% surface removal, after 10 days‘ incubation the biofilms grown on
polyethylene and stainless steel were stronger than those grown on glass (24 Pa shear stress required
to eliminate polyethylene based biofilms, 14 Pa to remove from glass). This stage proved to be the
peak strength for the polyethylene biofilms, unlike on the other surfaces where the strength continued
to increase up to 14 days. After having previously been the weakest, the attachment to the glass dishes
became considerably stronger by this stage (33 Pa required), whilst the polyethylene samples are more
readily removed with a stress of 22 Pa. This would imply a stronger, or more consistent, initial
attachment of E. coli biofilms to polyethylene and an earlier maturation. It is possible that, once
initiated, the glass-based biofilms become more firmly established despite experiencing difficulties in
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the early stages. A decline in adhesive strength was noticeable on all three surfaces after growth
periods of 21 and 28 days despite the daily provision of fresh medium, suggesting the weakening of
EPS structures (due to degradation of components). Additionally, the variations between the surfaces
decreased as the biofilms aged, which is logical given that the surface-attached layer is already in
place and continued development is dependent on cell multiplication rather than surface adhesion.
These results suggest that cleaning E. coli biofilms from glass surfaces should be relatively more
straight-forward, provided it is carried out regularly before the biofilms become established.
For steel and polyethylene surfaces, however, initial attachment is more rapid and therefore more
energy would be required to clean them where sterility is an important factor. The strong early
attachment of bacteria to polyethylene is followed by an earlier maturation and hence a more rapid
weakening of bonds, and dispersion. Waiting for the biofilms to reach their weakest point at 28 days
is unlikely to ever be an advisable course of action due to the risk of contamination and potential
further infiltration of pathogens. Ideally there should be a balance between cleaning regularly enough
to avoid health risks, and avoiding excessive cleaning with an eye on reducing water and energy
usage.
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5.6.2 Burkholderia cepacia Biofilms
The same procedure was then conducted in order to test the strength of attachment of Burkholderia
cepacia biofilms to the same three surfaces, after 5, 10, 14, 21 and 28 days of incubation.
B. cepacia – 5 Days
As before, the first set of biofilms were incubated for 5 days. The results are shown below, with the
first set taken for the polyethylene substrate.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 46: Selected optical microscope images of B. cepacia biofilms grown on polyethylene for 5
days: tested under FDG at (a) h/dt = 0.26, 4 ± 0.4 Pa (b) h/dt = 0.21, 7 ± 0.1 Pa (c) h/dt = 0.16, 11 ±
0.2 Pa (d) h/dt = 0.11, 15 ± 0.1 Pa. The percentages of biofilm removed at each stage were: (a) 38%;
(b) 60%; (c) 77%; (d) 99%.
The removal pattern shown in Figure 46 is similar to that observed for the E. coli biofilms. In image
b) the removal of regions can be observed, after which the remaining regions are depleted to leave
isolated clusters of cells before the surface is entirely clean. In comparison to the E. coli biofilms
grown for 5 days on polyethylene, these results suggest that the attachment is weaker in this case. The
surface has been cleaned by a shear stress of 15 ± 0.1 Pa, compared to 18 ± 0.6 Pa for E. coli. This is
even more noticeable in the early stages – 8 ± 0.4 Pa was required to remove 41% of the E. coli
surface coverage, whereas 38% of B. cepacia could be removed using only 4 ± 0.4 Pa.
Now, in Figure 47 the results for glass are shown.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 47: Selected optical microscope images of B. cepacia biofilms grown on glass for 5 days:
tested under FDG at (a) h/dt = 0.26, 4 ± 0.4 Pa (b) h/dt = 0.22, 6 ± 0.3 Pa (c) h/dt = 0.17, 9 ± 0.4 Pa (d)
h/dt = 0.12, 14 ± 0.4 Pa. The percentages of biofilm removed at each stage were: (a) 25%; (b) 42%;
(c) 74%; (d) 97%.
The results for glass-based biofilms show similarities to those for polyethylene. The stages of removal
are the same, and the stress required to clean the surface (up to 97% in this case) is similar. The only
noticeable distinction is the relative resistance to removal in the first stage – 25% of cells removed
rather than 38% under a stress of 4 ± 0.4 Pa. The same is true when comparing the results to those for
E. coli grown on glass. In that case, 7 ± 0.3 Pa was able to remove up to 72% of the biofilm,
compared with only 42% removal using 6 Pa shear stress here. There are however closer similarities
for image d) – 14 ± 0.4 Pa (B. cepacia) and 16 ± 0.4 Pa (E. coli) required to remove 97% of coverage.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 48: Selected optical microscope images of B. cepacia biofilms grown on stainless steel for 5
days: tested under FDG at (a) h/dt = 0.25, 4 ± 0.2 Pa (b) h/dt = 0.2, 7 ± 0.3 Pa (c) h/dt = 0.15, 12 ± 0.3
Pa (d) h/dt = 0.1, 16 ± 0.2 Pa. The percentages of biofilm removed at each stage were: (a) 14%; (b)
53%; (c) 91%; (d) 100%.
The stress required to eliminate the biofilm from the stainless steel surface is again similar to those for
polyethylene and glass. This range of 14 to 16 Pa for complete removal contrasts with the greater
variance seen for the E. coli strength tests. As for the removal images in the figure and the associated
percentage removals, there is similarly little difference in strength between steel and the other two
surfaces.
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Figure 49: The complete set of strength test results for Burkholderia cepacia biofilms grown for 5
days on polyethylene, glass and stainless steel.
Figure 49 shows again how the removal behaviour of B. cepacia biofilms was very similar across all
the surfaces after 5 days‘ incubation. The results for polyethylene and glass are in particular very
close together, with the suggestion that attachment may have been slightly stronger to stainless steel,
noticeably in the range between 10 and 15 Pa, during which approximately 75-85% of coverage was
removed from steel compared to 85-95% from polyethylene and glass. The biofilms do appear to be
weaker than their E. coli counterparts. This can be seen in the initial point of removal at 3-4 Pa as
opposed to 5 Pa in Figure 40, and also in the region in which the surface is cleaned (14-16 Pa rather
than 18 Pa and beyond).
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B. cepacia – 10 Days
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Figure 50: The complete set of strength test results for Burkholderia cepacia biofilms grown for 10
days on polyethylene, glass and stainless steel.
Figure 50 shows that the removal behaviour for all three surfaces is again very similar after 10 days‘
incubation, as was the case for 5 days. It does however indicate, as suggested earlier, that the biofilms
on stainless steel were more strongly attached. This distinction becomes noticeable in the range above
50% removal – up to this point there is little difference between the results for the three surfaces. In
order to reduce the surface coverage by 75%, a shear stress of 10-12 Pa is sufficient for polyethylene
and glass surfaces whereas 14 Pa is required for stainless steel. If approximately half of the attached
cells display greater resilience on steel, then this should be sufficient to suggest that the potential for
stronger attachment is greater – the weakest-attached regions are equally easy to remove regardless of
the surface. A general increase in strength from the results for 5 days is noticeable – complete
removal now requires 16-20 Pa as opposed to 14-16 Pa.
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B. cepacia – 14 Days
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Figure 51: The complete set of strength test results for Burkholderia cepacia biofilms grown for 14
days on polyethylene, glass and stainless steel.
The main distinction in the graph in Figure 51 from the respective results from the 5 and 10 day
experiments is the greater dispersion of data points. The polyethylene results are noticeably weaker
than the others, with the data curve following a similar pattern to the previous incubation periods. For
glass and stainless steel, however, the rate of removal slows considerably once the first 70-75% has
been eliminated. This is the first major sign of an increase in adhesive strength, and interestingly it has
occurred at the same stage as it had for E. coli. If this is to be the peak biofilm age for strength, as it
was for E. coli, then it can be said that the attachment of B. cepacia is weaker, as all the surfaces can
be cleaned with a shear stress of 27 Pa whereas 34 Pa was required for the same result for E coli.
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B. cepacia – 21 Days
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Figure 52: The complete set of strength test results for Burkholderia cepacia biofilms grown for 21
days on polyethylene, glass and stainless steel.
After the more dispersed spread of data points in the previous section for 14-day biofilms, the results
here have returned to the more uniform curves seen in the earlier stages. The graph suggests that the
biofilms on polyethylene are slightly easier to remove than those grown on the other surfaces. A shear
stress of 7 Pa was able to remove over 70% of cells from polyethylene, compared with approximately
50% from steel. The total yield strengths of 14-16 Pa are considerably lower than the 19-26 Pa range
for those grown for 14 days. The extent of the loss in adhesive strength is steep, as they are also
weaker than the 10-day old biofilms. Again, they are weaker than the equivalent E. coli biofilms,
which has consistently been the case for all the B. cepacia results so far.
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B. cepacia – 28 Days
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Figure 53: The complete set of strength test results for Burkholderia cepacia biofilms grown for 28
days on polyethylene, glass and stainless steel.
In the summary graph for 28 days (Figure 53), there is little difference between the three surfaces in
terms of removal behaviour. The one exception to this is the relative difficulty in removing the final
20% of the biofilms on polyethylene, which is intriguing in itself as this is the first time in which the
polyethylene-based cells have been the most difficult to remove. These biofilms are the weakest of the
section, requiring no more than 12 Pa to clean all the surfaces, and approximately 5 Pa to reduce the
surface coverage by 50%. This has the effect of continuing the downward trend in strength started by
the 21-day biofilms and echoes that seen for E. coli.
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Figure 54: The overall strength test results for Burkholderia cepacia biofilms grown on all three test
surfaces shown, in terms of the shear stress required in order to remove 50% and 95% of the surface
coverage. Values for the equivalent pipe flow velocity are shown for selected data points (ms-1).
Now, as shown in Figure 54, we can compare the effects of varying incubation times on the adhesive
strength of B. cepacia biofilms across the three chosen surfaces. The peak in strength at the 14-day
point seen in the E. coli results in recognisable again here, this time for all surfaces (polyethylene
peaked after 10 days previously). With the exception of a fairly modest peak point for polyethylene,
the three 95% removal curves follow very similar patterns, showing little difference in B. cepacia
adhesion across the different surfaces. There is a notable increase in strength on glass and stainless
steel after 14 days, implying that the suggestion that the greatest resistance to hydraulic removal
occurs after 14 days provided by the E. coli tests may be a typical feature for bacteria such as these.
What is also similar is the stress required to remove 50% of the surface coverage. All values are in the
range of 5 to 9 Pa, and the variation between surfaces and incubation periods is quite minimal. Up
until 21 days, the E. coli biofilms proved more difficult to remove than B. cepacia from all surfaces.
After 28 days, approximately 10 Pa appears to be sufficient regardless of species or surface material.
In terms of the efficient, safe removal of the biofilms, the same guidelines would apply. Removal with
minimum water or energy would take place after 28 days, although this would be inadvisable in the
majority of cases due to the risk of contamination. One would expect the optimum point of cleaning to
be early on in the biofilm development process i.e. regular cleaning.
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5.6.3 Mixed Species Biofilms
Mixed Species – 5 Days

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 55: Selected optical microscope images of mixed species biofilms grown on polyethylene for
5 days: tested under FDG at (a) h/dt = 0.25, 4 ± 0.2 Pa (b) h/dt = 0.20, 6 ± 0.1 Pa (c) h/dt = 0.15, 12 ±
0.2 Pa (d) h/dt = 0.10, 14 ± 0.4 Pa. The percentages of biofilm removed at each stage were: (a) 9%; (b)
45%; (c) 91%; (d) 100%.
The removal of the mixed species biofilms from polyethylene in Figure 55 suggests a similar yield
strength to the B. cepacia biofilms in the previous section. The point of complete removal occurs after
a shear stress of 14 ± 0.4 Pa, whereas 15 ± 0.1 Pa produced the same effect for B. cepacia. Biofilm of
E. coli showed a greater resilience in general. On the other hand, only 9% of coverage was removed
with 4 ± 0.2 Pa, which resulted in as much as 38% of B. cepacia cells being removed at the same
stage.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 56: Selected optical microscope images of mixed species biofilms grown on glass for 5 days:
tested under FDG at (a) h/dt = 0.25, 4 ± 0.5 Pa (b) h/dt = 0.21, 5 ± 0.2 Pa (c) h/dt = 0.15, 12 ± 0.2 Pa
(d) h/dt = 0.1, 14 ± 0.5 Pa. The percentages of biofilm removed at each stage were: (a) 17%; (b) 59%;
(c) 94%; (d) 100%.
The point of removal from glass similarly echoes that of 5-day old B. cepacia biofilms, with the
surfaces being cleaned with a stress of 14 ± 0.5 Pa, in contrast with the greater strength of E. coli
cultures. A lower shear stress (4 ± 0.5 Pa) again has less removal effect, reducing coverage by 17%,
with the same stresses removing approximately 25% from the monocultures. The strength of these
biofilms has a close resemblance to those grown on polyethylene in Figure 55.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 57: Selected optical microscope images of mixed species biofilms grown on stainless steel for
5 days: tested under FDG at (a) h/dt = 0.25, 4 ± 0.5 Pa (b) h/dt = 0.17, 10 ± 0.2 Pa (c) h/dt = 0.1, 15 ±
0.2 Pa (d) h/dt = 0.06, 19 ± 0.5 Pa. The percentages of biofilm removed at each stage were: (a) 23%;
(b) 78%; (c) 95%; (d) 100%.
Again, the resilience of these mixed biofilms is closer to that of B. cepacia to E. coli. The most stark
signifier of this is that 10 ± 0.2 Pa is able to remove 78% of the biofilm, yet for E. coli, 13 ± 0.4 Pa is
able to remove only 73%. There is an increase in yield strength compared to the polyethylene and
glass-based biofilms, although more of the surface was cleaned with a stress of 4 Pa.
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Figure 58: The complete set of strength test results for mixed species biofilms grown for 5 days on
polyethylene, glass and stainless steel.
There are two main points which can be made from the evidence in Figure 58; firstly that the biofilms
grown on glass appear to be the weakest. This is especially clear in the earlier stages, where shear
stresses in the region of 4-5 Pa have removed up to 50% of the cell coverage. On the other surfaces, as
little as 25% is removed by the same stress. This would suggest that the mixed biofilms have
experienced considerable difficulty in establishing extensive networks on glass after 5 days, although
some smaller clusters of cells are clearly able to form. Secondly, the biofilms grown on stainless steel
are the most resilient to removal. This becomes apparent once approximately 80% of the biofilm has
been removed – prior to this point there is little difference in strength. Those remaining cells then
require typically 2-3 Pa extra shear stress in order to achieve the same effect.
The stage at which complete removal is achieved is very close to that for B. cepacia (in the region of
15-18 Pa) and considerably lower than for E. coli. Depending on the results for the following sections,
this could be informative about the nature of how the two species interact within the biofilm.
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Mixed Species – 10 Days
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Figure 59: The complete set of strength test results for mixed species biofilms grown for 10 days on
polyethylene, glass and stainless steel.
Differences between the adhesive strengths of mixed species biofilms on the three surfaces are much
harder to determine than they were for the 5-day incubation. With the exception of a couple of
outliers, the data points for each surface display a very close similarity. The primary difference from
the graph after 5 days (Figure 58) is the more gradual removal of the first sections of biofilm. In this
instance, the progression from initial removal to 50% cleaning occurs between 3-9 Pa, whereas after 5
days the same change in coverage took place in the 3-7 Pa region. This suggests that the biofilms are
beginning to develop a more widespread adhesion at this stage, with cells being removed much more
gradually rather than with large sections being displaced at once.
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Mixed Species – 14 Days
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Figure 60: The complete set of strength test results for mixed species biofilms grown for 14 days on
polyethylene, glass and stainless steel.
There appears to be two distinct phases in the removal of mixed species biofilms after 14 days. The
first 70% of surface coverage can be removed between a change in shear stress of 3 to 10 Pa, a
gradual but consistent reduction in biofilm proliferation similar to that observed for the 10-day
growth. Following this stage, however, increases in shear stress have a much more negligible effect,
and removal of the remaining 25% requires increases in stress of up to 25 Pa. A similar pattern was
noted for B. cepacia, and to an extent for E. coli, although in the case of the latter a greater dispersion
of data points led to a less clear trend. In contrast, here there is relatively little distinction between the
results for the different surfaces, with the arguable exception of a lesser resilience of polyethylenebased biofilms towards the removal of the final 10% of cells. This would appear to account for the
levelling out of total yield strength on polyethylene between 10 and 14 days, in comparison to the
continuing increase in strength on the other surfaces. Yet again it can be noted that it is in the removal
of the final regions of biofilm which dictates the differences in cleaning difficulty between surfaces,
and to an extent between incubation periods.
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Mixed Species – 21 Days
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Figure 61: The complete set of strength test results for mixed species biofilms grown for 21 days on
polyethylene, glass and stainless steel.
The clearest and most important difference between Figure 61 and the respective graph for 14 days is
that all of the data show an overall reduction in strength compared with those results. Dependent on
the surface, complete cleaning of the surface now requires between 18 and 23 Pa, compared to
between 22 and 27 Pa previously. However, the pattern of removal of the first 70-75% of surface
coverage is extremely similar, with a less abrupt flattening-out of the curve beyond this point
accounting for the relative ease of removal. The exception to this is the stainless steel-based biofilms,
which still exhibit a level of resilience when reduced to the remaining 25% of surface-attached cells,
suggesting that the biofilms are able to establish a more enduring attachment to steel than the other
surfaces.
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Mixed Species – 28 Days
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Figure 62: The complete set of strength test results for mixed species biofilms grown for 28 days on
polyethylene, glass and stainless steel.
As was the case for both monocultures, the mixed biofilms are easiest to remove at the 28 day stage.
Shear stresses in the region of 10-13 Pa are capable of cleaning all of the biofilm from the surface, a
considerable fall from 17-23 Pa after 21 days‘ growth. The other important observation from Figure
62 is that the data points follow a much more linear path of removal relative to increasing shear stress,
compared to the previously observed result of the increased difficulty in removing the last 25% of
surface coverage. This suggests that resilient attachment to the surface is effectively non-existent after
28 days of incubation, and it could be inferred that the cultures have reached their dispersion phase.
This makes the cells easier to remove, but dispersion of bacteria has the potential to present
contamination issues.
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Figure 63: The overall strength test results for mixed species biofilms grown on all three test surfaces
shown, in terms of the shear stress required in order to remove 50% and 95% of the surface coverage.
Values for the equivalent pipe flow velocity are shown for selected data points (ms-1).
Figure 63 shows the combined adhesive strength test results for mixed species biofilms across all
three surfaces. As was the case for the E. coli and B. cepacia biofilms, the strength of attachment
increases up to the 14-day point and then decreases thereafter. Similarly, polyethylene does not
experience any particular peak increase, instead showing a close similarity in attachment strength
between 10 and 14 days. A large increase in strength on glass is again observed after 14 days. The
presence of the peaks in strength being at the same stage as for the monocultures is not especially
surprising, given that the same species are used here. The stress required to remove 95% of the
surface coverage bears a much closer resemblance to the results for B. cepacia, which may be the
result of competition between the species for nutrients and surface area if B. cepacia was able to
establish a competitive advantage. Likewise, the curves for 50% removal are very similar for B.
cepacia and the mixed species biofilms. Also, as was observed in the previous sections,
approximately 10 Pa is able to remove most of the cells when grown for 28 days, which may support
the idea that the detachment phase has commenced as neither the species nor the surface appears to
have much of an impact on ease of removal.
There is little new to report with regards to efficient cleaning methods. Once again a suitable balance
between regular cleaning (and therefore amount of water used), and management of contamination
risk over time would need to be established.
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5.6.4 Strength Tests Discussion
The majority of the trends of attachment strength relative to incubation time from the rest of this
section hold true for each variation in terms of species and surface. The following three graphs in
Figure 64 separate the results by surface, in order to gain a clearer picture of how the biofilms interact
with each surface and to compare the relationships between the removal behaviour of the strains
independent of the variations due to the surface.
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Figure 64: A comparison of the estimated wall shear stress required to remove 95% (from surface
coverage analysis using ImageJ) of E. Coli, B. cepacia, and mixed species biofilms grown on: (a)
polyethylene, (b) glass and (c) stainless steel, after a range of incubation times. The error bars take
into account the potential inaccuracy of the interpolation, and the scope for experimental errors.
As shown in Figure 64, the general trend of strength relative to incubation time does not change with
respect to surface material or species. Every permutation starts relatively weak after 5 days before
increasing in strength through 10 and 14 days, and eventually weakening in attachment resulting in
the easiest removal occurring after 28 days. Biofilms grown on polyethylene show more gradual
change both in the increase and decline in strength, whist those attached to glass and stainless steel
exhibit sharper reses and fall, and are generally very similar with the exception of the E. coli biofilms
on glass which proved to be unusually strong at the 14-day peak. An interesting exception is the delay
in strength increase between 5 and 10 days on glass, which could be advantageous in terms of
cleaning. The biofilms grown on polyethylene showed the weakest retention of cells, which, regarding
the surface energy results, would contradict the literature unless the cells themselves were
hydrophilic. The polyethylene-based biofilms did tend to reach their peak strength more rapidly than
the others, however, which could be explained by an enhanced adhesive potential allowing the cells to
establish biofilms more efficiently. The thickness reduction tests support this idea, with polyethylenebased biofilms all showing an earlier peak in strength. Combining these results with the critical
surface energy values would suggest that whilst initial adhesion may be enhanced by a hydrophobic
surface, once biofilms become established the surface energy has little impact.
This means that all of the biofilms are easier to remove after being allowed to grow for 28 days or
longer, which presents the immediately obvious risk of pathogens and other contaminants being able
to prosper, which is even more of a problem if cells are already naturally detaching as was hinted at
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by the removal patterns in the results for 28 days. On the other hand, to clean every 5 days (or more
frequently) would be much more costly, and if chemical disinfectants were used, issues regarding
toxicity and reactivity etc. would be enhanced and the potential for the biofilms to acquire resistance
to the chemical used would be much heightened.
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Figure 65: A comparison of the estimated wall shear stress required to remove 95% of B. cepacia
and mixed species biofilms from polyethylene, glass and stainless steel surfaces after a range of
incubation times.
The data in Figure 65 indicates the relative similarity between the removal behaviour of Burkholderia
cepaic and mixed biofilms, as was observed on multiple occasions in the step-by-step results earlier in
this section. This was also noticeable in Figure 64, where the curves for E. coli tend to differ from the
other two on each surface. In Figure 65, it is clear that the curves all follow similar courses, and are
particularly close at the 5 and 28-day points as well as the pairs for each surface showing similar
adhesive strength after 14 days. The tendency of mixed species attachment to closely resemble that of
B. cepacia suggests that competitive behaviour is taking place between the two species, with E. coli
struggling to form adhesive bonds with the surface. Possible reasons for this are discussed in Section
2.2.4: competition for nutrients or media formulations being the more simplistic, although it is also
possible that E. coli occupies the more nutrient-rich outer layers, leaving B. cepacia at the surface
layer which would therefore govern the resistance to removal.
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Figure 66: Comparisons between adhesive strength values and recorded amounts of a) protein and b)
glucose in the equivalent biofilm samples. All data are taken from mixed species biofilms. The
incubation periods (in days) are shown in the labels.
Figure 66 is an attempt to show the relationship between the amount of proteins and polysaccharides
measured and the results of the strength section for mixed biofilms on the three surfaces. Linear trends
were observed in graph a), indicating a direct relationship between protein concentration and adhesive
strength, and this could therefore play a significant role in the surface adhesion of a biofilm. The
steepest gradient in seen on glass, where greater increases in strength can be seen for an increase in
protein concentration. There are two key differences: the protein peak occurs just before the peaks in
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adhesive and cohesive strength (both 14 days for all surfaces), and a less pronounced decline after 28
days. The most likely explanation for the first point is that the impact of the first stage of EPS
degradation takes a short period to have an effect on removal behaviour – in fact the adhesive strength
of biofilms on both polyethylene and stainless steel increased little between 10 and 14 days,
suggesting that the reversal of the trend had already begun. There is also a positive trend between
adhesive strength and polysaccharide levels, although the points fit to a logarithmic curve, suggesting
a limitation to the impact of sugar concentration on adhesion as it continues to increase. Similar to the
observation for the strengths compared to incubation time, the ease of removal of the first 50% is
seemingly unrelated to protein or polysaccharide levels, supporting the idea of the formation of
stronger regions of biofilm. It can also be seen how the peak in polysaccharide quantity precedes the
peak in adhesive strength by a few days, occurring at 10 days whereas the strength continues to
increase up to 14 days.
Table 7: The full set of average shear stress values required to remove 50% and 95% surface
coverage of E. coli, B. cepacia, and mixed species biofilms grown under static conditions from
polyethylene, glass and stainless steel.
Removal from Polyethylene [τmax] [Pa]

Removal from Glass [τmax] [Pa]

E. coli

E. coli

B. cepacia

Mixed

B. cepacia

Mixed
Species

Species
Days

50%

95%

50%

95%

50%

95%

Days

50%

95%

50%

95%

50%

95%

5

10.6

17.6

6.5

13.6

6.8

13.8

5

4.9

14.9

5.2

13.3

4.8

12.3

10

7.2

24.4

6.9

16.5

8.2

18.8

10

8.9

15.0

7.0

15.3

7.2

19.4

14

6.2

24.4

7.6

18.1

8.4

19.2

14

10.2

34.0

8.5

23.5

7.5

23.4

21

5.3

17.8

5.5

13.3

7.4

15.4

21

5.4

25.5

7.0

14.5

7.9

17.3

28

2.1

6.6

5.1

12.1

4.8

10.7

28

2.8

9.9

5.5

10.4

5.3

9.8

Removal from Stainless Steel [τmax] [Pa]
E. coli

B. cepacia

Mixed
Species

Days

50%

95%

50%

95%

50%

95%

5

8.1

19.8

6.6

14.7

6.7

15.7

10

7.3

23.5

8.0

18.7

9.1

22.3

14

8.3

28.6

9.0

25.4

9.4

24.1

21

7.1

19.6

7.4

15.1

8.6

20.1

28

2.5

9.5

5.9

10.7

6.1

11.7
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5.7 Thickness Tests
The average values for the thickness of biofilms grown on all three surfaces are displayed in Figure 67
below:
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Figure 67: Graphs showing the average thickness of a) E. coli; b) B. cepacia; and c) mixed species
biofilms as measured by FDG. The error bars show the minimum and maximum thicknesses measured
for each incubation period.
These results suggest a consistent, rapid increase in thickness up to the 14-day growth point, followed
by the beginnings of a slow natural reduction once the biofilms have fully matured. The results after 5
days should be treated with some caution given the gauge‘s thickness resolution of ±5 µm, although
even allowing for that the trend of consistent increase holds true. In general, the table shows strong
similarities between the thicknesses experienced across the surfaces and the bacteria involved,
suggesting that whilst the substrate may impact upon the ability of biofilms to attach, it has little
effect on the potential thickness of the deposits. The mixed species biofilms appear to continue to
become thicker all the way up until 28 days albeit more slowly, whilst the monocultures have either
completely levelled off or begun to show signs of a slight decline in thickness. How much longer this
would continue for is impossible to say from these results, but it does suggest a delay in the
development of more complex, thicker structures, which may support the idea of inter-species
competition having an impact upon the growth of the biofilms. However, it may be risky to draw too
many conclusions from this given the variation between the minimum and maximum recorded values
for each data point. What can be confirmed, though, is that the biofilms clearly do not decline in
thickness in the same way in which they lose adhesive strength. This is in keeping with phases of
growth detailed in Section 2.3, in which ageing biofilms begin to experience detachment at a rate
similar to their growth, so although cells are more readily removed the thickness of the biofilms does
not radically change.
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Figure 68: Comparisons between biofilm thickness and recorded amounts of a) protein and b)
glucose in the equivalent biofilm samples. All data are taken from mixed species biofilms. The
incubation periods (in days) are shown in the labels.
Figure 68 suggests that the concentrations of protein and polysaccharides in a biofilm do not increase
in line with the thickness of the biofilm. Both graphs show that the thickness of the biofilms continue
to increase whilst the protein and glucose levels peak in around 10-14 days, showing again the greater
correlation with biofilm strength. The key difference is that the thickness does not experience a
decline as the incubation period is extended towards the later ages. This could signify either a
decrease in biofilm density or a degradation of EPS even as the cells continue to reproduce. It may
coincide with the phase of dispersal, where it is considered easier for the outer layers to slough off
with low resistance.
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5.7.1 Thickness Reduction
Is this section it can be seen how the shear stress inflicted by the nozzle can remove layers of the
biofilm, ideally giving an idea of the cohesive strength of the biofilms and how they can be removed.
Firstly, below is a selection of examples of these tests, in order to indicate how the gradual removal of
the deposit proceeds as the shear stress applied is increased.
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Figure 69: The percentage of biofilm thickness reduction in terms of the estimated wall shear stress
deduced from the mass flow rate at the respective nozzle clearance (h/dt), for a biofilm of E. coli
grown for 14 days on a polyethylene surface.
The example shown in Figure 69 displays how the step-by-step reduction in biofilm thickness
proceeds. The plot of Cd versus h/dt is shown in Appendix 5, showing the displacement in the x-axis
for a certain discharge coefficient, as the difference in h/dt values is equal to h-h0, or δ as it is
otherwise known. The reduction in thickness due to increasing shear stress can be expressed as a
remaining percentage of this value. This reduction is shown in Figure 69, where the loss of biofilm is
shown relative to shear stress. Sections of biofilm appear to have been removed rather than it being a
gradual process – in this example there are four distinct stages: a small layer is removed with
approximately 3-4 Pa: this is followed by the removal of a large section at 6 Pa; there are then two
roughly similar reductions in thickness before the biofilm has effectively been eliminated using a
stress of 18 Pa. As a comparison, it was shown in the previous section that 27 Pa was able to remove
the surface coverage for an equivalent biofilm, which indicates that the increase from 18 to 27 Pa is
focussed on removing surface-attached cells from specific regions. Indeed the same strength test
showed that just 14 Pa was able to remove 89% of the surface coverage, so this suggests that only
certain regions exhibit this extra attachment strength.
Next we can look at a different set of results, this time for a mixed species biofilm grown on glass.
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Figure 70: The percentage of biofilm thickness reduction in terms of the estimated wall shear stress
deduced from the mass flow rate at the respective nozzle clearance (h/dt), for a mixed species biofilm
grown for 14 days on a glass surface.
There is less difference between the test and calibration curves (shown in Appendix 5) this time
around, partly because the biofilm began with a thickness of 79.9 Pa rather than the 92.6 Pa of the
previous example. Figure 70 indicates that there is a similar dynamic of removal, with layers being
sucked away from the outer surface of the biofilm. The first bulk removal has taken away the outer
50% of the biofilm, which is notably greater than the 10% removed at the same stage in the previous
example. The remaining biofilm was removed more gradually than the previous case, where there was
a second bulk loss followed by a static period. Overall removal was much easier in this instance, with
the biofilm reduced to what would appear to be a surface layer by a shear stress of approximately 11
Pa, compared to 18 Pa for the E. coli biofilm, suggesting a markedly lower cohesive strength. This
despite reaching a similar thickness after incubation, suggesting little correlation between complex
development and strength. Whether the tests for B. cepacia show similarity of the E. coli monoculture
in this regard, or echo the similarity with the mixed species biofilms observed in the adhesive strength
tests remains to be seen.
The following example is for a biofilm grown on stainless steel.
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Figure 71: A graph showing how the discharge coefficient (Cd) relative to the dimensionless nozzle
clearance distance (h/dt) differs compared to a calibration plot due to the presence of a B. cepacia
biofilm grown for 10 days on stainless steel.
The biofilm in the above example reached a thickness of 43.5 Pa, which means that the plot of Cd vs.
h/dt offers little clue as to the removal profile, similar to the mixed species biofilm examined
previously. Figure 71 suggests a closer resemblance in profile to the E. coli biofilm in Figure 69, as
there are two major bulk removals of biofilm at 4 Pa and 6 Pa. In terms of strength however, there is a
strong similarity to the mixed species biofilm, as the initial reduction in thickness removes the full top
half of the layer and the surface layer is exposed at approximately 11 Pa. On this basis, the cohesive
strength of the B. cepacia and mixed species biofilms show a similarity much like the adhesive
strength, and although this is for 10 days‘ growth rather than 14, the suggestion is that the E. coli
biofilm has a generally much greater resistance to removal than the others. In order to draw better
conclusions, the complete set of thickness reduction tests need to now be examined.
Results
Having conducted a full set of thickness and removal tests on all three surfaces with each culture and
mixed-species biofilms, the results can be analysed for trends in how the bulk of a biofilm is removed,
and how easily this can be done. Whilst image analysis is helpful in quantifying the surface coverage
(i.e. the adhesive strength of biofilms); the cohesive strength between layers is also of importance and
can be quantified using thickness reduction tests.
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Figure 72: The estimated wall shear stress and selected equivalent mean pipe flow velocities in
brackets (ms-1) required to remove 50%, and 95% of E. coli biofilm thickness from glass,
polyethylene and stainless steel, after a range of incubation periods. The error bars take into account
the potential inaccuracy of the logarithmic interpolation and the scope for experimental errors.
Generally, the relationship between thickness reduction and velocity in this section echo the results
from the strength tests. The biofilms grown for 5 and 21-28 days were the easiest to remove, whilst
those grown for 10 and 14 days proved to be more resilient. The trend was less clear for the glassbased biofilms, in which removal rates were similar with the exception of the notable cohesive
strength of the 14-day biofilms. Figure 72 assimilates these results to show the patterns, with the same
method as with Figure 45 from the previous section.
Figure 72 shows that the strength peak for polyethylene occurs after 10 days (approximately 20 Pa),
and for glass the strength of 5-day and 10-day biofilms is comparable (9-10 Pa), the point for 14 days
appearing to be the beginning of its peak – a value of approximately 15 Pa, which is also incidentally
the lowest peak of the three substrates. The results in Figure 72 also supports the concept of the
attachment, maturation and dispersion stages of biofilm development, and bears a resemblance to the
graph for the E. coli strength tests in Figure 45. The first phase (initial and irreversible attachment) is
analogous with the fragile attachment seen after the 5-day incubation. Maturation seem to occur at
approximately the 10-14 day period with peaks as high as 20-21 Pa (or 2.8-2.9 m/s) for polyethylene
and steel. By the time biofilms had spent 21 – 28 days in incubation, growth on all three substrates
would appear to have reached the dispersion phase, accounting for the relative ease of removal at
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lower shear stress. Older biofilms are also at risk from sloughing, which is the tendency of large
portions of biofilm to detach suddenly under shear. Interestingly, the stress required to remove the top
50% of biofilm does not appear to be dependent on the surface or the incubation period.
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Figure 73: The estimated wall shear stress and selected equivalent mean pipe flow velocities in
brackets (ms-1) required to remove 50%, and 95% of B. cepacia biofilm thickness from glass,
polyethylene and stainless steel, after a range of incubation periods. The error bars take into account
the potential inaccuracy of the logarithmic interpolation and the scope for experimental errors.
The most notable difference between the graph in Figure 73 and the same results for E. coli biofilms
is that these biofilms exhibit a far lower cohesive strength. The hardest to remove according to Figure
73 are the 10-day old biofilms grown on polyethylene requiring 12 Pa to reduce thickness by 95% the greatest strength observed for E. coli was as high as 21 Pa. This is similar to the results for
adhesive strength in the previous section, but the difference between the two strains is much greater
(almost double at peak points). A similarity between the two graphs is that glass-based biofilms
appear to differ in terms of removal patterns over time from the other two surfaces. It is difficult to
say with any certainty why this should be the case, given that this is not concerning the biofilm
surface layer, but the extent of difference along with exhibiting the lowest peak strength in both cases
suggests that it may not be coincidence. The shear stress required for 50% removal again differs little
across surfaces and incubation periods, and is similar to that for E. coli, but this is again unsurprising
given what it represents.
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Figure 74: The estimated wall shear stress and selected equivalent mean pipe flow velocities in
brackets (ms-1) required to remove 50%, and 95% of mixed species biofilm thickness from glass,
polyethylene and stainless steel, after a range of incubation periods. The error bars take into account
the potential inaccuracy of the logarithmic interpolation and the scope for experimental errors.
As was observed for the adhesive strength tests, the removal of mixed species biofilms bears a closer
resemblance to B. cepacia removal. However this is only in terms of the shear stresses required,
ranging from 6 to 11 Pa for 95% removal – the trends regarding removal dependent on the surfaces
and incubation times are quite different. For the B. cepacia biofilms there was much more variation in
strength depending on those other variables, but the mixed biofilms there is a more uniform set of
results where the surfaces appear to have little impact on bulk removal requirements. The 14-day
peaks are almost identical for all three surfaces. Again, 50% removal shear stresses do not appear to
alter with any significance.
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Figure 75: Comparisons between cohesive strength values and recorded amounts of a) protein and b)
glucose in the equivalent biofilm samples. All data are taken from mixed species biofilms. The
incubation periods (in days) are shown in the labels.
Similarly, there appears to be a correlation between protein concentration and cohesive strength,
although the relationship is less clear. The linear trendlines are no longer suitable as they were for
adhesive strength, the results here being more suited to the logarithmic curves seen for glucose in
Figure 66. The implication here is that there is more of a limit to the effect of protein levels on the
adhesive strength, with the gradients starting to reduce as the protein continues to increase. The
exception to this rule is the biofilms grown on stainless steel, where the strength can be seen to be
consistently dependent on protein concentration, with the rate of increase growing exponentially (at
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least within the limits of this data). As for graph b), the correlation between polysaccharides and
cohesive strength was notably weaker. The figures tend to suggest that the levels of protein in the
biofilm are more of a factor in biofilm strength than polysaccharides, particularly in establishing
strong bonds with the surface. In comparison with Figure 68, protein and polysaccharide
concentrations are much more closely linked to cohesive strength than the thickness of the biofilm.
This could indicate the degradation of EPS and/or the death of cells, as despite there being no loss of
thickness as the biofilms continue to age, there is a reduction in both components and a greater ease of
removal of non-surface layers.
Summary
To conclude this section, the surface material has a negligible impact upon the thicknesses which
biofilms can reach. There is also little difference with regards to the species involved. In general terms
they grow in an exponential fashion up to 14 days, and then remain at that particular thickness (80120 Pa) at least until 28 days have passed. However, although total biofilm thickness becomes
stationary after 14 days of growth, removal via hydrodynamic processes starts to become easier as the
biofilms age. This was also witnessed in the adhesive strength section, whereby the biofilms were
typically more strongly-attached after 14 days before becoming easier to remove thereafter. This is
where the dynamics of the growth cycle become more relevant.
In accordance with the theory of biofilm development (section 2.3), this is a hallmark of the stationary
phase in which detachment processes begin to occur alongside continuing cell reproduction.
Sloughing, for example, is viewed as being inevitable for biofilms once they reach a certain thickness
as the connection between the outer layers and the surface becomes more distant. The increased
deposition of EPS due to age can result in deepening nutrient and oxygen gradients between the cells
at the surface, which are frequently starved, and those at the outer layers who are able to access
greater resources. This makes structural weakness a regular reality of older, thicker biofilms, which
will logically have a significant effect on cohesive strength. Cell death is another possibility, although
as discussed in section 2.3, it is a poorly understood factor in the biofilm life cycle. It is possible to
observe the presence of dead cells using microscopic methods, however, even if the mechanisms
responsible are not determinable.
Regarding the species themselves, it can be said using results from both strength and thickness test
results, that E. coli is able to form considerably stronger biofilms than either B. cepacia or the mixed
biofilms containing both species. After the strength tests, this was presumed to be the case following
results where removal from the surface required maximum shear stresses of 25-35 Pa for E. coli but
only 15-25 Pa for B. cepacia and mixed species. Having tested the cohesive strength via thickness
reduction in this section, the difference has been shown to be even more pronounced. That a strong
surface attachment should appear to lead to a stronger cohesion sounds unsurprising at first, although
in terms of cell reproduction is not necessarily a given. More likely is that E. coli is able to produce a
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stronger extracellular matrix, which is the common feature of adhesive strength and cohesion. The
similarity observed between the strength of B. cepacia and mixed species biofilms in both cases
suggests that, rather than developing a collaboration, the two species are acting on competition with
one another. This process can take various forms, such as one occupying the nutrient-rich outer layers,
or the restriction of growth to microcolonies. Whatever the explanation, this shows that despite the
general observation that mixed species biofilms exhibit greater resistance to biocides, this is not
automatically the case for resistance to hydrodynamic stresses.
With regards to cleaning, carrying it out after either 5 or 21-28 days would result in the easiest
removal. If the decision was made to clean after 21 days or more of growth, this would carry a greater
risk of contamination due to the opportunity for the dispersal of pathogenic cultures. The relative ease
of removal at this stage implies that sections of biofilm can readily detach from the bulk deposit, and
it is logical due to the findings of these experiments to suggest that this may regularly occur under
normal process flow conditions. On the other hand, the greater regularity of cleaning after every 5
days would incur greater energy and water requirements. A cleaning protocol would therefore be
dependent on the industry in question (for example, food production may demand the regular cleaning
option due to the enhanced dangers of biological contamination).
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Table 8: The full set of shear stress values required to remove 50% and 95% thickness of E. coli, B.
cepacia, and mixed species biofilms grown under static conditions from polyethylene, glass and
stainless steel.
Removal from Polyethylene [τmax]

Removal from Glass [τmax]

E. coli

E. coli

B. cepacia

Mixed

B. cepacia

Mixed
Species

Species
Days

50%

95%

50%

95%

50%

95%

Days

50%

95%

50%

95%

50%

95%

5

4.9

8.0

3.4

6.1

3.9

6.0

5

5.3

9.3

3.7

5.4

4.4

6.6

10

5.0

20.2

5.0

11.7

5.4

9.5

10

4.9

9.4

4.0

7.7

4.6

8.4

14

4.8

17.7

4.6

10.5

5.0

11.1

14

4.4

14.7

4.6

9.6

4.4

11.3

21

3.1

7.8

4.4

8.3

5.4

9.0

21

4.8

10.6

4.7

9.4

4.6

9.5

28

4.3

6.4

4.0

7.4

4.1

7.7

28

4.0

9.7

4.0

8.8

4.4

8.6

Removal from Stainless Steel [τmax]
E. coli

B. cepacia

Mixed
Species

Days

50%

95%

50%

95%

50%

95%

5

4.3

8.4

3.8

6.5

3.9

6.4

10

5.3

16.9

4.9

9.8

4.6

8.3

14

4.9

20.7

4.4

8.6

4.7

11.1

21

3.0

9.2

4.3

8.0

5.2

9.3

28

3.2

7.9

3.8

6.3

3.7

6.5
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5.8 Biofilm Characterisation – Confocal Microscopy
5.8.1 EPS Coverage
Here was can assess whether or not there is a significant difference in the proliferation of EPS
between 14 and 21 days‘ incubation, the period in which the weakening of the biofilms appears to
commence.

(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

Figure 76: CLSM images showing the extent of EPS coverage on E. coli biofilms grown on glass for
(a) 14 days; and (b) 21 days.
The images in Figure 76 do not suggest a particularly close relationship between the extent of EPS
coverage and strength of attachment. Both 14-day images show a substantial coverage, but the
bottom-left image has a similarly extensive amount of EPS. There is also little difference in the
density of biofilm-containing regions. From this evidence there appears to be little to suggest that it is
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a reduction in EPS coverage which leads to easier removal of biofilms. This contrasts with a reduction
in protein and polysaccharide content over this time period, which was shown in the previous section
to have a relevant correlation with a loss of biofilm strength. It is possible that some of the proteins
and polysaccharides have suffered degradation and formed simpler hydrocarbons (aldehydes, ketones
etc.), or that there has been losses of EPS which have not impacted upon the ratio of coverage.

5.8.2 Live/Dead Staining
The widespread death of component cells is also recognised as a source of reduction of stability and
biofilm loss. Differential staining of cells and CLSM imaging has been employed in order to assess
whether or not this could be a possible reason for the loss of strength between 14 and 21 days instead.

(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

Figure 77: CLSM images showing the presence of live and dead cells in E. coli biofilms grown on
glass for (a) 14 days; and (b) 21 days. Live cells are stained green, dead cells are stained red.
As with the EPS coverage staining tests above, there is not much conclusive evidence in Figure 77 to
suggest that a significant increase in dying cells is a major cause of ease of biofilm removal. Even
after 14 days, it can be seen that there is a reasonable presence of dead cells in amongst the regions of
biofilm, the point at which they have been recognised as being at their strongest. The 21-day image on
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the left has a dinstinct presence of dead cells (they also appear to be reduced in number) , yet the
respective mage on the right shows mostly live cells. The long-term development of biofilms consists
of a continuous process of cell death and reproduction, so therefore trends regarding live/dead cell
proportions can be relatively difficult to spot. The images do suggest, however, that the biofilms are
still producing new, living cells and this can be taken as evidence that cell death is unlikely to be a
significant factor in the first stage of biofim structural weakening.
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6. METHODS – Biofilms Grown Under Flow Conditions
This chapter explains the procedures undertaken in the study of the adhesion and removal behaviour
of Escherichia coli and Burkholderia cepacia biofilms grown under duct flow conditions using fluid
dynamic gauging (FDG). The objective here is to assess the development of biofilms up to and
including 14 days of growth, observing how the strength of attachment and thickness of the cultures)
effects of fluid dynamics on the establishment of a culture. The use of chemical biocides is also
studied in this section, in order to assess how much impact they have on biofilm removal compared to
purely hydrodynamic methods, and therefore balance the amounts of water and chemicals used in
cleaning in keeping with green cleaning principles.

6.1 Materials
6.1.1 Bacteria Strains
As for Chapter 4, biofilms were grown using Escherichia coli Nissle1917, and mixed-species biofilms
of E. coli and Burkholderia cepacia. Monoculture biofilms of B. cepacia were not grown this time
around due to the similarities to the mixed species biofilms in the previous section and the limitation
of being able to run only one incubation at a time due to the nature of the reactor.

6.1.2 Culture Media
All biofilms were grown using M9 minimal media, as detailed in Section 4.1.2.

6.1.3 Test Surfaces
Some alterations were required for the growth surfaces in this section due to the features and
geometries of the duct flow apparatus. The polyethylene petri dishes were used again, but the bases
were sliced into 25 x 25 mm2 pieces. This approach was not possible with the glass petri dishes, so
glass coverslips (24 x 24 mm2) were used instead. The glass used for the coverslips had been pretreated with hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS), which makes the surface more hydrophobic (as
demonstrated in Section 5.4.2) to assist coverage for coating purposes. Finally, a stainless steel 316
plate of dimensions 160 x 25 mm2 was prepared in order to fit the dimensions of the duct (Section
6.2.1).

6.2 Duct Flow Apparatus
There are various different flow apparatuses which can be utilised for this purpose. The most
appropriate designs to simulate process industries are ones which apply a consistent fluid shear force
to the cells whilst supplying a constant media source.
Various methods for growing biofilms under flow conditions were discussed in section 2.7. A
drawback for many, however, is that they do not easily relate to practical situations which is an
important pre-requisite for the study of industrial cleaning processes. The radial flow cell is a prime
example of this issue – whilst useful for studying the effects of velocity or shear on biofilm growth,
the conditions involved to not compare easily to real world situations (the flow regime near to the
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inlet is particularly difficult to model). The constant depth film fermenter, with its scraper attachment
to maintain a maximum biofilm height, also bears little resemblance to reality. The Robbins device
employs a more relevant flow regime, but is aimed mostly at in situ testing, and removing and
replacing samples for characterisation is problematic.
Linear flow systems are preferable for simulating industrial flow conditions. The continuous flow
culture chamber is such a system, with a coupon placed in a trough through which growth media is
pumped. The drip flow reactor (DFR) is, however, the chosen system for biofilm growth in this
section, as it is the most relatable to pipe geometry operating as it does as a linear duct with the media
pumped from one end to the other. It has particular relevance to areas concerning the food and
pharmaceutical industries, producing an effect similar to that of a conveyor belt, and produces
biofilms with fewer architectural features for ease of microscopic analysis (Goeres et al., 2009). They
are also relatively simple to design and build.

6.2.1 Drip Flow Reactor Design
The reactor is a simple concept in terms of design – it is the connections to pumps and feed tanks
which provide the majority of the complications. The criteria for the design can be summarised as
follows:


The geometry of the reactor must be suitable for the test surfaces to be contained. The steel
plate of dimensions 160 x 25mm must be able to be placed in the flow chamber, separating
the chamber into lower and upper sections with some extra space provided for the chamber to
be covered and sealed securely. Lower and upper sections of the reactor must therefore be
completely separable for easy removal of samples with minimal disturbance.



The upper section must allow the media to flow freely along the growth surface and then
smoothly through the outlet.



The lower section is necessary for a heat exchange system to be included, supplied with a
water bath and a peristaltic pump.



A stand which allows for the angle of the flow chamber relative to the table to be altered
according to flow requirements (0, 5 and 10 degrees).



Inlet and outlet fittings with diameters equal to 5 mm to allow tubing to be connected, for
media to be pumped into the chamber and effluent to be drained out.

Shown below are the design sketches for the drip flow reactor. Firstly, there are the side-view
sketches of the upper and lower sections of the flow chamber.
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Figure 78: Birds-eye and side view designs of the drip flow reactor chamber, with the upper and
lower sections of the chamber shown separately in the side view. The dotted lines represent cavities
and hollow regions in the chamber. The raised section of the lower chamber shows where the growth
surface is located. All dimensions are in millimetres.
The primary function of this view is to show how the reactor is sealed together in order to function
properly. The protruding section of the lower half takes the space of the 20x180 mm dotted region of
the top half, leaving the 10 mm high chamber within for the biofilms to grow on the ‗dashed‘ growth
surface. The inlet and outlet are shown on the upper section in the form of 5 mm diameter extensions
on each side. Similarly, the heating section of the lower chamber is represented by 10 mm diameter
tubes at the bottom, flowing through to an open section directly underneath the biofilm growth
surface.
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Figure 79: A side view of the drip flow reactor, situated on its accompanying stand tilted at a 10
degree angle. The dotted lines represent cavities and hollow regions in the chamber.
The view in Figure 79 shows the overall setup of the system, with the reactor chamber fitted to its
stand. The angle of the chamber to the work surface can be set at 5 or 10 degrees, and can be operated
as a downward or upward slant as desired, to use different flow regimes in order to alter the physical
characteristics of the biofilms.

6.2.2 Drip Flow Reactor Operation
The media required for biofilm growth was supplied to the reactor using a feed tank of a volume of 30
litres with the flow controlled using a valve opened as minimally as possible to permit a trickle flow.
The tank was situated on an elevated shelf to negate the requirement of a pump. The flow rate was
estimated by collecting media in a measuring cylinder for ten minutes at a time, and the graph is
shown in Figure 80 in Section 7.1. The general range of flow rates was between 40 and 80 mL per 10
minute interval.
The heating for the reactor was provided using a water bath, connected to the lower section of the
reactor with a peristaltic pump. The water passed through one tube (the inlet) through the chamber
and through the other outlet tube from which it was returned to the water bath to be recycled. This
ensured that the water need not be replaced or topped up at any point in the growth process, regardless
of the length of incubation period. The desired temperature of the water bath was determined by trial
and error, recording the temperature of the air by the reactor outlet once it had reached a stable level,
at different water bath temperatures (with the pump running at maximum power). The chamber is
short enough for differences in temperature along it to be neglected. The relationship between water
bath temperature and reactor temperature are shown in Section 7.1.
The outlet of the reactor was fixed to a tube which transferred the used media to a waste bucket which
was disinfected and emptied on a regular basis.
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6.3 FDG Tests
To ensure that the investigation was free from contamination, the apparatus needed to be kept sterile
and therefore enclosed. The method chosen to implicate this was a reciprocating gauge complete with
a syringe pump which would act to recycle the flow. This requires the gauge to operate under pressure
mode (section 2.9.1) with a constant mass flow rate set with the syringe pump. A new set of
calibration runs were undertaken in order to test the functionality of the gauge under pressure mode,
and are shown in Figure 82 in Section 7.2.

6.3.1 Strength Tests
Biofilm strength tests were, as for Section 4.6, conducted by using FDG to apply a controlled shear
stress to the surface and then using microscopic methods to quantify the percentage of bacteria
remaining. Biofilms were grown on the stainless steel plate (160 x 25 mm), polyethylene and glass
coverslips (both 25 x 25 mm) for periods of 5, 10 and 14 days. This was done using the protocol
outlined in Section 4.2.1.
Imaging was performed using a Nikon Eclipse E400 optical microscope in order to provide images of
the fouled surface prior to removal. FDG testing was conducted in the same manner as in Section 4.6,
albeit operating under pressure mode. Tests were conducted on each surface to ensure that three
repeats of each h/dt value were completed. Following the gauging process, the surfaces were again
analysed under the microscope, and the percentage reduction in surface coverage measured. A
selection of examples of the images used for this analysis (from all three surfaces) are shown in
Section 7.4, along with numerical analysis of the results and the related discussions.

6.3.2 Thickness Tests
Thickness measurements were taken with a resolution of ± 5 µm. The pressure drop recorded due to
the presence of the fouling layer can be used to deduce the thickness of the layer, with average values
taken from several points for each sample, as per intention of the original FDG experiments, by
comparing the data plots with the calibration data from a clean surface. Biofilms were grown on all
three surfaces for periods of 5, 10 and 14 days for thickness analysis. Multiple pressure drop readings
were taken from each sample as the nozzle is moved gradually closer to the surface, as was done in
Section 4.6.2, in order to quantify the cohesive strength of the biofilm.
Alongside the adhesive strength taken from the strength tests Section 6.3.1, these results will give an
overall picture of the removal mechanisms and layer cohesion behaviour under stress. The results can
then be compared to those shown in Chapter 5 for the static case, along with input from the surface
and biofilm characterisation steps.

6.4 Impact of Chemical Biocides
With consideration for the water and energy duties required for mechanical cleaning, it is also prudent
to test the efficacy of a combined chemical-mechanical approach. If an input of disinfectant can
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substantially reduce water usage, this would be beneficial overall in the pursuit of a green cleaning
protocol.
Sodium hypochlorite (NaClO) was chosen as the first chemical to be tested, due to its popularity
(among other chlorine derivatives) in the food industry (Fukuzaki 2006). Secondly, peracetic acid
(CH3CO3H) was used as an alternative, due to increasing interest in its potential as a disinfectant and a
substantial amount of recent research in that direction. Mixed-species biofilms were grown under drip
flow conditions on the stainless steel plate for 5, 10 and 14 days. Prior to removal, the FDG tank was
filled with solutions of the respective chemical and left for 15 minutes, followed by commencement
of the gauging process. Each chemical was used at concentrations of 100 and 1000 mg/L due to
biofilm weakening and removal being observed at similar levels in previous research (Almatroudi et
al., (2016); Vázquez-Sánchez et al., (2014)). This is in accordance with the so-called ‗shock
chlorination‘ method, in which relatively high concentrations are applied for short periods of time, as
opposed to the method of adding low level residuals (typically up to 10mg/L) over prolonged periods
(Seiler (2006); Xue et al., (2017)). Results were taken for both adhesive strength and thickness
reduction (cohesive strength) and are presented in the next section.
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7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS: Biofilms Grown Under Flow Conditions
7.1 Drip Flow Reactor Setup
The mean flow rate of media through the reactor chamber was observed and the spread of values is
shown below in Figure 80.
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Figure 80: The spread of media flow rates recorded from the drip flow reactor with the preceding
valve opened as minimally as possible. Volumes were recorded over 10 minute periods, of 30
instances.
A mean flow rate of 64.7 mL per 10 minutes (with a standard deviation of 7.22) was recorded, which
equates to 9.3 Lday-1. This ensures that the feed tank must be refilled every three days for the duration
of all biofilm growth. The Reynolds number indicates whether the flow through the duct is laminar or
turbulent:
(25)
where U is the velocity [m/s], and dh is the hydraulic diameter [m] which is equal to 0.022 m. At mean
flow rate, the flow operates with a Reynolds number of 4.8, so therefore well within the laminar
regime.
The result for the reactor temperature in relation to the water bath temperature is shown in Figure 81.
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Figure 81: The relationship between the set temperature of the water bath and the recorded
temperature within the drip flow reactor.
Figure 81 suggests that a water bath temperature of approximately 530C will be sufficient to set the
temperature of the reactor chamber at the desired 370C for optimum biofilm growth.

7.2 FDG Calibration
The calibration step from Section 5.3 required a re-run, given the switch to pressure mode and the
introduction of the syringe pump, under a range of mass flow rates. A combined graph of 3
calibrations (m = 0.5, 1 and 2 g/s) is shown below in Figure 82, firstly in terms of the pressure drop
recorded, and then converted into discharge coefficient.
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Figure 82: a) Pressure drop recordings and b) CD calibration curves for the pressure mode FDG
apparatus for the following mass flow rates: m = 0.5, 1, and 2 g/s. The size of the symbols represents
the potential for errors in the use of the stopwatch and balance.
The results in the incremental zone show a good level of consistency and strong correlation with h/dt
in that region, and confirms that the gauge will be operable under these conditions and can therefore
be used effectively for the tests in this section.

7.3 Surface Characterisation
This section contains the atomic force microscopy results for the surfaces relevant to this section, in
accordance with the methodology detailed in Section 4.4.1. Firstly, Figure 83 shows the topographic
image and side profile of a glass coverslip used in the flow experiments.
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a)

b)
Figure 83: A 3D topographic AFM image, a), showing the morphology of a glass coverslip used for
biofilm growth under flow conditions, over an area of 4 µm2, along with a side profile of the surface
(b)).
In Figure 83a, the topographic image shown displays surface imperfections of sizes of approximately
3 nm. There are features which are believed to be conducive to biofilm formation, such as regions of
variation between protrusions and flatter areas, but as was mentioned in the literature review (section
2.5.1) these are likely to be too small to have much of an effect. Features of a size similar to that of
the cells are believed to be ideal for cell retention, yet the imperfections are mostly smaller than the
cells themselves. As the side profile in Figure 83b shows, the surface has many peaks and troughs
across the surface, but the troughs tend to be smaller than the cells used in any of the experiments
(with a couple of exceptions).
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a)

b)
Figure 84: A 3D topographic AFM image showing the typical morphology of the stainless steel 316
plate used for growing biofilms under flow conditions, over an area of 1µm2, along with a side profile
of the surface.
Figure 84a shows that there are instances of greater imperfections on the steel plate than on the disc,
but these are still relatively insignificant in height (at approximately 1nm) compared to the size of the
cells. Additionally, aside from these isolated peaks, the surface is extremely smooth elsewhere and is
likely to introduce little or no turbulence to the flow. The side profile in Figure 84b is a good indicator
of this – the presence of a notable trough stands alongside an otherwise relatively uniform surface.
Given the dimensions of the cells and the crevices, the smoother surfaces may well be preferable as
the rougher surfaces may provide more of a chellenge for adhesion. The width of the trough shown
(about 10µm) could allow cells to lodge themselves inside, although it is a very shallow crater so the
impact of is likely to be minimal. As Table 9 indicates, the plate was much less rough than the steel
disc used for the static case in Section 5.
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Table 9: The Ra (average roughness), Rms (root mean square roughness) and Rz (average peak-tovalley height) values for the polyethylene petri dish (shown in Section 5.4.1), the steel plate, and the
glass coverslip. The data for the steel disc from Section 5.4.1 is also shown as a comparison.
Surface Material
Polyethylene

Glass Coverslip

Steel 316 Plate

Steel Disc 304 (Static)

Ra

0.256µm

0.175µm

0.089µm

0.210µm

Rrms

0.315µm

0.242µm

0.137µm

0.272µm

Rz

0.823µm

0.828µm

0.487µm

0.740µm

7.4 Strength Tests
7.4.1 Escherichia coli Biofilms
The E. coli biofilms grown under drip flow conditions were tested for adhesive strength using fluid
dynamic gauging operating under pressure mode. Biofilms grown for 5 days are discussed first.
E. coli – 5 days
The strength test results for biofilms grown on polyethylene slips (25x25 mm2) are shown in Figure
85:

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 85: Optical microscope images of E. coli biofilms grown under flow on polyethylene for 5
days: tested under FDG at (a) h/dt = 0.25, τw = 4 ± 0.1 Pa (b) h/dt = 0.18, τw = 9 ± 0.4 Pa (c) h/dt =
0.11, τw = 16 ± 0.2 Pa (d) h/dt = 0.08, τw = 21 ± 0.4 Pa. The percentages of biofilm removed at each
stage, measured using ImageJ, were: (a) 9%; (b) 46%; (c) 83%; (d) 96%.
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From Figure 85, the patterns of removal of biofilms grown under drip flow would appear to be similar
to those grown under static conditions (Figures 37 to 57). Within the space of the four images, the
surface coverage has altered gradually from a covered surface to having only isolated cells remaining.
Parts a) and b) bear a close resemblance to their counterparts from the static section (5.6.1), with 46%
being removed with 9 Pa, compared to 41% removal after a shear stress of 8 Pa. There is evidence
that the more resilient regions of biofilm are harder to remove in this case, however, with a scattered
presence of cells remaining after 21 Pa – only 1% remained under 18 Pa shear stress for the staticgrown biofilms. This may be as a result of the consistent supply of fresh media in the duct, allowing
stronger bonds with the surface to be formed.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 86: Optical microscope images of the glass surface with E. coli biofilms incubated under flow
for 5 days: tested under FDG at (a) h/dt = 0.23, τw = 5 ± 0.4 Pa; (b) h/dt = 0.18, τw = 10 ± 0.5 Pa; (c)
h/dt = 0.12, τw = 15 ± 0.1 Pa; (d) h/dt = 0.11, τw = 18 ± 0.2 Pa. The percentages of biofilm removed at
each stage were: (a) 21%; (b) 55%; (c) 88%; (d) 94%.
The first point of note in Figure 86 is the ease at which 21% of biofilm can be removed from glass,
compared to image a) from the polyethylene-based sample. This is similar to the equivalent case for
the static biofilms, where there was no widespread strong attachment to glass after 5 days (although
they eventually had the highest peak after 14 days). There is, however, signs of small clusters
remaining attached in image d), which is more reminiscent of the polyethylene sample for this section
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than previous glass-based biofilms. Removal of the strongest-attached biofilms appears so far to be
notably more difficult when grown under drip flow.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 87: Optical microscope images of E. coli biofilms on the polished stainless steel plate under
flow for 5 days: tested under FDG at (a) h/dt = 0.21, τw = 8 ± 0.2 Pa (b) h/dt = 0.15, τw = 14 ± 0.1 Pa
(c) h/dt = 0.12, τw = 19 ± 0.1 Pa (d) h/dt = 0.08, τw = 25 ± 0.2 Pa. The percentages of biofilm removed
at each stage were: (a) 39%; (b) 68%; (c) 86%; (d) 100%.
The effect of drip flow conditions on attachment to stainless steel over 5 days is similar again to
polyethylene and glass. There is little effect on the removal of the more weakly-attached areas of
biofilm, yet the stress required to remove the last remaining regions of cells is again higher than for
the biofilm grown under static conditions. The 25 Pa required to clean this surface is the highest yet
observed for removal of 95% or more of surface coverage, suggesting that the introduction of flow
has had an impact on adhesive strength, albeit a rather modest impact at the 5-day stage.
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Figure 88: The complete set of strength test results for Escherichia coli biofilms grown for a 5-day
period on polyethylene, glass and stainless steel, using the drip flow reactor.
The relative uniformity of adhesive strengths across all three surfaces is the most striking feature of
this graph. This has rarely been the case in previous instances, particularly after 5 days where
distinctions between surface attachments tend to be more pronounced. The spread of data points for
the equivalent case for static-grown biofilms (Figure 40) was especially wide – a shear stress of 9 Pa,
for example, was able to remove between 25% and 80% of biofilm depending on the surface. Here
however, the extent of removal shows a strong correlation with shear stress regardless of substrate.
The removal of the final 20% of biofilm hints at a dependence on surface, with biofilms on glass
being easiest to remove and those on stainless steel being most difficult, but it would be unwise to
draw major conclusions from this. That said, the hierarchy is the same as was recorded for the static
case, so it may be a worthwhile observation.
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E. coli – 10 days

Figure 89: The complete set of strength test results for Escherichia coli biofilms grown for a 10 day
period on polyethylene, glass and stainless steel, using the drip flow reactor.
The relative similarity between the removal behaviour from all three surfaces continues through to 10
days. Recalling the graph for static-grown E. coli biofilms after 10 days (Figure 41), there was a
widely scattered distribution of data points. The shear stresses required for complete removal adhere
to the same hierarchy as well, albeit one weak and difficult to ascertain. The increase in adhesive
strength from 5 to 10 days is noticeable, although small. The removal of 50% of surface coverage
required approximately 10-14 Pa, compared to 9-12 Pa after 5 days which, taking into account the
potential for errors can barely be considered an increase. Complete removal does see an increase in
difficulty, with at least 23 Pa required (18 Pa after 5 days). As was customary for the static case, there
is a hurdle to overcome in order to remove the final 15%, particularly from stainless steel. Growing
biofilms under drip flow conditions appears to make little difference to the trend for certain regions of
biofilm to be more strongly attached than the rest.
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E. coli – 14 days

Figure 90: The complete set of strength test results for Escherichia coli biofilms grown for a 14 day
period on polyethylene, glass and stainless steel, using the drip flow reactor.
The adhesive strength results shown in Figure 90 are a continuation of what has been observed from
the previous two graphs. There is a high level of consistency to the results which crosses the variation
in surface materials. Although there has been another small increase in strength of attachment, there
remains little in the way of distinction in adhesion to different surfaces. From Figure 90 alone, it is
inconclusive as to whether there is a surface to which biofilms adhere to most strongly under drip
flow. Similarly, there is not much difference in shear stress required for total removal from the
equivalent static-grown biofilms. It is, however, a different story when considering partial removal.
For the static biofilms, removal of 50% or more was observed for all surfaces using 10 Pa – when
grown under flow there is a more gradual loss of coverage as shear stress is increased, suggesting a
greater resistance of more biofilm regions to cleaning.
Summary
Figure 91 shows the strength data for E. coli grown under flow conditions across the three time
periods, followed by the same display for mixed species biofilms.
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Figure 91: The overall strength test results for Escherichia coli biofilms grown under drip flow on all
three test surfaces shown, in terms of the shear stress required in order to remove 50% and 95% of the
surface coverage. Values for the equivalent pipe flow velocity are shown for selected data points (ms 1

).

Variations in adhesive strength as the incubation time increases are gradual for all surfaces tested. As
was true for the static case, biofilms grown on glass take longer to become established, although this
is nowhere near as pronounced this time around. The slight decline in strength of biofilms on stainless
steel and the increase in removal requirement for polyethylene of just 1 Pa suggests that there is
unlikely to be a further increase in strength beyond this point. The results for 50% removal underline
the consistency of the results observed in this section – distinctions between surfaces and biofilm age
are minimal throughout. Comparisons to the results for the static case are now shown.
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Figure 92: A comparison between the strength test results for Escherichia coli biofilms grown under
drip flow and under static conditions, on all three test surfaces, shown in terms of the shear stress
required in order to remove 95% of the surface coverage.
The above graph in Figure 92 indicates the minimal difference between 95% removal of biofilms
grown under static and drip flow conditions. There is again the exception of static biofilms grown on
glass, in which the shear stress required rose to an unprecedented 33 Pa (despite the attachment to
glass being the weakest up to this point), than although this distinction was previously discussed in the
static section 5.6.1. This graph suggests that, whatever else may vary as a result of the introduction of
a prevailing flow to the growth process, ease of removal of the full surface coverage of biofilm is
largely unaffected. It is interesting that the biofilms grown on stainless steel are the strongest (in terms
of both 50% and 95% removal), when the steel plate was shown to be the smoothest surface in
Section 7.3, although as discussed there the imperfections on all surfaces were relatively small in
height and so the relevance of this is difficult to say, if any.
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Figure 93: A comparison between the strength test results for Escherichia coli biofilms grown under
drip flow and under static conditions, on all three test surfaces, shown in terms of the shear stress
required to remove 50% of the surface coverage.
There is a more noticeable difference in the shear stress required to remove 50% of surface coverage,
however. The values taken for the static biofilms fluctuate considerably, but the values for drip flow
are consistently higher. The major indication here is that whilst removing 95% of the biofilm does not
become more difficult under flow conditions, there is a more widespread presence of strongly interconnected biofilms. As mentioned in the discussion for the polyethylene-based biofilms, this is most
likely due to the consistent supply of growth media to the surface, promoting a stronger attachment.
With regards to cleaning, it largely depends on the problem at hand whether there should be a
different strategy or not. As removal of the entire biofilm is typically essential (e.g. to alleviate a
contamination risk) then there is no difference to be recommended. However, if the main issue is
concerning the physical presence of biofilm (e.g. pressure drop, heat transfer), then a greater
hydrodynamic force could be necessary for regular removal of bulk. This needs to confirmed in the
thickness reduction section, however.
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7.4.2 Mixed Species Biofilms
Mixed Species – 5 days

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 94: Optical microscope images of mixed species biofilms grown on polyethylene under flow
for 5 days: tested under FDG at (a) h/dt = 0.24, τw = 5 ± 0.3 Pa (b) h/dt = 0.17, τw = 9 ± 0.1 Pa (c) h/dt
= 0.14, τw = 12 ± 0.1 Pa (d) h/dt = 0.1, τw = 16 ± 0.5 Pa. The percentages of biofilm removed at each
stage were: (a) 10%; (b) 49%; (c) 78%; (d) 94%.
The mixed species biofilms grown under drip flow conditions in Figure 94 display a greater adhesive
strength than the 5-day old static biofilms (Figure 55). In the static case, the surface was cleaned using
a shear stress of 14 Pa, whereas the drip flow sample had retained some biofilm under a stress of 16
Pa. Similarly, the static-grown biofilm was reduced in coverage by 45% with a shear stress of just 6
Pa, and the drip flow biofilm experienced a loss of 49% under 9 Pa. As was the case for the static
biofilms, though, the mixed species samples were notably weaker than the E. coli biofilms. A shear
stress of 21 Pa was unable to entirely remove the E. coli biofilm from the surface in the previous
section.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 95: Optical microscope images of mixed species biofilms grown on glass under flow for 5
days: tested under FDG at (a) h/dt = 0.24, τw = 5 ± 0.4 Pa (b) h/dt = 0.17, τw = 9 ± 0.2 Pa (c) h/dt =
0.14, τw = 11 ± 0.4 Pa (d) h/dt = 0.11, τw = 14 ± 0.1 Pa. The percentages of biofilm removed at each
stage were: (a) 20%; (b) 53%; (c) 77%; (d) 99%.
For the glass surface, complete removal of the mixed biofilm does not appear to be any more difficult
than it was for the static biofilms grown for the same duration. Recalling the pattern observed for E.
coli in the previous section, removing 50% of the surface coverage proved to require a greater shear
stress however. In this regard, the increase from 5 to 9 Pa in order to induce this effect is substantial.
This biofilm is still easier to remove than the E. coli equivalent which was able to remain, in depleted
form, after the application of 18 Pa.
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Figure 96: Optical microscope images of mixed species biofilms grown under flow on stainless steel
for 5 days: tested under FDG at (a) h/dt = 0.22, τw = 6 ± 0.3 Pa (b) h/dt = 0.16, τw = 10 ± 0.4 Pa (c) h/dt
= 0.11, τw = 16 ± 0.4 Pa (d) h/dt = 0.08, τw = 20 ± 0.3 Pa. The percentages of biofilm removed at each
stage were: (a) 18%; (b) 47%; (c) 86%; (d) 99%.
The effect of the use of drip flow conditions for the growth of mixed species biofilms on stainless
steel is very similar to that seen for glass. The application of 10 Pa shear stress is able to remove 47%
of the surface coverage, compared to 78% for the static case, but 19 or 20 Pa was required to
completely remove both biofilms from the surface. Again, the adhesive strength was exceeded by the
E. coli biofilms, where 25 Pa was required to eliminate the cells from the surface.
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Figure 97: The complete set of strength test results for mixed species biofilms grown for 5 days on
polyethylene, glass and stainless steel, using the drip flow reactor.
As was recognised in the analysis of each surface individually, there is little difference in the shear
stress required to remove 95% of mixed species biofilms grown under drip flow compared to those
grown under static conditions. For the static case (Figure 58), 95% removal was achieved using
between 13 and 20 Pa (the 20 Pa being a relative outlier from a stainless steel sample), and the same
range of total removal stresses can be seen here. The important difference is to be found in the
dynamics of removal in the stages between the original biofilm and the clean surface. The transition
here is more gradual, as stresses in the region of 10 Pa are required to remove 50% coverage for
example – for the static case, 5 to 7 Pa was capable of achieving the same impact. This is significant
because the presence of widespread biofilm can present its own issues to a system, independent from
the inherent risk of any pathogenic species being present. The same trend was observed at the same
stage for the E. coli biofilms in the previous section, particularly for the first 50% of removal. After
this point, the rate of removal slows down slightly, resulting in the higher total removal strengths of
18-25 Pa. The point remains, however, that the primary impact of flow appears to a more widespread
resistance to hydrodynamic forces, an effect which must be taken into account in cleaning protocols.
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Mixed Species – 10 days

Figure 98: The complete set of strength test results for mixed species biofilms grown for 10 days on
polyethylene, glass and stainless steel, using the drip flow reactor.
This graph shows the widest spread of data so far, with the suggestion that the biofilms grown on
polyethylene are the weakest of the three. It can also be seen, particularly in the removal of the final
30%, that those grown on stainless steel are considerably stronger. Whilst the shear stresses required
for complete removal from glass and stainless steel have each increased by approximately 5 Pa, the
increase for polyethylene is closer to 2 Pa. A similar premature slowdown was observed for the E. coli
biofilms, and for some of the static cases. It can be seen again that the increase in strength is
accounted for by the most resistant 20-30% - removal of the first 50% is no more difficult than it was
after 5 days‘ growth, in fact over 60% could be removed from polyethylene using the same shear
stress.
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Mixed Species – 14 days

Figure 99: The complete set of strength test results for mixed species biofilms grown for 14 days on
polyethylene, glass and stainless steel, using the drip flow reactor.
The transition to the 14 day incubation sees a further, small increase in shear stress required to clean
the surface (between 1 and 4 Pa depending on the material). The more gradual nature of the removal
process is a more noticeable and significant result, however, which suggests a more developed and
mature biofilm. The consistency of the results has also returned to its previous level, with there being
little between the three surfaces in terms of strength and few outliers. The biofilms grown on stainless
steel are again the strongest, with the difference from the other surfaces noticeable when removing the
final 20% of the surface coverage.
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Figure 100: The overall strength test results for mixed species biofilms grown under drip flow on all
three test surfaces shown, in terms of the shear stress required in order to remove 50% and 95% of the
surface coverage. Values for the equivalent pipe flow velocity are shown for selected data points (ms 1

).

The increases in shear stress required to remove 95% of the surface coverage are similar to those
observed for E. coli, between 4 and 7 Pa over the course of the transition from 5 to 14 days. The
strength of the steel and glass-based biofilms increased only marginally between 10 and 14 days, and
based on previous results it is likely that they are peak values for both surfaces. One difference in this
section is the relatively high strength of the biofilms grown on stainless steel, where the results are
distinct from the other surfaces at all stages. Fluctuations between shear stress values for 50%
removal are greater than observed for E. coli, although again there are no overall trends regarding the
effect of ageing. Removal of 50% from stainless steel is more difficult, although the difference is not
a great one.
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Figure 101: A comparison between the strength test results for mixed species biofilms grown under
drip flow and under static conditions, on all three test surfaces, shown in terms of the shear stress
required in order to remove 95% of the surface coverage.
As was observed for the E. coli biofilms, there is not much in the way of a clear distinction between
the difficulty of removing 95% of surface coverage in the static and drip flow cases. The exception to
this is the drip flow biofilms grown on stainless steel, which are the strongest for each incubation
period. Otherwise, the patterns of strength increases are similar for the two cases, and any effects
relating to the surface material appear to be inconclusive.
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Figure 102: A comparison between the strength test results for mixed species biofilms grown under
drip flow and under static conditions, on all three test surfaces, shown in terms of the shear stress
required in order to remove 50% of the surface coverage.
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Again, the key difference in strength between the static and drip flow cases lies in the difficulty in
removing the first 50% of the biofilm i.e. the extent to which the cultures are able to develop under
the two regimes. With the exception of the 10-day old biofilms on polyethylene, the rest of the data
points all show an increase of approximately 2 Pa in the stress required to reduce coverage by 50%.
This accounts for substantial percentage increases in strength given the low values involved. It
appears to be consistent that the addition of flow has the effect of producing a wider resistance to
hydrodynamic removal across a biofilm.
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7.4.3 Strength Tests Discussion
In almost all cases (except for E. coli grown on stainless steel), the biofilms in this section showed a
gradual increase in adhesive strength as they aged. Figure 103 compares the E. coli and mixed species
biofilms in terms of their attachment to each surface independently.
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Figure 103: A comparison of the estimated wall shear stress required to remove 95% (from surface
coverage analysis using ImageJ) of E. Coli and mixed species biofilms grown under drip flow
conditions on: (a) polyethylene, (b) glass and (c) stainless steel, after a range of incubation times. The
error bars take into account the potential inaccuracy of the interpolation, and the scope for
experimental errors.
It can be seen from the graph in Figure 103 that the steady increase in adhesive strength with biofilm
age is consistent across all three surfaces, for both the monoculture and the mixed species biofilms.
The increase on glass is more rapid, after starting from a position of relative weakness at 5 days,
whilst biofilms grown on stainless steel reach a peak at 10 days and remain at approximately the same
strength through to 14 days. Whilst the polyethylene and glass-based biofilms do not experience the
same lack of strength increase, it seems logical to make the assumption that they will start to do so
when the incubation period is extended further, based on the results for the static case and the
similarities between the strength patterns on different surfaces in general. There seems to be little
difference between the ageing process for any of the biofilms grown under flow compared to the static
case, so any subsequent decline is likely to also be similar.
As has already been recognised in the individual parts of this section, the requirement for total biofilm
removal does not appear to be significantly affected by the presence of flow, but a difference is more
recognisable for the 50% removal. The shear stress requirement for this does not appear to be affected
much by the surface material or the age of the biofilm, so this suggests that the biofilms are able to
establish themselves very quickly under drip flow conditions, presenting additional issues for
cleaning. The water and energy costs related to more regular cleaning would be a concern if more
regular cleaning was carried out due to this feature, and it is possible that this would make the
avoidance of chemical disinfectants effectively impossible without incurring greater cost and wastage.
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Figure 104: Comparisons between adhesive strength values and recorded amounts of a) protein and
b) glucose in the equivalent biofilm samples grown under flow conditions. All data are taken from
mixed species biofilms. The incubation periods (in days) are shown in the labels.
The relationship shown in Figure 104 between adhesive strength and protein concentration suggests,
similar to that shown for the static case (Figure 66), that protein may have an impact on the adhesive
quality of a biofilm. Again, the correlation for polyethylene is the weakest and implies little relation
between protein and strength. The other surfaces, however, have both a direct relationship and a
strong correlation between the two values. In the static case, there appeared as though there may also
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be a link between glucose and adhesive strength, although for the flow case there is little to suggest
that. There was also no correlation between polysaccharides and cohesive strength in the previous
section, and this result lends weight to the idea that the amount of protein present has more impact on
the strength of a biofilm than the amount of polysaccharides.
Table 10: The full set of average shear stress values required to remove 50% and 95% surface
coverage of E. coli and mixed species biofilms grown under drip flow conditions from polyethylene,
glass and stainless steel.
95% Removal [τmax] – E. coli [Pa]
Polyethylene

Glass

Stainless
Steel

Days

50%

95%

50%

95%

50%

95%

5

9.8

21.1

9.0

18.8

11.3

23.4

10

11.2

23.9

10.1

22.7

11.9

28.1

14

10.7

25.5

11.0

26.8

12.2

27.6

95% Removal [τmax] – Mixed Species [Pa]
Polyethylene

Glass

Stainless
Steel

Days

50%

95%

50%

95%

50%

95%

5

8.8

15.9

7.0

13.7

8.9

19.1

10

7.9

17.8

9.8

20.8

11.1

26.0

14

10.1

21.7

9.7

21.5

11.1

26.5

7.5 Thickness Tests
The average values for the thickness of biofilms grown under dip flow conditions on all three surfaces
are displayed in Figure 105 below. The thickness of a biofilm can negatively impact upon the pressure
drop and heat transfer along a pipe, and thicker biofilms are also prone to shed clusters of cells into
the flow, so it is of significant importance.
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Figure 105: Graphs showing the average thickness of a) E. coli; and b) mixed species biofilms grown
under flow conditions as measured by FDG. The error bars show the minimum and maximum
thicknesses measured for each incubation period.
From Figure 105, it can be seen that the thickness of both the E. coli and mixed species biofilms
increases at a consistently high rate from 5 days through to 14. The nozzle resolution (±5 µm) may
invalidate the accuracy of the 5-day results to an extent, although the increase in thickness between 5
and 10 days is still substantial. An interesting distinction is that the mixed species biofilms show a
much greater increase in thickness at 10 days, but E. coli catches up by the time we reach 14 days. It
is certainly possible that they would continue to grow beyond this point, although we have seen from
the static case that the point at which removal becomes easier occurs independently of this, and that
thickness can continue to increase despite the biofilms becoming structurally weaker.
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Figure 106: Graphs comparing the average thicknesses of a) E. coli; and b) mixed species biofilms
grown under static and flow conditions as measured by FDG. Error bars are shown on the individual
plots in Figures 67 and 105 – they are not included here for visual clarity.
According to Figure 106, the drip flow method is conducive to growing thicker biofilms than the
static conditions used. Biofilms take longer to establish on glass for both E. coli and the mixed species
culture, with the exception of the E. coli static case. The ability of all biofilms tested to reach
thicknesses of 20-35 µm after just 5 days is a considerable increase from the sub-10 µm thicknesses of
the static biofilms at the same stage. Then, interestingly, the mixed species biofilms become thicker
than their E. coli counterparts at 10 days (70-100 µm compared to 40-80 µm), despite the opposite
being true for the static case. However, this trend is reversed by 14 days where the E. coli biofilms are
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thicker, reaching as much as 160 µm. With the range of values recorded being so high (shown by the
error bars in Figure 105), it could be argued that the thicknesses at 14 days are too similar to draw
conclusions, and that there may be a maximum at which the outer regions of cells are unable to
remain attached regardless of the flow regime (or lack thereof). That the drip flow maximum
thicknesses are all greater than the static cases shows that the presence of a prevailing flow does allow
for thicker biofilms to be grown – whether or not this will impact on the layer removal dynamics will
hopefully be answered in the following section.

7.5.1 Thickness Reduction
As with section 5.7.1, the FDG process can be used to analyse how the shear stress inflicted by the
gauging flows can remove layers of the biofilm, estimating the cohesive strength of the biofilms in the
process. Two graphical examples are shown below.
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Figure 107: The percentage of biofilm thickness reduction in terms of the estimated wall shear stress
deduced from the mass flow rate at the respective nozzle clearance (h/dt), for a mixed species biofilm
grown for 10 days under drip flow on a polyethylene surface. The lines added indicate the two distinct
phases of removal – rapid initial depletion and a slower removal of the surface layers.
Figure 107 indicates a familiar pattern of removal, with the suggestion of one significant point of
biofilm loss at between 2 and 3 Pa. This phase removed the outer 50% of the biofilm, and occurred
much earlier than in the examples shown for the static case in Section 5.7.1. The remaining biofilm
was removed gradually, with small losses leaving little more than 10% thickness remaining with a
shear stress of 10 Pa. This has some similarity with Figure 71, in which a similar extent of removal
was observed at that stage for a 10-day old biofilm grown on stainless steel. Following this is a result
for a 14 day E. coli biofilm grown on stainless steel.
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Figure 108: The percentage of biofilm thickness reduction in terms of the estimated wall shear stress
deduced from the mass flow rate at the respective nozzle clearance (h/dt), for a biofilm of E. coli
grown for 14 days under drip flow on a stainless steel surface, with the two phases indicated again.
The above test lacks the phase of a bulk removal, which was typical for previous examples. Instead,
there is a smoother loss of biofilm as the shear stress is increased. This biofilm also appears to be
stronger than the previous one, with 50% removal experienced using 4 Pa and total removal at
approximately 14-15 Pa. In Section 5, an E. coli biofilm grown for 14 days on polyethylene required
18 Pa to reduce it to the surface level only, and 5 Pa to reduce the thickness by 50%. It appears to
require less stress to reach both stages in this case, and may indicate that biofilms grown under drip
flow exhibit a poorer cohesion than the static ones, although the surface is different.
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Figure 109: The estimated wall shear stress and selected equivalent mean pipe flow velocities in
brackets (ms-1) required to remove 50%, and 95% of E. coli biofilm thickness from glass,
polyethylene and stainless steel, after a range of incubation periods. The error bars take into account
the potential inaccuracy of the logarithmic interpolation and the scope for experimental errors.
Removal of E. coli biofilms grown under drip flow conditions show a consistent increase in cohesive
strength over longer periods of time, at least up to 14 days. The surface material has little impact in
the earlier stages, with biofilms grown on all three surfaces having a very similar strength. However
after growing for 10 days, there becomes a clear difference between the surfaces with those grown on
polyethylene being the strongest and those grown on glass being the weakest. This hierarchy
continues up to 14 days although the difference in strength does not become more pronounced. Ease
of removal of the top 50% is virtually the same for all surfaces and growth periods, as was the case for
the static biofilms.
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Figure 110: The estimated wall shear stress and selected equivalent mean pipe flow velocities in
brackets (ms-1) required to remove 50%, and 95% of mixed species biofilm thickness from glass,
polyethylene and stainless steel, after a range of incubation periods. The error bars take into account
the potential inaccuracy of the logarithmic interpolation and the scope for experimental errors.
The mixed species biofilms show a similar pattern to the E. coli biofilms. There is an increase in
cohesive strength as the biofilms age, especially those grown on stainless steel where the rate of
change of strength was seen to increase between 10 and 14 days. Apart from that exception, there are
close similarities with E. coli, with polyethylene-based biofilms being the strongest and those grown
on glass being the weakest. There is similarly little variation among the 50% removal data. The
strength values are also very similar, increasing from 5-7 Pa after 5 days to 12-16 Pa after 14 days.
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Figure 111: A comparison between the thickness test results for Escherichia coli biofilms grown
under drip flow and under static conditions, on all three test surfaces, shown in terms of the shear
stress required in order to remove 95% of the surface coverage. Error bars are shown on the individual
plots in Figures 72 and 109 – they are not included here for visual clarity.
For all three surfaces, the biofilms grown under drip flow showed a lower cohesive strength than the
static biofilms. This is true at every single point in Figure 111. The only area of uncertainty is the
effect of increasing the age of the drip flow biofilms beyond 14 days, which was not possible within
the confines of this research. The only reference point to take is the fact that the static-grown biofilms
on polyethylene had already begun to weaken after 10 days, yet the equivalent drip flow biofilms
continued to become stronger. It has been observed that biofilms grown under a low shear force tend
to be more porous and prone to sloughing (van Loosdrecht et al., 2002), so this may be the cause of
the relative cohesive weakness compared to the static biofilms.
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Figure 112: A comparison between the thickness test results for Escherichia coli biofilms grown
under drip flow and under static conditions, on all three test surfaces, shown in terms of the shear
stress required in order to remove 50% of the surface coverage.
As with Figure 111, removal of the top 50% of the E. coli biofilms proved to be easier than for the
equivalent static biofilms. This suggests that the relative cohesive weakness hinted at in the previous
figure is a comprehensive one, within all layers of the biofilms. It strongly indicates that growing the
cultures under drip flow conditions results in structurally weaker biofilms, even though in the majority
of cases the surface attachment was stronger than the static case (section 7.4.1).
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Figure 113: A comparison between the thickness test results for mixed species biofilms grown under
drip flow and under static conditions, on all three test surfaces, shown in terms of the shear stress
required in order to remove 95% of the surface coverage.
In contrast to the E. coli results shown previously, Figure 113 suggests that mixed species biofilms do
develop a greater cohesive strength when grown under drip flow conditions compared to static
conditions. Furthermore, the rate of increase continues to rise between 10 and 14 days, and it is
possible that this may continue over a longer period. In particular, the biofilms grown on stainless
steel see a large increase in strength over this stage, from 9 to 15 Pa.
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Figure 114: A comparison between the thickness test results for mixed species biofilms grown under
drip flow and under static conditions, on all three test surfaces, shown in terms of the shear stress
required in order to remove 50% of the surface coverage.
For 50% removal, the picture is similar to that seen for E. coli. Whereas the graph for 95% removal
suggested a greater cohesive strength for mixed species biofilms grown under flow, 50% removal still
appears to occur more readily than for the static biofilms. A similar strength increase is observed for
stainless steel, but is still lower than the equivalent static biofilm. Studied in combination, these
graphs suggest that mixed species biofilms are able to build a stronger lower core region in the drip
flow case, which was not observed for E. coli.
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Figure 115: A comparison of the estimated wall shear stress required to remove 95% thickness of E.
Coli and mixed species biofilms grown under drip flow conditions on: (a) polyethylene, (b) glass and
(c) stainless steel, after a range of incubation times. The error bars take into account the potential
inaccuracy of the interpolation, and the scope for experimental errors.
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The most obvious point to take from the above figure is that the E. coli biofilms have a greater
cohesive strength than their mixed species counterparts, as was also observed for the static case.
However, it can also be seen that the strength of the mixed species biofilms is increasing at a greater
rate between 10 and 14 days, as well as the indication in Figures 113 and 114 that the mixed species
biofilms also showed greater cohesion when grown under flow conditions than under static
conditions.
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Figure 116: Comparisons between cohesive strength values and recorded amounts of a) protein and
b) glucose in the equivalent duct flow biofilm samples. All data are taken from mixed species
biofilms. The incubation periods (in days) are shown in the labels.
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Figure 116a indicates a reasonable link between the amount of protein present in mixed species
biofilms and their cohesive strength. The relationship is particularly strong for those grown on
stainless steel. The result is similar to that seen for the static case (Figure 75). From all sections it
appears that protein has more of an impact on adhesive strength than cohesion. As for Figure 116b,
there is again a weak correlation between glucose levels and biofilm strength, and the peak in glucose
after 10 days is at odds with the peak in strength after 14 days. Removal of 50% thickness is shown to
be unrelated to either protein or polysaccharide concentration, and would support the idea than any
impact due to either component is largely confined to the resilience of the surface layer.
Summary
The surface materials used had no bearing on the eventual thickness of the biofilms grown, as had
been the case for the biofilms grown under static conditions. The E. coli biofilms typically reached
greater thicknesses after 14 days, although not to a substantial degree, and there is no suggestion that
this difference had an impact upon removal behaviour. The weakening effect as biofilm age
progresses beyond 14 days was a key point in the discussion of Section 5, yet it can only be
speculated on here. However, it is again the case that both the adhesive and cohesive strengths of the
biofilms increases over the course of the period from 5 to 14 days.
A major difference from the static case is that the shear stresses required for removal are similar for E.
coli and mixed species biofilms, compared to the relative strength of E. coli static biofilms (which
were stronger on all surfaces compared to those grown under drip flow). The mixed species biofilms,
on the other hand, required a higher shear stress for 95% removal on all surfaces than they had under
static conditions.
The need to clean surfaces operating under flow conditions with regularity is shown again by the
results in this section. It could be predicted that older biofilms will begin to weaken in accordance
with both the static results and detachment theory, but whether or not this is true the same dangers
relating to an untreated contaminated surface apply. Biofilms are believed to be more prone to
sloughing when grown under a low shear, and this would exacerbate the risk of pathogens being
released into the flow. The balance would again be with the amount of water and pumping power
required, but regular cleaning would typically be the best option.
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Table 11: The full set of average shear stress values required to remove 50% and 95% thickness of E.
coli, B. cepacia, and mixed species biofilms grown under drip flow conditions from polyethylene,
glass and stainless steel.
Removal from Polyethylene [τmax]

Removal from Glass [τmax]

E. coli

E. coli

Mixed Species

Mixed Species

Days

50%

95%

50%

95%

Days

50%

95%

50%

95%

5

4.2

6.4

3.9

7.5

5

3.9

7.3

3.8

5.0

10

4.4

15.0

4.4

10.3

10

3.6

9.6

3.7

8.2

14

4.7

16.7

4.2

13.4

14

3.4

12.6

3.9

12.8

Removal from Stainless Steel [τmax]
E. coli

Mixed Species

Days

50%

95%

50%

95%

5

3.7

6.2

3.6

6.1

10

4.5

12.5

4.0

9.4

14

4.5

15.8

4.5

15.3

7.6 Impact of Chemical Biocides
7.6.1 Strength Tests
The mixed species biofilms grown on stainless steel under drip flow conditions were tested for
adhesive strength, after having been exposed to solutions of sodium hypochlorite and peracetic acid,
using fluid dynamic gauging operating under pressure mode. Biofilms grown for 14 days are
displayed in the same fashion as in previous sections, beginning with those treated with sodium
hypochlorite.
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Sodium Hypochlorite

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 117: Optical microscope images of mixed species biofilms grown under flow on stainless steel
for 14 days and exposed to 100 mg/L sodium hypochlorite: tested under FDG at (a) h/dt = 0.25, τw = 4
± 0.5 Pa (b) h/dt = 0.21, τw = 6 ± 0.4 Pa (c) h/dt = 0.15, τw = 11 ± 0.4 Pa (d) h/dt = 0.1, τw = 15 ± 0.1
Pa. The percentages of biofilm removed at each stage were: (a) 23%; (b) 52%; (c) 84%; (d) 97%.
The effect of exposing the biofilms to 100 mg/L sodium hypochlorite can be clearly seen in the
relative ease with which biofilm can be removed from the surface. In section 7.4.2, 14-day old mixed
species biofilms grown under flow on stainless steel were removed using only hydrodynamic forces,
and 27 Pa was required to remove 95% of biofilms from the surface. In the figure above, 15 Pa was
able to remove 97% of the biofilm, a substantial weakening of the surface adhesion. The same effect
can also be seen at the earlier stages: image b) shows a 52% reduction with 6 Pa, yet the same
removal without the chemical input required 12 Pa of shear stress. Figure 118 now shows the removal
behaviour for biofilms grown for 5, 10 and 14 days.
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Figure 118: The complete set of strength test results for mixed species biofilms grown on stainless
steel using the drip flow reactor, after being exposed to a 100 mg/L sodium hypochlorite solution for
15 minutes and removed using FDG.
Figure 118 shows that the aging effect observed in previous sections remains intact after the
incorporation of sodium hypochlorite disinfectant. At both the 50% and 95% removal stages, each age
shows a clear reduction in shear stress required compared to the hydrodynamic method. This applied
to removal of 95% surface coverage in particular, where less than half the shear stress is necessary for
5 and 10 day-old biofilms after the chemical exposure.
Now, the effect of increasing the NaClO concentration to 1000 mg/L is analysed.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 119: Optical microscope images of mixed species biofilms grown under flow on stainless steel
for 14 days and exposed to 1000 mg/L sodium hypochlorite: tested under FDG at (a) h/dt = 0.25, τw =
4 ± 0.4 Pa (b) h/dt = 0.20, τw = 7 ± 0.4 Pa (c) h/dt = 0.16, τw = 10 ± 0.1 Pa (d) h/dt = 0.12, τw = 13 ± 0.4
Pa. The percentages of biofilm removed at each stage were: (a) 30%; (b) 53%; (c) 86%; (d) 100%.
There is a further decrease in biofilm adhesive strength due to the step change in NaClO
concentration. In Figure 119, 13 Pa was required to clean the surface, compared to 15 Pa in the
previous section. Little or no change can be observed for the earlier stages – 30% and 50% removal
do not appear to become any easier.
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Figure 120: The complete set of strength test results for mixed species biofilms grown on stainless
steel using the drip flow reactor, after being exposed to a 1000 mg/L sodium hypochlorite solution for
15 minutes and removed using FDG.
The same hierarchy of adhesive strength has endured the increase to 1000 mg/L NaClO, although the
5 and 10 day biofilms have been weakened more substantially. The 14-day biofilms show the relative
lack of impact of the extra disinfectant indicated in Figure 119. It shows the limitations of chemical
disinfection, in that additional increases do not necessarily produce better results, and also indicates
that the effect of aging in biofilms can be even more significant when chemicals are introduced,
particularly considering the aim of reducing chemical use.
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Figure 121: The shear stress required to remove 95% surface coverage of mixed species biofilms
grown under drip flow on stainless steel, comparing the effect of exposure to sodium hypochlorite on
adhesive strength.
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Sodium hypochlorite appears to be effective at weakening the attachment of the biofilms to the
surface. The introduction of 100 mg/L NaClO substantially reduced the shear stress required for
removal, to below half of that necessary when using just water at the 5 and 10 day stages. There is
evidence of an enduring resistance after 14 days, but the reduction in strength from 25 to 15 Pa is still
considerable. Increasing the NaClO input to 1000 mg/L, conversely, had little additional effect and
given the problems associated with a high chlorine content this would not be advisable.
Peracetic Acid

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 122: Optical microscope images of mixed species biofilms grown under flow on stainless steel
for 14 days and exposed to 100 mg/L peracetic acid: tested under FDG at (a) h/dt = 0.25, τw = 4 ± 0.2
Pa (b) h/dt = 0.18, τw = 10 ± 0.4 Pa (c) h/dt = 0.11, τw = 17 ± 0.3 Pa (d) h/dt = 0.06, τw = 23 ± 0.2 Pa.
The percentages of biofilm removed at each stage were: (a) 28%; (b) 73%; (c) 86%; (d) 94%.
The addition of 100 mg/L of peracetic acid to the removal process appears to have little impact on the
ease of removal from the surface. In image d), 23 Pa was unable to clean the surface completely, and
is similar to the shear stress required without the peracetic acid addition. The biofilm has become
weaker than the hydrodynamic force example, although not significant enough to draw any real
conclusions.
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Figure 123: The complete set of strength test results for mixed species biofilms grown on stainless
steel using the drip flow reactor, after being exposed to a 100 mg/L peracetic acid solution for 15
minutes and removed using FDG.
Figure 123 suggests that the input of 100 mg/L peracetic acid prior to the FDG process is able to
weaken the adhesion to the surface, albeit only by small margins. This impact does not change much
depending on the ages of the biofilms. Following this, the concentration of peracetic acid was
increased to 1000 mg/L for the next stage.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 124: Optical microscope images of mixed species biofilms grown under flow on stainless steel
for 14 days and exposed to 1000 mg/L peracetic acid: tested under FDG at (a) h/dt = 0.25, τw = 4 ± 0.2
Pa (b) h/dt = 0.18, τw = 10 ± 0.1 Pa (c) h/dt = 0.12, τw = 16 ± 0.4 Pa (d) h/dt = 0.06, τw = 23 ± 0.1 Pa.
The percentages of biofilm removed at each stage were: (a) 24%; (b) 63%; (c) 86%; (d) 99%.
The result in Figure 124 is a continuation of the effect noted for 100 mg/L peracetic acid. There is
evidence of a slight reduction in strength of attachment, with the surface almost entirely cleaned using
a shear stress of 23 Pa (which resulted in a 94% surface reduction for 100 mg/L). At the same time
however, 10 Pa was able to remove 63% here and as much as 73% in the previous example, indicating
that the impact of the increase in concentration may have produced no discernible effect.
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Figure 125: The complete set of strength test results for mixed species biofilms grown on stainless
steel using the drip flow reactor, after being exposed to a 1000 mg/L peracetic acid solution for 15
minutes and removed using FDG.
The graph in Figure 125 indicates a lack of impact due to the increase of peracetic acid levels. In
combination with Figure 123 for 100 mg/L, this suggests that peracetic acid has negligible effect on
biofilm adhesion and would not be worth supplementing the hydrodynamic methods with.
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Figure 126: The shear stress required to remove 95% surface coverage of mixed species biofilms
grown under drip flow on stainless steel, comparing the effect of exposure to peracetic acid on
adhesive strength.
From Figure 126, it can be seen that peracetic acid is able to have some impact on the ease of removal
of biofilms from the steel surface, but the level of success is minimal particularly when compared to
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the effect of sodium hypochlorite on the same biofilms. This is especially true for the younger
biofilms – those grown for 5 or 10 days had their adhesive strength reduced to less than half of its
original level by 100 mg/L NaClO, yet the addition of peracetic acid only reduced the shear stress
requirement by 2-3 Pa after 5 days‘ growth. The higher concentration had no additional effect (similar
to NaClO). There would therefore be little to be gained in terms of surface removal by adding
peracetic acid, and not enough of a benefit to compensate for the chemical addition, even taking into
account the safe decomposition and minimal toxicity.

7.6.2 Thickness Tests
In this section are the results concerning the reduction of biofilm thickness after exposure to sodium
hypochlorite and peracetic acid solutions. Shown first in Figure 127 is a graph showing an example of
the loss of biofilm with increasing shear stress, including the effect of 1000 mg/L NaClO.
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Figure 127: The percentage of biofilm thickness reduction in terms of the estimated wall shear stress
deduced from the mass flow rate at the respective nozzle clearance (h/dt), for a mixed species biofilm
grown for 14 days under drip flow on a stainless steel surface. The biofilm was initially exposed to
1000 mg/L sodium hypochlorite for 15 minutes.
The obvious point of interest in Figure 127 is how rapidly the external regions of biofilm are shed
using low shear stresses after sodium hypochlorite has been introduced. Less than 2 Pa was able to
remove the outer 50% of biofilm, which is approximately half the shear stress required for just the
hydrodynamic removal in Section 7.5.1. There is evidence of some weakening of the areas closer to
the surface as well – 15.3 Pa removed 95% of the equivalent biofilms without chemical influence, and
in this case 9.3 Pa has removed 84% thickness. The previous section showed a 95% reduction in
surface coverage using 13.2 Pa with NaClO, so the cohesive strength is clearly reduced on the basis of
this figure.
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Figure 128: The shear stress required to remove 95% thickness of mixed species biofilms grown
under drip flow on stainless steel, comparing the effect of exposure to sodium hypochlorite on
cohesive strength.
Figure 128 indicates that the addition of sodium hypochlorite results in a general reduction in the
cohesive strength of biofilms, with equivalent reductions in strength for the two different
concentrations after 10 and 14 days‘ growth. The impact is not as pronounced as the reduction
witnessed for adhesive strength in the previous section, and the exposure to NaClO has the effect of
bringing the results for 95% surface removal and thickness reduction much closer together than
previously, suggesting the comprehensive removal of regions of biofilm rather than a gradual
reduction of layers. An example for peracetic acid is now shown.
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Figure 129: The percentage of biofilm thickness reduction in terms of the estimated wall shear stress
deduced from the mass flow rate at the respective nozzle clearance (h/dt), for a mixed species biofilm
grown for 14 days under drip flow on stainless steel. The biofilm was initially exposed to 1000 mg/L
peracetic acid for 15 minutes.
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Peracetic acid had a far greater impact on biofilm cohesive strength than sodium hypochlorite. The
reduction of the shear stress requirement from 15 Pa to between 6 and 7 Pa is a substantial one, and is
more suggestive of biocidal effect than the adhesive strength test in Section 7.6.1 which showed little
difference due to the addition of peracetic acid. The effect on the removal behaviour of the outer
layers is similar to NaClO, with approximately 50% being removed by the application of under 2 Pa.
The difference is in the removal of the remaining biofilm, which progresses much more rapidly in this
case.
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Figure 130: The shear stress required to remove 95% thickness of mixed species biofilms grown
under drip flow on stainless steel, comparing the effect of exposure to peracetic acid on cohesive
strength.
Figure 130 shows again that peracetic acid is able to have a significant impact on the cohesive
strength of the biofilms, despite having been shown to be largely ineffective at removing the surfaceattached cells. The graph also indicates that 100 mg/L would be sufficient to have the desired impact
in most circumstances, with little difference made by the increase in concentration. The age of the
biofilm also has considerably less effect on cohesive strength after treatment with peracetic acid.

7.6.3 Optimisation of Chemical Biocide Usage
The results in this sub-section highlight the importance of monitoring biocide concentrations to
prevent excessive use. Figures 121 and 126, in particular, show that the ability of both sodium
hypochlorite and peracetic acid to remove surface-attached cells was not noticeably improved by
increasing the dose from 100 to 1000 mg/L. It follows that the must be a point at which the increase in
chemical input outwheighs the savings in water used, and therefore the concentration should be kept
below this amount. This is not a simple process, given that the energy required to pump water and
biocides is also important. Additionally, a decision would have to be made regarding whether water
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and chemical use should be assigned equal significance or if a weighting system should be applied. It
is possible to make some estimates, however, which should give a reasonable indication of a suitable
range of concentrations to use.
Given that removal from the surface is the most important function for biofouling removal due to regrowth, Figure 121 can be used as a basis for optimisation. If the surface is being cleaned after 14
days, the following shear stresses are required for 95% removal using a) just water, b) 100 mg/L
NaClO, and c) 1000 mg/L NaClO: a) 26.5 Pa, b) 15.8 Pa, and c) 12.6 Pa. In order to analyse the
amount of water required to achieve this, these must be converted into the equivalent pipe flow
velocities, which are: a) 3.26 m/s, b) 2.51 m/s, and c) 2.24 m/s. If equal significance is given to water
and chemical usage, the maximum NaClO concentration (1000 mg/L) becomes equal to the maximum
water velocity (3.26 ms-1) on the y-axis when plotting the total contribution of resources.
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Figure 131: An estimate of the total required contribution of water and sodium hydroxide to remove
95% surface coverage of mixed species biofilms from stainless steel, as the concentration of NaClO is
increased from zero to 1000 mg/L. Equal weighting is given to the two components when producing
the Total curve.
With all the approximations stated before Figure 131 taken into account, it can be seen that the
addition of some sodium hydroxide is, on balance, beneficial for a green cleaning approach.
Determining a precise concentration would require more data points, but the approximations made
mean that a high level of accuracy would be very hard to achieve anyway. The small change in water
required between 100 and 1000 mg/L NaClO suggests that the optimum point may be lower than 100
mg/L, however.
Similarly, for peracetic acid in the same scenario, the shear stresses are required for 95% removal
using a) just water, b) 100 mg/L PAA, and c) 1000 mg/L PAA are: a) 26.5 Pa, b) 21.9 Pa, and c) 21.8
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Pa. In order to analyse the amount of water required to achieve this, these must be converted into the
equivalent pipe flow velocities, which are: a) 3.26 m/s, b) 2.96 m/s, and c) 2.95 m/s. With the same
method used as for sodium hypochlorite, the following result is seen:
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Figure 132: An estimate of the total required contribution of water and peracetic acid to remove 95%
surface coverage of mixed species biofilms from stainless steel, as the concentration of PAA is
increased from zero to 1000 mg/L. Equal weighting is given to the two components when producing
the Total curve.
Figure 132 suggests that, as suspected, adding peracetic acid has an insuffient impact on ease of
biofilm removal (in terms of surface coverage) to justify its inclusion. Any gains in surface removal
due to PAA would be outweighed by the continued need for substantial amount of water for
hydrodynamic removal. As suggested by Figure 130, though, it can have value in its ability to enable
the removal of the outer layers of biofilm with relative ease which could be important to some
applications where process efficiency takes precedence over the contamination risk (e.g. on ship hulls
or in the production of non-consumable goods).

7.6.4 Summary
In the simplest terms, the results for this section show that sodium hypochlorite is more effective at
improving the removal of biofilm from the surface, yet peracetic acid is more efficient in eliminating
the rest of the bulk of biomass. For NaClO, the removal of most of the thickness of the biofilm is
followed swiftly (in terms of shear stress) by removal from the surface, suggesting a comprehensive
removal of chunks of cells. In terms of removal of 95% surface coverage, the introduction of NaClO
reduced the required shear stress by approximately a half. The optimum amount of NaClO to balance
with water use is difficult to determine with these results, but Figure 131 indicates that it could be
found with further experimentation. A combined approach is almost certainly preferable to either
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hydrodynamic or chemical methods alone. Gomes et al., (2016) studied removal of Acinetobacter
calcoaceticus and Stenotrophomonas maltophila from PVC, and showed that 0.5 mg/L of NaClO
produced virtually no effect, but that the minimal bactericidal concentrations (M.I.C.s) (125 and
175mg/L respectively) did reduce the amount of biofilm remaining by a modest amount (in terms of
cells per cm2), in a fashion similar to that observed here, although they did observe a complete loss of
colony forming units (CFUs) under M.I.C. levels. Vázquez-Sánchez et al., (2014) assessed the
minimal bactericidal concentrations of various Staphylococcus aureus strains during biofilm
establishment, and reported that, depending on the strain, between 600 and 950 mg/L of NaClO was
necessary to prevent biofilms from being formed. This indicates a higher level of resistance than
reported here, although it concerned a different species and was instead related to the prevention of
biofilm establishment. Mathieu et al., (2014) studied the effect of a 60-minute chlorination (at 3.7
mg/L) on the cohesive strength of 2-month old drinking water biofilms, and reported a reduction from
15.4 to 13.1 kPa required to detach biofilm clusters. This study indicates again the efficacy of chlorine
derivatives in biocidal functions, although the dangers of excessive chlorination are indicated here
with little extra effect resulting from the extra increase in concentration. The effect of chlorine is well
established, but issues regarding toxicity and acquired resistance still remain.
Peracetic acid, on the other hand, showed good potential in weakening the cohesive bonds within the
biofilm structure, yet was almost ineffective in removing the cells attached to the surface. It has been
suggested that peracetic acid has the potential to ‗fix‘ biofilms to glass - a study by Loukili et al.,
(2006) on the effects of peracetic acid on E. coli biofilms grown on glass showed a total failure of a
1100 mg/L solution to produce any detergent activity (although the addition of a non-ionic surfactant
did result in some activity) - and this suggests that this may also be the case for stainless steel. The
study by Vázquez-Sánchez et al., (2014) mentioned previously also studied the MICs of peracetic
acid required to prevent biofilm growth, and reported that concentrations of between 300 and 450
mg/L were necessary, lower than that for NaClO. It is believed to be adept at diffusing through the
biofilm matrix due to its small size, which may account for its ability to reduce biofilm cohesion. Its
strength in this area may make peracetic acid useful as a pre-treatment to reduce biomass prior to a
secondary cleaning stage, but as a comprehensive solution to biofouling it appears to be ineffective,
and when considering resource use relative to surface removal, using water alone would be a better
option. The increased dose in particular showed little alteration in the resulting removal behaviour.
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8. CONCLUSIONS
Main Findings
The adhesive and cohesive strengths of the biofilms tested peaked at the 14-day stage for the static
case, with a minority of instances reaching their peak after 10 days (based on 95% removal of surface
coverage). Biofilms proved to be much easier to remove after 5 days, and when grown for 21 or 28
days. The decline in strength at later stages was shown repeatedly for biofilms grown under static
conditions – for flow, the maximum growth period was 14 days, however there are reasons to suggest
that a similar trend will be observed. In some cases, peak strength was reached after 10 days, and for
others the rate of strength increase was reduced suggesting a low likelihood of prolonged
continuation.
It was consistently shown that the Escherichia coli strain formed stronger biofilms than either
Burkholderia cepacia or the biofilms containing both species. This is useful because most biofilms in
industrial situations contain multiple species, and an awareness of the potential complications this can
cause is essential. Additionally, the removal behaviours of B. cepacia and mixed species biofilms
were similar, implying a dominance of B. cepacia within the mixed culture, or a tendency of E. coli to
colonise the nutrient-rich outer layers leaving B. cepacia attachment to govern the adhesive strength
of the biofilms.
The thicknesses recorded for all of the biofilms also reached maximum levels at around 14 days,
although differed from the strengths in that the thickness did not decline as biofilm age was increased
further. Instead, little change in thickness was observed between 14 and 28 days, suggesting that an
equilibrium was typically reached between natural detachment (sloughing) and continued growth.
However, as already noted, the biofilms‘ cohesive strength was impacted by age, so even though cells
continue to grow throughout this period the matrix structure would appear not to have remained fully
intact.
Removing 95% biofilm thickness was shown to be considerably easier than reducing surface coverage
by the same amount. Regularly, only half the shear stress required for surface removal was able to
remove the bulk biomass. This is not especially surprising, but gives an indication of the extent to
which biofilms can remain in place under high stress whilst the majority of biomass has been
eliminated, something which can be easily neglected by more superficial cleaning processes which
focus on killing cells rather than comprehensive cleaning.
The introduction of drip flow conditions improved the strength of adhesion of younger biofilms. Both
E. coli and mixed species biofilms showed a greater adhesive strength after 5 days compared to the
equivalent static biofilms, likely due to the steady supply of fresh media. The same effect was not
observed at peak strength, but it does suggest that biofilms can establish themselves more rapidly in
flow conditions. They were also substantially thicker at this stage as well, supporting that theory. On
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the other hand, the biofilms grown under flow exhibited a lower cohesive strength than the static ones,
particularly in the case of the top 50% of the layer. This fits in accordance with the theory behind the
drip flow, in which low shear growth is recognised to produce thick, porous biofilms (Gerlach and
Cunningham 2010).
In terms of the biofilm and surface characterisation methods used within the study, surface roughness
is unlikely to be a significant factor in explaining strength trends, given the relative similarity of
crevice sizes and frequency. The hydrophobicity of polyethylene could be viewed as a driving force
behind the often-observed stronger biofilms on its surface in the earlier stages. However this could be
contested because, as discussed in Section 2.5.2, it has been suggested that hydrophobicity may be
more important for cell retention rather than adhesion, and other research has questioned the link
altogether (with cell hydrophobicity a conflicting factor). The analysis with the significant promise
related to the strength results was the protein levels recorded using the cation exchange method. The
trends of increase and decline in strength were matched by similar changes in protein over the time
period. The polysaccharide levels displayed a similar pattern, although the relationship was weaker
due to a sharp peak after 10 days followed by decline. The loss of both components beyond 14 days is
interesting because it contrasts with the result showing that biofilm thickness is maintained. The
confocal microscopy results also indicated that the coverage of EPS did not markedly change at this
point, nor were there a particularly higher proportion of dead cells within the older biofilms. This
implies that degradation of vital components could be the best explanation for loss of biofilm strength
over time.
The effect of chemical biocides was shown in the final section, with sodium hypochlorite substantially
weakening the adhesion of biofilms to the surface and peracetic acid being adept at reducing cohesive
strength. Both allowed the outer layers of the biofilms to be removed with great ease. In addition to
this, neither showed an enhanced effect when the respective concentration was increased from 100 to
1000 mg/L, an indication of the importance of not adding excessive chemicals beyond the point at
which they are useful. It was shown that removal of biofilms from a surface could be optimised using
a combined approach of hydrodynamic and chemical methods, and that with the method of short-term
chlorination used here, the ideal sodium hypochlorite input would be in the region of 100 mg/L.

Implications
There has previously been little study in the strength of biofilms over longer periods of time. Certain
studies have, however, observed that adhesive strength can continue to increase beyond the 28 days
tested in this study when grown under flow. Ohashi et al., (1999) grew biofilms for up to 32 days
using an open channel reactor, and observed that biofilm strength increased consistently up to this
point in time. Chen et al., (1998) suggested that adhesive strength increased with the flow velocity
under which they were grown, and it is possible that the static biofilms grown in this study
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experienced a loss of strength between 14 and 28 days as a result of their growth conditions (not
strictly static due to the shaking plate – the maximum orbital shear stress was calculated as 0.086 Pa).
If decay within the surface interfacial region of the biofilm can occur as a result of ageing, the lack of
a prevailing flow rate may be responsible for inducing starvation of surface-attached cells due to a
lack of fresh media supply, and the introduction of flow would at least have the potential to prevent
this from occurring. Within this research, biofilms were only grown under flow conditions for 14 days
so any conclusions beyond this point can only be speculative. It was suggested that the rate of strength
increase was slowing down, but it is possible that this was temporary or that strength would remain
relatively consistent over longer periods of time. The drip flow reactor is a low shear method, which
in accordance with the effect of a relatively slow flow velocity, could be a reason for the lack of
strength development through to 14 days, especially in terms of cohesion. Cohesive strength in the
drip flow biofilms was consistently lower than the static biofilms, especially in the outer 50%.
The findings regarding biofilm thickness can also be important with regards to cleaning. Thicker
biofilms cause substantial process issues concerning enhanced pressure drop and reduced heat
transfer, as well as experiencing regular detachment of clusters of cells in to the flow for recolonisation elsewhere or for contamination of products. It was found that the biofilms grown in static
conditions reached a peak level at approximately 14 days, and retained the majority of that thickness
thereafter. The drip flow biofilms continued to grow up to the 14-day point. This is in general
agreement with other research into thickness development. Ohashi et al., (1999) grew biofilms in an
open channel reactor and recorded a peak thickness which occurred after 25 days and sustained
beyond that period. Ahimou et al., (2007) grew biofilms from up to 12 days in a membrane aerated
bioreactor, and observed increases in thickness over the period. The thicker the biofilm, the greater
the distance both nutrients and biocides must penetrate in order to affect the surface layer. It follows
that the effect of biocides is likely to be diminished beyond 14 days of growth – in fact sodium
hypochlorite, which was shown to be effective in reducing adhesive strength, can be seen to have
been less effective against 14-day biofilms in Figure 120. This again raises the risk of excessive
chemicals being used in cleaning if existing concentrations are seen to be ineffective, and it was
consistently shown in this study that high increases in concentration have a negligible effect. The
ability of peracetic acid to attack and weaken the external layers of biofilm would be useful in
attacking thicker biofilms, and it was shown to be unaffected by the increase in thickness and strength
displayed after 14 days. Overall, though, it appears that the risks of allowing biofilms to develop
greatly in thickness are too great and outweigh the benefits of chemical input. In most cases regular
cleaning would still be beneficial.
The observation that the mixed species biofilms were easier to remove than the E. coli monocultures
is contrary to the majority of research which suggests that coaggregating species are typically harder
to remove, but it is by no means an original feature. The ways in which different species interact in
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combination vary greatly. Often, one species will colonise the surface first, and Cavalcanti et al.,
(2014) showed that the level of colonisation by the first species can be important for the
coaggregative effect. Another feature, recognised by Zhang et al., (2013), is that the dominant strain
can exert its superiority by occupying the outer layers in order to access more nutrients, leaving the
other starved near the surface. What it does serve to highlight is the unique nature of each biofilm,
particularly in pipelines or similar situations where the species present are likely to be unidentified.
The ability of pathogens to attach themselves to existing structures is well known, and the
unpredictability of biofilm formation and development should focus the minds of those who wish to
remove them. It makes any temptation to neglect them and wait for natural detachment or death
highly unwise.
The results for EPS composition showed the most promise as a possible explanation for the trends in
removal behaviour. Differences between the surfaces used had relatively a very small impact on
biofilm attachment – the ageing trends were the same and in terms of cleaning they behaved in much
the same way in response to fluid shear irrespective of material. This distinction could be significant
for biofouling prevention if a reliable method of EPS degradation could be found – surface coatings
and modifications are the focus of much study, but EPS control could be a better strategy, particularly
long-term (where coatings will need re-applying). Whilst EPS coverage was shown by confocal
microscopy not to have altered significantly during the weakening phase, its composition showed
changes which can be connected to the ease of removal. Both proteins and polysaccharides were lost
in the later stages of growth, despite biofilm thickness being maintained and most EPS still being
present. It has been recognised that EPS components can degrade, and this can be investigated using
CLSM and Raman spectroscopy (Wagner et al., 2009), although research into this has been limited.
Whilst polysaccharide is believed to be the main source of structural strength, there was a stronger
correlation between protein and strength in these results (adhesive strength in particular). Proteins are
able to act as enzymes for the digestion of exogenous molecules in order to produce nutrients
(Wingender et al., 1999), and so this may account for the connection to strength, particularly with
relevance to the already nutrient-starved surface-attached cells. With regards to polysaccharides, Chen
et al., (2005) noted an increase in adhesion when glucose levels were increased from 15 to 30 mg/L,
but a decrease when it was increase further up to 45 mg/L. The highest amount recorded in this case
was 12 mg/L, so it is possible that polysaccharide levels were not sufficient for this effect to be
observed fully.
Both biocides used in this study displayed a clear weakening effect on biofilms, enabling removal
with lower shear stresses. Removal of the top 50% of biofilm thickness was made distinctly easier by
both sodium hypochlorite (NaClO) and peracetic acid. NaClO was able to make a considerable impact
on surface removal, with little more shear stress required than was necessary to remove the outer
layers. The most illuminating point was the ineffectuality of the step up from 100 to 1000 mg/L,
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indicating that the demand of the biofilms must have been in the region of 100 mg/L, and the overuse
of chemicals is the key point being examined by this research. An approximate optimum
concentration could be found with a greater range of test levels. If cells can be killed by a low
concentration of biocide, this can enable the easier removal of biofilms by hydrodynamic forces.
The levels of wall shear stress required for effective biofilm removal is comparable to those employed
in cleaning-in-place (CIP) systems, which operate under turbulent flow, despite the FDG process
utilising laminar flow for removal. The shear stress levels required for biofilm removal indicate the
necessity for turbulent flow in a larger scale system, and the corresponding fluid velocities are
unjustifiably high in accordance with green cleaning principles. Therefore, it is clear that the input of
disinfectants will be required, and the addition of smaller concentrations of chemicals has been shown
to be adept at removing the external layers of biofilm, so this may be the way forward.

Conclusions
The main purpose of the study was to seek to suggest methods of implementing reductions in
chemical, water and energy use in industrial biofilm removal without sacrificing efficacy. Eliminating
the risk of biofouling is effectively impossible, so proportionate and timely management of the
problem is essential. The technique of fluid dynamic gauging was employed in order to measure their
strength and explain their removal behaviour. Chemicals are adept at killing cells, yet whilst the
biofilm matrix structure remains in place, cells will re-attach and the biofilm will return. The entire
structure must therefore be removed, but there is little in the way of consensus on a solution.
Having observed that the adhesive and cohesive strengths of biofilms increases steadily as far as 14
days of age, and combined with the evidence from previous research that this strength will most likely
be sustained over longer periods under flow conditions, it would be highly preferable to conduct
regular cleaning (no later than every 5 days) to prevent further fouling build-up and the development
of stronger adhesive and cohesive bonds. This is especially true for hydrodynamic methods, for which
both the water used and the associated pumping power must be considered. The risk of pathogens
developing the longer the biofilm is left in place is another motivation for regular cleaning. The
development of a greater and sustained thickness over time can also pose problems with heat transfer
and enhanced pressure drop. Both sodium hypochlorite and peracetic acid can be used effectively to
remove the outer layers with a lower shear stress, although surface layer removal is more important
for the restriction of biofilm re-growth. Sodium hypochlorite was shown to be effective for weakening
surface adhesion – for the 15-minute exposure used here, a concentration in the region of 100mg/L is
optimum when combined with the shear stress applied by water. There are more risks associated with
chlorine-based disinfectants than peracetic acid, although low concentrations would be sufficient and
finding a more optimised level would be relatively simple using more iterations this method, as long
as the criteria for the management of water and chemical inputs is pre-defined. As always,
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preventative methods are an appealing alternative, and the apparent correlation between protein
concentration in the EPS matrix and ease of removal is worth further exploration. If a method could
be found to reliably induce protein degradation with a relatively minimal chemical input, this could be
a important way of weakening biofilms and reducing resource use. This must be done safely i.e.
without creating harmful by-products or contributing significantly more to the chemical demand for
cleaning. Alternative removal methods may prove useful for this, such as ultrasound, UV irradiation
or enzyme action.
For further research, using a higher media flow rate would encourage more stable biofilms, as long as
fresh media could be produced regularly enough. In situ gauging would reduce the risk of disturbing
biofilms during the testing stage, although adhesive strength could not be quantified in the same way.
Taking a multispecies inoculation sample from a process flow would be advisable to have a more
realistic approximation of industrial biofilms. Surface coatings aimed at biofilm prevention are the
focus of large amounts of current research, and could be an alternative to reactive methods, although
recoating can lead to process downtime.
In summary, there is no simple answer to the problem, which is further complicated by the
unpredictability of the species would be present in industrial biofouling. The best way of minimising
the risk of spoiling and contamination would be to clean surfaces regularly, which would also serve to
minimise the resources used by preventing biofilms from becoming too strongly attached or too thick.
The chemical input would need to be determined by testing for the optimum concentration necessary
for a suitable effect (eliminating excess use), and discovering the correct balance to avoid use of
excess water and energy in the process.
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9. FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS
Operating Conditions
The most obvious way of continuing this research would be to study the growth of drip flow biofilms
beyond 14 days, given that previous work suggests that their strength would not decline with further
ageing, in contrast with the static biofilms. Time and the inability to run parallel experiments
hampered the prospects of doing this within this research, and a specific focus on studying older
biofilms would be necessary to test that theory. However, this may be unnecessary, given that the
results shown here suggest that regular cleaning prior to widespread establishment is the best method
for biofilm removal and management of associated risks. Viewed from this perspective the behaviour
of biofilms older than 14 days is irrelevant, at least from a practical viewpoint regarding cleaning.
Another focus would perhaps be to increase the flow rate of media during growth. The change from
static to drip flow resulted in an increase in difficulty in removing 50% of surface coverage, indicating
a more widespread strong adhesion under flow. Growth under high shear is believed to promote
greater stability – i.e. they detach under an accordingly higher shear stress. If this could be shown to
be true using the techniques outlined here, then it could raise doubts as to the efficacy of cleaning in
the early stages of development, if the biofilms were not sufficiently weaker. The volume of media
required for a greater flow rate during growth would have proved impossible to produce quickly
enough in this study, and would have required replacement in the feed tank far too regularly – about
every hour or two which is unmanageable over the course of several days.

Apparatus Design
Previous research conducted using FDG has involved in situ gauging, incorporating the nozzle into
the design of the flow cell. This was demonstrated by Tuladhar et al., (2003), who monitored fouling
development in a square duct using an FDG nozzle situated within the flow. Later, computational
fluid dynamics was used by Gu et al., (2007) to simulate this system, showing a strong agreement
with the results shown by Tuladhar et al., (2003). It can be advantageous to study bacterial deposits in
this fashion, because as previously discussed (Section 2.8.6), biofilms are prone to slumping outside
of their growth environment and can be deformed easily by physical contact. However, the downside
to this approach is that it would not be possible to analyse surface coverage before gauging, so the
adhesive strength would not be quantified. That said, as a follow-up to this study, knowledge of the
cohesive strength could be taken from in situ studies with these results used as a reference point.
A recent study by Lemos et al., (2016) looked at the possibility of a similar system in which a
cylindrical duct was used. The gauging mechanism was verified using CFD, and some tests were
conducted on biofilms on polyethylene and stainless steel surfaces. Perhaps unsurprisingly due to the
geometry, the biofilms varied considerably in thickness, but the closer similarity with industrial pipe
networks makes it an interesting and vital focus for further research. The same difficulties regarding
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measuring adhesive strength would have to be overcome, however. This study suggested video
microscopy as a potential option for studying surface removal.

Coatings
A promising alternative to cleaning to remove biofilms is to instead utilise preventative measures,
typically in the form of coatings. For example, Demling et al., (2010) demonstrated that
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) coating could reduce biofilm formation on orthodontic brackets to a
minimum, and Liu and Zhao (2011) incorporated PTFE into existing Ni-P coatings and showed strong
anti-bacterial performance compared to the existing steel surface. This could theoretically negate the
need for chemical inputs, if biofilm formation was reduced to level which could be removed by
hydrodynamic forces only. The need to clean still remains, and therefore the strength of bacterial
adhesion would still be an important feature to be aware of. Surfaces also require periodical re-coating
as layers can deplete over time and due to exposure to chemicals in the flow.

Multi-Species Biofilms
Typically, most biofilms found in industrial settings contain a wide range of species, as opposed to the
two strains used in this study. The more species present, the more complex the interactions governing
the biofilm‘s function can be. The importance of interactions between different species has been
recognised in biofilm bacteria found in process systems, water distribution networks and natural
environments (Burmølle et al., 2014). A typical inoculation method is to obtain a sample of
contaminated fluid from a process system (Pechaud et al., 2012). This has the advantage of creating a
good representation of the biofouling experienced in industry, although its impreciseness makes its
repeatability difficult to assess and patterns hard to discern. However, this is the nature of industrial
biofouling – each case is different from the last.

Further Characterisation
Better understanding of the processes surrounding protein and polysaccharide degradation would also
be beneficial. If they (protein in particular) play a significant role in the adhesion of biofilms and the
difficulty of their removal, then any method of triggering degradation may help to enable easier
removal. They have previously been shown to be highly effective in the removal of surface layers,
and it is possible that protein degradation may be a factor in this.
Identifying the chemical demand of the biofilms tested would be another useful next step. It was
observed that there was negligible difference in impact between 100 and 1000 mg/L of either sodium
hypochlorite or peracetic acid, despite the influences of each being clearly noticeable. It follows that
in order to minimise the negative effects of chemicals in cleaning (especially chlorine), locating the
optimum point of removal efficacy without unnecessary further increases is an essential component of
developing a green cleaning strategy given that hydrodynamic methods alone are unlikely to be
suitable in most cases.
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APPENDIX
1. Ionic Strength
The ionic strength, I, is calculated via the following equation:
∑

(26)

where i is each chemical species in series, and c and z are the concentration and charge of the species
respectively. Casein hydrolysate and glucose are non-ionic and so do not need to be considered. As an
example, for Na2HPO4.7H2O, the ions present are 2Na+ and HPO42- with a molarity of 47.7mM.
Equation 26 is completed thus:
= 0.5*[(2*0.047*12) + (0.047*22)] = 0.5*[0.094+0.188] = 0.5*0.282 = 0.141M
Table 12: The components present in the M9 media used to grow biofilms throughout this research,
and the ionic strengths of each component.
Media Component
47.7 mM Na2HPO4.7H2O
21.7 mM KH2PO4
8.6 mM NaCl
18.7 mM NH4Cl
1 mM MgSO4

Ions Present
2Na+ HPO42K+ H2PO4Na+ ClNH4+ ClMg2+ SO42-

Ionic Strength
0.141
0.0217
0.0086
0.0187
0.004

This adds up to a total ionic strength of 0.194M. If an equivalent solution of sodium chloride is to
made up for the gauging experiments, this is then multiplied by the combined molar mass of Na and
Cl (equal to 58.44) to give a concentration of 11.34 gL-1.

2. Siphon Tube Effective Length
As described in Section 2.9.1, the pressure drop along the siphon tube (ΔP34) can be calculated using
the Hagen-Poiseulle equation (27) if the value of

, the effective length of the tube, is known. This

value converts the presence of bends in a pipe into an equivalent extension of the straight tube
resulting in the same pressure drop. The effective length was determined experimentally by removing
the nozzle to reduce

to a negligible value. After set-up, the tube-surface clearance (h) was set

and the hydrostatic head (H) was altered in steps by changing the height of the output tap. This
ensures that the effective length is the remaining unknown variable impacting upon the flow rate. The
upright tube section above the nozzle has a known length (0.4 m), so the pressure drop in this section
can be calculated normally. The remaining loss in pressure can be attributed to the attached pipe, the
length of which must be determined by this experimental method.
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(27)
The point of outlet was the operational variable, which has the effect of altering the hydrostatic head
(H). With ΔP13 effectively negligible, the pressure drop is simply equal to ΔP34. The loss due to the
known section of tubing can be subtracted from ρgH (the total pressure drop) to give the values
plotted below in Figure 131 against the recorded mass flow rate.
800
y = 10428x - 251.99
R² = 0.9769

700

ΔP34(tube) [Pa]

600
500
400
300
200
100
0
0

0.02

0.04
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0.08

0.1

m [kg/s]

Figure 133: The result from the experiment undertaken to determine the effective length of the
curved siphon tube. The mass flow rate is controlled via the hydrostatic head, and the pressure drop
displayed is that for the unknown section of tubing. The equation of the trend line is included to show
the gradient of the line.
The important value to be taken from Figure 131 is the gradient of the trend line. The Hagen-Poiseulle
equation can be re-arranged into the following form by dividing both terms by m:
(28)
Substituting the gradient of 10428 into the equation for the left hand term and inputting the remaining
constants leaves Leff as the only unresolved variable. The effective length was therefore calculated to
be 5.3m. This result was used to calculate the Cd values in the subsequent calibration plots.
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3. Biofilm Assay: Strain Comparison – Absorbance Values
Table 13: The full set of absorbances, including control values, taken from the biofilm assay
conducted in order to compare the species Escherichia coli Nissle1917, Pseudomonas aeruginosa
NCTC and P. aeruginosa PA01

E.coli
0.4527
0.5246
0.5282
0.5685
Mean
S.D.

Test Values
PA NCTC
PA01
0.2111 0.1541
0.2019 0.1623
0.1776 0.1886
0.226 0.1786

0.519
0.048

0.204
0.020

0.171
0.016

Control
0.1209
0.1215
0.129

E.coli
0.3289
0.4008
0.4044
0.4447

Control-Adjusted
PA NCTC
0.0873
0.0781
0.0538
0.1022

PA01
0.0303
0.0385
0.0648
0.0548

0.124
0.005

0.395
0.048

0.080
0.020

0.047
0.016

4. Surface Energy
Polyethylene
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292

293

Figure 134: The full set of contact angle measurements on polyethylene in order to determine the
critical surface energy. From top to bottom: water, 5%, 10% and 15% sodium chloride

294

Stainless Steel Disc

295

296

Figure 135: The full set of contact angle measurements on the stainless steel disc in order to
determine the critical surface energy. From top to bottom: water, 5%, 10% and 15% sodium chloride

297

Stainless Steel Plate

298

Figure 136: The full set of contact angle measurements on the stainless steel plate in order to
determine the critical surface energy. From top to bottom: water, 5%, 10% and 15% sodium chloride

299

Glass Petri Dish

300

Figure 137: The full set of contact angle measurements on the glass petri dish in order to determine
the critical surface energy. From top to bottom: water, 5%, 10% and 15% sodium chloride

301

Glass Coverslip

302

303

Figure 138: The full set of contact angle measurements on the glass coverslip in order to determine
the critical surface energy. From top to bottom: water, 5%, 10% and 15% sodium chloride
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Figure 139: Zisman plots shown for the five surfaces examined for contact angles using water and 5,
10 and 15 % sodium chloride solutions: a) polyethylene; b) steel disc; c) steel plate; d) glass dish, and
e) glass coverslip. The equations of the trendlines are shown as these indicate the means of calculating
the critical surface areas.
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5. Thickness Tests – Cd Plots
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Figure 140: A graph showing how the discharge coefficient (Cd) relative to the dimensionless nozzle
clearance distance (h/dt) differs compared to a calibration plot due to the presence of a biofilm. This
particular biofilm was of E. coli grown for 14 days on a polyethylene surface.
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Figure 141: A graph showing how the discharge coefficient (Cd) relative to the dimensionless nozzle
clearance distance (h/dt) differs compared to a calibration plot due to the presence of a mixed species
biofilm grown for 14 days on a glass surface.
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